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In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), network lifetime (NL) maximization plays a significant role in striking a compelling compromise between maximizing the overall throughput and minimizing the energy dissipation, while extending the duration of adequate communications without battery-replacement, when the sensor nodes rely on limited energy supply. Hence, this thesis focuses on the NL maximization of battery-constrained WSNs, which is vitally important in industrial applications, where thousands of sensors may be deployed within a specific target area and the energy dissipation of each sensor node has to be minimized in order to reduce the overall cost of the applications to the industry. However, maintaining stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements under the above-mentioned NL constraints can be challenging and requires careful consideration of several conflicting design trade-offs. Naturally, the above-mentioned energy dissipation characteristics are dependent on the entire seven-layer OSI protocol stack, where each layer contributes to the dissipated energy. Therefore, NL maximization necessitates a cross-layer operation across all these layers, where each layer has to minimize its energy dissipation without deteriorating the QoS. Hence, our objective is to maximize the NL using cross-layer design techniques in the interest of maintaining certain QoS requirements and to provide the system designer with well-informed decisions prior to embarking on hardware implementations. Hence, our approach is to investigate and to model progressively more realistic WSNs.

We commence with a broad overview of the WSNs, of the design objectives and of the NL maximization techniques that have been investigated in the literature. We then provide a concise introduction to convexity, convex optimization, to the Lagrangian dual problem and to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions, which will be extensively used in our studies. Having presented the fundamentals, we formulate an initial study of the NL maximization problem based on a simple string topology in order to form a basic framework for the NL maximization of more realistic large scale networks. In this particular study, we maximize the NL in an interference-limited WSN considering a beneficial rate and power allocation scheme under both additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and fading
channel characteristics, where we employ the KKT optimality conditions for obtaining the optimal solution to the NL maximization problem using closed-form expressions. Therefore, we were able to derive analytical expressions of the globally optimal NL for a string network operating in an interference-limited scenario, while communicating either over an AWGN or over fading channels for a given link schedule. Furthermore, the maximum NL, the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network are obtained. We quantify how the maximum NL is reduced as a function of the fading statistics due to the poor channel conditions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that given a certain network-sum-rate, the simultaneous scheduling of weakly interfering links benefits from the associated spatial reuse by allowing each node to transmit at a lower rate, which requires a reduced transmission power and hence results in an increased NL. We also conclude that the choice of the particular scheduling scheme depends on the application, since a lower source rate favors infrequent transmissions requiring a low transmit power, while avoiding the detrimental effects of interference, when aiming for extending the NL. However, we observe that for higher source rates, a higher NL can be achieved by aggressive spatial reuse. An interesting observation is that increasing the distance between the consecutive nodes substantially reduces the NL, especially for lower source rates. However, quite surprisingly, increasing the distance between the consecutive nodes results in an improved NL for higher source rates. This is due to the reduced impact of the interferers located at a higher distance. More explicitly, even though the transmit power required has to be increased to satisfy the rate constraint, at the same time the interferers are moved a bit further away. In this particular study, the NL and source rate are considered as the QoS measure as a function of both the transmit rate and the power, where an adaptive scheme is assumed. Finally, our proposed algorithm achieved reduced complexity NL maximization compared to other techniques found in the literature.

We then extend our NL maximization problem to a realistic scenario, where the parameters are selected from the practical data sheet of a National Instruments device, which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard and the energy dissipation of the signal processing operations, i.e. the energy dissipation of the transceiver circuits, is considered. Since achieving a reasonable NL at the cost of a tolerable end-to-end bit error rate (BER) for a fixed-rate system using various modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) is an important objective for the system designer considering the QoS, we strike a trade-off between the BER and the NL, which is crucial for network designers at an early design stage. Therefore, we aim for maximizing the NL for a predetermined set of target signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) values, which guarantees maintaining the predefined QoS of each link operating over either an AWGN channel or a Rayleigh block-fading channel, while considering or disregarding the signal processing power (SPP). We observed that especially for low target SINRs, the SPP has a dominant impact on the NL. However, for higher target SINRs the achievable NL only considering the transmit power whilst disregarding the SPP forms
a benchmark for the achievable NL of the particular scenario, when the SPP is jointly considered along with the transmit power.

As a further advance, a more realistic network is considered, where the same National Instruments device, which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard is used as a reference. For this realistic network, we also had to reconsider our NL definition, where we maximize the NL of a WSN relying on randomly and uniformly distributed fully connected nodes. This fully connected WSN imposes an exponentially increasing routing complexity upon increasing the number of nodes. More particularly, we focus our attention on the cross-layer optimization of the power allocation, scheduling and routing operations for the sake of NL maximization for predetermined per-link target SINR values. We use the so-called exhaustive search algorithm (ESA) as our benchmarker and conceive a near-optimal single-objective genetic algorithm (SOGA) imposing a substantially reduced complexity in fully connected WSNs. We show that our NL maximization approach is powerful in terms of prolonging the NL, while striking a trade-off between the NL and the QoS requirements.

Finally, we consider a multiobjective NL maximization problem, where the end-to-end delay and the energy dissipation are considered as our conflicting design objectives. More explicitly, we proposed a novel NL optimization design in order to reflect the effect of the end-to-end delay on the NL along with the aggregate energy dissipation of the same route. The distinctive aspect of this study is the simultaneous optimization of both the aggregate energy dissipation and of the end-to-end delay as a multi-objective optimization problem in order to provide the system designer with a trade-off between Pareto-optimal energy- and delay-solutions. We employ multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), namely the so-called non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and the multi-objective differential evolution (MODE) algorithm for obtaining the set of Pareto optimal NL-aware routes striking a trade-off between the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Moreover, we characterize both the complexity and the convergence of both algorithms compared to the ESA.
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General notation

\(a_{ij}\) the element of the matrix \(A\) at row \(i\), column \(j\).
\(\mathbf{x}\) boldface lowercase letters denote column vectors.
\(x\) standard lowercase letters denote scalars.
\(x_i\) the \(i\)th element of the vector \(\mathbf{x}\).
\(A^T\) transpose of the matrix \(A\).
\(\mathbb{R}\) the field of real numbers.
\(\mathbb{C}\) the field of complex numbers
\(\mathbb{Z}\) the set of all integers.
\(\mathbb{R}_+\) the set of all nonnegative real numbers.
\(\mathbb{R}_{++}\) the set of all positive real numbers.
\(\mathbb{R}_-\) the set of all nonpositive real numbers.
\(\mathbb{R}_{--}\) the set of all negative real numbers.
\(\mathbb{R}^n\) the \(n\)-dimensional vector of real numbers.
\(\mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) the \(m \times n\)-dimensional matrix of real numbers.
\(\min(\cdot)\) minimum operator.
\(\max(\cdot)\) maximum operator.
\(\inf(\cdot)\) infimum operator.
\(\sup(\cdot)\) supremum operator.
\(\log(\cdot)\) natural logarithm operator.
\(\log_2(\cdot)\) base 2 logarithm operator.
\(\text{dom } f\) domain of function \(f\).
\([a, b]\) closed set of real numbers between \(a\) and \(b\).
\((a, b)\) open set of real numbers between \(a\) and \(b\).
\(A \succeq 0\) \(A\) is a positive semidefinite matrix.
\(\mathbf{x} \succeq a\) vector \(\mathbf{x}\) is elementwise greater than \(a\).
\(f'\) first order derivative of function \(f\).
\(f''\) second order derivative of function \(f\).
\([\cdot]^+\) projection onto the nonnegative field of real numbers.
Special symbols

\( d \) distance between sensors.
\( V \) number of sensors.
\( A \) network topology incidence matrix.
\( T \) spatially periodic time sharing parameter.
\( n \) slot indicator.
\( l_{i,j,n} \) link \( l \) spanning from sensor node \( i \) to node \( j \), scheduled for time slot \( n \).
\( N \) total number of slots in time-division multiple access time frame per link.
\( Act \) desired communication.
\( Int \) interfering communication.
\( m \) path loss exponent.
\( G_{i,j} \) channel gain of a link between the transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( j \).
\( P_{l_{i,j,n}} \) transmit power of link \( l \) spanning from node \( i \) to node \( j \) in time slot \( n \).
\( (P_{i})_{\max} \) maximum affordable transmit power assigned to sensor node \( i \).
\( \Gamma_{l} \) signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of link \( l \).
\( N_{0} \) noise power at the receiver.
\( \gamma \) target SINR value.
\( L_{n} \) set of links in time slot \( n \).
\( BER_{l_{i,j}} \) bit error rate of link \( l_{i,j} \).
\( T_{i} \) lifetime of node \( i \).
\( T_{R} \) route lifetime.
\( E_{i} \) initial battery capacity of node \( i \).
\( f_{ED}(x) \) energy dissipation function.
\( u_{i} \) a specific sensor operation imposing energy dissipation on sensor node \( i \).
\( P_{sp} \) signal processing power.
\( R_{V} \) total number of distinct and non-looping routes for given \( V \).
\( (h + 1)=\hat{h} \) number of hops.
\( \delta \) number of packets.
\( \tau \) number of trials per network lifetime computation.
\( \alpha \) efficiency of the power amplifier.
\( N_{\text{gen}} \) number of generations.
\( N_{\text{ind}} \) number of individuals.
\( Pr_{c} \) probability of crossover.
\( Pr_{m} \) probability of mutation.
\( z \) reciprocal of network lifetime.
\( r_{l,n} \) transmission rate of link \( l \) in time slot \( n \).
\( Q_{l,n} \) logarithm of \( P_{l,n} \) for link \( l \) in time slot \( n \).
\( H_{i,j} = |h_{i,j}|^{2} \) fading gain of the link between transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( j \).
Special symbols (Cont.)

\( \Omega \) a set of dual variables for energy conservation constraint.

\( \Psi \) a set of dual variables for transmission rate constraint.

\( \vartheta \) a set of dual variables for transmit power constraint.

\( \mu \) a set of dual variables for flow constraint.

\( \epsilon \) convergence tolerance of the iterative algorithms.

\( l \in \mathcal{O}(v) \) emerging link of node \( v \).

\( l \in \mathcal{I}(v) \) incoming link of node \( v \).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Sensors are everywhere. They make our daily life easier, supporting the operation of our vehicles, our smart phones, our homes, so on. Additionally, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are being extensively used in mission-critical applications, ranging from smart environments relying on the automation of control systems, smart homes, smart cities to health monitoring and military systems. This is because the recent advances in wireless sensor technology enable the industry to focus on the optimization and on the development of the product- and service-oriented applications of WSNs. From an industrial point of view, these applications have to rely on low-power and low-cost nodes without any significant reduction in their quality of service (QoS). However, during the design of these applications, WSNs face design challenges, such as maintaining a high network lifetime for battery-constrained sensor devices, guaranteeing reliability, connectivity and robustness in harsh environments and so on. Therefore, while designing our lifetime maximization framework for WSNs, we aim for answering the following questions in the thesis.

1. How and in what ways a cross-layer design approach can assist us in maximizing the network lifetime (NL)? For example, how the methods including the balancing of the energy dissipation of sensors, mitigating the interference with the aid of scheduling methods, increasing the spatial reuse, exploiting multihop routing affect the NL?
2. What is the impact of the hostile channel characteristics on the NL?
3. What is the trade-off between the source rate and the distance, while maximizing the NL in an interference-limited WSN?
4. How scheduling affects the NL?
5. What are the impact of the signal processing power (SPP) and the transmit power on the NL. How dominant is the SPP over transmit power?
6. How the bit error rate (BER) requirement at the physical layer affects both the NL (BER versus NL trade-off) and the network performance?

7. How the choice of the application-dependent NL definitions affect the NL?

8. How the network topology and the network size affect both the NL and the routing complexity?

9. Do the routing decisions affect the NL, when the objective function is constituted by the maximization of the NL?

10. How the energy-delay trade-off affects the achievable NL?

To answer these questions, first of all we have to develop a deep understanding of the WSNs, of theirs applications and design objectives. Hence, we commence with the history of the WSNs.

The research on WSNs started back in the 1980s by investigating the family of the distributed sensor networks (DSNs) at the defense advanced research projects agency (DARPA) [1]. The availability of inexpensive, low-power and miniature components, such as sensors, radios, processors, signal processing units and memory devices that are commonly accommodated on a single chip made it possible to attract industrial attention [1–3]. The ensuing research effort invested in WSNs improved numerous facets of the WSNs. Then the concept of WSNs was developed further to the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) conceived by Kevin Ashton in 1999 [4], where he refers to the communication of any uniquely identifiable objects over an Internet-like architecture. Indeed, many other definitions of the IoT has been disseminated in the literature [5]. For example, a definition is provided in [6] as a global network of uniquely addressable interconnected objects relying on a predetermined communication protocol. By definition, attaining a unique sensor address will make it possible for any object to dynamically connect with the existing network and efficiently collaborate, cooperate and accomplish various tasks.

Whilst IoT does not assume any specific communication protocol, the trending IoT communication protocol is the Internet protocol (IP), which is capable of supporting smooth connectivity between objects [6–8]. Although, the applications of WSNs can be supported by the IP, several important problems still have to be addressed, such as security, QoS, configuration and data privacy [9–12]. For example, innovative security mechanisms have to be implemented, since WSNs are vulnerable to common attacks using the Internet [11, 12]. The device heterogeneity within the WSN will require the support of an unbalanced resource utilization [9]. The workload may be partitioned based on the knowledge of the amount of resources available. Nonetheless, the usual QoS based resource-allocation approaches of the Internet may not be applicable to WSNs, since the availability of resources is limited by the channel. Hence adaptive reconfiguration of the WSN topology may be required [9, 10]. Additionally, novel network management and configuration mechanisms may be required for supporting self-organizing networks [10]. Upon addressing these specific problems, WSNs
may be expected to be capable of the IoT at a low cost and low power, whilst relying on miniature sensor devices. Hence understanding WSNs and the Internet plays a significant role in powering the IoT and its sophisticated applications. Here, we focus our attention on WSNs, their applications and on their specific design objectives, with an emphasis on their network lifetime.

A WSN is composed of spatially-distributed autonomous devices communicating wirelessly and utilizing sensors in order to gather information or to detect certain events of significance in the physical and environmental conditions. These sensor devices are capable of simultaneously sensing, processing and communicating, which offers a vast number of compelling applications [1–3, 13–16], as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. For example, one of the oldest application areas of WSNs is found in environmental monitoring, ranging from tracking herds of animals to monitoring hard-to-reach areas [1, 2, 13]. Military battlefields also constitute a potential application of WSNs, especially in inaccessible or hostile territory, where WSNs may be indispensable for the detection of snipers, intruders and for tracking their activity [1]. Additionally, the deployment of WSNs can be very useful for improving logistics, where tackling the challenges in managing goods that are being transported can preserve their quality by monitoring the temperature of containers, etc. As another example, WSNs can be used for improving the gaming experience by enhancing the interactions between the physical world and virtual world using wearable and implantable camera sensors. Medical and health applications form another important set of WSN applications enabling carers to monitor the conditions of patients either in hospital or in elder people’s home. Radiation level control, explosive gas level and leakage detection, as well as restricted area control also form part of the potential security and emergency applications.
In the new IoT era, many smart applications using WSNs are proposed by a company called “libelium” \[1\], which provides sensor devices for diverse applications in smart cities, smart environments, for smart metering, smart water provision, for efficient and smart agriculture, for smart farming and so on \[5\]. Many other sophisticated WSN applications have been proposed in the literature for improving the quality of human life, such as supply-chain control for retail purposes, remote control of home appliances, industrial factory automation, automotive-, rail-, and air-traffic control as well as disaster control \[1–3,13–15\].

The above-mentioned applications have been designed for accomplishing a specific objective or a desired task. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2, there are several design criteria that necessitate the careful consideration of the WSN deployment depending on the application requirements and on the objectives to be achieved \[2, 3, 13, 15\]. Observe in Fig. 1.2 that the particular choice of the communication medium affects the design of the communication protocols, because different radio spectral bands require different communication configurations, including the transmit power, the effective transmission distance, the presence or absence of line-of-sight propagation, the interference levels encountered, and so on. Similarly, once the carrier frequency has been determined, the related channel characteristics \[18–20\] play a significant role in predetermining the attainable performance of the application considered. Additionally, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the cost of each sensor device is also an important design factor in terms of determining the total cost of the WSN, since the application considered may require the scattering of thousands of sensor devices in a specific field \[21, 22\]. Hence, indepth studies have been dedicated to minimizing the total cost of the WSN, while providing the maximum grade of connectivity and coverage quality \[23,24\].

Fig. 1.2 captures the main design objectives of WSNs at a glance, demonstrating that the battery capacity, computing and storage capabilities constitute precious limited resources, which the design of WSNs hinges on. Furthermore, from a physical layer point of view, maximizing the throughput whilst concurrently reducing the BER may be feasible, but only at an increased implementational complexity and at a commensurately increased energy dissipation (ED) necessitated by sophisticated signal processing \[25\], again, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2 also suggests that the network topology \[26–29\] is another crucial aspect influencing the design of WSNs, since it is often conceived for a particular application, which indeed affects all the salient network characteristics, such as the delay, the capacity, the routing complexity, the energy consumption and so on. Additionally, it is crucial to maintain a high grade of connectivity and coverage quality, which is facilitated by the appropriate density of nodes. To elaborate a little further, an excessive node-density generates excessive traffic conveying correlated data, whilst an insufficient density degrades the coverage quality. Observe in Fig. 1.2 that the provision of sophisticated interference management or alignment techniques \[30,31\] plays a significant role in reducing the ED, while provid-
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Figure 1.2: The design objectives of the WSNs.

...ing an increased network capacity. Coverage quality has been extensively studied in the context of WSNs [23, 24, 32], which is crucial for the sake of maintaining seamless connectivity. Explicitly, the coverage quality and the grade of connectivity influences the choice of data gathering methods and routing algorithms designed for achieving the desired QoS requirements, as indicated in Fig. 1.2.

Moreover, the data gleaned from a particular sensor node may be corrupted by the hostile, error-prone wireless channel, hence it is important to verify and if necessary, to correct the information relayed to the sink node for increasing the attainable reliability [20, 33–36]. Additionally, maintaining fault tolerance is also of high significance, as indicated in Fig. 1.2. Specifically, in large-scale WSN deployments, self-organization and self-configuration assist the network in replacing the failing sensor nodes without perturbing the entire application [37], as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Time synchronization [38] is often provided by the global positioning system (GPS), but the light-weight sensor node batteries may be unable to satisfy the energy requirement of high-power GPS receivers. Therefore, as observed in Fig. 1.2, the conception of low-power yet efficient localization and time synchronization techniques [38] is crucial for the longevity of WSNs. The attainable capacity of a wireless link strictly depends on the signal power, on the noise and on the interference levels at the receiver [30, 31]. Since the channel conditions are time-variant, maintaining the required BER can be a challenging task in a low-power WSN [39], as indicated in Fig. 1.2.

In densely populated WSNs, the data observed by the adjacent sensors may be correlated [40], which may result in an inefficient exploitation of the resources. The lifetime of a WSN represents the total amount of time, over which the network remains operational and hence supports the application considered [31, 39]. Therefore, observe in Fig. 1.2 that the network’s lifetime is one of the most important design factors in WSNs, since all the above-mentioned design objectives can only be met, if the network is operational. The inte-
integration of WSNs with the Internet and other networks is important in terms of supporting the emerging vision of the IoT. More explicitly, there are billions of networked devices on the market, but their compatibility is not guaranteed. Therefore, cross-platform considerations, device addressing and the interoperability of applications are critical for the realization of the IoT combined with WSNs in order to conceive smart applications [5].

In the event of node failure, the network still has to remain operational and robust [41], as indicated in Fig. 1.2. It also has to be resilient against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks and must be resistant to eavesdropping [13, 15]. Additionally, application-specific QoS requirements, such as the latency, ED, lifetime, BER and throughput have to be taken into account during the deployment of the WSN in order to guarantee the seamless operation of the application considered [39, 42], as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The specific deployment strategies of WSNs [21, 22] substantially affect the characteristics of the network, such as the sensor node density, the specific sensor locations and the anticipated degree of network dynamics. Similarly, the grade and the nature of mobility also has a significant impact on the degree of network dynamics, which affect the design of both the routing protocols and of the associated distributed algorithms [13,15,43–45]. Explicitly, the above-mentioned design factors crucially depend on the mobility characteristics, as presented in Fig. 1.2. Therefore, the design factors of self-configuration, self-organization, robustness, reliability and fault tolerance play a significant role in constructing an adaptive and scalable WSN [41]. We note that in Fig. 1.2 the box printed using solid line with rounded corners (in turquoise color) represents the particular design objectives we focused our attention on in our own WSN deployment, while the dashed-lined box with rounded corners (in gold-yellow color) illustrates the design objectives relevant to ours, but not specifically addressed. Finally, the dotted-lined box with rounded corners (in pink color) shows the objectives that are beyond our current scope. Explicitly, in this treatise we specifically focused our attention on the NL as our design objective and characterized the trade-off between the NL and the BER, with the BER being our salient QoS requirement. Furthermore, we considered the effect of different network sizes in the context of a specific network topology in order to illustrate the implementational complexity of a battery-constrained interference-limited WSN deployment.

Sensor nodes usually rely on a limited energy supply in WSNs. Therefore, the energy dissipation of each sensor has to be carefully considered in such networks, since the failure of a node may lead to wasting of the network’s resources. Due to the impact of the OSI layers on the energy dissipation, exploiting interactions between layers, such as the physical layer, MAC layer, network layer and transport layer may lead to a more energy-efficient use of the limited resources. For example, power control in the physical layer will affect the network connectivity and thus the overall network topology. Therefore, in order to minimize the energy dissipation caused by the interference and potential retransmissions, scheduling and channel assignment carried out in the MAC layer will have to be dynami-
cally adapted due to the instantaneous network connectivity adjustment encountered in the physical layer. Furthermore, the adaptation of scheduling and channel assignment in the MAC layer will influence the routing decisions and flow distributions in the network layer. For example, if a sensor is scheduled to switch to its sleep mode, routing adjustments have to be made accordingly. More explicitly, one of the two options are more beneficial for the sake of energy-efficiency and of NL maximization, which is to enforce the waking up of the sleeping sensor and use it for forwarding data, where the network layer over rules the MAC. Alternatively, the sensor may remain in its sleep mode, where the MAC layer over rules the network layer. Explicitly, exploiting the adaptive interactions amongst the various layers can be beneficial for NL maximization. Additionally, when considering the design objectives described in Fig. 1.2, guaranteeing the QoS required may be a challenging task. However, maintaining an adequate QoS is crucial for applications and networks providing sophisticated real-time services, such as audio, voice over IP (VoIP) and video surveillance. Nonetheless, all the above-mentioned design objectives may be related to one or more of these layers. For example, maintaining a target BER is the duty of the physical layer, while the MAC layer is responsible for scheduling operations. By contrast, routing decisions are made at the network layer. A WSN considering these layers independently may perform poorly, since a decision made at the physical layer may affect the performance of both the MAC layer and of the network layer as mentioned before, especially when the resources are limited. In order to circumvent the potential design conflicts mentioned in Fig. 1.2 and to maintain the desired QoS requirements, various solutions have been proposed in the literature relying on the information gleaned from the independent layers [46]. However, this conventional approach of using independent layers was essentially conceived for wired networks [46]. On the other hand, rather than having an independent layered design, WSNs benefit from the information exchange between different layers, when aiming for enhancing the overall network performance operating in a dynamic environment, relying on an ad hoc infrastructure and time-varying channel conditions. Therefore, the QoS requirements can only be maintained by exploiting the interactions between the various layers, which leads us to the so-called cross-layer design philosophy.

A review of the cross-layer design conceived for maintaining the desired QoS in wireless networks has been presented in the context of scheduling in [47], in delay- and reliability-aware applications in [48] and in the context of multihop wireless networks in [46]. For example, minimizing the energy dissipation and maximizing the network lifetime is crucial in battery-constrained WSNs, where coupling various layers is beneficial for cooperatively minimizing the energy dissipation of each layer, which is expressed in [49–53]. It is shown in [46] that due to the inherent interdependence of the layers, cross-layer optimization techniques can be exploited in order to improve the energy-efficiency using adaptive transmission, power and resource allocation schemes, while maintaining certain service requirements and tackling the environmental dynamics and channel characteristics. For example, Johansson et al. [54]
jointly optimized the end-to-end rates, routing, power allocation and scheduling. The authors of [54] specifically focused their attention on the optimization of the resource allocation that maintains fair end-to-end rates, where a solution was proposed based on the so-called nonlinear column generation technique, which converges to the optimal solution. Similarly, Cui et al. in [55] jointly optimized the physical, MAC and routing layers, where the circuit energy consumption was also considered. The cross-layer problem considered in [55] was relaxed to a convex optimization problem formulated as a powerful low-complexity solution algorithm, which provided substantial energy savings. \textit{In this treatise, we focus our attention on the NL as our salient QoS requirement, where we use cross-layer design in order to minimize the energy dissipation of each layer and to maximize the NL by exploiting the interactions of various layers.}

The NL can be defined as the total amount of time during which the network is capable of maintaining its full functionality and/or of achieving particular objectives during its operation, as exemplified in [56] and [57]. Moreover, the NL is a crucial metric of enabling the network designer to make informed decisions for the sake of maintaining the desired network performance and QoS in WSNs, which usually relies on the limited battery capacity of the sensor nodes within the WSN. In realistic applications, such as for example in case of sensors embedded into glaciers for measuring climate changes [58], replenishing the battery energy of the sensors and/or replacing the sensors is usually impractical and/or costly. Therefore, the NL is constrained by the battery of the individual sensors in the WSN considered [2,3]. However, the NL definition may vary depending on the specific application, on the objective function and on the network topology considered. Specifically, the authors of [59], [60] and [61] defined the expiration of the NL as the time instant at which a certain number of nodes in the network depleted their batteries. As a further example, the NL was defined in [62] as the lifetime of the specific sensor node associated with the highest energy consumption rate, whereas the authors of [63], [64] and [65] considered the lifetime of the network to be expired at the particular instant, when the first node’s battery was depleted. The NL in [64] was also defined as the instant, when the first data collection failure occurred. Note that there are various alternative NL definitions, which were discussed in [13, 29, 39, 56, 63, 64, 66]. In summary, the NL models considered in the literature are as follows:

1. The earliest time instant at which any of the sensor nodes in the network fully depletes its battery energy [30,31,63–65].
2. The time instant, when a certain fraction of operational nodes exists in the network [59–61].
3. The time, at which the first cluster head fully discharges its battery energy [67].
4. The time, when all the sensor nodes in the network fully deplete their battery energy [68].
5. The duration, when the target area is covered by at least \(k\) number of nodes, which was termed as the \(k\)-coverage [69].
6. The time, until a specific target area [70] or whole area [71, 72] is covered by at least a single sensor node.

7. The time duration, in which a certain fraction of a region is covered by at least one node [73].

8. The time duration, in which the coverage falls below a predefined threshold [74].

9. The total amount of time, until either the coverage or the packet delivery ratio falls below a certain threshold [75].

10. The time, when a certain amount of information is transmitted [76].

11. The instant, when the first data collection failure occurred [64].

12. The cumulative active time, when the first loss of coverage occurs [71].

13. The time, when a percentage of sensors in the network maintains a specific path to the base station [75].

14. The time, when either the connectivity or the coverage is lost [32].

15. The duration, when the network becomes incapable of maintaining a reasonable event detection ratio [68].

16. The duration, when the concurrent analysis of connectivity probability and \(k\)-coverage stays above a predefined threshold [69].

17. In [56], a parameterized NL definition, including the above common definitions, such as node availability, coverage, connectivity, service disruption tolerance and so on, is provided. This NL definition can be used for most of the applications, since the required objective can be incorporated into or discarded from the formulation of the NL definition.

18. The estimation task cycles achieved before the network becomes nonoperational [77].

19. The time, when the last report is delivered to the sink [43]. More explicitly, the time, when the sink node is no longer able to receive data and is disconnected from sensors.

20. The number of data collections, when the number of depleted sensor nodes reaches a certain threshold [18].

21. The longest time, when the QoS constraint, such as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirement is satisfied [78].

Up to this stage, we have covered the topics on the history of WSNs and IoT, on WSNs and IoT integration, on the classification of WSN applications, on the design objectives of WSNs, on their QoS requirements, on their cross layer design and its importance in WSNs as well as on the NL definition, used in the literature. In the next section we provide a comprehensive survey of NL maximization techniques.

### 1.1.1 Network Lifetime Maximization Techniques

There are several NL maximization techniques in the literature, as classified in Fig. 1.3. Each of them may consider a different NL definition and a different objective function, where the NL definition may also vary depending on the application, on the particular objective and on
the network topology considered. Observe in Fig. 1.3 that resource allocation, opportunistic transmission schemes, routing optimization, mobile sensors, coverage and connectivity, optimal deployment, data gathering, temporal-spatial data correlation (data aggregation), sleep-wake scheduling, network coding, clustering, energy harvesting and beamforming are the techniques we highlight in this part of the chapter. Therefore, we classify these techniques, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3, where the NL was maximized using a particular technique from the literature. In the following, we discuss each NL maximization technique in detail based on Fig. 1.3.

1.1.1.1 Resource Allocation

Resource allocation is one of the most important and perhaps the most frequently investigated NL maximization techniques in the literature [20, 28, 30, 31, 35, 79], which essentially relies on the cross-layer optimization of various cross-layer design objectives, including the transmission reliability, routing, power control, scheduling, optimal deployment, throughput maximization, estimation quality and rate adaptation, which indeed form part of the design objectives in WSNs, as presented in Fig. 1.2. For example, Hoesel et al. [80] proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to maximize
the NL, where the MAC layer sets the sensors to either their active- or inactive-mode and the routing layer aims for finding energy-efficient routes in the face of a dynamic topology. In [35], Kwon et al. investigated the NL maximization problem of WSNs, which jointly considers the physical layer, the MAC layer and the routing layer in conjunction with the end-to-end transmission success probability constraint. The authors of [35] demonstrated that the joint optimization of power control, retransmission control and routing optimization is capable of significantly improving the NL compared to suboptimal algorithms. Another resource allocation approach was proposed for NL maximization by Xu et al. [20], examining the conflicting design objectives, including the transmit rate, delivery reliability and NL using an optimization framework imposing time-varying channel capacity, reliability and energy constraints and demonstrated that the selection of the suitable weights for each of these objectives is crucial for the sake of meeting the desired application performance.

Additionally, the authors of [30] considered the joint optimal design of the transmit rate, power and link scheduling for the sake of NL maximization in an interference-limited WSN communicating over an AWGN channel and demonstrated the benefit of multi-hop routing, traffic-load balancing, interference management and spatial reuse in extending the NL. Similarly, in [82] the cross-layer operation of the link layer, MAC layer and routing was invoked for maximizing the NL considering the transmitter’s circuit energy dissipation in a WSN communicating over an AWGN channel. Another cross-layer optimization technique was employed in [81] for illustrating the trade-off between NL maximization and application performance. As a further advance, the authors of [83] investigated the trade-off between the energy consumption and application-layer performance exploiting the interplay between network lifetime maximization and rate allocation problems with the aid of cross-layer operation in WSNs. Additionally, Wang et al. [28,79] advocated a cross-layer approach in order to minimize the energy dissipation and to maximize the NL of a WSN composed of multiple sources and a single sink, where power allocation, link scheduling and routing problems were jointly optimized. A similar study was performed in [84], formulating the network lifetime maximization problem as a joint power, rate and scheduling problem subjected to rate distortion constraints, capacity constraints of the links, energy constraint of the sensor batteries and delay constraint of the encoded data arriving at the sink node. Another cross-layer approach conceived for maximizing the NL was proposed in [86], where MAC-aware routing optimization schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of multichannel access. A different approach to NL maximization was introduced in [91], where both the contention probability and the sleep control probability of the sensor nodes was utilized for formulating the NL maximization problem, while maintaining both the throughput and the SINR requirements.

An optimal control approach was invoked for maximizing the NL with the aid of a carefully selected routing probability [65], where all the sensors were configured to deplete their energy exactly at the same time. Additionally, Phan et al. [21] presented a two-stage cross-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Hoesel et al. [80]</td>
<td>proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to maximize the NL, where the MAC layer sets the sensors to either their active- or inactive-mode and the routing layer is involved in finding energy-efficient routes, despite of the dynamics of the topology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Kwon et al. [35]</td>
<td>investigated the NL maximization problem of WSNs, which jointly considers the physical layer, the MAC layer and the routing layer in conjunction with the end-to-end transmission success probability constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madan et al. [30]</td>
<td>considered the joint optimal design of the transmit rate, power and link scheduling for the sake of NL maximization in an interference-limited WSN communicating over an AWGN channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nama et al. [81]</td>
<td>performed a cross-layer optimization approach illustrating the trade-off between NL maximization and application performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Madan et al. [82]</td>
<td>cross-layer operation of the link layer, MAC layer and routing was invoked for maximizing the NL considering the transmitter’s circuit energy dissipation in a WSN communicating over an AWGN channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhu et al. [83]</td>
<td>investigated the trade-off between the energy consumption and application-layer performance exploiting the interplay between network lifetime maximization and rate allocation problems with the aid of cross-layer optimization of WSNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Li et al. [84]</td>
<td>formulated the network lifetime maximization problem as a joint power, rate and scheduling problem based on rate distortion constraints, capacity constraints of the links, energy constraint of the sensor batteries and delay constraint for the encoded data arriving at the sink node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Phan et al. [21]</td>
<td>presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization problem, where the first stage involves maximizing the number of sensor nodes deployed the for existing WSN and the second stage includes the power allocation and scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Luo et al. [85]</td>
<td>studied the trade-off between conflicting throughput and NL objectives with the aid of a cross-layer power allocation scheme and demonstrated that an optimal choice of transmit power is essential in the interest of achieving a high throughput and a high NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Ehsan et al. [86]</td>
<td>cross-layer MAC-aware routing optimization schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of multichannel access for the sake of NL maximization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1.2: Objective function(s) (OF), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.1 in the context of resource allocation techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint Function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Hoesel <em>et al.</em> [80]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>TDMA-based MAC protocol, sleep scheduling, routing, dynamic topology</td>
<td>An on-demand source routing algorithm [87] using OMNet++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Kwon <em>et al.</em> [35]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Power control, retransmission control, energy efficient routing, end-to-end transmission success probability</td>
<td>Greedy power allocation, cost-based routing, greedy retry limit allocation, cost-based routing and power control algorithms [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nama <em>et al.</em> [81]</td>
<td>NL, application performance</td>
<td>Source rate control, resource allocation, flow control energy dissipation constraint</td>
<td>An iterative algorithm based on subgradient method [88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Madan <em>et al.</em> [82]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Rate and power allocation, flow and energy conservation, scheduling</td>
<td>An iterative algorithm for finding the optimal transmission scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhu <em>et al.</em> [83]</td>
<td>NL, fair rate allocation</td>
<td>Flow constraints, power control, energy constraints, MAC contention</td>
<td>A fully distributed algorithm considering network utility maximization framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Li <em>et al.</em> [84]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Rate and power allocation, capacity limits, scheduling, energy dissipation, rate distortion, delay constraint</td>
<td>Successive convex approximation algorithm [89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Phan <em>et al.</em> [21]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Sensor node admission and deployment, power allocation, link scheduling</td>
<td>Cross-layer optimization framework based on mixed integer linear programming using CPLEX library [90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Luo <em>et al.</em> [85]</td>
<td>NL, throughput</td>
<td>Power allocation, flow conservation, capacity limit, scheduling constraint, energy dissipation constraint</td>
<td>Algorithms for max-min NL with max-min throughput, for maximizing the throughput under NL constraint, for maximizing the NL under throughput constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Ehsan <em>et al.</em> [86]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>MAC contention control, rate requirement, energy dissipation constraint, flow balance constraint</td>
<td>Routing schemes based on linear programming models and mixed integer programming model using CPLEX [90] and Matlab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.3: Milestones of resource allocation techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs. (Part-II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jeon et al. [91]</td>
<td>both the contention probability and the sleep control probability of the sensor nodes was utilized for formulating the NL maximization problem, while maintaining both the throughput and SINR requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Xu et al. [20]</td>
<td>examined the conflicting design objectives including transmit rate, delivery reliability and NL through an optimization framework with time-varying channel capacity, reliability and energy constraints in an energy-constrained WSN and demonstrated that the selection of the suitable weights for each objective is crucial for the desired application performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.3 in the context of resource allocation techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jeon et al. [91]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Contention and sleep control probability, throughput and SINR requirements, energy constraints</td>
<td>An algorithm based on subgradient method [88] for finding the optimal Lagrange multipliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Xu et al. [20]</td>
<td>NL, transmit rate, delivery reliability</td>
<td>Capacity limits, reliability and energy dissipation constraints</td>
<td>Stochastic subgradient algorithm [92,93]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

layer optimization problem, where the first stage involves maximizing the number of sensor nodes deployed for the existing WSN and the second stage includes the power allocation and scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL. A similar cross-layer design approach was proposed in [94] by adopting the constraints of the joint routing and MAC layers in order to maximize the NL. The authors of [85] studied the trade-off between conflicting throughput and NL objectives with the aid of a cross-layer power allocation scheme and demonstrated that an optimal choice of transmit power is essential in the interest of achieving a high throughput and a high NL. The authors of [95] investigated the impact of the transmit rate on the NL for both single-hop and multi-hop transmission scenarios by exploiting the interplay between the estimation accuracy of the channel as well as the data transmitted and energy-efficiency, since increasing the transmit rate degrades the NL, but on the other hand improves the estimation quality of the data transmitted. The major contributions on resource allocation techniques conceived for maximizing the lifetime of WSNs
Table 1.5: Milestones of opportunistic transmission techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Chen et al. [64]</td>
<td>advocated an efficient MAC protocol, which relies both on the channel state information and on the MAC’s knowledge of the residual energy in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chen et al. [96]</td>
<td>focused their attention on the transmission scheduling of specific access points communicating over a fading channel relying both on the opportunistic channel state information and on the remaining battery charge information for the sake of NL maximization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chen et al. [18]</td>
<td>considered the cross-layer design of an opportunistic transmission protocol by jointly considering both the channel state information and the residual battery charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Phan et al. [97]</td>
<td>proposed an energy-efficient transmission scheme based on the prevalent channel conditions in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Hung et al. [98]</td>
<td>developed a routing protocol exploiting the advantages of opportunistic routing in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Wu et al. [99]</td>
<td>proposed a coalition formation game-theory method in the interest of selecting the best possible transmission scheme for maximizing the NL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are summarized in Tables 1.1 and 1.3, where their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are surveyed in Table 1.2 and 1.4, respectively.

1.1.1.2 Opportunistic Transmission Schemes

Once the information has been gathered by the sensors, its transmission to the sink node can be initiated. However, it has to be carefully considered, which specific group of sensors should relay the sensed data to the destination node, at which instant in time, especially when communicating over fading channels. Plausible logic dictates that transmission using those particular sensors, which momentarily experience better channels conserves considerable amount of energy, provided that the network is ‘young’. However, when the network is ‘old’, balancing the residual battery energy plays a significant role in extending the NL. Explicitly, in [18,19] the authors considered the cross-layer design of an opportunistic transmission protocol by jointly considering both the channel state information and the residual battery charge, each of which may dramatically affect the achievable NL. It was demonstrated that the trade-off between the channel state information and the residual battery charge had to take into account the specific age of the WSN. More explicitly, if the network is young, it will be beneficial to prioritize the sensor nodes having the benefit of better channels, since reducing the energy consumption is of high priority for young WSNs. On the other hand, when the network is old, relying on the sensors with more residual battery...
Table 1.6: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.5 in the context of opportunistic transmission techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Chen et al. [64]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Channel state information (CSI), residual energy information (REI)</td>
<td>A greedy max-min algorithm [100] in order to maximize the NL by exploiting CSI and REI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chen et al. [96]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Transmission scheduling, CSI, REI, optimal scheduling</td>
<td>Formulated as a stochastic shortest path Markov decision process [101] and solved using a dynamic protocol for lifetime maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chen et al. [18]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>CSI, REI</td>
<td>The performance of the greedy max-min algorithm is compared to a dynamic protocol for lifetime maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Phan et al. [97]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Instantaneous channel conditions, energy efficient transmission scheme, throughput end-to-end delay</td>
<td>An algorithm based on binary decision aided transmission with channel aware back-off adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Hung et al. [98]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Opportunistic routing, path diversity, reliability, delay</td>
<td>A distributed routing scheme, namely the so-called energy-efficient opportunistic routing technology [102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Wu et al. [99]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Transmission scheme selection, transmission distance, outage probability, power allocation</td>
<td>A coalition formation game [103] using non-transferable utility game theory model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charge is beneficial in order to balance the overall energy dissipation of the network and to maximize the NL. Similarly, Matamoros et al. [104] proposed opportunistic power allocation and sensor selection schemes for parameter estimation, where only the specific sensors enjoying favorable channel conditions were involved in the estimation of the data transmitted via adapting their transmit power relying on both the channel state information and the residual battery charge information in order to enhance the NL. Furthermore, Chen and Zhao [64] advocated an efficient MAC protocol, which relies both on the channel state information and on the MAC’s knowledge of the residual energy in order to maximize the NL. In [96] the authors focused their attention on the transmission scheduling of specific access points communicating over a fading channel relying both on the opportunistic channel state information and on the remaining battery charge information for the sake of NL maximization. Phan et al. [97] proposed an energy-efficient transmission scheme based on the prevalent
channel conditions in order to maximize the NL. More explicitly, transmissions were only activated, when the channel quality was above a predefined threshold, while communicating over fading channels. Moreover, a routing protocol exploiting the advantages of opportunistic routing in order to maximize the NL was presented in [98], where both the end-to-end transmission cost as well as the residual battery charge of each sensor and the transmission success probability of each relay node was jointly considered. As a further development, Wu et al. [99] proposed a coalition formation game-theory framework in the interest of selecting the best possible transmission scheme for maximizing the NL. The major contributions of the opportunistic transmission techniques conceived in the interest of maximizing the NL are summarized in Table 1.5, where their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are surveyed in Table 1.6.

1.1.1.3 Routing Optimization

Routing decisions play a significant role in determining the achievable NL. Specifically, constructing lifetime-aware routes is crucial for the sake of NL maximization, since a dynamic route created by the sensors having the maximum residual battery charge can be beneficially exploited, each time when a transmission from the source node to destination node is initiated, which assists the network in balancing the overall energy dissipation and ultimately in extending its lifetime. In order to maximize the NL, in [105] the routing of the tele-traffic had to be balanced across the WSN considered, since repeatedly using the same route depletes the battery of the corresponding sensors more rapidly than that of the rest of the sensors and thus degrades the NL. However, exploiting the battery energy of the remaining active sensors has the potential of extending the NL. Therefore, optimizing the routes directly affects the NL. For instance, Liu et al. [109] considered a joint routing and sleep-mode scheduling algorithm for balancing the traffic load across the entire network and for reducing the energy dissipation by allowing the idle sensors to switch to their sleep mode. The joint optimization based algorithm proposed in [109] extended the NL by 29% compared to either the pure routing optimized scheme or to a pure sleep-mode scheduling scheme operating without their joint optimization. Furthermore, a dramatic NL improvement of about 284% was observed compared to the conventional optimal routing schemes relying on a fixed sleep-mode scheduling. Similarly, Hsu et al. [113] proposed the appropriate organization of sensors for jointly optimizing both their sleep-mode for energy-efficiency and their opportunistic routing for the sake of balancing their traffic load distribution and for improving the attainable transmission reliability across the network for the sake of NL maximization. On the other hand, the joint optimization of the data aggregation\(^2\) and maximum-lifetime-

\(^2\)Data aggregation is an information processing technique, which incorporates data arriving from various sensor nodes in order to cope with the spatial and temporal data correlation by eliminating the redundant information, while minimizing the number of transmissions with the aid of aggregators located at specific sensor nodes.
### Table 1.7: Milestones on the routing optimization techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Chang <em>et al.</em> [105]</td>
<td>advocated that the routing of the tele-traffic had to be balanced across the WSN considered in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Chang <em>et al.</em> [106]</td>
<td>formulated the maximum-NL routing challenge as a linear programming problem, which was used as the bench marker of the near-optimal NL acquired by their proposed routing algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hua <em>et al.</em> [107]</td>
<td>considered the joint optimization of the data aggregation and maximum lifetime routing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Cheng <em>et al.</em> [27]</td>
<td>proposed another cross-layer approach was conceived for maximum NL routing, where the energy- and bandwidth-requirements were jointly optimized by carefully selecting the routing and rate allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Li <em>et al.</em> [77]</td>
<td>proposed three components for the NL optimization problem including optimizing the source coding, the source throughput of each sensor node and the multihop routing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>He <em>et al.</em> [108]</td>
<td>distributed algorithms were developed by exploiting the so-called Lagrangian duality in order to find optimal solution to the lifetime maximization problem, which was formulated based on the joint optimization of the source rates, the encoder’s power dissipation and the routing scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Liu <em>et al.</em> [109]</td>
<td>considered a joint routing and sleep-mode scheduling algorithm for balancing the traffic load across the entire network and for reducing the energy dissipation by allowing the idle sensors to switch to their sleep mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Amiri <em>et al.</em> [110]</td>
<td>studied the joint optimization of traffic routing and camera selection strategy for the sake of NL maximization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Al-Shawi <em>et al.</em> [111]</td>
<td>developed a routing algorithm for WSNs for extending the NL, where the aim is to find an optimal route from the SN to the sink node with the aid of the highest remaining battery charge, the minimum number of hops and the minimum traffic load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Peng <em>et al.</em> [112]</td>
<td>invoked intra-route coordination for allowing the nodes along the same route to balance their node lifetime durations, which was combined with inter-route coordination for additionally balancing the lifetime durations of the sensors on different routes in order to collaboratively maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Cassandras <em>et al.</em> [65]</td>
<td>an optimal routing scheme was proposed with the objective of maximizing the NL, where the authors considered realistic nonideal batteries by modeling the nonlinear energy dissipation behavior of the typical batteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hsu <em>et al.</em> [113]</td>
<td>proposed the appropriate organization of sensors for jointly optimizing both their sleep-mode for energy-efficiency and their opportunistic routing for the sake of balancing their traffic load distribution and for improving the transmission reliability across the network for the sake of NL maximization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.8: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.7 in the context of routing optimization techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Chang et al. [105]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Balancing energy dissipation rates amongst nodes, flow routing</td>
<td>Flow augmentation algorithm [114], flow redirection algorithm [115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Chang et al. [106]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Flow conservation, routing control packets, energy dissipation rate, residual energy levels</td>
<td>Flow augmentation algorithm based on the shortest path routing strategy using the link cost quantified by the communication energy dissipation and residual energy levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hua et al. [107]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Traffic reduction, traffic balancing, data aggregation</td>
<td>Maximum lifetime routing algorithm using routing adaptation and the classic gradient method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Cheng et al. [27]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Energy and bandwidth constraints, link rate allocation, routing</td>
<td>Algorithms for scalable rate allocation along the shortest paths and optimizing the lifetime subject to a bandwidth constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li et al. [77]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Source coding, source throughput, multihop routing</td>
<td>An algorithm using character-based routing [77], which relays data only over nodes having higher importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He et al. [108]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Source rate, encoding power, routing scheme</td>
<td>A distributed algorithm using subgradient method [88,116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Liu et al. [109]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Balanced traffic routing, sleep scheduling</td>
<td>An iterative geometric programming algorithm [89] based on signomial programming [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Amiri et al. [110]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Traffic routing, camera selection strategy, node collaboration</td>
<td>Collaborative routing and camera selection algorithm, heuristic routing and camera selection algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Al-Shawi et al. [111]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Optimal route, residual battery charge, number of hops, traffic load</td>
<td>An algorithm based on the joint design of a fuzzy approach [118] and an A-star algorithm [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Peng et al. [112]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Balancing node lifetime, delivery delay constraint, power dissipation</td>
<td>A holistic lifetime balancing technique, namely the so-called intra-route and inter-route coordination method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Cassandras et al. [65]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Optimal routing scheme, nonlinear battery discharging, balancing energy dissipation</td>
<td>An algorithm solving a set of non-linear programming problems based on kinetic battery model [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hsu et al. [113]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Sleep scheduling, traffic balance, route diversity, transmission reliability, opportunistic routing</td>
<td>Joint design of asynchronous sleep-wake-up scheduling and opportunistic routing technique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
oriented routing was considered in [107], where the data aggregation reduces the traffic-load across the network by avoiding the transmission of the redundant data, which is identified with the aid of the temporal-spatial data correlation. Hence, the power dissipation of the sensor nodes that are adjacent to the sink node can be substantially reduced, while the maximum-lifetime routing policy balances the traffic for avoiding the overloading some of the sensors. Additionally, Amiri et al. [110] studied the joint optimization of traffic routing and camera selection strategy for the sake of NL maximization, where efficient sensor collaboration was required for data sensing and camera selection for the sake of extending the NL. This approach supports the collaboration of different sensors to avoid redundant sensing of various areas in the WSN and assists in the cooperative routing of the tele-traffic generated. In [111], Al-Shawi et al. developed a routing algorithm for WSNs for extending the NL, where the aim is to find an optimal route from the SN to the sink node with the aid of the highest remaining battery charge, the minimum number of hops and the minimum traffic load. Peng et al. [112] invoked intra-route coordination for allowing the nodes along the same route to balance their node lifetime durations, which was also combined with inter-route coordination for additionally balancing the lifetime durations of the sensors along different routes in order to collaboratively maximize the NL. This was carried out under a specific delivery delay constraint.

A cross-layer approach conceived for maximizing the NL was proposed in [86], where MAC-aware routing optimization schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of multichannel access. Another cross-layer approach was conceived for maximum NL routing in [27], where the energy- and bandwidth-requirements were jointly optimized by carefully selecting the routing and rate allocation in a bandwidth- and energy-constrained WSN. Additionally, Chang et al. [106] formulated the maximum-NL routing challenge as a linear programming problem, which was used as the benchmark of the near-optimal NL acquired by their proposed routing algorithm. However, the design goal in [106] was to simply find the specific flow that maximizes the NL relying on the flow conservation constraint. Additionally, an optimal routing scheme was proposed in [65] with the objective of maximizing the NL, where the authors considered realistic nonideal batteries by modeling the nonlinear energy dissipation behavior of the typical batteries.

Li et al. [77] proposed three components for the NL optimization problem including optimizing the source coding, the source throughput of each sensor node and the multihop routing, where the bandwidth-efficient local quantization of the source-information and the employment of energy-conscious multihop routing are widely known to be essential for achieving

\[ \sum_{j} f_{i,j} - \sum_{i} f_{i,j} = b_{j}, \]

for any sensor node, flow in is equivalent to flow out. If the source is generating \( b_{j} \) flows, in a directed graph with a set \( V \) nodes, we have \( \sum f_{i,k} - \sum f_{i,j} = b_{j} \), where \( f_{i,j} \) represents a flow from source node \( i \) to destination node \( j \). For \( i, j \in V \), Explicitly, if only a sensor node is generating source information for a destination node, then the intermediate node \( k \in V \) can only have the additional amount of flow information that is generated at the source node, so that the flow generated at the source node is conserved for the destination node.
1.1.1. Network Lifetime Maximization Techniques

Table 1.9: Major contributions on mobility-aided techniques that extend the NL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Wang et al. [44]</td>
<td>the aim was to prolong the NL by moving the mobile sensors closer to those stationary sensors, which are heavily loaded by the network’s tele-traffic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hamida et al. [43]</td>
<td>advocated that the NL can be significantly improved via mobile sinks, where the relaying-overhead of sensor nodes that are close to the sink can be spread and the formation of undesired tele-traffic bottlenecks can be prevented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Luo et al. [45]</td>
<td>demonstrated that the mobile sink nodes are always more beneficial than the stationary sinks in terms of extending the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Yun et al. [121]</td>
<td>proposed a framework, where a sensor node transmits only on condition, if the location of the mobile sink is beneficial in terms of extending the NL, under the additional constraint that each sensor stores its data up to a predetermined delay tolerance threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Wang et al. [122]</td>
<td>a relocation scheme was proposed for the mobile sink for maximizing the NL, since the adjacent sensors of the sink node deplete their battery more rapidly than the rest of the nodes in WSNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Tashtarian et al. [123]</td>
<td>studied the benefits of sink-mobility control in the context of event-driven applications in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

energy conservation. These three components were formulated as a linear programming problem for maximizing the NL. Similarly, distributed algorithms were developed by He et al. [108] by exploiting the so-called Lagrangian duality in order to find the optimal solution to the lifetime maximization problem, which was formulated based on the joint optimization of the source rates, the encoder’s power dissipation and the routing scheme. The major contributions on the routing optimization techniques designed for NL maximization are surveyed in Table 1.7, while their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are summarized in Table 1.8.

1.1.1.4 Mobile Sensors

Data collection at the sink node often results in routing-congestion in the vicinity of sensors neighboring the sink node, since these sensors are frequently used for delivering the data to the destination node. This results in rapid battery depletion of these particular sensor nodes and leads to NL reduction due to the unbalanced traffic-load, thus imposing an unevenly

---

4A minimization problem can be referred to as a primal (original) problem, and there exists a dual maximization problem of that particular minimization primal problem, which can produce the same optimal solution as the primal one. The Lagrangian duality is preferred, since the dual optimization problem is always convex, which can be efficiently solved, even though the primal problem is a nonconvex one.
distributed energy dissipation across the WSN [124]. A beneficial method of circumventing this problem is to rely on a technique referred to as controlled mobility, which relies on mobile sensors or mobile sinks, where each mobile sensor cooperatively decides its direction of movement in order to prevent an uneven traffic burden distribution. As a benefit, the traffic-load becomes uniformly distributed across the network by taking advantage of the mobility. For instance, in [44] Wang et al. considered a WSN, which is constituted by several mobile relay sensor nodes and a large number of stationary nodes, where the resources of the mobile sensors are richer than those of the stationary sensors. The aim of the work presented in [44] was to prolong the NL by moving the mobile sensors closer to those stationary sensors, which are heavily loaded by the network’s tele-traffic. Similarly, Hamida et al. [43] advocated that the NL can be significantly improved via mobile sinks, where the relaying-overhead of sensor nodes that are close to the sink can be spread and the formation of undesired tele-traffic bottlenecks can be prevented. On the other hand, Luo et al. [45] analyzed the effects of joint sink mobility and routing in order to maximize the NL, while constraining the position of the mobile sink to a limited number of locations. Interestingly, Luo et al. [45] demonstrated that the mobile sink nodes are always more beneficial than the stationary sinks in terms of extending the NL. A relocation scheme was proposed for the mobile sink by Wang et al. [122] for maximizing the NL, since the adjacent sensors of the sink node deplete their battery more rapidly than the rest of the nodes in WSNs. Their proposed scheme exploited the knowledge of the remaining battery charge information of the sensor nodes for adaptively adjusting the transmission distance of the sensor nodes and for the beneficial relocation of the sink node.

Additionally, similar studies were carried out in [121, 130], where a sensor node transmits only on condition, if the location of the mobile sink is beneficial in terms of extending the NL, under the additional constraint that each sensor stores its data up to a predetermined delay tolerance threshold. A different approach was proposed by Tashtarian et al. [123], who studied the benefits of sink-mobility control in the context of event-driven applications in order to maximize the NL. More explicitly, in the interest of maximizing the NL, an optimal single-hop link was relied upon in [123] without assuming any specific predetermined network structure, where the mobile sink node has to capture the occurrence of specific events gleaned from a group of sensors, until a certain deadline expired. The main contributions of the mobility-aided techniques that extend the NL are reviewed in Table 1.9, while their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are characterized in Table 1.10.

1.1.1.5 Coverage and Connectivity

The term coverage is also referred to as sensing coverage, which indicates the observation quality of specific events within a target area, at a particular sensing point or within a barrier field covered by the sensors deployed. We note that the sensed information is processed
Table 1.10: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.9 in the context of mobility-aided techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Wang et al. [44]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Resource rich mobile relay sensors, assisting heavily burdened sensors, routing</td>
<td>Joint mobility of relay nodes and aggregation routing algorithm [125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamida et al. [43]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Mobile sink nodes, overhead balancing, data dissemination</td>
<td>The geographic hash table [126], line based data dissemination [127], column-row location service [128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Luo et al. [45]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Mobile sink nodes, routing flow conservation, rate and energy constraints</td>
<td>An efficient primal-dual algorithm [129] for a single mobile sink and extended duality theory based approximation algorithm for multiple sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Yun et al. [121,130]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Mobile sink node, delay tolerance, optimal sink positioning, energy and flow conservation constraints</td>
<td>A subgradient algorithm based on delay tolerant mobile sink model [88,116] using GNU linear programming kit (GLPK) [131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Wang et al. [122]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Mobile sink, sink relocation, residual battery energy, adaptive transmission range</td>
<td>Energy-aware sink relocation adopting energy-aware routing maximum capacity path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Tashtarian et al. [123]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Mobile sink, continuous and optimal trajectory (COT)</td>
<td>The COT is computed with the aid of convex optimization and a greedy heuristic algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

relying on a specific hardware component, which is distinct from the transceiver component of the particular sensor device [2, 3]. Naturally, a specific point within the target area may be concurrently sensed by several sensors. While this type of deployment can be beneficial in terms of improving the quality or reliability of the data observed, this also introduces data redundancy, which in turn results in wasted energy. Hence, it is beneficial to critically appraise, whether the data should or should not be transmitted to the base station. Explicitly, if insufficient sensors are deployed, the probability of adequate connectivity to the base station or to another sensor might become inadequately low. Crucially, ensuring high-quality connectivity of these sensors predetermines the ability of transmitting the sensed observations to the base station. As illustrated in Fig. 1.4, the sensing range \( R_s \) determines
### Table 1.11: Major contributions on the coverage and connectivity improvement techniques designed for NL maximization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Zhao <em>et al.</em> [32]</td>
<td>proposed a scheduling approach necessitating for all the active sensors to maintain full-time coverage of a particular target area all the time and to send all the sensed information to the sink via subsets of sensors, which also requires full-time connectivity to the sink with the aid of multi-hop communication between these subsets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Hu <em>et al.</em> [132]</td>
<td>employed a genetic algorithm for solving the problem of finding the maximum number of disjoint subsets of sensors for maximizing the NL, while the disjoint subsets of sensors, where each sensor under a specific subset successively provides full coverage for the target area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Lin <em>et al.</em> [133]</td>
<td>proposed an ant colony optimization based approach that is capable of maximizing the lifetime of the heterogeneous WSNs, which each sensor can maintain both the coverage quality and reliable connectivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Du <em>et al.</em> [61]</td>
<td>focused their attention on NL maximization subject to the barrier coverage constraints, where the sensors form continuous barriers, whose aim is to provide coverage to a certain location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Lu <em>et al.</em> [134]</td>
<td>investigated the sleep-mode scheduling problem in order to maximize the NL by only turning on a specific subset of sensors for monitoring the target spots and for exploiting the transmission of the sensed data over multiple hops, all the way to the base station.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deng <em>et al.</em> [135]</td>
<td>studied the issues of reliable coverage in the context of agricultural applications of WSNs, assuming that each node is equipped with sensors carrying out different tasks, where the aim was to schedule the activity of these heterogeneous sensors by ensuring that reliable coverage can be maintained, whilst the NL is maximized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chen <em>et al.</em> [136]</td>
<td>developed a novel NL maximization algorithm, which allows the activation of the lowest possible number of sensor nodes with the aid of traffic balancing in order to provide reliable full coverage of a specific sensing field, while providing <em>any-time connectivity</em> to a base station.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.12: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.11 in the context of coverage and connectivity improvement techniques designed for maximizing the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Zhao et al. [32]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Full-time coverage for a specific area, anytime connectivity to sink node via a multi-hop route</td>
<td>A heuristic algorithm based on an approximation algorithm called communication weighted greedy cover algorithm [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Hu et al. [132]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Maximum number of disjoint connected sensor subsets that maintain complete coverage, sleep scheduling</td>
<td>A hybrid genetic algorithm with schedule transition operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Lin et al. [133]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Maximum number of disjoint connected sensor subsets that maintain sensing coverage and network connectivity</td>
<td>Ant colony optimization based approach for maximizing the number of connected sensor subsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Du et al. [61]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Redeployment, sleep scheduling, k-discrete barrier coverage probability</td>
<td>Maximum-lifetime for k-discrete barrier coverage with limited-moving cost algorithm [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Lu et al. [134]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Sleep scheduling, target coverage, data collection multi-hop communication</td>
<td>Maximum lifetime coverage scheduling problem is solved using polynomial-time constant-factor approximation algorithm [137]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deng et al. [135]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Confident information coverage, activity scheduling</td>
<td>Multi-modal confident information coverage problem solved via both a centralized and a distributed heuristic algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chen et al. [136]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Least number of sensor activation, traffic-balanced routing, full-time coverage, anytime connectivity</td>
<td>Maximum connected load-balancing cover tree algorithm based on heuristic coverage control and traffic balanced routing strategy [136]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the area within which adequate sensing is achieved, and the transmission range $R_t$ defines the area of adequate transmission quality. More explicitly, an observation at points X and Y cannot be adequately recorded, since the sensing range of the given sensors is too restricted, even though the points lie within the adequate transmission range. Hence, other sensor nodes have to cover the X and Y points, but at the same time the sensors have to remain within the adequate transmission range of node-A and node-B, respectively, so that the observations can be adequately sensed and transmitted to the base station. Regarding this issue, Zhang et al. [138] formally proved that a complete coverage of a convex region implies having adequate connectivity amongst all the sensors deployed, provided that the transmission range is at least twice the sensing range, i.e. we have $R_t \geq 2R_s$. Further debates on the subjects of sensing range and transmission range can be found in [70,138–141].

One of the most important objectives of the WSNs is to provide reliable full coverage of a particular sensing field at any moment in time and to relay all the sensed data to the sink node via a subset of the deployed sensors. Chen et al. [136] developed a novel NL maximization algorithm, which allows the activation of the lowest possible number of sensor nodes with the aid of traffic-balancing in order to provide reliable full coverage of a specific sensing field, while providing any-time connectivity to a base station. Similarly, Zhao et al. [32] proposed a scheduling approach necessitating for all the active sensors to maintain full-time coverage of a particular target area all the time and to send all the sensed information to the sink via subsets of sensors, which also requires full-time connectivity to the sink with the aid of multi-hop communication between these subsets. If the coverage of the target area and the anticipated connectivity within the subsets of sensors and the sink node cannot be maintained, then the authors of [32] assumed that the NL expires. Additionally, Deng et al. [135] studied the issues of reliable coverage in the context of agricultural applications of WSNs, assuming that each node is equipped with sensors carrying out different tasks, where the aim was to schedule the activity of these heterogeneous sensors by ensuring that reliable coverage can be maintained, whilst the NL is maximized. As an alternative solution, Lin et al. [133] proposed an ant colony optimization based approach that is capable of maximizing

\[ R_t > R_s. \]
the lifetime of heterogeneous WSNs, where a construction graph is used for determining the maximum number of disjoint connected coverage segments\(^5\), where each sensor in this disjoint subset can individually maintain both the required coverage quality and reliable network connectivity, while the rest of the sensors of the same disjoint subset are in their sleep-mode. Du et al. [61] also focused their attention on NL maximization subject to the military barrier coverage constraints\(^6\), where the sensors form continuous geographic area barriers with the goal of detecting the crossing of an area by the adversaries. Additionally, Lu et al. [134] investigated the sleep-mode scheduling problem in order to maximize the NL by only turning on a specific subset of sensors for monitoring the target spots and for exploiting the transmission of the sensed data over multiple hops, all the way to the base station. As another design alternative, Hu et al. [132] employed a genetic algorithm for solving the problem of finding the maximum number of disjoint subsets of sensors for maximizing the NL, where the disjoint subsets of sensors had the particular feature that each sensor of a specific subset provides full coverage of the target area. The major contributions on the subject of coverage and connectivity improvement techniques conceived for the sake of NL maximization are summarized in Table 1.11, while their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are surveyed in Table 1.12.

### 1.1.1.6 Optimal Deployment

The sensors that are close to the sink node are often exposed to excessive tele-traffic, since these sensors have to relay data for a large number of sensors in the rest of the coverage area and hence they tend to drain their battery much more rapidly than the rest of the sensors. One way of alleviating this problem is to conceive an efficient node deployment that avoids the tele-traffic bottleneck. An optimal deployment must provide full coverage for the target area, while maintaining a reliable connectivity and best possible NL, for example by setting the redundant sensors to their sleep-mode within the same region. In the literature, there are various optimal deployment strategies that maximize the NL. A specific example of this can be found in [144], where Natalizio et al. analyzed the optimal placement of the sensor nodes within a particular sensing field in order to maximize the NL of the WSN considered. Liu et al. [22] focused their attention on identifying the tele-traffic bottlenecks and the energy-hole regions, thus further improving the node-deployment strategy, while achieving a balanced energy dissipation across the network was guaranteed for the sake of maximizing

\(^5\)A specific sensor field is partitioned into smaller sensor subsets, where each subset may be composed of several sensors that are potentially closer to each other. The main idea of the disjoint subsets, also referred as the sensor covers, is to allow each sensor under the same subset to successively carry out all the tasks of that particular disjoint coverage area. More explicitly, the sensors within the same subset are not turned on at the same time. Instead, they are rather activated sequentially, after the previous sensor has run out of battery. This method assists in extending the NL.

\(^6\)Barrier coverage is exploited especially in military applications, where an intruder crossing a particular region has to be detected. Therefore, a sensor barrier is usually formed by several connected sensors across the entire target region, which may feature a trip-wire-like structure to detect any potential crossings by intruders.
Table 1.13: Major contributions on the optimal deployment techniques conceived for NL maximization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Cristescu et al. [142]</td>
<td>investigated the power efficient data gathering problem subject to particular distortion constraints, while providing the optimal node placement solution by striking a trade-off between the total power dissipation and the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Wang et al. [23]</td>
<td>investigated the relay node placement problem under specific coverage, connectivity and NL constraints in heterogeneous WSNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Himsoon et al. [143]</td>
<td>a deployment strategy was designed for maximizing the NL, which relied on the cooperation of sensor nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Natalizio et al. [144]</td>
<td>analyzed the optimal placement of the sensor nodes within a particular sensing field in order to maximize the NL of the WSN considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Phan et al. [21]</td>
<td>presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization technique, where the first stage involved maximizing the number of sensor nodes deployed within the existing WSN, while the second stage considered both the power allocation and scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Zhang et al. [145]</td>
<td>An energy harvesting approach using a solar-powered relay node was conceived in support of the cluster head, where the optimal location of the cluster head was given by that maximizing the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Liu et al. [22]</td>
<td>focused their attention on identifying the tele-traffic bottlenecks and the energy-hole regions, thus further improving the node-deployment strategy, while achieving a balanced energy dissipation across the network was guaranteed for the sake of maximizing the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Najimi et al. [60]</td>
<td>proposed a node selection algorithm for balancing the energy dissipation of the sensors in order to maximize the NL, where the sensor nodes having the highest residual battery charges are chosen for spectrum sensing in wireless cognitive sensor networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Mini et al. [146]</td>
<td>determined the optimal deployment locations of specific sensor nodes and developed a scheduling scheme for these optimally-located sensors so that the overall NL was maximized, while achieving the required target coverage level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu et al. [147]</td>
<td>an ant colony optimization based transmission scheme was designed for maximizing the NL, where each sensor was capable of adjusting its transmission range for data transmission using the best possible energy efficiency and the best possible energy balancing approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Wang et al. [41]</td>
<td>a robust traffic-flow-aware scale-free topology was developed, where the traffic-flow and hence also the energy dissipation across the network was balanced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1.14: OF(s), constraint(s) and optimization algorithm(s) of Table 1.13 in the context of optimal deployment techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>OF(s)</th>
<th>Constraint function(s)</th>
<th>Optimization tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Cristescu <em>et al.</em> [142]</td>
<td>NL, total power dissipation</td>
<td>Optimal transmission scheme, optimal node placement, rate allocation, data gathering</td>
<td>An optimal placement algorithm and a lifetime optimization algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Wang <em>et al.</em> [23]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Coverage quality, relay node placement, network connectivity</td>
<td>Local optimal approach for the placement of the first and second phase relay nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Himsoon <em>et al.</em> [143]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Cooperative diversity, BER constraint, node selection, power allocation, optimal deployment</td>
<td>A reduced complexity suboptimal algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Natalizio <em>et al.</em> [144]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Optimal placement, power control, residual battery charge</td>
<td>Monte Carlo simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Phan <em>et al.</em> [21]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Node admission, deployment of maximum number of sensors, power allocation, link scheduling</td>
<td>Cross-layer optimization framework based on mixed integer linear programming using CPLEX library [90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Zhang <em>et al.</em> [145]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Energy harvesting solar powered relay node, optimal location of cluster head, clustering</td>
<td>Single cluster algorithm for finding the best location of cluster head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Liu <em>et al.</em> [22]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Sensor deployment, adaptive transmission range, balanced energy dissipation, coverage quality, network connectivity, avoidance of energy hole regions, deployment strategy</td>
<td>An algorithm based on first node die time and all nodes die time NL definitions for finding the optimal transmission radius using OMNeT++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Najimi <em>et al.</em> [60]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Node selection for balanced energy dissipation, maximize minimum residual battery charge</td>
<td>An iterative algorithm using convex optimization based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Mini <em>et al.</em> [146]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Optimal deployment locations, sleep scheduling, require target coverage level</td>
<td>Artificial bee colony, particle swarm optimization and a heuristic method for sleep scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Liu <em>et al.</em> [147]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Transmission range, maximum possible energy efficiency, maximum possible energy balancing</td>
<td>An algorithm for finding optimal transmission scheme based on ant colony optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Wang <em>et al.</em> [41]</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Balanced energy dissipation and traffic flow, connectivity, robustness against node failure, energy-efficient topology</td>
<td>Flow-aware scale-free topology model analyzed using shortest path and low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy [148] algorithms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the NL. Similarly, a robust traffic-flow-aware scale-free topology was developed by Wang et al. [41], where the traffic-flow and hence also the energy dissipation across the network was balanced.

An appealing node-deployment strategy was proposed by Magno et al. [149], where an ultra-low-power overlay network was *super-imposed* on a less energy-efficient WSN in order to extend the NL of the low-efficiency WSN designed for potentially power-hungry surveillance applications supported by the low-power overlay network relying on the most recent advances both in energy harvesting and wake-up radio technologies. Additionally, Mini et al. [146] determined the optimal deployment locations of specific sensor nodes and developed a scheduling scheme for these optimally-located sensors so that the overall NL was maximized, while achieving the required target coverage level. They also demonstrated [146] that in order to guarantee the target coverage level and to maximize the NL, only the minimum number of sensor nodes guaranteeing seamless connectivity was allowed to be scheduled, while the redundant sensors would only be used, when absolutely necessary for preventing any potential NL-expiry. More explicitly, turning on all the sensors together is energy-inefficient. Instead, turning off the sensors adjacent to the one currently operating and turning them on one-by-one, only when it is required, is capable of significantly increasing the NL, while maintaining the desired coverage probability. Similarly, Wang et al. [23] investigated the relay node placement problem under specific coverage, connectivity and NL constraints in heterogeneous WSNs. Phan et al. [21] presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization technique, where the first stage involved maximizing the number of sensor nodes deployed within the existing WSN, while the second stage considered both the power allocation and scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL. As a further beneficial solution, In [142], Cristescu et al. investigated the power efficient data gathering problem subject to particular distortion constraints, while providing the optimal node placement solution by striking a trade-off between the total power dissipation and the NL.

Najimi et al. [60] proposed a node selection algorithm for balancing the energy dissipation of the sensors in order to maximize the NL, where the sensor nodes having the highest residual battery charges are chosen for spectrum sensing in wireless cognitive sensor networks. Another deployment strategy designed for maximizing the NL was proposed in [143,150], which relied on the cooperation of sensor nodes. On the other hand, an ant colony optimization based transmission scheme was designed for maximizing the NL by Liu et al. [147], where each sensor was capable of adjusting its transmission range for data transmission using the best possible energy efficiency and the best possible energy balancing approaches. An energy harvesting approach using a solar-powered relay node was conceived in support of the cluster head by Zhang et al. [145], where the optimal location of the cluster head was given by that maximizing the NL. The major contributions to optimal deployment techniques designed for NL maximization are presented in Table 1.13, while their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are surveyed in Table 1.14.
1.1.1.7 Data Gathering

One of the fundamental operations of the WSNs is to collect data from sensors and to convey it to the sink node. During the data collection stage, data aggregation can be employed to fuse data from different sensors in order to prevent redundant data transmission. More explicitly, He et al. [151] considered an energy-efficient cross-layer design for the gathering of spatially correlated sensory information, in order to minimize the energy-waste that would be assigned to redundant information and thus to maximize the NL. Similarly, Cristescu et al. [142] investigated power-efficient data gathering subject to certain distortion constraints, while providing the optimal node placement solution subject to striking a trade-off between the total power dissipation and the NL. Additionally, Bhardwaj et al. [71,72] focused their attention on the fundamental constraints of the information gathering and transmission to a base station, while deriving the upper bounds of the achievable NL considering the impact of several parameters on the NL, including the base station location, path loss, initial battery charge, source location and so on. In [152], Liang et al. considered an energy-efficient data gathering method constructed for maximizing the NL, where the goal was to maximize the number of data gathering queries processed, until the first node failure occurs due to exhausted battery charge in the WSN considered. Additionally, another data gathering method was proposed in [153], where a data gathering tree was constructed for the transmission of the sensed data through each sensor all the way to the base station, while preventing the formation of tele-traffic bottlenecks in order to balance the traffic-load across the network and to extend the attainable NL.

1.1.1.8 Data Correlation

A salient characteristic of WSNs is that the data collected by the adjacent sensors may represent redundant information owing to the temporal-spatial data correlation characteristics of the neighboring sensors. Reducing the overall tele-traffic by removing the redundancy can be beneficial in terms of energy conservation and hence NL maximization. For example, He et al. [151] conceived an energy-efficient cross-layer design for the optimal data gathering from spatially correlated sensors in order to minimize the energy-wastage imposed by transmitting redundant information and thus to maximize the NL. Similarly, He et al. [40] proposed a method of predicting the data to be collected by a specific sensor based on the temporal-spatial correlations of its neighboring sensors, which may then lead to an extended NL, since these sensors whose data can be predicted may be turned off. Additionally, Heo et al. [154] introduced a prediction scheme for minimizing the traffic load across the WSN, which was further minimized by taking advantage of the spatial correlation of the various sensors in the interest of maximizing the NL. They demonstrated in [154] that the amount of data to be transmitted can be reduced by 20% using the proposed scheme by exploiting
both the context prediction and the spatial correlation amongst the sensors, which hence extended the NL.

The joint optimization of the data aggregation and maximum lifetime-based routing was considered in [107], where data aggregation reduces the traffic-load across the network by taking advantage of the temporal-spatial data correlation. As a benefit, the power dissipation of the sensor nodes that are adjacent to the sink node can be substantially reduced and then the ensuing maximum lifetime-based routing further balances the tele-traffic for the sake of avoiding any potential bottleneck formation.

1.1.1.9 Sleep-Wake Scheduling

The employment of sleep-wake mode based scheduling can be extremely beneficial in terms of an extended NL, especially in application scenarios, when the packets only arrive sporadically. Hence, Kim et al. [155] developed an optimal solution for controlling the sleep-wake mode scheduling of a so-called anycast packet-forwarding scheme\(^7\) in order to maximize the NL subject to packet delay constraints. Another example of the sleep-wake mode scheduling can be found in [109], where Liu et al. advocated a joint routing and sleep scheduling algorithm for balancing the tele-traffic load across the entire network and for reducing the energy dissipation by allowing the idle sensors to become dormant. The algorithm proposed in [109] extended the NL by 29% compared to either an optimal routing scheme dispensing with sleep-wake scheduling or compared to a pure sleep scheduling scheme. As a benefit, a NL improvement of about 284% was observed compared to the conventional optimal routing schemes relying on a fixed sleep scheduling. Similarly, Hsu et al. [113] proposed the joint design of sleep-wake scheduling necessitating the appropriate organization of sensors to become dormant for the sake of improving the energy-efficiency and of opportunistic routing, which improved the routing diversity by spatially distributing the tele-traffic. This improved the reliability of transmission across the network, whilst additionally improving the NL.

An interesting sleep scheduling approach, namely the virtual backbone scheduling philosophy was employed in [158], where the traffic is only forwarded through the so-called backbone sensor nodes constituted by the non-correlated sensor nodes, while the rest of the sensors remain in sleeping-mode in the WSN considered. The sleep scheduling approach of Zhao et al. [158] provided a spatially balanced distribution of the energy dissipation and thus maximized the NL. Jeon et al. [91] suggested that the NL can be improved using joint contention and sleep-wake mode control, while guaranteeing both the throughput and the SINR requirements. Furthermore, Chamam et al. [157] focused their attention on finding the optimal sensor status in terms of their sleep-wake mode as well as their potential cluster head status for the sake of NL maximization subject to coverage, clustering and routing

\(^7\)Each sensor node opportunistically transmits a packet to the closest neighboring sensor node that wakes up in the set of multiple sensor nodes.
### 1.1.1. Network Lifetime Maximization Techniques

Table 1.15: Major contributions of the sleep scheduling techniques that maximize the NL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Hoesel et al. [80]</td>
<td>proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to maximize the NL, where the MAC layer is in charge of setting the sensors to their active or inactive mode, while the routing layer identifies efficient routes in the face of a dynamic topology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sichitiu et al. [156]</td>
<td>a sensor on-off mode scheduling scheme was proposed for awakening a specific sensor, if and only if necessary, so that more energy can be conserved for the sake of NL maximization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Chamam et al. [157]</td>
<td>focused their attention on finding the optimal sensor status in terms of their sleep-wake mode as well as their potential cluster head status for the sake of NL maximization subject to coverage, clustering and routing constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Kim et al. [155]</td>
<td>developed an optimal solution for controlling the sleep-wake mode scheduling of a so-called any-cast packet-forwarding scheme in order to maximize the NL subject to packet delay constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu et al. [109]</td>
<td>a joint routing and sleep scheduling algorithm was advocated for balancing the tele-traffic load across the entire network and for reducing the energy dissipation by allowing the idle sensors to become dormant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Zhao et al. [158]</td>
<td>the virtual backbone scheduling philosophy was employed, where the traffic is only forwarded through the so-called backbone sensor nodes constituted by the non-correlated sensor nodes, while the rest of the sensors remain in sleeping-mode in order to maximize the lifetime of the WSN considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jeon et al. [91]</td>
<td>suggested that the NL can be improved using joint contention and sleep-wake mode control, while guaranteeing both the throughput and the SINR requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li et al. [159]</td>
<td>A joint data aggregation and MAC layer design was proposed, where both the network traffic was carefully adjusted with the aid of data aggregation and the power dissipation was reduced through sleep scheduling, which were jointly considered under the constraint of a specific packet delivery delay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hsu et al. [113]</td>
<td>proposed the joint design of sleep-wake scheduling necessitating the appropriate organization of sensors to become dormant for the sake of improving the energy-efficiency and of opportunistic routing, which improved the routing diversity by spatially distributing the tele-traffic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>OF(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Hoesel <em>et al.</em> [80]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sichitiu <em>et al.</em> [156]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Kim <em>et al.</em> [155]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Zhao <em>et al.</em> [158]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jeon <em>et al.</em> [91]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li <em>et al.</em> [159]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hsu <em>et al.</em> [113]</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.1.1. Network Lifetime Maximization Techniques

constraints. A joint data aggregation and MAC layer design was proposed by Li et al. [159], where both the network traffic was carefully adjusted with the aid of data aggregation and the power dissipation was reduced through sleep scheduling, which were jointly considered under the constraint of a specific packet delivery delay.

Hoesel et al. [80] proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to maximize the NL, where the MAC layer is in charge of setting the sensors to their active or inactive mode, while the routing layer identifies efficient routes in the face of a dynamic node topology. Finally, an energy conservation method was designed by Sichitiu et al. [156] for the sake of NL maximization, where a sensor on-off mode scheduling scheme was proposed for awakening a specific sensor, if and only if necessary. The major contributions on the subject of sleep-wake-up mode scheduling techniques maximizing the NL are summarized in Table 1.15, while their OFs, constraints and their optimization algorithms are surveyed in Table 1.16.

1.1.1.10 Network Coding

Network coding was designed for enabling the intermediate nodes to compress their data packets that are received from their adjacent nodes [161]. Network coding has been shown to be able to enhance the energy-efficiency of wireless networks, hence improving their NL, as discussed in [162–164]. Further examples include [165], where Shah-Mansouri et al. analyzed the trade-off between NL maximization and minimizing the number of network coding operations, hence substantially reducing the required transmit power, albeit these signal processing operations dissipate additional power from the non-rechargeable battery. Decoding operations may also significantly reduce the NL. Similarly, Rout et al. [161] attempted to enhance the energy-efficiency of the frequently activated bottleneck nodes that are usually in the vicinity of the sink node by jointly considering sleep scheduling and network coding in order to maximize the NL.

1.1.1.11 Clustering

Long-haul communication with distant areas are costly in terms of energy dissipation in battery-powered WSNs. Hence, this scenario necessitates a multi-tier network architecture for relaying the data, while keeping the network operational for the longest possible period of time. An efficient method of increasing the lifetime of WSNs is to partition the network into several clusters under the control of a high-energy cluster head [166], which the network can rely on. Specifically, Gupta et al. [167] proposed an efficient fault-tolerant clustering scheme, where the sensors of a failed cluster may be incorporated into an operational cluster for the sake of network lifetime maximization. Similarly, the same authors developed an algorithm
in [168] for exploiting the gateways equipped with a high-energy battery in order to maximize the NL by avoiding spatially unbalanced energy dissipation across the network.

1.1.1.12 Energy Harvesting

Energy harvesting devices have been conceived for scavenging energy from the environment, hence they are often referred to as energy harvesting wireless sensor networks (EH-WSNs). Compared to conventional battery powered WSNs, EH-WSNs provide substantial benefits in terms of NL maximization. However, from a practical point of view, the entire WSNs cannot purely rely on nodes equipped with EH devices due to the high cost and owing to a range of other physical constraints of EH sensor devices. As an intermediate solution, a solar-powered node was used as the cluster head in [145], where the optimal location of the cluster head was determined using a specific cluster scheme conceived for lifetime optimization. De-Witt et al. [169] incorporated energy harvesting into the barrier coverage problem investigated in [61] and developed a certain solution to the problem of maximizing the lifetime of k-barrier coverage in EH-WSNs, while Martinez et al. [170] incorporated the energy harvesting capability and the energy storage capacity limits into the associated routing decisions.

1.1.1.13 Beamforming

Distributed or collaborative beamforming utilizes multiple single-antenna-aided transmitters, which form distributed antenna arrays, whose phase-coherently combined waves create angularly selective beams directed at the intended receiver, which significantly increases the transmission distance. Each transmitter can reduce its transmit power, since the energy dissipation is shared amongst several transmitters. However, consistently utilizing the same transmitters may completely drain the battery charge of these specific sensors. Therefore, the failing transmitters may lead to a coverage degradation in a particular area. A beneficial beamforming solution was provided by Feng et al. [171], where the authors explored the factors influencing the energy dissipation and the NL. Feng et al. [171] also proposed an algorithm providing a carefully balanced selection of the transmitters for maximizing the NL, where the NL is doubled compared to direct or multihop transmissions through a particular receiver that is located far-away from the sensing field. Similarly, Bejar-Haro et al. [78] designed an energy-efficient collaborative beamforming scheme for transmitting data to a far-away base station for the sake of NL maximization, while satisfying the target QoS requirement, such as the SNR requirement. Additionally, Han et al. [172] aimed for maximizing the NL by exploiting collaborative beamforming and cooperative transmission techniques that can be invoked by the closely located sensors in order to reduce the traffic-load and to prevent the relaying of data by the specific sensors having critical battery
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Mathematical optimization is a method for finding the most desired element amongst several available alternatives based on some decision criterion. Mathematical optimization was conceived by Greek mathematicians back in 300 B.C., when they studied particular problems in geometry that required optimal solutions. For instance, Euclid studied the problem of minimum distance between a point and a line, which now constitutes a specific fundamental of classic geometry and it is used in many other fields. For a more complete discussion, the readers are referred to [129].

Convex optimization techniques are extensively utilized for the design and analysis of communication systems and signal processing applications. Specifically, convex optimization techniques play a significant role in solving engineering problems, since there is no risk of converging to a suboptimal solution, given that every locally optimal solution is also a globally optimal solution. Therefore, if an optimization problem is converted into a convex one, then it can be efficiently solved with powerful numerical algorithms and the structure of the optimal solution often provides further insights for a better understanding of the original design problem. In order to understand the convex optimization problems, we briefly introduce the basic concepts of convexity and the widely-used convex optimization models. More specifically, this section provides a concise introduction to convexity, convex optimization, Lagrangian relaxation, the Lagrangian dual problem and to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions.

1.1.2.1 Basic Concepts

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the fundamental terminology of convex optimization by defining a line, line segment, affine sets, convex sets and convex functions, as follows:

Line and line segment: Assume that \( x_1 \neq x_2 \) are two points in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \theta \in \mathbb{R} \) indicates the line passing through \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) in \( y = \theta x_1 + (1 - \theta) x_2 \) [129]. A value of \( \theta \) between 0 and 1 forms the line segment between points \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

Affine sets: A set \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is said to be affine, if the line through any specific two points in \( S \) lies in \( S \), which can be formulated as \( \theta x_1 + (1 - \theta) x_2 \in S \) for any \( x_1, x_2 \in S \) [129]. More explicitly, as long as the sum of the coefficients in the linear combination is equal to 1, \( S \) encompasses the linear combination of any two points in \( S \), which can also be generalized for the affine combination of \( k \) points as follows:
\[ \theta = -0.1 \]
\[ \theta = 0 \]
\[ \theta = 0.5 \]
\[ \theta = 1 \]
\[ \theta = 1.1 \]

**Figure 1.5:** A line passing through the points \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) is defined by \( \theta x_1 + (1 - \theta x_2) \), where \( \theta \) oscillates in \( \mathbb{R} \). The line segment constituted by \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) is illustrated by the chord between the filled circles, which is also represented by \( \theta \) between 0 and 1.

\[
\theta_1 x_1 + \theta_2 x_2 + \theta_3 x_3 + \cdots + \theta_k x_k,
\]

which has to constitute the affine set, if \( x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_k \in S, \theta_1 + \theta_2 + \theta_3 + \cdots + \theta_k = 1 \) and \( \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \cdots, \theta_k \in \mathbb{R} \). Hyperplanes form an affine set and their intersection also constitutes an affine set [129].

**Convex sets:** A set \( S \) is **convex**, if the line segment between any two points in \( S \) lies in \( S \). More explicitly, a set \( S \) is convex, if \( \forall x_1, x_2 \in S \) and \( \theta \in [0, 1] \), so that

\[
\theta x_1 + (1 - \theta)x_2 \in S
\]

is satisfied [129]. Fig. 1.6 illustrates the convex and nonconvex sets, where the sets are shaded. As illustrated in Figs. 1.6(a)–1.6(c), a nonconvex set is formed, since there exists a line segment that exits the set, e.g. the line segments between points A and B, C and D, G and H. However, Fig. 1.6(d) forms a convex set, since any line segment drawn remains within the set, e.g. the line segment between points E and F. Roughly speaking, a convex set does not contain any hole in the convex geometric region, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6(c) and always curves outward. Convex sets include ellipsoids, unit balls, polyhedral sets, hypercubes and so on. Another method often used for the analysis of convex sets is to check the exterior angle between any joined lines or line segments, which must be higher than or equal to 180° for convex sets. One of the most significant properties of the convex sets is that the intersection of convex sets also remains a convex set. Additionally, the intersection of convex sets and affine sets constitutes a convex set. On the other hand, the union of convex sets is usually nonconvex. Additionally, the image and inverse image of a convex set under affine functions, under perspective functions and under linear-fractional functions is convex.

**Convex functions:** A function \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) is said to be convex if its domain\(^8\), denoted by

---

\(^8\) **Domain** of a function is the set of input values for which the function is defined.
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- **Convex Optimization Preliminaries**: The domain of a function, denoted as \( \text{dom} \ f \), is a convex set and if \( \forall x_1, x_2 \in \text{dom} \ f \) and \( \theta \in [0, 1] \), then

\[
f(\theta x_1 + (1 - \theta)x_2) \leq \theta f(x_1) + (1 - \theta)f(x_2)
\]  

(1.3)

is satisfied [129]. The geometric interpretation of the convex function definition is presented in Fig. 1.7. Observe in Fig. 1.7 that the line segment constituted by the points \([x_1, f(x_1)]\) and \([x_2, f(x_2)]\) lies on or above the curve constructed by \(f(x)\). In fact, the line segment in Fig. 1.7 always remains above the curve. Hence, indeed \(f(x)\) is strictly convex. Note that \(f\) is concave if \(-f\) is convex. Hence, for concavity the line segment seen in Fig. 1.7 must lie below the function curve, which has a downwards-shaped (negative) curve. There is a large number of convex (and concave) functions, as exemplified by the most frequently encountered ones listed as follows [129].

### 1.1.2.1.1 Convex functions:

- **Exponential function**: \( f(x) = e^{ax} \), for any \( a \in \mathbb{R} \);
- **Powers**: \( f(x) = x^a \) is convex for \( a \leq 0 \) and \( a \geq 1 \);
- **Max function**: \( f(x) = \max\{x_1, \ldots, x_k\} \);
- **Norm functions**: \( f(x) = \|x\|_p, p > 1 \);
- **Quadratic-over-linear function**: \( f(x, y) = \frac{x^2}{y} \), where \( x \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( y > 0 \);
- **Log-sum-exp**: \( f(x) = \log(e^{x_1} + e^{x_2} + \cdots + e^{x_k}) \), on \( \mathbb{R}^k \).
1.1.2.1.2 Concave functions:

- Powers: \( f(x) = x^a \) is concave, when \( 0 \leq a \leq 1 \);
- Geometric mean: \( f(x) = (\prod_{i=1}^{k} x_i)^\frac{1}{k} \), where \( \text{dom} \ f = \mathbb{R}^k_+ \);
- Logarithm function: \( f(x) = \log(x) \), where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^k_+ \);
- Log-determinant: \( f(X) = \log \det X \), on \( \text{dom} \ f = S^k_+ \).

Assuming that the function \( f \) is continuously differentiable, then the convexity of \( f \) is equivalent to

\[
f(y) \geq f(x) + \nabla f(x)^T (y - x),
\]

where \( \text{dom} \ f \) is open and convex, while we have \( x, y \in \text{dom} \ f \). This is exemplified in Fig. 1.8, which indicates that the first-order Taylor series approximation of a convex function is a **global underestimator**.\(^9\) Conversely, if the first-order Taylor approximation of a function is always a global underestimator of the function, then the function is said to be convex. Equation (1.4) reveals the most important property of the convex functions, where a local information of the convex function, e.g. its value and its derivative, at a specific point is sufficient for deriving the particular global information, for example its global underestimator. Nevertheless, if the function \( f \) is twice differentiable, then the convexity of \( f \) becomes equal to its positive semidefinite Hessian (\( \nabla^2 f(x) \succeq 0, \forall x \in \mathbb{R}^k \)). Indeed, this property indicates that the function \( f(x) \) has an upwards-shaped (positive) curve. Hence, all linear (affine) functions are convex (and concave) and it is a special case of convex functions, whereas the convexity of a quadratic function formulated as \( x^T P x + a^T x + b \) strictly depends on the \( P \succeq 0 \) property. Note that a function may have both convex and concave segments (affine function) or can be neither convex nor concave. For example, as seen in Fig. 1.9

\(^9\)Assume that we have \( y \leq f(x), \forall x \in \text{dom} \ f \). Then, \( y \) is said to be a **global underestimator** of the function \( f \).
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Figure 1.8: The first order conditions for convex functions.

Figure 1.9: Function $y = x^3$ is convex in $[0, \infty)$, concave in $(-\infty, 0]$, but neither convex nor concave over $\mathbb{R}$, since convexity test line lies above the function curve at the convex region, but lies below $f(x)$ in the concave region, which cannot be defined neither for convexity or concavity over $\mathbb{R}$.

1.1.2.2 Generic Optimization Problems

An optimization problem may have the following generic form [88, 129]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} \quad & f_0(x) \\
\text{subject to} \quad & f_i(x) \leq 0, \ i = 1, \ldots, m
\end{align*}
\]
where \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the vector of **optimization variables** or **decision variables** that minimizes the objective or cost function \( f_0(\mathbf{x}) : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), while satisfying \( m \) number of **inequality constraints** \( f_i : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, f_i(\mathbf{x}) \leq 0, \; i = 1, \cdots, m \), and \( p \) number of **equality constraints** \( h_i : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, h_i(\mathbf{x}) = 0, \; i = 1, \cdots, p \), respectively. Additionally, the domain \( \mathcal{D} \) of the optimization problem in (1.5)–(1.7) is expressed as

\[
\mathcal{D} = \left[ \bigcap_{i=0}^{m} \text{dom } f_i \right] \cap \left[ \bigcap_{i=0}^{p} \text{dom } h_i \right],
\]

where any point \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{D} \) satisfying the constraints in (1.6)–(1.7) is referred to as a **feasible point**, whereas any other point is termed as **infeasible** [129]. All feasible points together form the feasible set. Similarly, the problem is said to be feasible, if there exists at least one feasible point, otherwise it is infeasible. As opposed to the **constrained optimization problem** of (1.5)–(1.7), an optimization problem without equality and inequality constraints is termed as an **unconstrained optimization problem**.

The **optimal value** of the optimization problem described in (1.5)–(1.7) is the minimum point (for the minimization problems) in the feasible set and it is denoted by \( p^* \), which is obtained at an **optimal point** \( \mathbf{x}^* \), as illustrated in Fig. 1.10 and defined as \( f_0(\mathbf{x}^*) = p^* \). Explicitly, the **optimal value** of the optimization problem can be written as

\[
p^* = \inf \{ f_0(\mathbf{x}) \mid f_i(\mathbf{x}) \leq 0, \; i = 1, \cdots, m; \; h_i(\mathbf{x}) = 0, \; i = 1, \cdots, p \}.
\]

More explicitly, the **optimal point** \( \mathbf{x}^* \) minimizes\(^{10}\) \( f_0 \) over the feasible set, which concurrently satisfies the constraints (1.6)–(1.7). Additionally, the **optimal point** \( \mathbf{x}^* \) is referred to as a **globally optimal point**, if the problem is a convex optimization problem, since there is no risk of encountering a locally optimal point. As seen in Fig. 1.10, there is only one minimum, thus there is a single optimal point due to the convex property of \( f(x) \).

Convex optimization problems rely on a convex objective function, on convex inequality constraint functions and on affine equality constraint functions. A convex objective function is minimized over a convex set in a convex optimization problem.

1.1.2.3 Convex Optimization Problems

The generic form of the optimization problem described in (1.5)–(1.7) is a **convex optimization problem**, if \( f_0 \) and \( f_i, \; i = 1, \cdots, m \) are convex, while \( h_i, \; i = 1, \cdots, p \) are affine. In

---

\(^{10}\)An infimum (inf) is the greatest lower bound of a set [129]. Note that if a set has a minimum, which finite sets always have a minimum, then the minimum is also the infimum of the set. One distinction is that a minimum can be defined for a sequence, while an infimum of the set can be used to describe a lower bound.
other words, a convex optimization problem is constituted by a convex objective function, by convex inequality constraint functions and by affine equality constraint functions. Strictly speaking, the feasible set of convex optimization problems constitutes a convex set, since the intersection of \((m+1)\) convex sets and \(p\) affine sets, e.g. hyperplanes forms a convex set, as we discussed in Section 1.1.2.1.

1.1.2.4 The Lagrangian Function and Duality

Initially, we rewrite the generic form of the optimization problem considered in (1.5)–(1.7) as a Lagrangian function by augmenting the objective function with a weighted sum of the constraint functions given by

\[
L(x, \lambda, \nu) = f_0(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i f_i(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \nu_i h_i(x),
\]

where both the inequality and equality constraints are weighted by the variables \(\lambda_i \in \mathbb{R}_+, i = 1, \cdots, m\) and \(\nu_i \in \mathbb{R}, i = 1, \cdots, p\), respectively, which are referred to as the Lagrangian multipliers or dual variables [129].

The Lagrange dual function is described as the minimum value of \(L(x, \lambda, \nu)\) for all values of \(x\) and it is written as

\[
g(\lambda, \nu) = \inf_{x} \left( f_0(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i f_i(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \nu_i h_i(x) \right),
\]

where the dual objective function \(g(\lambda, \nu)\) is always a concave function, since it is part of a family of affine functions in \((\lambda, \nu)\), regardless whether it is a convex optimization problem [129]. Assuming that the optimal value of the primal (original) problem is denoted

\[
P^* = \inf_{x} \left( f_0(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i f_i(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \nu_i h_i(x) \right),
\]

Figure 1.10: The optimal value of \(f_0\) is achieved at \(x^*\), when \(f_0(x^*) = p^*\).
by $p^*$, any dual feasible point of $(\lambda, \nu)$ forms the lower bound of

$$g(\lambda, \nu) \leq p^*.\tag{1.12}$$

1.1.2.5 The Lagrange Dual Problem

The Lagrangian dual form of the optimization problem becomes

$$\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad g(\lambda, \nu) \tag{1.13} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \lambda \succeq 0, \tag{1.14}
\end{align*}$$

which may be conceived for finding the best possible lower bound to the primal optimization problem [129]. The pair $(\lambda, \nu)$ represents the dual feasible solutions, while the optimal solution to the dual problem is denoted by $(\lambda^*, \nu^*)$, which is termed as dual optimal or optimal Lagrangian multipliers. Note that the Lagrange dual problem is a convex optimization problem, since the objective function is concave and the constraint is convex, regardless whether the primal optimization problem is a convex one.

1.1.2.6 Strong and Weak Duality

Let us assume that the dual optimal points $(\lambda^*, \nu^*)$ provide us with the dual optimal value, denoted by $d^*$, which is the maximum lower bound to the primal optimal value of the original optimization problem. Explicitly, weak duality is defined as

$$d^* \leq p^*,\tag{1.15}$$

regardless of the convex or nonconvex nature of the primal problem [129]. The discrepancy between the primal optimal value and the dual optimal value is termed as the optimal duality gap [129] and it is given by

$$p^* - d^* \geq 0.\tag{1.16}$$

Note that a dual feasible point assists us in finding a certain stopping criterion for solution algorithms, since the dual feasible point provides us with the lower bound to the optimal value of the optimization problem.

Nevertheless, strong duality holds under certain conditions [129], which is defined as

$$d^* = p^*.\tag{1.17}$$

More explicitly, the optimal duality gap is zero, which physically means that both the primal and the dual problems become equivalent optimization problems. For most convex
optimization problems, strong duality holds, but it is not limited to convex problems. The final decision depends upon the constraint qualification tests, which determine whether the optimization problem holds strong duality or not. For instance, Slater’s theorem \cite{129} indicates that if an optimization problem is convex and satisfies Slater’s condition \cite{129}, then that particular convex optimization problem satisfies strong duality \cite{129}.

1.1.2.7 The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Optimality Conditions

A major reason for using Lagrange relaxation and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions is because the insights about the optimization variables and their dependencies can be readily observed, where we can characterize the system model with the aid of the closed form equations obtained from Lagrange relaxation and KKT analysis.

For the optimization problems showing strong duality with differentiable objective and constraint functions, the KKT conditions are well-suited for validating whether $x^*$ and $(\lambda, \nu)$ are primal and dual optimal points, respectively. In summary, the following KKT conditions are always sufficient and necessary under strong duality \cite{129}:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_i(x^*) & \leq 0, \quad i = 1, \cdots, m \\
    h_i(x^*) & = 0, \quad i = 1, \cdots, p \\
    \lambda_i^* & \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \cdots, m \\
    \lambda_i^* f_i(x^*) & = 0, \quad i = 1, \cdots, m \\
    \nabla f_0(x^*) + \sum_{i=1}^m \lambda_i^* \nabla f_i(x^*) + \sum_{i=1}^p \nu_i^* \nabla h_i(x^*) & = 0. (1.22)
\end{align*}
\]

Since the primal problem is convex, if the primal and dual variables represent arbitrary points that satisfy the KKT optimality conditions given by the primal feasibility in (1.18)–(1.19), the dual feasibility of (1.20), the complementary slackness in (1.21) and the first order optimality in (1.22), then the primal optimal and dual optimal points can be obtained with zero duality gap \cite{129}.

1.2 Organization and Novel Contributions of this Thesis

In Section 1.1 we have discussed the motivation of this thesis and provided some of the preliminaries, which will be relied upon in later chapters. In Section 1.1.1 a state-of-the-art literature review of NL maximization techniques used in WSNs has been performed. Let us now present the organization of this thesis and underline its novel contributions.
1.2.1 Organization of this Thesis

The characterization of our NL maximization problems is described in Table 1.17, where the evolution of our system model used in each of the chapters can be compared. Moreover, Fig. 1.11 presents an overview of the structure of this thesis, where the evolution and/or the relationship of each chapter can be captured. We can observe the specific evolution of rationale across the chapters in Fig. 1.11 using Table 1.17, where the characteristics of the chapters are referred to as “evolved” or “unchanged”. For example, observe in Fig. 1.11 that the QoS metric is “evolved” during the transition from Chapter 2 to Chapter 3. To understand what has been evolved, the readers are referred to Table 1.17, where in this specific case the “QoS Metrics” are evolved from “NL, Source Rate” to “NL, SINR, BER”. In the following, we elaborate on the characteristics of the system models considered in our specific NL maximization problems considered in each chapter.

- **Chapter 2**: Motivated by [30], we maximize the NL in an interference-limited WSN considering a rate and power allocation scheme under both AWGN and fading channel characteristics, since all the related contributions in the literature consider either a non-adaptive, i.e. fixed-mode system or non-fading channel characteristics. A generalized string network topology consisting of an arbitrary number of nodes is considered in our study, where we employ the KKT optimality conditions for obtaining the optimal solution to the NL maximization problem using closed-form expressions. Therefore, we are able to derive analytical expressions of the globally optimal NL for a string network operating in an interference-limited scenario, while communicating either over an AWGN or over fading channels for a given link schedule. Furthermore, the maximum NL, the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network may be obtained. We quantify how the maximum NL is reduced as a function of the fading statistics due to the poor channel conditions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that given a certain network-sum-rate, the simultaneous scheduling of weakly interfering links benefits from the associated spatial reuse by allowing each node to transmit at a lower rate, which requires a reduced transmission power and hence results in a higher NL. We also conclude that the choice of the particular scheduling scheme depends on the application, since a lower source rate favors infrequent transmissions requiring a low transmit power, while avoiding the detrimental effects of interference, when aiming for extending the NL. However, we observe that for higher source rates, a higher NL can be achieved by aggressive spatial reuse.

- **Chapter 3**: In Chapter 2, both the NL and source rate are considered as the QoS measure as a function of the transmit rate and the power, where an adaptive scheme is assumed. Moreover, the energy dissipation of the signal processing operations, i.e. energy dissipation of the transceiver circuits, is neglected. However, system designers may want to predict the impact of the SPP on the NL. On the other hand, achieving a reasonable
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NL at the cost of a tolerable end-to-end BER for a fixed-rate system using various MCSs is also a significant objective for the system designer considering the required QoS. More explicitly, the BER is the salient QoS metric of communication systems, but naturally, maintaining a longer NL for battery-limited devices is another important factor. Additionally, the choice of the physical layer parameters, such as the MCSs, and transmit power substantially affect the NL and these parameters also have a direct impact on the BER. Therefore, striking an attractive trade-off between the BER and the NL is crucial for network designers at an early design stage. In this chapter we aim for maximizing the NL for a predetermined set of target SINR values, which guarantees the predefined QoS of each link operating over either an AWGN channel or Rayleigh block-fading channel, while considering two scenarios operating either with or without SPP.

- **Chapter 4:** Our network obeys a string topology in Chapter 3, where the distances between consecutive nodes are fixed. However, in a more realistic network, there may be thousands of routes having diverse distances between consecutive sensor nodes. Moreover, in such a complex network we also have to reconsider our NL definition. Therefore, in this chapter we maximize the NL of a randomly and uniformly distributed fully connected WSN, where the fully connected WSN imposes an exponentially increasing routing complexity upon increasing the number of nodes. More particularly, this chapter is focused on the cross-layer optimization of the power allocation, scheduling and routing operations for the sake of NL maximization for predetermined per-link target SINR values. We use the so-called exhaustive search algorithm (ESA) as our benchmarker and conceive a near-optimal single objective genetic algorithm (SOGA) imposing a substantially reduced complexity in fully connected WSNs.

- **Chapter 5:** In Chapter 4 we consider a fully-connected WSN for NL maximization, where the NL is strictly dependent on the SN battery level, since we only transmit information generated at the SN, which is then directed towards the destination node (DN) via alternative routes depending on their route lifetime (RL) performance. Moreover, the NL is computed by the accumulation of the maximum RL values amongst these alternative routes, until the SN battery is fully depleted, where the RL is defined by the earliest time, at which a sensor node lying in the route fully drains its battery energy. Therefore, depending on the size of the network, the lifetime models used in our previous studies are based on a single-objective NL or RL maximization problem. However, several significant metrics, such as the end-to-end delay have not been considered for the sake of NL maximization, even though a high end-to-end delay may lead to a significant end-to-end throughput reduction during the lifetime of the network. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a novel NL optimization method in order to reflect the effect of the end-to-end delay on the NL along with the aggregate energy dissipation of the same route. The distinctive aspect of this study is the simultaneous optimization of both the aggregate energy dissipation and of the end-to-end delay as a multi-objective optimization problem in order to provide the system designer with a trade-off between
Pareto optimal energy and delay solutions. Therefore, we employ multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), namely the so-called non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and the multi-objective differential evolution (MODE) algorithm for obtaining the set of Pareto optimal NL-aware routes striking a trade-off between the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Moreover, we characterize both the complexity and the convergence of both algorithms compared to the ESA.

In other words, in Chapter 2 we formulate an initial study of the NL maximization problem based on a string topology. To solve this optimization problem, the parameters have to be appropriately arranged, hence this particular system model does not consider the particular IEEE Standards. As a further advance, in Chapter 3 we extend our NL maximization problem to a realistic scenario, where the parameters are selected from the practical data sheet of a National Instruments device, namely that of the wireless sensor network programmable analog input measurement nodes [173], which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard. Note that apart from the transmit power, in Chapter 3 we also consider the impact of the signal processing power on the NL as a further practical improvement. Furthermore, Chapter 4 also considers the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard for the sake of constructing a practical scenario, where the string topology considered in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is also extended to a more complex network, namely the so-called fully connected network, which is considered for various scenarios supporting different number of nodes, with the objective of finding a near optimal solution at a reduced complexity. Finally, Chapter 5 focuses on the design of the multiobjective NL definition considering the trade-off between the end-to-end delay and the energy dissipation. The decision on the selection of a route that provides the best NL is made by the system designer. Again, the evolution structure of our system models from the conceptually simple towards the realistic can be observed from Fig. 1.11 and Table 1.17.

1.2.2 Contributions of this Thesis

The contributions of this thesis have been gradually developed considering several characteristics of the system models, as described in Table 1.17 and Fig. 1.11. The contributions focus on a range of novel transmission schemes and algorithms designed for the sake of NL maximization in WSNs. To elaborate:

- In Chapter 2, we formulate the NL maximization as a nonlinear optimization problem taking into account both the link scheduling, the transmission rates as well as transmit powers of all active time slots (TSs). The original nonlinear problem is converted into a convex optimization problem by employing an approximation of the SINR. We then derive the Lagrangian form of the convex optimization problem and employ the KKT optimality conditions [129] for deriving the analytical expressions of the globally optimal NL for an interference-limited string topology. In addition to the line-of-sight (LOS)
### Table 1.17: Characteristics of the system models considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Chapter 2</th>
<th>Chapter 3</th>
<th>Chapter 4</th>
<th>Chapter 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QoS Metrics</td>
<td>NL, Source Rate</td>
<td>NL, SINR, BER</td>
<td>NL, SINR, BER</td>
<td>(NL), Energy, Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Model</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-layer Model</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, Routing</td>
<td>Phy, Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Topology</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Fully-connected WSN</td>
<td>Fully-connected WSN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Model</td>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Multi-objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BER Model</td>
<td>Fixed-BER</td>
<td>NL vs BER using MCSs</td>
<td>NL vs BER using MCSs</td>
<td>Error-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization Variables</td>
<td>NL, Rate, Power</td>
<td>NL, Power</td>
<td>NL, RL, Power</td>
<td>(NL), Energy, Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL Model</td>
<td>Min. Node Lifetime</td>
<td>Min. Node Lifetime</td>
<td>SN Battery Level</td>
<td>Pareto Optimal Energy&amp;Delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.11: Organization of the thesis, portraying, how the chapters evolve. “Evolved” and “Unchanged” are the terms used for the characteristics of the chapter transitions, which are evolved or remain unaltered. The specific chapter evolutions can be followed in Table 1.17.
1.2.2. Contributions of this Thesis

AWGN channel model, the non-LOS Rayleigh block-fading\textsuperscript{11} channel model is adopted for studying the effects of fading on the NL. Moreover, the maximum NL is evaluated along with the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network for a given link schedule and source rate, again, in both LOS AWGN and non-LOS Rayleigh block-fading channels. The substantial effect of the distance amongst the consecutive nodes on the NL is also analyzed, when operating at source rates in a Rayleigh fading channel. Furthermore, the impact of the interferers is investigated in the context of higher source rates. When using the KKT optimality conditions, we have to evaluate \((2V + 4NL + 1)\) expressions, whereas the so-called interior-point method considered in [30] requires at least \((2V + 4NL)^2\) operations to solve \((2V + 4NL)\) linear equations. Therefore, our proposed algorithm achieves reduced-complexity NL maximization.

- In Chapter 3, we built upon our previous work in Chapter 2 by incorporating a specific target QoS requirement defined by the target SINR of each link. As a result of this, we consider a fixed-rate system and quantify the effects of the physical layer parameters on the achievable NL, while considering an application-dependent target BER in both LOS AWGN and non-LOS Rayleigh block-fading channels in interference-limited string topology based WSNs. We analyze the impact of the SPP on the NL for both AWGN and fading channels. We demonstrate that the NL is substantially reduced due to the accumulated ED of SPP and the transmit power. Here, we characterize the interplay between the transmit power and the SPP, where the NL of a high target SINR tends to converge to a certain constant NL, as observed in the SPP-related scenario. We examine both the ED of each node, as well as the required transmission power per link, the interference power imposed on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string topology network, while considering different target SINR requirements, SPPs and channel characteristics. Furthermore, we consider two types of BER performances. The first one is the per-link BER requirement (PLBR), which defines the BER value attained by the weakest link. Hence, PLBR represents the worst BER that can be tolerated over the links. By contrast, the end-to-end BER (E2EB) is defined as the BER accumulated along the route spanning from the SN to the DN. We demonstrate that a similar NL performance is achieved, while a higher E2EB is maintained compared to PLBR. We show how the requirement of different target BER values at the physical layer affects both the NL and the network performance in the string topology considered. Considering our proposed system model, depending on the required QoS and network performance, the network designer can make well-informed decisions concerning the type of modulation schemes that should be used for different types of networks and/or applications.

- We further develop the system model studied in Chapter 3 for a more general network

\textsuperscript{11}A channel is said to be block-fading channel if the fading process stays constant within the time-division multiple access (TDMA) frame and independently changes from one TDMA frame to another. The keyword “block” is referred to a TDMA frame per link, during which the fading coefficient remains constant.
topology, which in turn requires us to develop a novel NL definition. The proposed NL
definition provides an extended NL due to exploiting alternative routes having the max-
imum RL for the end-to-end transmission in a fully connected WSN, where our aim is to
carry the information generated at the SN to the DN, until the SN’s battery is fully de-
pleted. More explicitly, the accumulation of the maximum RL computed over alternative
routes provides us with an extended NL, since the NL computation is composed of the
summation of the several RL values, until the SN battery is fully depleted. Therefore,
in this study the NL values are expected to be higher than that of Chapter 2 and Chap-
ter 3. Moreover, we optimize the transmit power, the scheduling and the routing for the
sake of NL maximization, where we propose the ESA and SOGA algorithms for random
network topologies relying on fully connected nodes. Each SN-DN route is passed to an
optimization function to find the optimal RL for the corresponding route. The ESA finds
the best route and its RL by searching through all the possible solutions within the given
number of nodes in the fully connected WSN. On the other hand, the SOGA finds the
best solution, given a maximum affordable number of generations and individuals. We
show that SOGA is capable of a near-optimal solution at a significantly reduced com-
plexity compared to ESA, provided that the number of nodes is higher than 7. During
the iterations of the ESA and SOGA algorithms, more than one maximum NL values
may be returned. Therefore, the selection of the alternative most beneficial route is re-
quired, where the selection process determines the best SN-DN route for the end-to-end
transmission. The selection process critically relies on the battery of the sensors, which
has to be updated after each iteration for the forthcoming RL computation. Hence, we
introduce various route selection schemes (RSSs), namely the route with the least total
energy dissipation (LTED), the least number of hops (LNOH), the largest remaining SN
battery (LRBAT) and random route selection (RANR). We assume that simply each hop
introduces one unit of delay. Furthermore, we provide the E2EB as an upper bound of
the BER of the interference-limited fully connected WSN using uncoded binary phase-
shift keying (BPSK), 1/2-rate convolutional coded (CC) hard-decoded and soft-decoded
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) for the
proposed RSSs. The 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS had a higher NL than the
other MCSs in all scenarios of the ESA and the SOGA. We demonstrate that the RSS-
LRBAT and RSS-LTED outperforms the other RSSs in terms of their NL, since they are
the most NL aware RSSs. The E2EB of the RSS-LNOH is slightly better than the other
RSSs, which is due to the lower bit error accumulation over the lower number of hops.
Since we assume that the ED of any operation is negligible except that of the transmit
power, introducing an additional sensor into the WSN extends the NL, since there will
be more opportunities to relay information over the alternative routes. We observe that
the NL gain due to incorporating an additional sensor into our current WSN, for example
when a 5th sensor enters the WSN having 4 sensors provides an approximately 5500hrs
NL improvement, when the WSN operates at 10dB over an AWGN channel. For seven
nodes, the computational complexity of the ESA and SOGA is similar, but it increases exponentially for the ESA, while much more modestly for the SOGA, albeit this is achieved at the cost of a small reduction in NL compared to the optimal NL for WSNs composed of $V > 7$ nodes.

- Considering the same fully connected WSN described in our previous study, we further evolve our NL definition by incorporating the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay, as we suggested in Chapter 5. We consider a pair of MOEAs. The first is based on the NSGA-II, while the second one is the MODE algorithm [174, 175]. We invoke both algorithms for jointly optimizing the delay and energy dissipation of a fully connected network relying on randomly distributed nodes. We compare both algorithms in terms of the proximity of the solutions to the so-called Pareto front [176–178]. We evaluate their complexities and their rates of convergence, as the number of nodes in the network increases. We also demonstrate that at the same complexity, the MODE algorithm provides solutions approaching the true Pareto front more closely than the NSGA-II, and in general exhibits a higher convergence rate. Additionally, we demonstrate that both algorithms require substantially less cost-function evaluations for approximating the true Pareto front for networks of 10 or more nodes, when compared to an ESA. Furthermore, we propose a novel multi-objective NL definition, where the system designer can predict a trade-off between the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Therefore, depending on the application and the target QoS required, the set of NL-aware routes lying on the Pareto front can be exploited as the Pareto optimal solutions in order to maximize the NL considering the interplay between the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay.
Chapter 2

Reduced-Complexity Network Lifetime Maximization in Wireless Sensor Networks

2.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, a wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of a large number of nodes that monitor physical as well as environmental conditions and pass their accumulated data through the network to a sink node. There are numerous attractive applications for WSNs, including for example designing intelligent highways, controlling air pollution, providing remote health assistance for disabled or elderly people, monitoring river level variations, etc. As also indicated in Chapter 1, each of these applications may be composed of numerous sensor nodes each of which consumes a considerable amount of energy during their sensing, communication and data processing activities. Since each sensor node drains its limited energy supply as time elapses, the NL is a crucial metric in these applications and has a major impact on the achievable performance of WSNs. Hence, in this chapter we aim for analyzing and optimizing the NL of the WSNs under different channel conditions.

The NL defines the total amount of time during which the network is capable of maintaining its full functionality and/or achieves particular objectives during its operation, as exemplified in [56] and [57]. Specifically, the authors of [59], [60] and [61] defined the expiration of the NL as the time instant at which a certain number of nodes in the network depleted their batteries. As a further example, the NL was defined in [62] as the lifetime of the specific sensor node associated with the highest energy consumption rate, whereas the authors of [63], [64] and [65] considered the lifetime of the network to be expired at the particular instant, when the first node’s battery was depleted. The NL in [64] was also defined as
the instant, when the first data collection failure occurred. In our contribution the NL is deemed to be expired, when at least one of the nodes fails due to its discharged battery. Therefore, extending the lifetime of a single node becomes an important and challenging task due to the battery-dependent characteristics of the wireless sensor nodes. This common NL definition is used in our contribution, since we consider a network of linearly connected sensor nodes, where a single node’s failure may destroy the entire string topology of nodes and hence the information of the source cannot be relayed to the sink. When considering the energy dissipated at a sensor node, the battery life is predominantly related to the node’s communication activity, where the transmission rate and power must be optimized, while taking into account the battery capacity, the efficiency of the power amplifiers, the receiver and transmitter circuit energy consumption and other physical layer parameters, including the modulation and coding schemes, the attainable coding gain, the path loss and so on.

It is widely recognized that transmission at a high transmission rate requires the use of a high transmit power, which potentially leads to strong interference amongst the transmission links [179]. Therefore the battery depletion of an individual sensor node may become inevitable and hence the NL may be reduced. However, in large networks spatial reuse may be adopted for improving the attainable transmission rates at the cost of imposing interference on the network [180]. In this case, link scheduling [30] and multiple access schemes [181] play a significant role in coordinating the resultant interference. More explicitly, we will demonstrate that scheduling weakly interfering links simultaneously allows the network to maintain a given sum-rate at a reduced per-node transmit power, which hence extends the battery-life of the nodes and hence extends the NL [179]. This is one of the methods routinely employed for taking advantage of spatial reuse in order to control the level of interference imposed on the network [180]. This method extends the NL, since mitigating the interference imposed implies that each transmission requires less power. Therefore, intelligent scheduling should carefully balance the number of simultaneous active links as well as their transmission durations for the sake of keeping the required transmit power at a minimum. Furthermore, multi-hop relaying [182] is capable of conserving the energy of the source node, since intermediate nodes may be employed for reducing the transmission power necessary for maintaining a given end-to-end rate. Hence, we consider the joint optimal design of the transmission rate, transmission power and scheduling in order to maximize the NL of energy-constrained WSNs.

There is a paucity of contributions in the literature on the issue of cross-layer NL optimization in the context of WSNs. Hoesel et al. [80] proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to maximize the NL. Chen and Zhao [64] proposed an efficient MAC protocol, which relies both on the channel state information and on the MAC’s knowledge of the residual energy to maximize the NL. In [35], Kwon et al. investigated the NL maximization problem of WSNs, which jointly considers the physical layer, the MAC layer and the routing layer in conjunction with the transmission
success probability constraint. Additionally, the trade-off between NL maximization and application performance was studied in [81] by using cross-layer optimization. A similar study also investigated the trade-off between the energy consumption and application-layer performance with the aid of cross-layer optimization of WSNs [83]. Another cross-layer approach conceived for maximizing the NL was proposed in [86], where MAC-aware routing optimization schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of multichannel access. In [183], the authors invoked random linear network coding for the lifetime maximization of wireless networks within a fixed-rate system for communicating over both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. A different approach to NL maximization was introduced in [91], where both contention and sleep control probabilities of the sensor nodes were utilized for formulating the NL maximization problem, while guaranteeing both the required throughput and the SINR requirements. Najimi et al. [60] proposed a node selection algorithm for balancing the energy usage of the sensors in a fixed-mode cognitive sensor network. A similar idea to that of the optimal control approach invoked for maximizing the NL with the aid of a carefully selected routing probability was exploited in [65], where all the sensors were configured to deplete their energy exactly at the same time for the sake of lifetime maximization. Another similar study advocating an effective transmission scheme was proposed in [147], where both the maximum possible energy efficiency and the best possible energy balancing was maintained with the aid of ant colony optimization.

### 2.1.1 Novel Contributions

However, all related work mentioned above considers either a non-adaptive, i.e. fixed-mode system or non-fading channel characteristics. An adaptive system conceived for the sake of NL maximization was studied by Wang et al. [28], who considered only an interference-free scenario for an AWGN channel by employing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions [129] to the optimal TDMA NL maximization problem of [30] in order to derive the analytical expressions of the optimal NL. Madan et al. [30] considered an interference-limited scenario relying on an adaptive system, operating in an AWGN channel, but the impact of the fading channel characteristics on the NL was not presented. The authors of [28] obtained a closed form solution for a specific network topology. By contrast, a generalized string network topology consisting of an arbitrary number of nodes is considered in our work, where we employ the KKT optimality conditions for obtaining the optimal solution to the NL maximization problem using closed-form expressions. Therefore, we are able to derive analytical expressions of the globally optimal NL for a string network operating in an interference-limited scenario, while communicating either over an AWGN or over fading channels for a given link schedule. Furthermore, the maximum NL, the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network may be obtained. We quantify how the maximum NL decreases as a function of the fading statistics due to the poor channel conditions. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that
given a certain network-sum-rate, the simultaneous scheduling of weakly interfering links benefits from the associated spatial reuse by allowing each node to transmit at a lower rate, which requires a reduced transmission power and hence results in a higher NL. Against this background, the novel contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

1. The KKT optimality conditions [129] are invoked for deriving the analytical expressions of the globally optimal NL for an interference-limited string topology.
2. In addition to the line-of-sight (LOS) AWGN channel model, the NLOS Rayleigh block-fading channel model is adopted for studying the effects of fading on the NL.
3. The maximum NL is evaluated, as well as the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network is quantified for a given link schedule and source rate in both LOS AWGN and NLOS Rayleigh block-fading channels.
4. The substantial effect of the distance amongst the consecutive nodes on the NL is also analyzed for lower source rates, when operating in a Rayleigh fading channel. The impact of the interferers is also investigated in the context of higher source rates.
5. Using the KKT optimality conditions, we have to evaluate \((2V + 4NL + 1)\) expressions, whereas the algorithm considered in [30] and relying on the so-called interior-point method requires at least \((2V + 4NL)^2\) operations to solve \((2V + 4NL)\) linear equations. Therefore, our proposed algorithm imposes a reduced complexity during the NL maximization.

### 2.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes our system model and the constraints of the optimization problem considered. Our problem formulation, KKT analysis and solution approach are presented in Sections 2.3, 2.3.8 and 2.3.9, respectively, while our numerical results are illustrated in Section 2.5. The limitations imposed on optimal scheduling are presented in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 summarizes the chapter and offers our conclusions.

### 2.2 System Model

In this section we first describe our centralized network model, which relies on a string topology, since in this simple scenario the effect of transmission variables on the NL can be explicitly exposed and analyzed. The string topology is also capable of providing insights

---

1 A channel is said to be block-fading channel if the fading process stays constant within the TDMA frame and independently changes from one TDMA frame to another. The keyword “block” is referred to a TDMA frame per link, during which the fading coefficient remains constant.
concerning a randomly distributed network relying on many nodes, since a specific set of nodes can be assumed to constitute a single route of the randomly distributed network. On the other hand, the calculation of both the transmit power and the rate of a specific node relies on the prior knowledge gleaned from other nodes, possibly from its interferers. Therefore, in our system model the sink node is a control center, which handles the variables of the optimization problem and passes the near-instantaneous values of the variables to each of the individual nodes. However, compared to a distributed scheme, this centralized solution will impose a delay on the system, since complex operations such as channel estimation are required at the initial stage. Moreover, the near-instantaneous transmission rate and power values computed by the control center constituted by the sink node should be forwarded to each individual node, and hence a non-negligible delay will be imposed on the network.

In the following we detail our transceiver model in Section 2.2.2, where we evaluate the NL for transmission over both AWGN and block-fading channels. Our transmission scheduling strategy is also described and exemplified at the end of Section 2.2.2. Finally, our NL discussions are provided in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Network Model

We consider a string topology composed of \( V \) sensor nodes, where the SN and the sink or the DN are linearly connected by intermediate nodes. An example of this string-topology for \( V = 10 \) is shown in Fig. 2.1 and hence the number of links is \( L = V - 1 = 9 \).

Each link is unidirectional and the antenna of each node is omni-directional. The network can be modeled as a directed graph \( G = \{ \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{L} \} \), where \( \mathcal{V} = \{ 1, 2, 3, \cdots, V \} \) is the set of all sensor nodes and \( \mathcal{L} = \{ l_{1,2}, l_{2,3}, \cdots, l_{V-1,V} \} \) is the set of all directed links in the network. Here, \( l_{i,j} \) represents the directed link spanning from the transmitter node \( i \) to receiver node \( j \). Therefore, the topology can be modeled with the aid of an incidence matrix of the graph \( G \) given by \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{|\mathcal{V}| \times |\mathcal{L}|} \), as illustrated in Table 2.1. The entries \( a_{i,l} \), of \( A \) are given by

\[
a_{i,l} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i \text{ is the transmitter of link } l, \\
-1, & \text{if } i \text{ is the receiver of link } l, \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]
We may assume that only the SN generates information, for example the temperature information which has to be conveyed to the DN. Alternatively, we may assume that each sensor node in the directed string topology of Fig. 2.1 generates information of its own and transmits this information in addition to relaying the information arriving from other sensor nodes. Hence, the DN may seek the multiple commodities generated by the different sensor nodes forming part of our string topology, which hence has been referred to as a multi-commodity flow. Therefore, the so-called generalized flow-conservation constraint of a single SN that generates information is given by

$$\sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{l,n} \right) - \sum_{l \in \mathcal{I}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{l,n} \right) = s_{SN}, \tag{2.2}$$

for each node $i$, where $s_{SN}$ is the source information generated by the SN, while $N$ is the total number of TSs per TDMA frame and $r_{l,n}$ is the transmission rate of link $l$ in TS $n$. More explicitly, node $i$ has to transmit the data it received so that the flow-conservation criterion of each node is satisfied. Physically, this means that the information generated at the SN has to arrive at the DN, where $l \in \mathcal{O}(i)$ denotes an emerging link and $l \in \mathcal{I}(i)$ represents an incoming link of node $i$. Additionally, we assume that both the SN as well as the corresponding relay nodes always have packets to send in their buffer.

### Table 2.1: Illustration of the incidence matrix of graph $G$ for $V = 10$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes/Links</th>
<th>$l_{1,2}$</th>
<th>$l_{2,3}$</th>
<th>$l_{3,4}$</th>
<th>$l_{4,5}$</th>
<th>$l_{5,6}$</th>
<th>$l_{6,7}$</th>
<th>$l_{7,8}$</th>
<th>$l_{8,9}$</th>
<th>$l_{9,10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Channel Model and MAC Layer Scheme

In each TS $n$, each node can only act as a transmitter or a receiver. Each transmitter is only allowed to communicate with a single receiver, which cannot receive from other nodes.
2.2.2. Channel Model and MAC Layer Scheme

in the same TS. This is due to the half-duplex nature of the transceivers, where nodes communicate via the same shared wireless channel. The LOS AWGN channel is modeled by a certain propagation path-loss law and a fixed noise power at the receivers. The channel gain of the link between transmitter $i$ and receiver $j$ is given by

$$G_{i,j} = \frac{1}{(d_{i,j})^m}, \quad (2.3)$$

where $d_{i,j}$ is the distance between nodes $i$ and $j$, whilst the path-loss exponent is $m$. These channel gains are arranged into the network's channel-gain matrix denoted by $\mathbf{G}$. Each node $i$ is capable of transmitting at a power less than the maximum power of that node denoted by $(P_i)_{\text{max}}$. The total energy dissipation at a node cannot exceed the initial battery energy of that node. No node is allowed to simultaneously transmit multiple data packets and the link quality is defined in terms of the SINR. Based on the above assumptions, when node $i$ transmits a packet $x_i$, the observations received by node $j$ can be expressed as

$$y_j = x_i + n_j, \quad i = O^{-1}(l_{i,j}) \text{ and } j = I^{-1}(l_{i,j}), \quad (2.4)$$

where $n_j$ is the Gaussian noise added at the receiver node $j$, given the link $l$ spanning from node $i$ to node $j$, while $O^{-1}(l_{i,j})$ denotes the node from which the link emerges and $I^{-1}(l_{i,j})$ represents the node at which the link arrives. Given a specific link $l$, the SINR is denoted by $\Gamma_l$ in the AWGN channel model. The maximum achievable rate per unit bandwidth is $r_l = \log(1 + K \cdot \Gamma_l)$ in nats/s/Hz, where we have $K = -\frac{1}{5} \log(5\text{BER})$ [184] and BER represents the target BER required by the system. Therefore, the SINR is given by [181]

$$\Gamma_{l_{i,j},n} = \frac{G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j},n}}{\sum_{l' \neq l, l' \notin L_n} G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j},n} + N_0}, \quad (2.5)$$

where $P_{l_{i,j},n}$ is the transmission power of link $l$ spanning from node $i$ to node $j$ in TS $n$. Furthermore, $K$ is assumed to incorporate the coding gain and any other gain factors, which is a suitable model for $M$-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) associated with $M \geq 4$ [184]. The factor $K$ is assumed to be absorbed into the gain matrix $\mathbf{G}$.

On the other hand, when the packet $x_i$ transmitted from node $i$ experiences fading, the observations received by node $j$ can be expressed as

$$y_j = h_{i,j}x_i + n_j, \quad i = O^{-1}(l_{i,j}) \text{ and } j = I^{-1}(l_{i,j}), \quad (2.6)$$

where $h_{i,j}$ is the channel coefficient capturing the fading effects of the link between transmitter $i$ and receiver $j$, while $n_j$ is the Gaussian noise added at the receiving node $j$. Therefore, the channel of each link is modeled as a multiplicative Rayleigh fading channel contaminated by the noise added at the receivers. We consider block fading also referred to as quasi-static fading, where the fading gain is kept constant throughout the TDMA frame for the link.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slots</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l_1-2</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_2-3</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_3-4</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_4-5</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_5-6</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_6-7</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_7-8</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_8-9</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_9-10</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \bullet \): \( T = 3 \) SPTS
\( \oplus \): \( T = 9 \) SPTS

Figure 2.2: Link scheduling with SPTS parameter \( T = 3 \) and \( T = 9 \), when \( N = 18 \) and \( V = 10 \).

and independently changes for the TDMA frame of the other links, which represents slowly fading channels, i.e. low-Doppler pedestrian speeds. This requires a modification of the SINR used in AWGN channels, which is formulated as [184]

\[
\tilde{\Gamma}_{l_{i,j},n} = \frac{H_{l_{i,j}}G_{l_{i,j}}P_{l_{i,j},n}}{\sum_{l' \neq i} \sum_{l',j \in L_n} H_{l',j}G_{l',j}P_{l',j,n} + N_0},
\]

where \( H_{l_{i,j}} = |h_{i,j}|^2 \) is the fading gain of the link between transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( j \), while \( P_{l_{i,j},n} \) denotes the transmit power of the interfering link \( l \) spanning from the interfering node \( i' \) to the receiving node \( j \) of the transmitter \( i \).

We assume a link scheduling associated with spatially periodic time sharing (SPTS) [30], where we consider a distance \( T \) between the links that are transmitting in the same TS and the link is reactivated after every \( T \) TSs. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the link scheduling for the SPTS parameters of \( T = 3 \) and \( T = 9 \). For \( T = 3 \), at the first TS, links \( l_{1,2}, l_{4,5}, l_{7,8} \) are simultaneously scheduled and each link is activated 6 times in total in TSs of 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16. On the other hand, for \( T = 9 \), each TS only has a single active transmission, which represents an interference-free scenario, and each link is activated twice, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

2.2.3 Network Lifetime Model

Various definitions of the NL can be found in [64], [30], [185], [186], [106]. For example, Madan et al. [30] and Chang et al. [106] assumed that the lifetime of node \( i \) is defined by
2.3. Problem Formulation

The specific time instant, when the node completely drains its initial battery energy which is denoted by $T_i$. The most commonly used assumption for the NL’s definition is that the failure of a single node destroys the connectivity of the entire network. This assumption may seem too pessimistic, since a single node’s failure may not have such a dramatic impact on the WSN considered. For example, since in a fully connected network each node has many alternative routes to transmit its data through in the direction of the DN, the failure of that node due to battery depletion may be negligible in the network. Hence, the above NL definition may indeed become too pessimistic for such scenarios. However, as shown in Fig. 2.3 for a string (linear) or congested-node topology, the failure of a single node may in fact lead to a disjoint network. Explicitly, Node-2 cannot transmit to Node-4 in Fig 2.3 due to the failure of Node-3. This assumption may still be used for characterizing the worst-case scenario. Cheng et al. [185] proposed a NL definition, which was determined by the time instant, when a certain fraction of sensor nodes in the network fails. By contrast, Verdone and Buratti [187] assumed the NL stretches to the time instant, when the connectivity and coverage targets are first violated. As another alternative, Dong [186] defines the NL in terms of the time instant, when the packet delivery ratio drops below a predetermined threshold.

In this chapter, we consider a similar NL definition, as described in [30] and [106], which is the time instant at which the first sensor depletes its battery, i.e. we have $T_{net} = \min_{i \neq DN, i \in V} T_i$, for the string topology considered in Fig. 2.1.

2.3 Problem Formulation

Given the assumptions and constraints discussed in Section 2.2, we commence by the formulation of the optimization problem. However, before we proceed with the details of the optimization problem, for the sake of clarity we would like to guide the reader through the following ten major steps of our problem formulation procedures, starting from the initial nonconvex problem formulation towards its solution algorithm, as portrayed in Fig. 2.4.

Broadly speaking, in our scenario we are aiming for finding an optimal transmission scheme that maximizes the NL, but minimizes the transmit power required, while satisfying the transmit rate constraint. This optimal transmission scheme can be constructed by solving
the optimization problem formulated in (2.8)–(2.12) during the $N$ TSs of each link. To solve the nonconvex optimization problem formulated in (2.8)–(2.12), we have to proceed by following each step of Fig. 2.4, which also provides a summary of the procedures employed throughout this section. For convenience, we provide a concise summary of each step, where the following enumerated list corresponds to the step of Fig. 2.4, as follows:

1. Having discussed the system model in Section 2.2, in the Nonconvex Problem Formulation step, we formulate the general non-convex optimization problem of (2.8)–(2.12). However, there are three main reasons, why the above optimization problem is non-convex and hence cannot be readily solved using conventional convex optimization techniques.

2. The first reason illustrated in the second step of Fig. 2.4 is that $T_{\text{net}}$ and $P$ in (2.11) are in the form of a product. Since the product of the two optimization variables is in general non-convex [129], the change of variable method\(^2\) of $z = \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}}$ is applied both to (2.8) and (2.11), which results in the transformed optimization problem of (2.13)–(2.17).

3. In the third step of Fig. 2.4, we have to apply an approximation of the SINR to the rate constraint by simply transforming $\log(1 + \text{SINR})$ to $\log(\text{SINR})$. This is necessary, because utilizing the geometric programming method of [129] without this approximation still leads to a nonconvex optimization problem. Therefore, this approximation has to be applied to (2.10) in order to obtain a convex optimization problem with the aid of geometric programming, as described in the fourth step of Fig. 2.4.

4. However, the optimization problem in (2.13)–(2.17) still remains non-convex. More explicitly, the third reason is that (2.15) is a non-convex function of the optimization variables ($z$, $P_{l,n}$, $r_{l,n}$), since the rate constraint of each link in each TS cannot be readily rewritten as a convex function for the sake of minimizing the reciprocal of the NL, which is denoted by $z$. Using the geometric programming approach of [129] and employing the appropriate change of variables, as indicated in the fourth step of Fig. 2.4, we can rewrite the general optimization problem of (2.8)–(2.12) as the convex problem of (2.30)–(2.36).

5. After employing the second, third and fourth steps of Fig. 2.4, which are concerned with the convex transformations, we obtain the optimization problem in its convex form of (2.30)–(2.36), as portrayed in the fifth step of Fig. 2.4.

6. Then, the rate constraint (2.32) of the optimization problem is modified in order to derive the required transmit rate-related expressions after determining its first derivative, which is required for satisfying the KKT optimality conditions in the following sections for deriving the analytical expressions of the globally optimal transmission rates and powers. Otherwise, the first derivative of the expression $\log\left(\sum_{v \in L_n} e^{r_{i,j,n}+Q_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} \right)$ fails to provide further insights about the attainable transmit rate, since its first derivative with respect to $r_{l,i,j}$ is equal to 1.

\(^2\)Assuming that $T_{\text{net}}$ cannot be zero, since each sensor forming part of the string topology has an initial battery capacity, each node has to transmit at least for a certain minimum amount of time.
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Therefore, (2.44) is converted to the non-logarithmic form of (2.45), where we rewrite
the optimization problem of (2.30)–(2.36) in its convex and non-logarithmic form given
by (2.46)–(2.52), as illustrated in the sixth step of Fig. 2.4.

7. The optimal solution of the constrained optimization problem described in (2.46)–(2.52)
may often be found by using the so-called Lagrangian method of [129]. Therefore, observe
in the seventh step of Fig. 2.4 that we can rewrite the optimization problem provided
in (2.46)–(2.52) as a Lagrangian dual function by extending the objective function with
the aid of a weighted sum of the constraint functions given by (2.59).

8. In the eighth step of Fig. 2.4, the KKT optimality conditions [129] are provided, which are
the first order necessary conditions for a solution to be optimal. Therefore, we employ
the KKT optimality conditions of (2.59) in order to derive the analytical expressions
of (2.60)–(2.66) for finding the globally optimal transmission scheme. Further related
details can be found in Section 2.3.8.

9. Using the globally optimal analytical expressions derived in the eighth step of Fig. 2.4,
we can obtain the closed-form equations of the transmit powers and rates, as seen in the
ninth step of Fig. 2.4. For example, in Section 2.3.9 we will substitute (2.80) into (2.81),
since the closed-form equation of the power variable can be readily obtained, as given
by (2.86). Similarly, rearranging the transmit rate equation of (2.80), we can derive
the closed-form equation of the transmit rate, which is given by (2.88). Then, Equations
(2.86) and (2.88) are generalized for any particular link and TS given by (2.89)
and (2.90) using (2.74)–(2.79) and (2.68)–(2.73), respectively.

10. Finally, in the tenth step of Fig. 2.4 we apply our iterative solution algorithm, described
in Section 2.4, to these globally optimal analytical expressions, as outlined in Fig. 2.5.
The dual variables, the reciprocal of the NL as well as the transmit powers and rates are
then randomly initialized and updated using the Gauss-Seidel algorithm and iteratively
improved in the direction of the optimal solution relying on the gradient ascent algorithm
using sufficiently small step sizes for each gradient function, which again allows the
algorithm to iteratively approach the optimal solution.

2.3.1 Nonconvex Problem Formulation

Given the assumptions and constraints provided in Section 2.2, in the first step of Fig. 2.4 we
formulate the general optimization problem of maximizing the NL, which may be formulated
for an AWGN channel as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max.} & \quad T_{\text{net}} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad A(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N) = s \cdot N, \quad (2.8) \\
& \quad \log \left( 1 + \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{l' \neq i, l' \neq j \in L_n} G_{l',j}P_{l',j,n} + N_0} \right) \geq r_{i,j,n}, \quad (2.10)
\end{align*}
\]
Transmission Rates and Powers
Derive Closed-Form Equations for Nonconvex Problem Formulation

\[ Q_{l,n} = \log(P_{l,n}) \]

Change of Power Variables
Geometric Programming: Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Optimality Conditions

Convex Transformations
SINR Approximation

\[ \log(1 + \text{SINR}) \rightarrow \log(\text{SINR}) \]

Variables, \( z = \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}} \)
Convexity of the Problem

Figure 2.4: The steps for solving the nonconvex optimization problem formulated in (2.8)–(2.12) is outlined as a flow-chart.

\[
\frac{T_{\text{net}}}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( (1 + \alpha) A^t P_n + P_{ct} 1_t(P_n) + P_{cr} 1_r(P_n) \right) \leq \mathcal{E}, \tag{2.11}
\]

\[
r_n \geq 0, \quad 0 \leq P_n \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \tag{2.12}
\]

where \( T_{\text{net}} \), \( P_{l,n} \), \( r_{l,n} \) are the variables to be optimized for each TS \( n = \{1, \ldots, N\} \), and \( l \in \mathcal{L}_n \), while \( r_n \) and \( P_n \) represent the transmit rate and power variables of all the links for each TSs, respectively. Assuming that the transmitter and receiver circuits do not dissipate energy, we can set \( P_{ct} = 0 \) and \( P_{cr} = 0 \), where \( P_{ct} \) and \( P_{cr} \) denote the power required by the transmitter and receiver circuits, respectively. The transmitters and receivers, as well
as their corresponding circuits are identified with the aid of the vectors $\mathbf{1}_t(P_n)$ and $\mathbf{1}_r(P_n)$. In (2.8), $T_{\text{net}}$ is the NL to be maximized under the constraints of (2.9)–(2.12), where the flow-conservation constraint introduced in (2.9) ensures that the information generated at the SN is transmitted to DN using the relay nodes, while (2.10) describes the capacity constraint requiring that each link’s capacity is higher than the throughput required. The constraint defined by (2.11) represents the energy dissipation constraint per node, namely that the sensors must not exceed their initial battery capacity. Finally, (2.12) defines the transmit rate and power limits for the system model considered, where the maximum affordable transmit power per node is bounded by $(P_t)_{\text{max}}$. We note that $T_{\text{net}}$ and $P$ in (2.11) are in the form of a product and the product of the two optimization variables is in general non-convex [129]. Later in this section we will elaborate on these constraints in (2.30)–(2.36).

### 2.3.2 Change of NL Variables

The change of NL variable $z = \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}}$ is employed in the second step of Fig. 2.4, which results in the transformed optimization problem of

$$\begin{align*}
\text{min.} & \quad z \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad A(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N) = s \cdot N, \\
& \quad \log \left(1 + \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{j' \neq i,l,j'} G_{i,j'}P_{i,j',n} + N_0}\right) \geq r_{i,j,n}, \\
& \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(1 + \alpha A^+ P_n + P_{ct} \mathbf{1}_t(P_n) + P_{cr} \mathbf{1}_r(P_n)\right) \leq z \cdot \mathcal{E} \cdot N, \\
& \quad r_n \geq 0, \quad 0 \leq P_n \leq (P_t)_{\text{max}}.
\end{align*}$$

(2.13)–(2.17)

After applying the second step of Fig. 2.4, the optimization variables $r$ and $P$ in (2.15) are in the form of a product. Again, since the product of the two optimization variables is in general non-convex [129], the variables have to be modified or rearranged to preserve convexity. Hence, in the following we modify the rate constraint by employing an approximation to the SINR.

### 2.3.3 Approximation of SINR

We consider an interference-limited WSN scenario, where mutually interfering links are allowed to be scheduled simultaneously within the same TS with the aid of a fixed link scheduling strategy referred to as SPTS [30, 188, 189], which was described in Section 2.2.2 and illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Observe in the third step of Fig. 2.4 that for a fixed link schedule, the non-convex rate constraint of (2.15) can be relaxed for an AWGN channel by employing
an approximation to the function $\log(1 + \Gamma_{i,j,n})$ as follows,

$$r_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, i', j' \notin \mathcal{L}_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j',n} + N_0} \right),$$

(2.18)

while the non-convex rate constraint of (2.15) can be approximated for a Rayleigh fading channel as follows,

$$r_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( \frac{H_{i,j}G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, i', j' \notin \mathcal{L}_n} H_{i',j}G_{i',j}P_{i',j',n} + N_0} \right).$$

(2.19)

In (2.18), $\log(\Gamma_{i,j,n})$ represents a lower bound imposed on the achievable rate, since the true or maximum value of the rate should have been as high as $\log(1 + \Gamma_{i,j,n})$. However, the transmit rate has to be satisfied for a given source rate formulated in (2.14) for the links activated within the same TS. Therefore, the transmit power has to be increased in order to satisfy the required transmit rate and to compensate for the rate-loss between (2.15) to (2.18), which in turn reduces the NL. Hence, the NL estimated on the basis of this approximation represents a lower bound of the optimal NL. This becomes a tight bound, when $\Gamma_{i,j,n}$ is increased for the active link. More explicitly, the NL computed using this approximation is only an estimate of the actual NL achieved. Furthermore, this estimated NL becomes more accurate at higher SINR values, since the effect of the approximation invoked is reduced for $\text{SINR} >> 1$. However, this approach may not be feasible for $\Gamma_{i,j,n} \approx 1$.

Let us for example consider a scenario associated with a single SN and a single DN, and one TS for the transmission link spanning from SN to DN. Then, the attainable rate becomes $r = \log(1 + (P_{SN,DN}G_{SN,DN})/N_0)$, which is considered as a rate benchmark for the optimal NL and $r = \log[(P_{SN,DN}G_{SN,DN})/N_0]$ is utilized for the approximation method of the SINR, where $G_{SN,DN}$ is the power gain which is assumed to be 1, the noise power is given by $N_0 = 1$, and $(P_{SN,DN}G_{SN,DN})/N_0 = \text{SINR}$.

Let us now assume that $r = \{1, 3\}$ for two simple scenarios, where $r = 1$ corresponds to SINR = 2.72 for the approximated SINR scenario, while SINR = 1.72 for the benchmark result. Furthermore, $r = 3$ conforms to SINR = 20.10 for the approximated SINR case and SINR = 19.10 for the benchmark function. Hence, we have $P_{SN,DN} = \exp(r)/G_{SN,DN}$ for the approximated SINR method and $P_{SN,DN} = (\exp(r) - 1)/G_{SN,DN}$ for the benchmark function. Considering that the SN battery capacity is 50 Joule, we arrive at the NL given by $T_{net} = 50/P_{SN,DN}$. Table 2.2 presents the NL results both for our low and high SINR values, given the approximated SINR method and the benchmark function. An important observation is that the NL obtained from the approximated SINR method given by $r = \log(\text{SINR})$ represents a lower bound of the optimal NL of the benchmark function given by $r = \log(1 + \text{SINR})$. When considering the higher SINR value, the NL gap between the approximated SINR method and the benchmark function becomes insignificant, where the
### 2.3.4 Geometric Programming: Change of Power Variables

The fourth step of Fig. 2.4 considers the geometric programming method of [129] that assists in avoiding the product of two variables, since again, the product of two optimization variables is in general non-convex [129]. With the aid of the geometric programming method of [129] and using this time a change of power-related variables according to $Q_{l,i,j,n} = \log(P_{l,i,j,n})$, we can transform the non-convex rate constraint of (2.18) into a convex function of $Q_{l,n}$ and $r_{l,n}$ [30]. The derivation of the convex rate constraint from (2.18) for an AWGN channel is formulated as follows,

$$ e^{r_{i,j,n}} \leq \frac{G_{i,j} e^{Q_{i,j,n}}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, l', j'} G_{i', j'} e^{Q_{i', j', n}}} + N_0, $$

(2.20)

$$ \Rightarrow \frac{e^{r_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n}}{G_{i,j}} \leq \frac{1}{\sum_{i' \neq i, l', j'} G_{i', j'} e^{Q_{i', j', n}}} + N_0, $$

(2.21)

$$ \Rightarrow \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i' \neq i, l', j'} G_{i', j'} e^{Q_{i', j', n}}} + N_0 \right) \cdot e^{r_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} \leq 1, $$

(2.22)

$$ \Rightarrow \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n} - Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \neq i, l', j'} \frac{G_{i', j'} e^{r_{i,j,n} + Q_{i,j,n} - Q_{i', j', n}}}{G_{i,j}} \right) - 1 \leq 0, $$

(2.23)

$$ \Rightarrow \log \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} + \sum_{i' \neq i, l', j'} \frac{G_{i', j'} e^{r_{i,j,n} + Q_{i,j,n} - Q_{i', j', n}}}{G_{i,j}} \right) \leq 0. $$

(2.24)

By contrast, for a Rayleigh block fading scenario, the convex rate constraint can be derived as follows:
The rate constraint function in (2.24) can be readily transformed into the form of a convex function of a strictly convex constraint. We can therefore formulate the NL maximization problem in its optimization problem into a convex one in the fifth step of Fig. 2.4, where (2.24) can be transformed into a convex one in the fifth step of Fig. 2.4, where (2.24) can be used in the optimization problem formulation given by (2.30)–(2.36), since it constitutes a strictly convex constraint. We can therefore formulate the NL maximization problem in its convex form for an AWGN channel as follows,

$$ \begin{align*}
  \text{min.} & \quad z \\
  \text{s.t.} & \quad A(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N) = s \cdot N, \\
  & \quad \log \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n} - Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \neq i, l', l' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n} + Q_{i',j,n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right) \leq 0, \forall n, l, l' \in \mathcal{L}_n, \\
  & \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} (1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{i,j,n} + P_{cl}} + \sum_{l' \in \mathcal{I}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} P_{cr} \right) \leq z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N, \forall i, \\
  & \quad Q_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( (P_1)_{\text{max}} \right), l \in \mathcal{L}_n, \\
  & \quad r_n \geq 0, \forall n, \\
  & \quad r_{i,j,n} = 0, \forall l \notin \mathcal{L}_n.
\end{align*} $$

### 2.3.5 Convexity of the Problem

Therefore, the second, third and fourth steps of Fig. 2.4 jointly transform the nonconvex optimization problem into a convex one in the fifth step of Fig. 2.4, where (2.24) can be used in the optimization problem formulation given by (2.30)–(2.36), since it constitutes a strictly convex constraint. We can therefore formulate the NL maximization problem in its convex form for an AWGN channel as follows.

$$ \begin{align*}
  \text{min.} & \quad z \\
  \text{s.t.} & \quad A(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N) = s \cdot N, \\
  & \quad \log \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n} - Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \neq i, l', l' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n} + Q_{i',j,n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right) \leq 0, \forall n, l, l' \in \mathcal{L}_n, \\
  & \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} (1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{i,j,n} + P_{cl}} + \sum_{l' \in \mathcal{I}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} P_{cr} \right) \leq z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N, \forall i, \\
  & \quad Q_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( (P_1)_{\text{max}} \right), l \in \mathcal{L}_n, \\
  & \quad r_n \geq 0, \forall n, \\
  & \quad r_{i,j,n} = 0, \forall l \notin \mathcal{L}_n.
\end{align*} $$

### Notes

3In this chapter we use natural logarithm instead of base 2 logarithm, because it ascertains that the rate constraint function in (2.24) can be readily transformed into the form of a convex function of $f(x) = \log \left( \sum_{i} c_i e^{x_i} \right)$. Then the rate constraint expressed in (2.24) is said to be convex in the variables $Q_{i,n}$ and $r_{i,n}$, with the aid of the vector composition rule, since it is a nondecreasing function of each argument of $x_j$ [129]. Explicitly, using natural logarithm does not affect the optimal solution.
The corresponding convex problem formulation for a Rayleigh block fading channel becomes:

\[
\text{min. } z \\
\text{s.t. } \mathbf{A}(\mathbf{r}_1 + \mathbf{r}_2 + \ldots + \mathbf{r}_N) = \mathbf{s} \cdot \mathbf{N}, \quad (2.37)
\]

\[
\log \left( \frac{N_0}{H_{i,j}G_{i,j}} \right) e^{Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{\ell \neq i,j} \frac{H_{\ell,j}G_{\ell,j}}{H_{i,j}G_{i,j}} e^{Q_{\ell,j,n}} \leq 0, \forall n, l, \quad (2.38)
\]

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} (1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{i,j,n}} + P_{ct} \right) + \sum_{l \in \mathcal{I}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} P_{cr} \leq z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot \mathbf{N}, \forall i, \quad (2.39)
\]

\[
Q_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( \left( P_i \right)_{\text{max}} \right), \quad l \in \mathcal{L}_n, \quad (2.40)
\]

\[
r_n \geq 0, \forall n, \quad (2.41)
\]

\[
r_{l,i,j,n} = 0, \forall l \notin \mathcal{L}_n, \quad (2.42)
\]

where we only modify the rate constraint in (2.32) by taking into account the effect of the fading gain from (2.7) provided in (2.29) so that (2.39) is derived. The links that are active in TS \( n \) are denoted by the set \( \mathcal{L}_n \), while \( \mathbf{s} = \left[ s_1, 0, \ldots, 0, -s_1 \right]^T \) is the source rate vector, where the first and last elements are nonzero, but the remaining elements are set to zero, because the first node is the SN and the last node is the DN, while the other nodes act as relay nodes. The variables of the optimization problem are \( z, Q_{l,n} \) and \( r_{l,n} \) for \( l \in \mathcal{L}_n, n = 1, \ldots, N \). The vector of rate variables associated with TS \( n \) is given by \( \mathbf{r}_n = \left[ r_{1,2,n}, r_{2,3,n}, \ldots, r_{V-1,V,n} \right]^T \). Furthermore, we denote the power amplifier’s efficiency by \( (1 - \alpha) \) [190]. The objective function and the constraints of the optimization problem for an AWGN are as follows.

1. **Objective function - minimization of the reciprocal of the NL:** In (2.30), we minimize \( z \) so that the NL is maximized. We can rewrite (2.33) as \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} (1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{i,j,n}} + P_{ct} \right) + \sum_{l \in \mathcal{I}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} P_{cr} \leq \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}} \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot \mathbf{N} \) and we can multiply the left hand side of the inequality by \( T_{\text{net}} \), but the multiplication of the two optimization variables is in general non-convex. Therefore, we use a change of variable and minimize \( z = \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}} \), which keeps the right hand side of the inequality linear and left hand side convex.

2. **Flow-conservation constraint:** Equation (2.31), using matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) with entries given by (2.1) ensures flow-conservation, which physically implies that the information generated at the SN has to arrive at the DN.

3. **Transmission rate constraint:** We have to satisfy the rate constraint of our interference limited scenario for each link of the same TS in (2.32).

4. **Energy-conservation constraint:** Each sensor node can dissipate at most the initial
amount of battery energy, which we set to 5000 J. Therefore, the energy conservation constraint is given in (2.33) for each node.

5. **Transmit power constraint:** (2.34) represents the transmission power at a node, which has to be less than the maximum affordable transmit power of that node.

6. **No transmission:** Finally, the transmission rate of nodes that are not scheduled for transmission is set to zero in (2.36).

The constraints described above also apply to the fading scenario characterized in (2.37)–(2.43). The optimization problem is solved for the sake of finding the optimal scheme for transmission over each link for a given link schedule, which is defined by the SPTS method discussed in Section 2.2.2.

### 2.3.5.1 Convexity Analysis

Let us now consider the convexity of our optimization problem provided in (2.30)–(2.36). Given the optimization variables $z$, $Q_{l,n}$ and $r_{l,n}$, we should check if the minimization problem is convex with respect to the optimization variables. The convexity conditions for a convex optimization problem are described in Section 1.1.2, which are composed of a convex objective function, convex inequality constraint functions and affine equality constraint functions. Therefore, we have to verify, whether the objective function $f_{\text{obj}}(x) = z$ is convex in (2.30). The reciprocal of the NL $f_{\text{obj}}(x) = z$ is a linear function with respect to the optimization variable $z$. Therefore, we can say that the objective function $f_{\text{obj}}(x) = z$ is a linear function of $z$, which is a special case of the convexity. We can also clearly see that the equality constraint of (2.31) is affine, since subtracting a constant $(s \cdot N)$ from a linear function of the form $(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N)$ results in an affine function [129]. Since the rate constraint function of (2.32) can be readily transformed into the convex function form of $f(x) = \log \left( \sum_{j} c_j e^{z_j} \right)$, the rate constraint of (2.32) is said to be convex in the variables $Q_{l,n}$ and $r_{l,n}$, with the aid of the vector composition rule, since it is a nondecreasing function of each argument of $x_j$ [129].

The terms $(r_{l,i,j,n} - Q_{l,i,j,n})$ and $(r_{l,i,j,n} + Q_{l',i',n} - Q_{l,i,j,n})$ correspond to $x_j$ in our problem formulation, which is linear and thus convex. The terms $\frac{N_0}{Q_{l,i,j}}$ and $\frac{G_{i,j}}{Q_{l,i,j}}$ also correspond to $c_j$, which are always higher than zero. Hence, the rate constraint in (2.32) satisfies the convexity conditions described in Section 1.1.2 for the variables $Q_{l,n}$ and $r_{l,n}$. In fact, (2.32) is strictly convex. As for the energy inequality constraint function of (2.33), we partition the formulation into smaller parts in order to check its convexity. We can readily say that $e^x$ is convex in all $\mathbb{R}$ [129], which confirms the convexity of $e^{Q_{l,n}}$ in $Q_{l,n}$. Multiplication of a convex function with a positive constant, as exemplified by $(1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{l,n}}$ is also convex [129]. Summation of a convex function with a constant, as given by $[(1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{l,n}} + P_d]$ is also convex. Finally, the summation of convex functions was also shown to be convex in [129], which confirms the convexity of $\sum_{l \in L(i) \cap L_n} [(1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{l,n}} + P_d]$. The terms $z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N$ are linear and subtracting a linear function from a convex function preserves the convexity.
The entire summation in (2.33) satisfies the convexity conditions. Similarly, (2.35) is affine. Consequently, our optimization problem formulation preserves the convexity conditions for a general convex optimization problem. In fact, (2.30)–(2.36) define a strictly convex optimization problem that has a unique solution. Note that the same convexity analysis applies to the scenario of a Rayleigh block fading channel in (2.37)–(2.43). The reader is referred to Section 1.1.2 for further details on the operations that preserve convexity.

2.3.6 Convert the Logarithmic Form to Non-Logarithmic Form

The rate constraint (2.32) of the optimization problem is modified in order to derive transmit rate related expressions after determining its first derivative, which is required for the KKT optimality conditions in the following sections for deriving the analytical expressions of the globally optimal transmission rates and powers. Otherwise, the first derivative of the expression $\log \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n}Q_{i',j',n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right)$ fails to provide further insights about the transmit rate, since its first derivative with respect to $r_{i,j,n}$ is equal to 1. Therefore, in sixth step of Fig. 2.4, (2.32) is relaxed to a non-logarithmic form as follows,

$$\log \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n}Q_{i',j',n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right) \leq 0, \quad (2.44)$$

becomes

$$0 < \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n}Q_{i',j',n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right) \leq 1. \quad (2.45)$$

We know that $\left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n}Q_{i',j',n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right)$ is always higher than zero in (2.45), since the product of $\frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}}$ and the exponential function is always positive. Therefore, the left hand inequality ($0 < \cdots$) of (2.45) is trivially satisfied. Hence, we can concentrate on the right hand side inequality ($\cdots \leq 1$) of (2.45), where the first derivative of (2.45) provides us with further insights considering the transmit rate. Having derived the non-logarithmic rate constraint of (2.45), we may now generalize the optimization problem formulation for the AWGN channel before converting it into its Lagrangian form as follows,

$$\min \quad z \quad \quad (2.46)$$

$$\text{s.t.} \quad A(r_1 + r_2 + \ldots + r_N) = s \cdot N, \quad (2.47)$$

$$\left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{i' \in L_n} G_{i',j} e^{r_{i',j,n}Q_{i',j',n} - Q_{i,j,n}} \right) - 1 \leq 0, \forall n, l, l \in L_n. \quad (2.48)$$

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in O(i) \cap L_n} \left( (1 + \alpha) \cdot e^{Q_{i,j,n}} + P_{cr} \right) + \sum_{l \in I(i) \cap L_n} P_{cr} \right) \leq z \cdot E_i \cdot N, \forall i. \quad (2.49)$$
Similarly, the optimization problem can also be generalized for our Rayleigh-distributed block-fading scenario by carrying out the modifications previously invoked for generating (2.48) from (2.37)–(2.43).

To solve the optimization problem formulated in (2.46)–(2.52), we transformed it to its Lagrangian form and then the KKT optimality conditions [129] are employed for deriving the globally optimal analytical expressions that can provide closed-form equations. Let us first familiarize ourselves with the Lagrangian function and the KKT optimality conditions.

The classic Lagrange multipliers based technique may be invoked for solving optimization problems subject to one or more equality constraints. If the constraints are constituted by a combination of both equality and inequality constraints, then the Lagrange multipliers method has to be extended to the KKT optimality conditions [129], which are the first order necessary conditions for a solution to be optimal. Above, we first described how and why a modification is applied to the optimization problem defined in (2.30)–(2.36) for an AWGN scenario and then this modification was also invoked for our Rayleigh fading scenario of (2.37)–(2.43). Therefore, above we modified the rate constraint of (2.32) in the AWGN scenario for the sake of a clear understanding of the rate variable. Moreover, we convert the modified equivalent optimization problem into its Lagrange form as a weighted combination of the objective function and of the constraint functions with the aid of the Lagrange multipliers in Section 2.3.7 and employ the KKT optimality conditions to derive analytical expressions of the globally optimal transmission scheme for the string topology of Fig. 2.1. In fact, the main reason for using the Lagrange relaxation and the KKT optimality conditions is because the intricate relationship of the optimization variables and of their dependencies can be readily observed, where we can characterize the system model with the aid of the closed-form equations obtained from Lagrange relaxation and KKT analysis.

Another important reason is that the relaxed problem is generally easy to solve compared to the original problem, which is the case in our scenario. For example, using the KKT optimality conditions we have to evaluate on the order of $O(2V + 4NL + 1)$ expressions for updating the primal and dual variables. In a few special cases, the optimization problems can even be readily solved with the aid of numerical analysis. However, an algorithm like the interior point method [129, 191] solves our optimization problem using at least on the order of $O(2V + 4NL)^2$ operations. More explicitly, in the interior point algorithm at least $O(2V + 4NL)^2$ operations are required to solve $(2V + 4NL)$ linear equations, which leads to a higher complexity. Considering the scenario of a Rayleigh block fading channel, using the interior point method further increases the complexity, since the NL has to be computed and averaged over several thousand trials, and therefore we opt for using the Lagrange
multipliers method and the KKT optimality approach.

2.3.7 Lagrangian Constrained Optimization

Let us now turn our attention to the seventh step of Fig. 2.4 considering the Lagrangian formulation of our constrained optimization problem described in (2.46)–(2.52) for the AWGN channel scenario. Note that from now on we will only provide the related formulations for the AWGN channel scenario, which can also be readily extended to the Rayleigh-distributed block-fading scenario using the fading gain matrices of (2.39). The optimal solution of a constrained optimization problem described in (2.46)–(2.52) may often be found by using the so-called Lagrangian method. Let us first define the sets of the optimization variables and of the Lagrangian multipliers as,

\[ R = \{ r_{l,1,2,\ldots,r_{V-1,V,N}} \} \]

(2.53)

\[ Q = \{ Q_{l,1,2,\ldots,Q_{V-1,V,N}} \} \]

(2.54)

\[ \Omega = \{ \omega_1,\ldots,\omega_{V-1} \} \]

(2.55)

\[ \Psi = \{ \psi_{l,1,2,\ldots,\psi_{V-1,V,N}} \} \]

(2.56)

\[ \vartheta = \{ \vartheta_{l,1,2,\ldots,\vartheta_{V-1,V,N}} \} \]

(2.57)

\[ \mu = \{ \mu_1,\ldots,\mu_V \} \]

(2.58)

Adopting the Lagrangian duality technique [129] described in Section 1.1.2, we can rewrite the optimization problem provided in (2.46)–(2.52) as a Lagrangian dual function by augmenting the objective function with a weighted sum of the constraint functions. Note that according to our assumptions the transmitter and the receiver circuits do not dissipate energy, hence we remove these parameters from the Lagrangian form. Thus, the Lagrangian of (2.46)–(2.52) is simplified to:

\[
\mathcal{L}(z, R, Q, \Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu) = z + \sum_{i=1}^{V-1} \omega_i \cdot \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \Omega(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( 1 + \alpha \cdot e^{Q_{l_{i,j,n}}} \right) \right) - z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N \right] \\
+ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}_n} \psi_{l_{i,j,n}} \cdot \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}-Q_{i,j,n}} + \sum_{l',j' \in \mathcal{L}_n, l' \neq i} \frac{G_{i,j}}{G_{l',j'}} e^{r_{l',j',n}+Q_{l',j',n}-Q_{l_{i,j,n}}} - 1 \right)
\]
\[ + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}_n} \theta_{i,j,n} \left[ Q_{i,j,n} - \log \left( (P_i)_{\max} \right) \right] + \sum_{i=1}^{V} \mu_i \cdot \left[ \sum_{l \in \mathcal{I}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{i,j,n} \right) \right] \]
\[ - \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{i,j,n} \right) \right], \quad (2.59) \]

where \( z \) is the objective function, \( \omega_i \) is the energy multiplier, \( \psi_{i,j,n} \) is the transmit rate multiplier, \( \theta_{i,j,n} \) is the transmit power multiplier and \( \mu_i \) is the flow rate multiplier, which are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the inequality constraints of (2.49), (2.48), (2.50) and with the equality constraint of (2.47), respectively. Note that the constraints (2.51) and (2.52) are taken into account, when deriving the optimal primal variables. For the energy constraint \( \omega_i \), the DN \((\omega_V)\) is not taken into account, since we assume that the sink is plugged into mains power source and thus it is capable of receiving data all the time.

### 2.3.8 Applying the KKT Optimality Conditions

We employ the KKT optimality conditions for (2.59) in the eighth step of Fig. 2.4, which are given by

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial z} = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{V} \omega_i \left( \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N \right) = 0, \quad (2.60)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial r_{i,j,n}} = \mu_{\mathcal{I}^{-1}(l)} - \mu_{\mathcal{O}^{-1}(l)} + \psi_{i,j,n} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{r_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} + \sum_{l',j' \in \mathcal{L}_n \setminus i} G_{i',j'} e^{r_{i',j',n}} - Q_{i,j,n} \right) = 0, \forall l, n, \quad (2.61)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial Q_{i,j,n}} = \omega_{\mathcal{O}^{-1}(l)} \left( (1 + \alpha) e^{Q_{i,j,n}} \right) + \psi_{i,j,n} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{Q_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} + \sum_{l',j' \in \mathcal{L}_n \setminus i} G_{i',j'} e^{Q_{i',j',n}} - Q_{i,j,n} \right) = 0, \forall l, n, \quad (2.62)
\]

\[
0 = \sum_{i=1}^{V-1} \omega_i \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( (1 + \alpha) e^{Q_{i,j,n}} \right) - z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N \right) \right], \quad (2.63)
\]

\[
0 = \psi_{i,j,n} \left[ \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{Q_{i,j,n}} - Q_{i,j,n} + \sum_{l',j' \in \mathcal{L}_n \setminus i} G_{i',j'} e^{Q_{i',j',n}} - Q_{i,j,n} \right] - 1, \forall l, n, \quad (2.64)
\]

\[
0 = \psi_{i,j,n} \left[ Q_{i,j,n} - \log \left( (P_i)_{\max} \right) \right], \forall l, n, \quad (2.65)
\]
2.3.8. Applying the KKT Optimality Conditions

\[ \omega_i \geq 0, \psi_{i,j,n} \geq 0, \vartheta_{i,j,n} \geq 0, \quad (2.66) \]

where \( I^{-1}(l) \) denotes the specific node associated with the incoming link \( l \), while \( O^{-1}(l) \) represents the particular node associated with the outgoing link \( l \). Since the primal problem [129] is convex, if \( z, R, Q, \Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu \) represent arbitrary points that satisfy the KKT optimality conditions given by the primal feasibility [129] in (2.47)–(2.50), the dual feasibility [129] of (2.66), the complementary slackness [129] in (2.63)–(2.65) and the first order optimality [129] in (2.60)–(2.62), then \( z, R, Q \) are primal optimal and \( \Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu \) are dual optimal with a zero duality gap [129]. We note that the optimal solution of the primal (original) problem is expressed as the primal optimal, while the dual problem provides us with the dual optimal solution, which is a lower bound to the optimal value of the original optimization problem. Since the primal problem is a minimization problem, its dual problem has to be a maximization problem, where the search direction of the solution space is just the opposite of that of the primal problem. Let us imagine that the optimal solution lies on a vertical line. Then, the primal problem searches for the optimal solution from top to the bottom, whereas the dual problem searches from the bottom to the top. Additionally, the duality gap [129] is defined as the difference between the optimal primal and optimal dual solutions. If the duality gap is zero, then the primal and the dual optimal solutions are equal and strong duality holds. The reader is referred to Section 1.1.2 of Chapter 1 for more details.

2.3.8.1 KKT Analytical Expressions

Let us now employ the KKT optimality conditions for deriving analytical expressions of the globally optimal transmission rates and powers for the string topology considered in Fig. 2.1. As an example, we derive the KKT analytical expressions for \( T = 3 \) SPTS parameters. From (2.60), we can readily obtain the NL derivatives for the \( T = 3 \) link schedule. However, as indicated in

\[ 1-E\cdot N(\omega_1+\omega_2+\omega_3+\omega_4+\omega_5+\omega_6+\omega_7+\omega_8+\omega_9) = 0, \quad (2.67) \]

the energy constraint does not depend on the link scheduling, it rather relies on the number of sensor nodes and on the initial battery capacity of each node. Equation (2.61) represents the first-order derivative of the transmission rate, which is computed for each TS and for each link scheduled according to the \( T = 3 \) SPTS as follows,

\[ \psi_{1,2,1} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{1,2,1}} - Q_{l_{1,2,1}} \right) + \frac{G_{4,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{1,2,1}} + Q_{l_{4,5,1}} - Q_{l_{1,2,1}} + \frac{G_{7,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{1,2,1}} + Q_{l_{7,8,1}} - Q_{l_{1,2,1}} \right) - \mu_1 + \mu_2 = 0, \quad (2.68) \]
Moreover, Equation (2.62) represents the analytical expressions of the transmit power for each TS and for each link scheduled according to the $T = 3$ SPTS as follows,

$$
\psi_{ij,4} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,4,1} + Q_{ij,4,1} - Q_{ij,4,1}} + \frac{G_{ij}}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,4,1} + Q_{ij,4,1} - Q_{ij,4,1}} + \frac{G_{ij}}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,4,1} + Q_{ij,4,1} - Q_{ij,4,1}} \right) - \mu_4 + \mu_5 = 0, (2.69)
$$

$$
\psi_{ij,7} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,7,1} + Q_{ij,7,1} - Q_{ij,7,1}} + \frac{G_{ij}}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,7,1} + Q_{ij,7,1} - Q_{ij,7,1}} + \frac{G_{ij}}{G_{ij}} e^{r_{ij,7,1} + Q_{ij,7,1} - Q_{ij,7,1}} \right) - \mu_7 + \mu_8 = 0, (2.70)
$$

$$
\psi_{i,3,18} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{3,4}} e^{r_{i,3,4,1} + Q_{i,3,4,1} - Q_{i,3,4,1}} + \frac{G_{3,4}}{G_{3,4}} e^{r_{i,3,4,1} + Q_{i,3,4,1} - Q_{i,3,4,1}} + \frac{G_{3,4}}{G_{3,4}} e^{r_{i,3,4,1} + Q_{i,3,4,1} - Q_{i,3,4,1}} \right) - \mu_3 + \mu_4 = 0, (2.71)
$$

$$
\psi_{i,6,18} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{6,7}} e^{r_{i,6,7,1} + Q_{i,6,7,1} - Q_{i,6,7,1}} + \frac{G_{6,7}}{G_{6,7}} e^{r_{i,6,7,1} + Q_{i,6,7,1} - Q_{i,6,7,1}} + \frac{G_{6,7}}{G_{6,7}} e^{r_{i,6,7,1} + Q_{i,6,7,1} - Q_{i,6,7,1}} \right) - \mu_6 + \mu_7 = 0, (2.72)
$$

Moreover, Equation (2.62) represents the analytical expressions of the transmit power for each TS and for each link scheduled according to the $T = 3$ SPTS as follows,
2.3.9. Derive Closed-Form Equations for Transmission Rates and Powers

\[ +\psi_{1,5,1}\left(\frac{G_{7,5}}{G_{4,5}}e^{\frac{q_{7,5,1}+Q_{1,7,3,1}-Q_{1,4,5,1}}{10}}\right) - \psi_{7,2,1}\left(\frac{N_{0}}{G_{7,8}}e^{\frac{q_{7,8,1}+Q_{7,7,3,1}-Q_{7,8,1}}{10}}\right) + \frac{G_{1,8}}{G_{7,8}}e^{\frac{q_{7,8,1}+Q_{1,7,8,1}-Q_{7,7,8,1}}{10}} + \psi_{2,8,1}\left(\frac{G_{1,8}}{G_{7,8}}e^{\frac{q_{7,8,1}+Q_{1,4,5,1}-Q_{7,7,8,1}}{10}}\right) + \psi_{1,7,8,1} = 0, \quad (2.76) \]

\[ \omega_3\left(1 + \alpha e^{Q_{3,4,18}}\right) + \psi_{6,7,18}\left(\frac{G_{3,7}}{G_{6,7}}e^{\frac{q_{6,7,18}+Q_{3,4,18}-Q_{6,7,18}}{10}}\right) + \psi_{10,10,18}\left(\frac{G_{3,10}}{G_{9,10}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{3,4,18}-Q_{9,10,18}}{10}}\right) - \psi_{5,4,18}\left(\frac{N_{0}}{G_{3,4}}e^{\frac{q_{3,4,18}+Q_{3,4,18}}{10}}\right) + \frac{G_{6,4}}{G_{3,4}}e^{\frac{q_{3,4,18}+Q_{6,18}-Q_{3,4,18}}{10}} + \psi_{3,4,18}, \quad (2.77) \]

\[ \omega_6\left(1 + \alpha e^{Q_{6,7,18}}\right) + \psi_{3,4,18}\left(\frac{G_{6,4}}{G_{3,4}}e^{\frac{q_{6,7,18}+Q_{6,18}-Q_{3,4,18}}{10}}\right) + \psi_{6,7,18}\left(\frac{G_{6,10}}{G_{9,10}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{6,18}-Q_{9,10,18}}{10}}\right) - \psi_{6,7,18}\left(\frac{N_{0}}{G_{6,7}}e^{\frac{q_{6,7,18}}{10}}\right) + \frac{G_{3,7}}{G_{6,7}}e^{\frac{q_{6,7,18}+Q_{6,7,18}-Q_{3,4,18}}{10}} + \frac{G_{3,7}}{G_{6,7}}e^{\frac{q_{6,7,18}+Q_{6,10,18}-Q_{6,7,18}}{10}} + \psi_{3,4,18} = 0, \quad (2.78) \]

\[ \omega_9\left(1 + \alpha e^{Q_{9,10,18}}\right) + \psi_{9,10,18}\left(\frac{G_{9,4}}{G_{3,4}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{9,10,18}-Q_{3,4,18}}{10}}\right) + \psi_{6,7,18}\left(\frac{G_{9,7}}{G_{6,7}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{9,10,18}-Q_{6,7,18}}{10}}\right) - \psi_{9,10,18}\left(\frac{N_{0}}{G_{9,10}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}}{10}}\right) + \frac{G_{3,10}}{G_{9,10}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{3,4,18}-Q_{9,10,18}}{10}} + \frac{G_{6,10}}{G_{9,10}}e^{\frac{q_{9,10,18}+Q_{6,10,18}-Q_{6,7,18}}{10}} + \psi_{9,10,18} = 0. \quad (2.79) \]

The above analytical expressions obtained from the KKT analysis can be utilized for solving the optimization problem by deriving the globally optimal transmission rates and powers as well as the NL, as we will detail in Section 2.3.9.

### 2.3.9 Derive Closed-Form Equations for Transmission Rates and Powers

Ultimately, based on the eighth step of Fig. 2.4, given the analytical expressions of Section 2.3.8.1, we can now obtain closed-form expressions of both the transmit rate and of the transmission power variables in the ninth step of Fig. 2.4. Therefore, we use the first derivatives of the KKT optimality conditions for generalizing the globally optimal closed-form equations by exploiting the relationship between the transmission rate and the transmit.
follows, generalizing the closed-form equations of the transmit rate and the power, respectively, as

$$ \psi_{l,1,2} \Rightarrow \psi_{l,1,2,1} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} + \frac{G_{4,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,4,5,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} \right) + \frac{G_{7,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,7,8,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} - \mu_1 + \mu_2 = 0, $$

(2.80)

and

$$ Q_{l,1,2,1} \Rightarrow \omega_1 \left( (1 + \alpha) e^{Q_{l,1,2,1}} \right) + \psi_{l,4,5,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,5}}{G_{4,5}} e^{r_{l,4,5,1} + Q_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,4,5,1}} \right) $$

$$ + \psi_{l,7,8,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,8}}{G_{7,8}} e^{r_{l,7,8,1} + Q_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,7,8,1}} \right) - \psi_{l,1,2,1} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} \right) + \frac{G_{4,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,4,5,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} + \frac{G_{7,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,7,8,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} + \vartheta_{l,1,2,1} = 0. $$

(2.81)

We substitute (2.80) into (2.81), since the closed-form formula of the power variable, for example the first-order derivative of $Q_{l,1,2,1}$, can readily be obtained. Hence, we proceed from (2.80) by replacing

$$ \psi_{l,1,2,1} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} + \frac{G_{4,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,4,5,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} + \frac{G_{7,2}}{G_{1,2}} e^{r_{l,1,2,1} + Q_{l,7,8,1} - Q_{l,1,2,1}} \right) $$

(2.82)

with $(\mu_1 - \mu_2)$ and substituting it into the first derivative of $Q_{l,1,2,1}$, it becomes equivalent to

$$ \omega_1 \left( (1 + \alpha) e^{Q_{l,1,2,1}} \right) + \psi_{l,4,5,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,5}}{G_{4,5}} e^{r_{l,4,5,1} + Q_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,4,5,1}} \right) $$

$$ + \psi_{l,7,8,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,8}}{G_{7,8}} e^{r_{l,7,8,1} + Q_{l,1,2,1} - Q_{l,7,8,1}} \right) = \mu_1 - \mu_2 - \vartheta_{l,1,2,1}. $$

(2.83)

By substituting (2.83) into the bracket of $e^{Q_{l,1,2,1}}$, the following equation can be obtained,

$$ e^{Q_{l,1,2,1}} \left( \omega_1 (1 + \alpha) + \psi_{l,4,5,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,5}}{G_{4,5}} e^{r_{l,4,5,1} - Q_{l,4,5,1}} \right) + \psi_{l,7,8,1} \left( \frac{G_{1,8}}{G_{7,8}} e^{r_{l,7,8,1} - Q_{l,7,8,1}} \right) \right) $$

(2.84)

$$ = \mu_1 - \mu_2 - \vartheta_{l,1,2,1}. $$

(2.85)
Finally, we can derive the closed-form equation of $Q_{l_{1,2},1}$, which is the transmit power for the first link during the first TS as follows,

$$Q_{l_{1,2},1} = \log \left[ \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2 - \psi_{l_{1,2},1}}{\omega_1(1 + \alpha) + \psi_{l_{4,5},1} \left( \frac{G_{l_{1,2}}}{G_{l_{4,5}}} \cdot e^{r_{l_{4,5},1} - Q_{l_{4,5},1}} \right) + \psi_{l_{7,8},1} \left( \frac{G_{l_{7,8}}}{G_{l_{7,8}}} \cdot e^{r_{l_{7,8},1} - Q_{l_{7,8},1}} \right)} \right].$$

Similarly, rearranging (2.80) by using the bracket of $e^{r_{l_{1,2},1} - Q_{l_{1,2},1}}$, we can obtain the following first-order derivative of $r_{l_{1,2},1}$

$$\psi_{l_{1,2},1} \cdot e^{r_{l_{1,2},1} - Q_{l_{1,2},1}} \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{l_{1,2}}} + \frac{G_{l_{4,2}}}{G_{l_{1,2}}} \cdot e^{Q_{l_{4,5},1}} + \frac{G_{l_{7,2}}}{G_{l_{1,2}}} \cdot e^{Q_{l_{7,8},1}} \right) = \mu_1 - \mu_2. \quad (2.87)$$

A closed-form equation of $r_{l_{1,2},1}$, which is the transmit rate for the first link and the first TS becomes equivalent to the following,

$$r_{l_{1,2},1} = \log \left[ \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2}{\psi_{l_{1,2},1} \cdot \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{l_{1,2}}} + \frac{G_{l_{4,2}}}{G_{l_{1,2}}} \cdot e^{Q_{l_{4,5},1}} + \frac{G_{l_{7,2}}}{G_{l_{1,2}}} \cdot e^{Q_{l_{7,8},1}} \right)} \right] + Q_{l_{1,2},1}. \quad (2.88)$$

In (2.86) and (2.88), we obtained the instantaneous transmit rate and the transmit power equations for the first link activated during the first TS. We can generalize these equations for our system model in order to find the optimal values of $Q$ and $R$ in iteration $(t + 1)$ as follows,

$$Q^{t+1}_{l_{i,j,n}} = \log \left[ \left( \mu_1^t - \mu_2^t - \psi_{l_{i,j,n}}^t \right) \cdot \left( \omega_i^t(1 + \alpha) + \sum_{l_{i',j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n, l_{i',j'} \neq l_{i,j}, i' \geq i} \psi_{l_{i',j'}^t, n}^t \left( \frac{G_{l_{i',j'}}}{G_{l_{i,j}}} \cdot e^{r_{l_{i',j'}, n}^{t+1} - Q_{l_{i',j'}, n}^{t+1}} \right) \right) \right] \cdot \left( \sum_{l_{i',j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n, l_{i',j'} \neq l_{i,j}, i' \leq i} \psi_{l_{i',j'}^t, n}^t \left( \frac{G_{l_{i,j}^t}}{G_{l_{i',j'}}} \cdot e^{r_{l_{i,j}, n}^{t+1} - Q_{l_{i,j}, n}^{t+1}} \right) \right)^{-1}, \forall l, n, \quad (2.89)$$

$$r^{t+1}_{l_{i,j,n}} = \log \left[ \frac{\mu_1^t - \mu_2^t}{\psi_{l_{i,j,n}}^t \cdot \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{l_{i,j}}} + \sum_{l_{i',j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n, l_{i',j'} \neq l_{i,j}, i' \leq i} \frac{G_{l_{i',j'}}}{G_{l_{i,j}}} \cdot e^{r_{l_{i',j'}, n}^{t+1} - Q_{l_{i',j'}, n}^{t+1}} \right)} \right] + Q^{t+1}_{l_{i,j,n}}, \forall l, n. \quad (2.90)$$

We note that the generalized Eqs. (2.89) and (2.90) can also be readily obtained for a fading scenario by simply introducing the appropriate fading gain matrices of (2.39). Additionally, we can readily observe the relationship of the variables of $Q$ and $R$, as well as the effect of a parameter on the system performance and on the NL using (2.89) and (2.90).
example, the instantaneous power is directly dependent on the energy multiplier $\Omega$, on the power multiplier $\vartheta$, on the transmit rate multiplier $\Psi$, on the flow rate multiplier $\mu$, on the power amplifier efficiency $\alpha$ and on the receiver’s power gain $G_{i,j'}$. Similarly, the instantaneous transmit rate is directly proportional to the noise power $N_0$, $\mu$, $\Psi$, $Q$ and to the transmitter’s power gain $G_{i',j}$. For the sake of clarity, the receiver’s power gain $G_{i,j'}$ and the transmitter’s power gain $G_{i',j}$ are illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Let us now continue by outlining the design of the algorithm proposed for finding the globally optimal solutions to the optimization problem using (2.89) and (2.90).

### 2.4 Solution Algorithm Design

In this section, we describe the Gauss-Seidel algorithm of [88] utilized for updating the optimization variables. We also conceive the corresponding gradient ascent algorithm for updating the dual variables of the Lagrangian function of (2.59). Furthermore, the generalized structure of maximizing the NL is also provided in Algorithm 2.1, along with the iterative algorithm’s schematic of Fig. 2.5. Broadly speaking, as previously discussed in the tenth step of Fig. 2.4, we apply our iterative solution algorithm to the globally optimal analytical expressions of (2.89) and (2.90), where the dual variables, the reciprocal of NL, the transmit powers and rates are randomly initialized and then they are iteratively updated using the Gauss-Seidel algorithm by gradually improving them towards the direction of the optimal solution relying on the gradient ascent algorithm. Naturally, a sufficiently small step size has to be used for each gradient function of (2.95)–(2.98), which again enables the algorithm to iteratively approach the optimal solution, as outlined in Fig. 2.5.
2.4.1 Gauss-Seidel Algorithm

Due to the interference terms in (2.61) and (2.62), each optimal variable in $Q$ and $R$ is dependent on the other variables of $Q$ and $R$, which implies that they are interdependent. More explicitly, the calculation of both the transmit power and of the rate of a specific node relies on the prior knowledge gleaned from other nodes, possibly from its interferers. Therefore, a control center is required, which handles the variables of the optimization problem and passes the near-instantaneous values of the variables to each of the individual nodes. However, compared to a distributed scheme, this centralized solution will impose a delay on the system, since high-complexity operations such as channel estimation are required at the initial stage. The near-instantaneous transmission rate and power values computed by the control center constituted by the sink node should be forwarded to each individual node. Therefore, a non-negligible delay will also be imposed on the reception of the sink node. As a solution method to the transmit power variables, the Gauss-Seidel algorithm [88] is utilized for iteratively updating the variables of (2.54) and (2.53) in an iterative fashion. For example, $Q_{l_1,2,1}$ in (2.86) is dependent on the future values of the $Q$ and $R$ matrices, e.g. $Q_{l_1,5,1}$, $r_{l_1,5,1}$, $Q_{l_7,8,1}$ and $r_{l_7,8,1}$. Firstly, the $Q$ and $R$ matrices are randomly initialized with feasible initial values to compute the corresponding elements of the $Q$ matrix. Similarly, the $R$ matrix is also dependent on the previously calculated values of the $Q$ matrix. This indicates that the $R$ matrix is only dependent on the future values of $Q$. The Gauss-Seidel algorithm recursively calculates the $Q$ and $R$ matrices in an iterative fashion until the convergence condition of the algorithm is satisfied. Formally, the variable dependencies may be expressed as:

$$Q_{l_i,j,n}^{t+1} = f_1\left(\left\{Q_{l_i',j'}^{t+1}\in\mathcal{L}_n, i' < i\right\} ; \left\{Q_{l_i',j'}^{t}\in\mathcal{L}_n, i' \geq i\right\} , R_{l_i',j'}^{t} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.91)

$$R_{l_i,j,n}^{t+1} = f_2\left(Q_{l_i,j,n}^{t+1}\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.92)

where $i$ denotes the current node, whose transmit power is being computed and $i'$ represents the interfering nodes of node $i$ in the same TS. Here, we have to know, if the instantaneous transmit power of the current node is dependent on the previously computed (future) power values or the current (previous) power values of the same TS. Therefore, we introduce the notation $i' < i$, which may also correspond to $O^{-1}(l_i',j') < O^{-1}(l_i,j)$, indicating that the power value of the current node $i$ is dependent on the previously computed (iteration $(t + 1)$) future power values of the interfering node(s) $i'$, as shown in (2.91). Similarly, $i' \geq i$ may conform to $O^{-1}(l_i',j') \geq O^{-1}(l_i,j)$, where the transmit power computation of node $i$ is dependent on the current (not computed or updated yet, iteration $t$) transmit power value of the interfering node(s) $i'$ during the same TS, as indicated in (2.91). The
values in iteration \( t \) are yet to be updated or computed. These patterns can be observed in Fig. 2.6, which illustrates the computation order and the dependency of the variables relying on the Gauss-Seidel algorithm. More explicitly, considering the active links \( l_{1,2}, l_{4,5}, l_{7,8} \) of Fig. 2.6 for \( T = 3 \) SPTS in the first TS, when the actual communication takes place on link \( l_{1,2} \), the power value of the link \( l_{1,2} \) relies on the current power values of link \( l_{4,5} \) and \( l_{7,8} \), respectively. On the other hand, when the actual communication is managed by the link \( l_{4,5} \), the computation of the power value for \( l_{4,5} \) relies on the future power value (previously computed, iteration \( (t+1) \)) of the link \( l_{1,2} \) and the current power value of the link \( l_{7,8} \). The generalized transmit power and rate equations in (2.89) and (2.90) are expected to converge to the optimal value with the aid of the Gauss-Seidel algorithm, which constitutes only one part of our generalized algorithm.

### 2.4.2 Gradient Ascent Algorithm

The dual objective function is defined as the minimum value of the Lagrangian (2.59) over \( z, R, Q \) given by \( g(\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu) = \inf_{z,R,Q} \mathcal{L}(z, R, Q, \Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu) \), which is a linear problem even if the primal problem is non-convex. The dual function \( g(\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu) \) may be maximized for the sake of finding a lower bound for the optimal value of the primal problem. Then, we can write the dual problem as follows,

\[
\max_{\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu} \quad g(\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad \Omega \geq 0, \, \Psi \geq 0, \, \vartheta \geq 0, \tag{2.93}
\]

which is a linear optimization problem. When the primal problem is convex, this lower bound is tight and so the duality gap is zero. Since the dual problem is continuously differentiable,
the gradient ascent algorithm [88] is utilized to solve the maximization problem by simply evaluating a series of closed-form expressions. The gradient of the Lagrangian function defines the search directions at the current point. Each dual variable is incremented in the direction of the positive gradient as shown in

\[ \omega_{t+1} = \omega_t + \Delta \omega \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap L_n} \left( 1 + \alpha \cdot e^{Q_{i,j}^{t+1}} \right) - z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N \right) \right) \], \hspace{1cm} (2.95)

\[ \psi_{t+1} = \psi_t + \Delta \psi \left( \frac{N_0}{G_{i,j}} e^{u_{i,j,n}^{t+1}} - Q_{i,j,n}^{t+1} + \sum_{l_{i',j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n, i' \neq i,j} G_{i',j'} e^{Q_{i',j'}^{t+1}} - Q_{i,j,n}^{t+1} \right) - 1 \], \hspace{1cm} (2.96)

\[ \vartheta_{t+1} = \vartheta_t + \Delta \vartheta \left( Q_{i,j,n}^{t+1} - \log \left( (P_i)_{\text{max}} \right) \right) \], \hspace{1cm} (2.97)

\[ \mu_{t+1} = \mu_t + \Delta \mu \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{I}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{i,j,n}^{t+1} \right) - \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{i,j,n}^{t+1} \right) \right) \], \hspace{1cm} (2.98)

where \( t \) is the iteration index, and \([ \cdot ]^+ \) denotes \( \max(0, \cdot) \). Provided that \( \Delta \Omega > 0, \Delta \psi > 0, \Delta \vartheta > 0 \) and \( \Delta \mu > 0 \) are sufficiently small positive step-sizes, the dual variables \( \Omega^t, \Psi^t, \vartheta^t \) and \( \mu^t \) converge to the dual optimal variables \( \Omega^*, \Psi^*, \vartheta^* \) and \( \mu^* \), respectively, as \( t \to \infty \). In our case, the optimization problem shown in (2.46)–(2.52) is strictly convex, thus the duality gap is zero and the solution is unique.

### 2.4.3 Algorithm Structure

To solve the NL maximization problem for the optimal variables of \( z, Q, R, \) we describe our proposed algorithm in Algorithm 2.1. This algorithm is suitable both for AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. In AWGN channels, we remove the fading gain matrix calculation and lines 21-23, while setting \( \tau = 1 \). First, we create the scheduling matrix for the string topology considered in Fig. 2.1 using the \( T \) SPTS parameter on line 3. Then, we acquire the index information of the active links and the TSs on line 4 and 5, since we have to compute both the transmit power and the rate of all those active links and TSs. We initialize all parameters considered in our specific scenario on line 6 and 7. The receive and transmit gain matrices of the interfering nodes are calculated on line 8, since the computation of (2.89) and (2.90) is based on \( G_r \) and \( G_t \). Initially, \( \sum_{k=1}^{N} R(k, \cdot) \) is set to a sufficiently high value so that abs \( \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} R(k, \cdot) - NS_1 \right) > \epsilon \) ensures the activation of the \textbf{while} loop on line 9 and 10, which controls the sum-rate of each link relying on (2.47). Once the sum-rate of each link is converged to an optimal value within a small margin of \( \epsilon \), then the convergence condition is satisfied and the \textbf{while} loop is terminated. Remembering that \( P_{i,j,n} = e^{Q_{i,j,n}} \), the transmit power is computed using (2.89) in an iterative fashion based on the Gauss-Seidel algorithm on line 11. The reason for using the Gauss-Seidel method is because the
Algorithm 2.1 Solution algorithm for maximizing the NL.

Input: 
- $\Omega$ (A set of dual variables for energy conservation constraint in (2.49))
- $\Psi$ (A set of dual variables for transmission rate constraint in (2.48))
- $\vartheta$ (A set of dual variables for transmit power constraint in (2.50))
- $\mu$ (A set of dual variables for flow constraint in (2.47))
- $Q$ (transmission power matrix in (2.54))
- $R$ (transmission rate matrix in (2.53))
- $z_i$ (reciprocal of the lifetime of node $i$, $1/T_i$)
- $S_1$ (source rate at the SN)
- $\epsilon$ (convergence tolerance of the iterative algorithm)
- $(P_i)_{\text{max}}$ (maximum affordable transmit power per node)
- $E_i$ (initial battery capacity of each sensor)
- $\tau$ (number of trials for AWGN and fading scenarios)
- $G_r, G_t$ (receiving and transmitting channel gain of the interferers, respectively)
- $\alpha$ (power amplifier inefficiency)
- $d$ (Euclidean distance between two consecutive nodes)
- $T$ (SPTS parameter for fixed link scheduling)
- $N$ (total number of TSs per link frame)
- $c$ (counter of each trial)
- $B$ (predefined total number of iterations of each trial)

1: for $i$ from 0 until $\tau$ do
2: function kkt-solve()
3: Create scheduling matrix of the string topology of Fig. 2.1
4: Identify the activated links for each TS relying on $T$ SPTS parameter
5: Store index information of the links and the slots.
6: Initialize all parameters $\rightarrow$ ($\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu, Q, R, z, S_1, \epsilon, (P_i)_{\text{max}}, E_i, \tau, G_r, G_t, \alpha, N, d, T, c$)
7: $z = 0 \leftarrow$ Set initial value of the reciprocal of the lifetime of all nodes to zero
8: $G_r, G_t \leftarrow$ Compute the channel gain matrices required by (2.89) and (2.90) using $d$
9: $\beta \leftarrow \text{abs} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} R(k, \cdot) - NS_1 \right) \leftarrow k$-th row of the rate matrix is denoted by $R(k, \cdot)$
10: do while ($\beta > \epsilon$) $\leftarrow$ Sum-rate of each link is constrained by $S_1$ over $N$ TS
11: $Q \leftarrow$ Compute-transmit-power-Gauss-Seidel($Q, R, \Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu, G_r$) from (2.89)
12: $R \leftarrow$ Compute-transmit-rate($Q, \Psi, \mu, G_t$) from (2.90)
13: $z \leftarrow$ Compute-NL($\alpha, N, E_i$) Compute the reciprocal of the NL
14: $z_i \leftarrow \text{max}(z)$ Find the maximum $z_i$ giving the minimum $T_i$, which defines $T_{\text{net}}$
15: $\Omega \leftarrow$ Update-gradient-energy-multiplier($\Omega, Q, \alpha, N, E_i, \Delta_\omega$) in (2.95)
16: $\Psi \leftarrow$ Update-gradient-rate-multiplier($\Psi, Q, R, \Delta_\psi$) in (2.96)
17: $\vartheta \leftarrow$ Update-gradient-power-multiplier($\vartheta, Q, (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \Delta_\vartheta$) in (2.97)
18: $\mu \leftarrow$ Update-gradient-flow-rate-multiplier($\mu, R, \Delta_\mu$) in (2.98)
19: if ($c > B$) $\leftarrow$ Each trial has a predefined number of iterations for convergence
20: return kkt-solve() $\leftarrow$ Discard the current trial and repeat it again
21: end if
22: $\epsilon \leftarrow \epsilon + 1$
23: end do
24: return $T_{\text{net}} = 1/z_i = 1/T_i$
25: end for
26: return $\sum_{a=1}^{\tau} (T_{\text{net}})_a / \tau \leftarrow$ Average NL over $\tau$ trials
computation of $Q$ may be based on either the future or the current values of $Q$ in the same iteration. Therefore, we use (2.91) for the computation of (2.89). In fact, (2.89) already indicates, which specific value of $Q$ must be used for computing the current transmit power at the same TS. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the time instant, when an actual communication $Act_{l_1,2}$ is initiated between node-1 and node-2. Observe in Fig. 2.7 that the receiver gain matrix $G_r$ is used for the computation of $Q$, which is based on the receiver gain of the interfering communication links of the same TS. Similarly, the transmit rate $R$ is computed based on the previously calculated future values of $Q$ and on the transmitter gain $G_t$ of the interfering links, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Therefore, the Gauss-Seidel algorithm is indirectly exploited for the computation of $R$ on line 12. However, the computation of any element in $R$ is not based on any other element in $R$, hence the Gauss-Seidel algorithm does not have to be invoked. On line 13 of Algorithm 2.1, the reciprocal of the NL is computed for each node so that on line 14 the NL can be determined by finding the minimum lifetime of the nodes forming part of the string-topology considered. On line 15-18 of Algorithm 2.1, the dual variables $\Omega, \Psi, \vartheta, \mu$ are incremented in the direction of the positive gradient using sufficiently small positive step-sizes of $\Delta \Omega > 0, \Delta \Psi > 0, \Delta \vartheta > 0, \Delta \mu > 0$, as shown in (2.95)-(2.98), where the dual variables $\Omega^t, \Psi^t, \vartheta^t$ and $\mu^t$ converge to the dual optimal variables $\Omega^*, \Psi^*, \vartheta^*$ and $\mu^*$, respectively, as we have $t \rightarrow \infty$. If the channel only imposes AWGN, the NL is found on line 24. However, if the links operate over a fading channel, then the desired NL must be averaged over $\tau$ trials, as indicated on line 26.

### 2.5 Performance Results

In our experiments, we use the parameters of $\alpha = 0.01$, $N_0 = 1$ dBm/Hz, $E_v = 5000$ Joule$^4$, $s_1 = \{0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7\}$ nats/s/Hz$\approx \{0.29, 0.43, 0.58, 0.72, 0.87, 1.01\}$bits/s/Hz, $(P_i)_{\text{max}} = 50$ W, $N = 18$, $d = 1$ m, convergence tolerance of iterative algorithm $\epsilon = 10^{-5}$, $T = \{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9\}$. A summary of parameters utilized in our simulations can be found in Table 2.3.

Fig. 2.8 shows the NL versus source rate trends for a fixed link schedule and for various

---

$^4$For example, this is the energy storage capacity of an AAA alkaline long-life battery.
Table 2.3: Simulation parameters utilized for NL maximization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path loss exponent, $m$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean distance between consecutive nodes, $d$ [m]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral noise power density, $N_0$ [dBm/Hz]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial battery energy per node, $E_i$ [Joule]</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum affordable transmission power per node, $(P_i)_{\text{max}}$ [W]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of slots per link frame, $N$</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes, $V$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of links, $L = V - 1$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficiency of the power amplifier, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power dissipation of transmitter circuit, $P_{ct}$ [W]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power dissipation of receiver circuit, $P_{cr}$ [W]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source rate only at SN, $S_1$ [Nats/s/Hz]</td>
<td>{0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTS parameter, $T$</td>
<td>{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence tolerance of iterative algorithm, $\epsilon$</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials, $\tau_{\text{AWGN}}, \tau_{\text{fading}}$</td>
<td>1, 5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spatially periodic time sharing parameters, $T$, where the channel in each link is a LOS AWGN channel characterized by a fixed noise power. As expected, the NL decays as a function of the source rate, as shown in Fig. 2.8. This is because a higher source rate requires a higher transmission rate and hence a higher transmission power. Furthermore, in our model the weakly interfering nodes are scheduled to transmit simultaneously and hence each link becomes capable of transmitting at a lower rate, whilst still satisfying all the transmit requirements of the SN. This necessitates a lower transmission power. Using the $T = 9$ spatially periodic time schedule of Fig. 2.2 corresponds to a TDMA scheme, since there is only a single transmission in each TS, as shown in Fig. 2.2. However, since the time frame of Fig. 2.2 consists of 18 TSs, a specific link is scheduled to transmit twice during the whole time frame. Despite the fact that the $T = 9$ link schedule does not impose any interference, it results in the lowest NL according to Fig. 2.8. Although interference is present in the $T = 3$ scenario, since each link can be activated three times more often than in the $T = 9$ scenario, each link in the $T = 3$ scenario can be activated at a lower transmission power, while still satisfying the end-to-end rate constraint. Therefore, the spatial reuse
assisted us in the $T = 3$ scenario for increasing the NL. We can follow Fig. 2.2 to find out how many transmissions there are per link for a given value of $T$. For example, the $T = 3$ schedule allows a link to be scheduled 6 times, which requires a reduced transmission rate, since the total source rate delivered over different TSs is using 6 transmissions. From the flow conservation equality constraint of the optimization problem seen in Eq. 2.47, we have $A(r_1 + r_2 + ... + r_N) = s \cdot N$. For example, let us assume that the source rate equals to 0.29 bits/s/Hz. Then we obtain $18 \cdot 0.29 = 5.22$ bits/s/Hz, which has to be divided into 6 transmissions, corresponding to a 0.87 bits/s/Hz per link transmission rate for $T = 3$. However, when we have $T = 9$, we obtain a 2.61 bits/s/Hz per link transmission rate, since a link is only activated twice during the whole time frame. Therefore, the transmission rate per link converges to 0.87 bits/s/Hz for $T = 3$ and 2.61 bits/s/Hz for $T = 9$. Hence, $T = 9$ requires three times as much transmission power as $T = 3$. The required transmit power in weakly interfering links is quite low compared to that for $T = 9$, which is the scenario requiring the highest transmission rate. Hence again, we surmise that simultaneous scheduling benefits from a reduced transmission power due to its reduced transmission rate per link. This is because the spatially periodic schedule allows us to schedule more transmissions during the same TS or to activate the same link more than once in different TSs. This explains the steep decay of the NL for $T = 9$. When considering the effects of node density on a given fixed link schedule, we expect a network supporting less than $V = 10$ nodes to be exposed to less interference. Therefore the transmission power of each link can be reduced without reducing the end-to-end transmission rate, which results in a higher NL. On the other hand, upon increasing the node density, we expect the NL to
Figure 2.9: Network lifetime for different spatially periodic schedules and source rates in block-fading channel.

decrease, since more interferers are introduced, but the same transmission rate is required. Fig. 2.9 represents the NL versus source rate trade-off for a fixed link schedule and for various spatially periodic time sharing parameter values of $T$, when each link obeys an i.i.d. block Rayleigh fading channel. Naturally, the NL was reduced compared to the results of Fig. 2.8 recorded for an AWGN channel due to requiring a higher transmit power in order to combat the effects of fading. We also analyzed the impact of the inter-node distance on the NL for the $T = 3$-based link schedule, when communicating over a Rayleigh fading channel, as seen in Fig. 2.9. Increasing the distance between the consecutive nodes substantially reduced the NL, especially for lower source rates. However, quite surprisingly, increasing the distance between the consecutive nodes from 1m to 3m resulted in an improved NL for higher source rates. This is due to the reduced impact of the interferers located at a higher distance. More explicitly, even though the transmit power required had to be increased to satisfy the rate constraint, at the same time the interferers were moved a bit further away. Therefore the total energy dissipation of the $d = 3$m scenario is still lower than that of the $d = 1$m scenario associated with higher source rates. Furthermore, we comprehensively study the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all sensor nodes in the network. Fig. 2.10 shows the energy dissipation per node, the average transmission power per link and the lifetime of all nodes in the network in both AWGN and fading channels for the $T = 3$ link schedule of Fig. 2.2 at a source rate of 0.29 bits/s/Hz. In the network topology considered, the transmissions from the first three nodes suffer from the highest amount of interference. This is because their receiving nodes are closer to their potential interferers, when compared to any other sets of nodes. Therefore,
2.5. Performance Results

Figure 2.10: (a), Energy dissipation per node, (b), average transmit power per link and (c), lifetime of all nodes in the network in both AWGN and fading channels for the $T = 3$ link schedule at a source rate of 0.29 bits/s/Hz. We note that the terms Links and Nodes on the horizontal axis are referred to as the unique index of each sensor node forming part of the string-topology that is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
to satisfy the flow conservation constraints, these nodes must transmit at a higher power, as seen in Fig. 2.10(b). Thus, in an AWGN channel the first three nodes in the network dissipate their 5000J initial amount of energy faster than the other nodes, since the energy dissipation is proportional to the transmit power, as seen in Fig. 2.10(a), whereas in the block Rayleigh fading channel the third node runs out of battery first, which also determines the lifetime of the WSNs. The required transmit power of the third link is higher than that in the AWGN channel scenario. This increase in transmit power is required to overcome the effect of fading.

The average transmit power per link is calculated by summing the transmit powers per link, and then dividing it by the number of TSs that the same link was allowed to transmit. For the first three links operating in the AWGN channel, the required transmission power per link is higher than that of the rest of the links. Since requiring a high transmit power results in dissipating more energy, the lifetime of those nodes is reduced, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(c).

Upon comparing the AWGN and fading channel scenarios in Fig. 2.10, we observe that they follow a similar trend. An observation is that the average transmit power per link of the 7th, 8th and 9th nodes in Fig. 2.10(b) is slightly lower for the fading channel than for the AWGN channel. However, interestingly the average transmit power per link of the 3rd node in Fig. 2.10(b) recorded for the fading channel is slightly higher than that of the AWGN channel. Therefore, the need for a high transmit power necessitates a higher energy dissipation for that particular node. Hence, the NL is reduced, which can also be observed by comparing Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9. Fig. 2.8 illustrates that the NL of the WSN in the AWGN channel recorded for the $T = 3$ link schedule and for 0.29 bits/s/Hz source rate is approximately 2 hours ($hrs$). By contrast, Fig. 2.9 illustrates that the NL of the WSN operating in a Rayleigh fading scenario for the $T = 3$ link schedule and for 0.29 bits/s/Hz source rate indicates approximately a NL of 1.13hrs. This earlier node failure of the fading scenario is due to the poor channel conditions, where the fading required a higher transmit power in the 3rd node, as seen in Fig. 2.10(b). Therefore, this earlier node failure shortened the NL of the WSNs in fading channels.

In order to put the above results into context, we apply our analysis to the environmental sensor networks of [58], where the relation between glaciers and climate change was studied. In their work, the authors of [58] transmit data only once per day for 0.5 second (s) TS. In this specific application and considering our results in Fig. 2.10 for $T = 3$ and source rate of 0.29 bits/s/Hz, the battery will serve communications for 7200s which means that the NL will be around 4 years and 3 months in LOS AWGN channel. We also consider what NL we can achieve if the environmental conditions are more challenging and the channel is exposed to the severe environments mentioned in [58], which may be modeled by a NLOS Rayleigh block-fading channel. Activating the communication channel once per day in fading
conditions will lead us to a NL of around 2 years and 6 months.

2.6 Applicability of Optimal Scheduling

In this section we justify why the transmit power must not be zero and why the node has no option of refraining from transmission. This limitation is also the reason why optimal scheduling cannot be achieved based on the current system model formulated in (2.46)–(2.52). We recall the relaxed non-convex rate constraint, which is converted from

\[ r_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( 1 + \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i,l,i',j \in L_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j,n} + N_0} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.99)

into

\[ r_{i,j,n} \leq \log \left( \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i,l,i',j \in L_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j,n} + N_0} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.100)

by invoking an approximation of the SINR. Using this approximation may not cause any problems for high SINRs. However, the approximation has to be reconsidered for the links that experience a low SINR. When considering (2.100), if the rate \( r_{i,j,n} \) is allowed to be higher than or equal to zero, the term

\[ \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i,l,i',j \in L_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j,n} + N_0} \]

in (2.100) has to be at least equal to 1. Therefore, \( P_{i,j,n} \) always represents a non-zero transmit power, if the link is activated for transmission. This trend is illustrated in Fig. 2.11, where we plot the transmission rate versus the SINR. In fact, when \( r_{i,j,n} \geq 0 \) is satisfied, the SINR always has to be higher than zero. Similarly, in (2.99) if the rate \( r_{i,j,n} \) is allowed to be higher than or equal to zero, the term

\[ \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i,l,i',j \in L_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j,n} + N_0} \]

in (2.99) has to be at least equal to 1. This allows the term to obey

\[ \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i,l,i',j \in L_n} G_{i',j}P_{i',j,n} + N_0} \geq 0. \]

Therefore, \( P_{i,j,n} \) can be equal to zero. Given this type of system model, if a link is activated for transmission, it is allowed to opt for avoiding transmission for the sake of NL maximization. In fact, Fig. 2.12 indicates that when the rate obeys \( r_{i,j,n} \geq 0 \), the SINR may become zero. Hence, if optimal scheduling is considered, then we can no longer invoke the approximation employed for the SINR. This is mainly because if a node is scheduled for transmission, it keeps transmitting based on the approximated SINR method. However, the system itself should be able to decide either to transmit or not to transmit. More explicitly, if we schedule all links in all TSs for transmission, the system model should converge to an optimal scheduling, where some links and slots refrain from transmitting for the sake of NL maximization. However, when using the approximated SINR based method, this is no longer feasible, since all links scheduled

---

5 A set of sensor nodes are activated according to, for example the \( T = 3 \) SPTS link scheduling scheme during the same TS. However, none of these sensor nodes is allowed to transmit by setting its transmit power to zero for the sake of maximizing the NL. Explicitly, these sensors are activated using the \( T = 3 \) SPTS link scheduling, but they may not be necessarily scheduled for the transmission.
for transmission in all TSs will continue transmission. In our case, when we consider the approximated SINR method, we can no longer achieve optimal scheduling due the constraints mentioned above. Additionally, as indicated in [30], a suboptimal scheduling scheme may be achieved. However, recall from Fig. 2.8 that a fixed link scheduling scheme based on the $T = \{3, 4\}$ SPTS parameters was able to achieve a similar performance compared to that of the suboptimal scheduling algorithm proposed in [30]. For this reason, in the following chapters we will consider a fixed link scheduling based on the $T = 3$ SPTS parameter.
2.7 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In WSNs, the NL plays a vital role, since the sensor nodes usually rely on limited energy supply. Therefore, maximizing the NL is an important and challenging task due to the nature of the sensor nodes. Moreover, sensor nodes communicate unidirectionally on the same shared wireless channel with the aid of half-duplex transceivers and assuming that each node is constrained to transmit only in a single TS and within a fixed band of the spectrum. However, in larger networks a single physical channel will unavoidably be utilized by many other nodes. Therefore, link scheduling and multiple access schemes have to be invoked for mitigating the interference by controlling the channel access. One of the solution is to schedule weakly interfering links simultaneously and strongly interfering links at different TSs. We evaluated the optimal NL in an interference-limited scenario for an optimal transmit rate and power, when considering the so-called spatially periodic time sharing scheme of Fig. 2.2. The maximization of NL was formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem taking into account the link scheduling, the transmission rates as well as transmit powers of all active TSs. The original nonlinear problem was converted into a convex optimization problem by employing an approximation of the SINR. We then derived the Lagrangian form of the convex optimization problem and employed the KKT optimality conditions [129] of Section 2.3.8 for deriving analytical expressions of the globally optimal transmit rate and transmit power for our specific network topology. Exploiting the KKT optimality conditions significantly reduced the complexity of our algorithm, which requires the evaluation of $(n+1)$ expressions whilst the interior-point method requires the solution of a system of $n$ linear equations, which has a complexity proportional to $n^2$. Finally, we obtained the maximum NL for both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Our numerical results illustrated that as expected, fading has a detrimental impact on the achievable NL due to the poor channel conditions that require an increased transmit power in order to combat the effects of fading. Furthermore, the simultaneous scheduling of links that interfere with each other only weakly allowed us to take advantage of spatial reuse, where the activation of simultaneous transmissions at reduced rates necessitates a reduced transmission power, which results in extending the NL. Table 2.4 illustrates how the NL is reduced upon increasing the source rate due to the requirement of an increased transmission rate and power, regardless of the specific scheduling scheme employed. It also presents how the NL degrades due to fading. Hence, we may conclude that the choice of scheduling depends on the specific application considered, since a lower source rate favors infrequent transmissions requiring a low transmit power, which mitigates the interference, when aiming for extending the NL. However, for higher source rates, a higher NL can be achieved by invoking a more aggressive spatial reuse.

In this chapter, only the NL is considered as the QoS measure as a function of both the transmit rate and transmit power, where an adaptive scheme is assumed. At this stage,
the energy dissipation of the transceiver circuits was neglected. However, the system designers also have to investigate the impact of the signal processing power on the NL. On the other hand, achieving a reasonable NL at the cost of a tolerable end-to-end BER for various modulation and coding schemes is also important for the system designer in the light of the required QoS. Therefore, in Chapter 3, we will aim for maximizing the NL for a predetermined set of target SINR values, which guarantees a predefined QoS for each link operating over either an AWGN channel or a Rayleigh block-fading channel both with and without signal processing power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_1$ [bits/s/Hz]</th>
<th>AWGN</th>
<th>Fading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.0021</td>
<td>1.1383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.4174</td>
<td>0.7960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
<td>0.5888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.6696</td>
<td>0.3886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.4399</td>
<td>0.2708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.2762</td>
<td>0.1682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Maximum NL [hrs] comparison for increasing source rates of AWGN and fading channels, when $T = 3$. 

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we only considered the NL as the QoS measure as a function of the transmit rate and transmit power, where we assumed that each sensor node can adapt its transmission power, modulation scheme and duty cycle. However, we did not consider the ED of the signal processing operations, albeit system designers also have to consider the impact of the SPP on the NL. Additionally, it is also important to quantify, how different target BER affect both the NL and the overall network performance. Therefore, achieving a reasonable NL at the cost of a tolerable end-to-end BER for various MCSs is also of salient importance for the system designer considering the QoS required. Moreover, attaining a long NL along with a low target BER is crucial in WSNs, where regular battery replenishment can be impractical, or may even be futile in hostile environments. Therefore, battery depletion imposed by the inappropriate choice of the communication parameters may have a major effect on the lifetime of a sensor node. However, the impact of the physical layer parameters on the NL is not explicitly characterized in the literature and there is only a paucity of contributions on the desired BER performance of the selected MCSs as well as on its impact imposed on the NL in the context of WSNs. Explicitly, the choice of the system parameters has a vital effect on the BER, which in turn has a considerable impact on the number of retransmissions that may result in a high energy consumption. Therefore, in this chapter we
aim for maximizing the NL for a predetermined set of target SINR values, which guarantees the predefined QoS of each link operating over either an AWGN channel or a Rayleigh block-fading channel, both with and without SPP.

In [192], Chen et al. analyzed the NL of a low-complexity physical layer relying on amplify-and-forward (AF) relays between a SN and a DN, where the BER performance was analyzed in the low SNR regime. As detailed in [192], the relaying scheme between the transmitter and a receiver is capable of attaining a reduced-distance based path-loss gain and of conserving energy to prolong the NL, since the ED imposed on the transmitting sensor was reduced with the aid of relays. The appropriate modulation mode capable of maintaining the target BER was discussed in [193], while maintaining a high energy efficiency, where on-off keying (OOK) and pulse position modulation (PPM) were compared. The findings of [193] illustrate that the critical transmission range $d_c$ can be readily found and that OOK is preferable to PPM for $d < d_c$. The constellation size and transmission power selection strategy conceived for energy-efficient communications over fading channels was discussed in [194]. Rosas et al. [194] demonstrated that the careful selection of the optimal constellation size is capable of extending the NL by as much a factor of five. The authors of [194] also showed that as expected, BPSK and QPSK constitute the optimal choice for long transmission distances, while for short distances the optimal choice of constellation size may be either 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) or even 64-QAM. In [195], Cui et al. proposed a modulation scheme selection strategy for minimizing the total energy consumption, including both the transmission and circuit energy consumption to deliver a predetermined number of bits. The authors of [195] demonstrated that optimized systems are capable of saving up to 80% energy compared to sub-optimum uncoded systems. The authors also observed that for coded systems, the impact of coding on the energy consumption depends both on the modulation scheme and the transmission range of the communication system. Additionally, increasing the tolerable symbol error ratio (SER) of the physical layer facilitated energy savings due to the reduced transmit power [196], while there was an increase in energy consumption due to the frame retransmissions. Plausible logic dictates that low-order modulation schemes like BPSK are energy efficient, unless achieving high data rates is necessary [197]. Nonetheless, the impact of the transmission rate on the NL is considered in [30], where an adaptive scheme is utilized for maximizing the NL with the aid of a cross-layer design in interference-limited WSNs. In [198], the authors analyzed the joint effect of the interference, power control and various forwarding strategies on the attainable NL. A similar study to ours was provided in [199], where the authors aimed for cooperatively maximizing the minimum device lifetime for M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK) modulation under a specific BER constraint. An adaptive clustering technique maximizing the NL, while maintaining the network’s connectivity was proposed in [200]. Similarly, as an application of WSNs, monitoring offshore wind farms was evaluated in [201], where a clustering protocol based on a three-level hierarchy and an algorithm
3.1.1 Novel Contributions

The BER is one of the most salient QoS metrics of communication systems, but naturally, maintaining a longer NL for battery-limited devices is another important factor. Furthermore, the choice of the physical layer parameters, such as the MCSs, and transmit power substantially affect the NL and these parameters also have a direct impact on the attainable BER. Therefore, striking an attractive trade-off between the BER and the NL is crucial for network designers at an early design stage. The novel contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

1. We quantify the effects of the physical layer parameters on the achievable NL, while considering an application-dependent target BER in both LOS AWGN and NLOS Rayleigh block-fading channels in interference-limited string-topology based WSNs.
2. We analyze the impact of the SPP on the NL for both AWGN and fading channels. Therefore, we show that the NL is substantially reduced due to the accumulated circuit ED and the transmit power. Here, we characterize the interplay between the transmit power and the SPP.
3. We examine the ED of each node, the required transmission power per link, the effects of the interference power on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string-topology based network, while considering different target SINR requirements, SPP and channel characteristics.
4. We propose two types of BER performance metrics. The first one is the per-link BER requirement (PLBR), which defines the BER value attained by the weakest link. Hence, PLBR represents the worst BER that can be tolerated over the links. By contrast, the E2EB is defined as the BER accumulated along the route spanning from the SN to the DN. We demonstrate that a similar NL performance is achieved at a higher E2EB compared to the PLBR.
5. We also show how different target BER values affect both the NL and the overall network performance in the string topology considered.
6. Considering our proposed system model, depending on the required QoS and network performance, the network designer can make well-informed decisions concerning the type of modulation schemes that should be used for different types of networks and/or applications.
3.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe our system model and define the integration of adaptive MCSs into our system model. Then, our problem formulation and solutions are presented in Section 3.3, while our experimental results characterizing a range of realistic application scenarios are discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.5.

3.2 System Model

In this section we first describe our network model in Section 3.2.1, which relies on a string-based network topology. Then, we provide the details of the channel and transmission scheduling models in Section 3.2.2. Finally, our NL definition is provided in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Network Model

We consider $V$ half-duplex sensor nodes in the string topology of Fig. 3.1, where the SN is linearly connected to the DN by relay nodes (RNs). This string topology is exemplified for $V = 10$ in Fig. 3.1. Given this simple network topology, $L = V - 1 = 9$ denotes the number of links. Unidirectional communication is considered between the links and omni-directional antennas are used by each node. Each link has only a single intended receiver. We denote the total number of TSs per TDMA frame by $N$.

3.2.2 Channel and MAC Layer Model

Each node can only transmit or receive in TS $n$. Due to the half-duplex nature of the transceivers, a receiver can only communicate with a transmitter over the shared wireless channel within the same TS. The channel gain of a link between the transmitter $i \in \{1, \ldots, V\}$ and receiver $j \in \{1, \ldots, V\}$ is given by $G_{i,j} = 1 / (d_{i,j})^m$, where $d_{i,j}$ is the geographic distance between the nodes $i$ and $j$, while $m$ is the path-loss exponent. Naturally, node $i$ can only transmit at a limited power, which is lower than the maximum transmit power assigned to
that node. Each node has an initial battery energy that cannot be exceeded by the total ED of that node.

The LOS AWGN channel is defined by a certain propagation path-loss model and a fixed noise power at the receivers. The link quality is defined in terms of the SINR, which is denoted by $\Gamma_l$ in the AWGN channel model and given by [181]

$$\Gamma_{l,i,j,n} = \frac{G_{i,j}P_{l,i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, l' \neq l} G_{i',j}P_{l',i',j,n} + N_0}, \quad (3.1)$$

for a specific link $l$, where $P_{l,i,j,n}$ denotes the transmit power of link $l$ spanning from node $i$ to node $j$ in TS $n$ and $N_0$ is the noise power at the receiver.

Additionally, for fading scenarios we assume a Rayleigh fading channel contaminated by the noise added at the receivers. A quasi-static fading or block-fading strategy is adopted here, where we keep the fading gain fixed for the whole duration of a transmission frame of the same link, which represents slow-fading channels. A modification of the SINR utilized in AWGN is necessary for formulating the SINR in Rayleigh fading channels, which is given by [184]

$$\tilde{\Gamma}_{l,i,j,n} = \frac{H_{i,j}G_{i,j}P_{l,i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, l' \neq l} H_{i',j}G_{i',j}P_{l',i',j,n} + N_0}, \quad (3.2)$$

where $H_{i,j} = |h_{i,j}|^2$ denotes the fading gain of the link between transmitter $i$ and receiver $j$. Note that the SINR of each link in the network cannot be lower than the target SINR required for maintaining the target QoS, where the NL and the transmit power variables may vary. Given the SINR constraint and the deterministic path loss model, we can calculate the interference imposed on the intended receivers depending on the activated TS, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Three distinct types of communications occur over the string topology, namely $\text{Act}_{l_{1,2,1}}$, $\text{Act}_{l_{4,5,1}}$, $\text{Act}_{l_{7,8,1}}$, where the actual communication taking place between node $i$ and node $j$ during the TS $n$ is denoted by $\text{Act}_{l_{i,j,n}}$, while their corresponding interferers are represented by $\text{Int}_{l_{i',j,n}}$. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, the actual communication between node-1 (SN) and node-2 during the first TS is denoted by $\text{Act}_{l_{1,2,1}}$. According to our transmission scheme $T = 3$ SPTS, the interfering nodes contaminating the reception of node-2 can be readily seen as node-4 and node-7 in Fig. 3.2, which is denoted by $\text{Int}_{l_{4,2,1}}$. 

![Figure 3.2: Interference model for 10-node string topology when $T = 3$.](image-url)
and \( \text{Int}_{l_{2,1}} \), respectively. More explicitly, when the transmitter of node-1 transmits to the receiver of node-2, node-4 and node-7 impose interference on node-2. Similarly, observe in Fig. 3.2 that Act_{l_{4,5,1}} is affected by the interferers \( \text{Int}_{l_{1,5,1}} \) and \( \text{Int}_{l_{7,5,1}} \), and Act_{l_{7,8,1}} is affected by the interferers \( \text{Int}_{l_{1,8,1}} \) and \( \text{Int}_{l_{4,8,1}} \). Having described the interference model, the total interference power at the receiver of node-2 is given by \( P_{\text{Int}_{j=2}} = G_{4,2}P_{l_{4,5,1}} + G_{7,2}P_{l_{7,8,1}} \) and the received desired signal power at node-2 can be obtained by \( P_{\text{Rec}_{j=2}} = G_{1,2}P_{l_{1,2,1}} \).

Upon considering a fixed noise power at the receiver, we can compute the SINR of link \( l_{1,2} \) during the first TS for an AWGN channel as:

\[
\Gamma_{l_{1,2,1}} = \frac{P_{\text{Rec}_{j}}}{\sum \text{P}_{\text{Int}_{j}} + N_0} = \frac{G_{1,2}P_{l_{1,2,1}}}{G_{4,2}P_{l_{4,5,1}} + G_{7,2}P_{l_{7,8,1}} + N_0},
\]

(3.3)

In Eq. (3.3), only two nodes interfere with node-2. However, this is a scenario, where more than three links are activated during the same TS, which requires the summation of all the interference power at the corresponding receiver node along with the fixed noise power. Eq. (3.3) can be generalized for a given string-topology based network in order to compute the SINR of any link in any TS, yielding

\[
\Gamma_{l_{i,j,n}} = \frac{G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j,n}}}{\sum_{\ell \neq i,l_{\ell,j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n} G_{\ell,j'}P_{l_{\ell,j',n}} + N_0},
\]

(3.4)

which defines the quality of the corresponding link. Therefore, we set \( \Gamma_{l_{i,j,n}} \geq \gamma \), so that the link quality is guaranteed for a given set of target SINR values of \( \gamma \), which can be rewritten for an AWGN channel as follows,

\[
\gamma \cdot \left( \sum_{\ell \neq i,l_{\ell,j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n} G_{\ell,j'}P_{l_{\ell,j',n}} + N_0 \right) - G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j,n}} \leq 0.
\]

(3.5)

Similarly, it can be generalized for a Rayleigh block fading channel as follows,

\[
\gamma \cdot \left( \sum_{\ell \neq i,l_{\ell,j'} \in \mathcal{L}_n} H_{\ell,j}G_{\ell,j'}P_{l_{\ell,j',n}} + N_0 \right) - H_{i,j}G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j,n}} \leq 0.
\]

(3.6)

We rely on the SPTS technique of [30] for modeling periodic transmit-TS-activation-scheduling, where we consider a distance of \( T \) between pairs of nodes, which are transmitting in the same TS. The same TSs are reactivated after every \( T \) TSs. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the SPTS for \( T = 3 \), where \([n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, \ldots, n = N]\) describes each TS \( n \) for a given \( N \)-TS TDMA frame per link and “+” denotes the active links. For example, during the first TS, links \( l_{1,2}, l_{4,5}, l_{7,8} \) are scheduled for simultaneous transmissions, which only moderately interfere with each other and each link is activated only once during the whole TDMA frame. For simplicity in our system model, we use \( T = 3 \) in our SPTS-aided interference-limited scenario.
3.2.2. Channel and MAC Layer Model

We model the physical layer for the sake of characterizing the upper layers with the aid of a BER-SINR look-up table (LUT) relationship for the system model considered, which provides us with the SINR value required for maintaining a given target BER. Note that we consider the interference to be noise-like in the SINR calculation\(^1\). Explicitly, in this contribution we consider an uncoded BPSK modulated system and a 1/2-rate convolutional coded (CC) hard-decoded\(^2\) [202] as well as soft-decoded\(^3\) [202] QPSK scheme communicating over an AWGN channel. We also consider the BER-SINR LUTs of our iterative decoding aided system, as shown in Fig. 3.3 for 1/2-rate serially concatenated codes (SCCs) using 1, 5 and 10 decoding iterations, where the 1st iteration corresponds to the 1/2-rate-CC-Soft QPSK MCS [203]. We can determine the NL of any of the different MCSs by relying on their BER-SINR LUT for the system considered. Note that we invoke a decode and forward (DF) scheme in two different scenarios. In the first scenario we neglect the ED of the coding and decoding operations, which we refer to as Scenario 1 in our forthcoming analysis. On the other hand, in the second scenario we include both the coding and decoding ED in our analysis, which we refer to as Scenario 2. Therefore, Scenario 1 constitutes a benchmark of the NL, since it only considers the transmit power, hence giving us the best possible NL we can achieve. However, Scenario 2 is a more realistic one, where we additionally consider the SPP. Therefore, we can evaluate the NL difference between the best case and the realistic scenarios. The SPP is modeled by the signal processing ED considered in [183]. At the DN, all ED is ignored, since we assume that the DN is plugged into the mains power source. The action of the BER-SINR LUT of the system model considered for both the AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels can be observed in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, respectively.

\(^1\)Since in practice WSNs rarely encounter a single dominant interferer, the interference is typically constituted by the sum of several interfering components, which allows us to approximate the interference by noise.

\(^2\)Hard decoding compares the individual bits of the received bit sequence with all possible codewords with the aid of the Hamming distance approach.

\(^3\)Soft decoding compares the received codeword with all possible codewords with the aid of the minimum Euclidean distance approach in order to attain a measure of confidence in terms of probabilities.
3.2.3 Network Lifetime Model

The network lifetime may be interpreted differently, depending on the specific application, as mentioned in [64,106,185,204]. For example, the NL may be maximized by incorporating energy awareness into each individual node [205]. Moreover, an optimal hop-length was obtained by the simultaneous computation of the optimal transmission power, the optimal SNR and the optimal BER in a Rayleigh fading environment in [206]. Specifically, Zhang et al. [206] demonstrated that in a relay-aided scheme, optimizing the hop-length is capable of significantly extending the NL. In our study, $T_i$ is the lifetime of an individual node in the network, which corresponds to the time instant, when node $i$ has completely discharged.
3.3 Problem Formulation

Having described the system model in Section 3.2, the NL maximization problem [30] can be formulated as

$$\text{max. } T_{\text{net}} \quad (3.7)$$

subject to

$$\Gamma_{l_i,j,n} \geq \gamma, \forall n, l_{i,j} \in \mathcal{L}_n, \quad (3.8)$$

$$\frac{T_{\text{net}}}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( (1 + (1 - \alpha)) \cdot P_{l_{i,j},n} + P_{sp} \right) \right) \leq \mathcal{E}_i, \forall i, \quad (3.9)$$

$$0 \leq P_{l_{i,j},n} \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \forall n, i. \quad (3.10)$$

The links that are active in TS $n$ are denoted by the set $\mathcal{L}_n$. The specific variables of the optimization problem are $T_{\text{net}}$ and $P_{l,n}$ for $l \in \mathcal{L}_n$, $n = 1, \cdots, N$, where we have $N = 3$ TSs, say $l_{1,2}$, $l_{4,5}$ and $l_{7,8}$, per link. We assume that any operation other than the transmission and signal processing in the network incurs a negligible ED. The power amplifier’s efficiency is denoted by $\alpha$ [190], while $l \in \mathcal{O}(i)$ and $l \in \mathcal{I}(i)$ represent the transmit link and the receive link of node $i$, respectively. Furthermore, $\{i : i \in \mathcal{O}^{-1}(l), l \in \mathcal{L}_n\}$ in (3.12) describes the set of nodes, where the transmit links are connected and activated in the same TS.

We can readily transform the NL maximization problem into the minimization of the reciprocal of the NL, which is formulated as $z = \frac{1}{T_{\text{net}}}$ by using a change of variable in order to avoid multiplication of the pair of optimization variables, which is generally non-convex, as exemplified in (3.9). We note that since each sensor forming part of the string-topology has a positive initial battery energy, and hence each node transmits at least for a certain amount of time, $T_{\text{net}}$, which is higher than zero. The energy preservation constraint of each node is formulated in (3.9), which represents how the initial battery energy $\mathcal{E}_i$ can be dissipated as a function of the system parameters, until the battery is discharged. Therefore, to transform the optimization problem into a convex one, (3.7)–(3.10) are rewritten as

$$\text{min. } z \quad (3.11)$$

subject to

$$\gamma \left( \sum_{i \neq i', l_{i',j,n} \in \mathcal{L}_n} G_{i',j} P_{l_{i',j,n} + N_0} - G_{i,j} P_{l_{i,j},n} \right) \leq 0, \forall n, \{i : i \in \mathcal{O}^{-1}(l), l \in \mathcal{L}_n\}, \quad (3.12)$$

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( (1 + (1 - \alpha)) \cdot P_{l_{i,j},n} + P_{sp} \right) \right) - z \cdot \mathcal{E}_i \cdot N \leq 0, \forall i, \quad (3.13)$$

$$0 \leq P_{l_{i,j},n} \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \forall n, i, l_{i,j} \in \mathcal{L}_n, \quad (3.14)$$
where (3.8) and (3.12) represent the lower bound of the signal quality required for each link with a range of target SINR values, which are denoted by $\gamma$. The maximum affordable transmit power of a node is given by (3.14). As a result, using (3.5) the general optimization problem for an AWGN channel is provided in (3.11)–(3.14).

Similarly, when considering the effect of the fading on the link quality based on (3.6) we can generalize the NL maximization problem for a block fading channel as

$$\min z \quad (3.15)$$

$$\text{s.t.} \quad \gamma \left( \sum_{i' \neq i, l', j' \in \mathcal{L}_n} H_{i', j'} G_{i', j'} P_{i', j', n} + N_0 \right) - H_{i, j} G_{i, j} P_{i, j, n} \leq 0, \forall n, \{i : i \in \mathcal{O}^{-1}(l), l \in \mathcal{L}_n \}, \quad (3.16)$$

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( (1 + (1 - \alpha)) \cdot P_{i, j, n} + P_{sp} \right) \right) - z \cdot E_i \cdot N \leq 0, \forall i, \quad (3.17)$$

$$0 \leq P_{i, j, n} \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \forall n, i, l, j \in \mathcal{L}_n. \quad (3.18)$$

Our optimization problem is solved with the aid of the interior point method described in [191], which can be used for solving both linear and non-linear convex optimization problems, for each link of a spatially periodic link schedule defined by the specific SPTS considered for the string network topology of Fig. 3.1.

### 3.4 Performance Results

In this section we analyze the NL of both Scenario 1 and of Scenario 2 versus the attainable BER performances for different MCSs under both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. We compute two types of BER performances. The first one is the PLBR, which defines the BER value attained by the weakest link. This represents the worst BER that can be tolerated over the links. In other words, the BER of each link must be lower than the PLBR. By contrast, the E2EB is defined as the BER accumulated along the route spanning from the SN to the DN, which is calculated as

$$BER_{end} = 1 - \prod_{l=1}^{V-1} (1 - BER_l), \quad (3.19)$$

where $BER_l$ is a function of the SINR ($BER_l = f_{MCS}[SINR_l]$) that may be fetched from the LUT selected for the specified MCS and $(V - 1)$ is the number of links along the route. Each target SINR returns $(V - 1)$ number of actual link SINRs and each link SINR corresponds to a BER value read from the given LUT. Finally, the $(V - 1)$ BERs provide us with a single accumulated E2EB. A PLBR, an E2EB and a single NL value are hence computed for each corresponding target SINR. The experimental results are for 'continuous-time' NL, which corresponds to the NL obtained by continuous transmission.
3.4.1 NL vs BER for an AWGN Channel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path loss exponent, $m$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic distance between consecutive nodes, $d$ [m]</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power, $N_0$ [dBm]</td>
<td>$-60$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy per node, $E_i$ [Joule]</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum affordable transmit power of a node, $(P_i)_{max}$ [mW]</td>
<td>10 [207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of slots per frame, $N$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes, $V$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of links, $V - 1$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of the power amplifier, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.6 [190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTS parameter, $T$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP, $P_{sp}$ [mW]</td>
<td>0.44 [183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials for fading scenario, $\tau_{fading}$</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: System parameters used in our simulations.

For our simulations, we use the system parameters of Table 3.1 for both the AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels of Scenario 1 and 2. The initial battery energy per node is $E_i = 5000$Joule, which corresponds to the capacity of an AAA alkaline long-life battery. Additionally, the SPP utilized in Scenario 2 is $P_{sp} = 0.44$mW [183] and the number of simulation trials used for the fading scenario is $\tau_{fading} = 2000$.

3.4.1 NL vs BER for an AWGN Channel

We present our NL results for Scenario 1 and 2 versus the PLBR and E2EB for uncoded BPSK, as well as for hard-decoded and soft-decoded 1/2-rate CC QPSK MCSs for transmission over an AWGN channel in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, respectively. Note that in all figures, BER values higher than $10^{-3}$ are deemed to be inadequate for practical application scenarios. They are only illustrated for the sake of highlighting the explicit trade-offs between the NL and the BER performances. Again, in Scenario 1 we first neglect the SPP and then include it in the analysis of Scenario 2, which we refer to by using the notation of SPP-X in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. These figures show that as expected, the NL decays, when requiring a reduced target BER, since the transmit power must be increased to achieve the target BER and vice versa. Having illustrated the trade-off between the NL and both the PLBR and the E2EB in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, respectively, the designer can decide upon the optimal
choice of MCS for maximizing the NL. In Scenario 1, when aiming for a target BER of $10^{-3}$, the best NL is achieved by the soft-decoded 1/2-rate CC QPSK MCS, which is about 43773 hours (hrs) = 4.99 years (yrs) in terms of the PLBR and 35140hrs = 4yrs in terms of the E2EB for an AWGN channel. On the other hand, considering the more realistic Scenario 2, and hence including the SPP in the analysis, the achievable NL is reduced to 0.89yrs for PLBR and to 0.85yrs for E2EB. The lowest NL for an AWGN channel and a PLBR of $10^{-3}$ is attained by the uncoded BPSK in Scenario 2, which is about 0.57yrs, and it increases to 1.2yrs of NL, where we only consider the transmit power in Scenario 1.
3.4.2 NL vs BER for Rayleigh Fading Channels and the Maximum Achievable NL

Let us now consider the NL of Scenario 1 and 2 versus the PLBR and E2EB for uncoded BPSK, as well as the upper bound of the NL for soft decoded 1/2-rate CC QPSK and 1/2-rate SCC using 5 and 10 decoding iterations in conjunction with QPSK MCSs for Rayleigh fading channels in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, respectively. Upon comparing Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 for the same NL values, the E2EB is seen to be substantially higher than the PLBR due to the bit errors accumulated, while relaying the information bits over intermediate nodes all the way, through to the DN. For a target BER of $10^{-3}$, the best NL for Scenario 1 is achieved by 1/2-rate SCC using 10 decoding iterations for QPSK MCS, which is about 1.55yrs in terms of the PLBR under Rayleigh fading channels, whereas upon considering the SPP of Scenario 2 about 0.58yrs of NL is achieved for the same PLBR. The maximum NL that can be achieved is approximately 2.66yrs in Scenario 1, while in Scenario 2, the maximum achievable NL is reduced to 0.71yrs, which is computed according to the SINR that corresponds to the capacity limit of the QPSK system considered.

3.4.3 Network Analysis Without SPP Considering Low and High Target SINR Values

In this section, we analyze both the ED of each node as well as the required transmission power per link, the interference power experienced by each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string-topology for the target SINR values of $\gamma = 2dB$ and $\gamma = 10dB$
determining the QoS, while operating over an AWGN channel and without considering the SPP. Fig. 3.10 portrays the average required transmit power versus sequential unique index number of each link\(^4\), as seen in Fig. 3.1, when the target SINR values are \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) and \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\), respectively. Due to the target SINR constraint of (3.12), the required transmit power is proportional to the predetermined target SINR. Therefore, when the network operates at a \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) target SINR QoS requirement, the required transmit power becomes much higher than that in the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) scenario. We can readily observe these substantial transmit power differences of both cases for each node in Fig. 3.10. This also explains why the ED is much higher for the \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) scenario in Fig. 3.11. Observe in Fig. 3.11 that the total ED of the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) scenario is higher than the \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) scenario, where the first three nodes of Fig. 3.1 depleted their batteries first in both cases. However, the ED of the rest of the nodes is much higher for the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) scenario. This is because the ED of \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) is much higher than that of \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\). In the \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) case, the first three nodes’ batteries are depleted much quicker than for the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) case. Therefore, in the \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) scenario the other nodes still have a higher residual energy in their batteries compared to the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) case, since the NL is determined by the earliest battery depletion. Moreover, Fig. 3.12 shows how rapidly a battery is depleted, where the lifetime of the first three nodes determines the NL for both cases, respectively. Lastly, the interference power imposed on each node is illustrated in Fig. 3.13, where the first three nodes of Fig. 3.1 are exposed to the highest amount of interference for the \(\gamma = 10\text{dB}\) case, whereas for the \(\gamma = 2\text{dB}\) case the first 6 nodes are exposed to the highest amount of interference. To summarize, the optimal transmit power required is increased due to the interference power

\(^4\)In our analysis, Links and Nodes on the x-axis are referred to as the sequential unique index number of each sensor node forming part of the string-topology that is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
3.4.4 Network Analysis Considering the Impact of the SPP

Let us now analyze the effect of the SPP further on the ED of each node as well as the required transmission power per link, the interference power imposed on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string-topology for a target SINR of $\gamma = 2\text{dB}$, while imposed on a particular node when aiming to satisfy the target SINR QoS requirement, which results in a higher ED for that node. Hence, the lifetime of a node is reduced and the minimum lifetime amongst all nodes forming part of a string-topology based network determines the NL.

3.4.4 Network Analysis Considering the Impact of the SPP
operating over an AWGN channel. Therefore, we compare the scenario, where we neglect the SPP, to the explicit consideration of the SPP. Considering (3.12) and (3.13), we can readily see that the effect of the SPP is independent of the that imposed by the transmit power and the interference power. We can observe this trend both from Fig. 3.14 and Fig 3.17, where each link requires the same optimal transmit power, when the interference power imposed on all nodes is similar. One noticeable result is that the ED rate for SPP case becomes similar for each node. Explicitly, all the nodes approximately deplete their battery energy at the same time. This is mainly due to the dominant impact of the SPP compared to that of the required transmit power, where a lower target SINR QoS requirement results in a
lower required transmit power. We can also see the same pattern by checking the lifetime of every node lying in the string topology from Fig. 3.16, where the lifetime of each node is reduced compared to that of the case without SPP, and hence the lifetime of all nodes becomes similar. Fig. 3.16 also presents the substantial impact of the SPP on the lifetime of all the nodes in the network, where the lifetime of each node is declined by about $7 - 8$ times.
3.4.5 Network Analysis Considering Channel Characteristics

We also examine the effect of both the channel characteristics on the ED of each node as well as of the transmission power per link, the interference power imposed on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string-topology for a target SINR of $\gamma = 2$dB, while considering the scenario without SPP. We present our results both for AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Fig. 3.18 illustrates the transmission power per link required for both AWGN and fading channels, which is about 2.9 times higher than to that of the AWGN channel. This increase in the transmit power is required for overcoming the detrimental impact of the fading and of the interference, while satisfying the target SINR requirement.
Observe in Fig. 3.19 that the first three nodes of Fig. 3.1 drain their battery faster than the rest of the nodes for the AWGN channel. For fading channels, the amount of ED per node is accumulated as well as averaged over several fading trials and the result is normalized to the maximum amount of energy that can be depleted per node (5000J) in Fig. 3.19. Therefore, we can claim that on average the first three nodes of Fig. 3.1 tend to dissipate their battery energy faster than the other nodes in fading channels. Moreover, the interference power imposed on each node is illustrated in Fig. 3.21, where the first three nodes of Fig. 3.1 were exposed to the highest amount of interference for both AWGN and fading channels, since their receiver nodes are closer to their potential interferers, when compared to the rest of the nodes. Consequently, the lifetime of each node is reduced by a factor of 1.45 to 1.61 due to the fading channel characteristics, which can be explicitly seen in Fig. 3.20.

3.4.6 Discussions

Again, the results of Figs. 3.6 to 3.9 illustrated that the NL is reduced upon reducing the target BER, which is owing to the increased transmit power required. More explicitly, the NL becomes undesirably short for low target BER values, which is due to the increased transmit power required to satisfy the target BER. As expected, the NL is longer for an AWGN channel than for a Rayleigh fading channel for the same SINR values and configurations due to the higher ED required for combating the deleterious effects of fading. Hence, provided that the application considered is capable of tolerating a higher BER, the NL becomes higher due to requiring a lower SINR value. Furthermore, the NL is substantially reduced due to the accumulated ED of SPP and transmit power. In other words, when considering higher target BER values requiring lower SINRs, the transmit power becomes negligible compared
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to the SPP. This is why there is a substantial difference between the NL values of Scenario 1 and 2 at higher BER values. On the other hand, when considering lower target BER values, the required transmit power increases and it becomes more dominant than the SPP in the analysis and this is why the difference between the NL values of Scenario 1 and 2 reduces, as the BER reduces. Nonetheless, when aiming for achieving the same target PLBR and E2EB, the NL is always shorter for E2EB due to the higher SINR required, which necessitates a higher transmit power. It is observed that for an AWGN channel and for both a PLBR as well as for an E2EB of $10^{-3}$, 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK doubles the NL of its hard-decoded counterpart, when we ignore the SPP. Similarly, it has an up to four times longer NL than uncoded BPSK for an AWGN channel and a PLBR of $10^{-3}$, when
3.4.6. Discussions

Figure 3.21: Average interference power imposed on each node, when the network operates over AWGN and fading channels.

Table 3.2: The ‘continuous-time’ NL (in years) evaluation for WSNs with given configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurations</th>
<th>Scn 2  PLBR</th>
<th>Scn 1  PLBR</th>
<th>Scn 2  E2EB</th>
<th>Scn 1  E2EB</th>
<th>Scn 2  PLBR</th>
<th>Scn 1  PLBR</th>
<th>Scn 2  E2EB</th>
<th>Scn 1  E2EB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncoded-BPSK</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK-CC-Soft</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC-10th-Iter</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK-CC-Soft</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only considering the transmit power. On the other hand, when the more realistic scenario of including the SPP in the analysis is considered, the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK has a factor of 1.2 higher NL than its hard-decoded counterpart at a PLBR and E2EB of $10^{-3}$, while achieving a 1.5 times higher NL for a PLBR of $10^{-3}$ and 2.3 times more NL for a E2EB of $10^{-3}$ than uncoded BPSK.

Table 3.2 presents the ‘continuous-time’ NL, in years for different MCSs and different target BER values in terms of both the PLBR and E2EB, and provides an overview of the systems, indicating both the longest and the shortest NL in Scenario 1 and 2 for both AWGN and fading channels, where ‘Scenario’ is abbreviated by ‘Scn’. Therefore, the designer can readily determine, which systems and configurations are more NL-aware for a realistic application.
For example, observe in Table 3.2 that the longest NL is achieved for an AWGN channel by soft decoded 1/2-rate CC for a PLBR of $10^{-4}$ in Scenario 1, which is nearly 3.97yrs. By contrast, the lowest NL for an AWGN channel is accomplished by uncoded BPSK at a E2EB of $10^{-4}$ in Scenario 2, which is about 0.21yrs. Uncoded BPSK results in an even lower NL in a Rayleigh fading scenario, but the exact PLBR and E2EB values cannot be provided, since this would require an excessive transmit power. The longest NL is achieved for Rayleigh fading channels by 1/2-rate SCC using 10 decoding iterations at a PLBR of $10^{-2}$ in Scenario 1, which corresponds to NL=1.57yrs. Nonetheless, up to 4.99yrs of NL can be accomplished by soft decoded 1/2-rate CC for a PLBR of $10^{-3}$ for AWGN channels in Scenario 1, which is reduced to 0.18yrs for Rayleigh fading channels.

We have shown how the requirement of different target BER values at the physical layer affected both the NL and the network performance in the string topology considered. We also illustrated the dominant impact of the SPP on the NL compared to that of the transmission power. A useful further investigation would be to ascertain, what type of modulation schemes should be used for what type of networks or applications. Therefore, depending on the QoS requirements, the network designer can make beneficial decisions for specific systems, depending on the network performance required.

### 3.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We evaluated the NL for both Scenario 1, where we consider the required transmit power only, and for Scenario 2, where we considered an additional SPP, versus the BER target of WSNs for a fixed rate of different MCSs for both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. The NL maximization problem was formulated with the aid of a set of lower bounded target SINR values for each link for characterizing the BER-dependent QoS and the impact of the physical layer parameters on the NL in the string topology considered. We also analyzed the ED of each node, the required transmission power per link, the interference power imposed on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string-topology, while considering different target SINR requirements, SPP and channel characteristics. Moreover, we presented experimental results for assisting the network designer in making informed decisions as to which MCS works well for the application supported. The experimental results illustrated that 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS provided the longest NL for an AWGN channel, which is nearly 4.99yrs of 'continuous-time' NL at $10^{-3}$ of PLBR in Scenario 1. On the other hand, SPP has a substantial impact on the NL, which reduced the NL to 0.89yrs in Scenario 2.

In this chapter, we considered a string-topology based network, where the distances between consecutive nodes were fixed. However, in a more realistic network, there may be thousands of routes spanning over various distances between consecutive sensor nodes, each of which
is assigned to a string-topology. Moreover, in such a complex network we also have to reconsider our NL definition. Therefore, in the next chapter we maximize the NL of a random uniformly distributed fully connected WSN, where the fully connected WSN imposes an exponentially increasing complexity upon increasing the number of nodes.
Network-Lifetime Maximization of Wireless Sensor Networks Relying on Low-Complexity Routing

4.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, the NL is a crucial metric for enabling the network designer to make informed decisions for the sake of maintaining the desired network performance and QoS in WSNs. The NL usually relies on the limited battery capacity of the sensor nodes within the WSN. Moreover, in realistic applications, such as for example in case of sensors embedded into the glaciers for measuring the climate changes, replenishing the battery energy of the sensors and/or replacing the sensors is usually impractical and/or costly. Therefore, the NL is constrained by the battery of the individual sensors in the WSN [2,3]. Hence, in Chapter 2 we proposed an adaptive scheme for striking a compelling trade-off between the attainable transmit rate and the power dissipated. In Chapter 3, we examined a fixed-rate system considering the impact of various physical layer parameters on the NL, including the signal processing power dissipated by each sensor. In such scenarios, only the SN was allowed to generate information, while the rest of the nodes acted as relays aligned in a string-topology for conveying the source data to the sink node, which is also referred to as the DN. Therefore, the data can only reach the sink node by guaranteeing the connectivity between the SN and the DN in order to maintain a longer NL.

In this chapter we consider routing optimization algorithms conceived for maximizing the NL. We invoke a high-complexity exhaustive search algorithm (ESA) for quantifying the upper bound on the NL achieved by a reduced-complexity genetic routing algorithm operated in an interference limited WSN. Moreover, since in both Chapters 2 and 3 a string-topology
was considered, here we extend our network topology to a WSN having random uniformly distributed nodes that are fully connected, so that the routing behavior of the algorithms can be investigated. In the literature, there is a paucity of contributions on NL maximization relying on low-complexity routing optimization in interference limited WSNs, when maintaining a target QoS for each transmission link and having sensors that are random uniformly distributed. For example, the authors of [30] considered the joint optimal design of the transmit rate and power, while in [82] scheduling and routing was combined for maximizing the NL in an interference-limited WSN communicating over an AWGN channel. In [208] the aim of the authors was to minimize the ED, which is not the same objective as the maximization of the NL, as discussed in [186]. However, [30] and [82] simply considered a rhombus network topology\(^1\) for illustrating the routing behavior of their proposed algorithm. Similarly, the authors of [208] also considered a simplified network topology, where a low-complexity distributed algorithm was developed for minimizing the ED. In [31], we formulated the NL maximization problem as a non-linear optimization problem encompassing the routing, scheduling, as well as the transmission rate and power allocation operations for transmission over both AWGN and Rayleigh block fading channels using the Lagrangian form and the KKT optimality conditions. However, in [31] we only considered a string topology, where the impact of the routing on the NL cannot be observed. Similarly, in [39] we optimized the NL of a string topology given the lower bound SINR values per link by analyzing the impact of the physical layer parameters along with the signal processing power dissipation on the NL, while operating both in AWGN and Rayleigh block-fading channels.

The authors of [209] proposed a low-complexity near-optimal genetic algorithm for analyzing the joint link scheduling and routing strategies for the sake of maximizing the traffic delivery from a SN to a specific DN within a given delay-deadline in the context of WMNs. By contrast, in [210] a low-complexity genetic algorithm was advocated for jointly optimizing the channel assignment, power control and routing operations for the sake of throughput maximization in cognitive radio based WMNs. Even though both [209] and [210] proposed genetic algorithms for solving complex cross-layer operation problems at a reduced complexity, neither the energy efficiency nor the NL were considered in the context of the low-complexity routing optimization of WSNs.

The authors of [211] and [212] investigated beneficial uplink scheduling and transmit power control techniques for maximizing the NL of battery driven machine to machine (M2M) devices deployed in long-term evolution (LTE) networks, where both an optimal solution as well as a low-complexity suboptimal solution were presented. To elaborate a little further, the suboptimal solution was capable of accomplishing a near-optimal NL performance at a significantly reduced complexity than the optimal one. In [33], [34] and [35] the authors considered an optimal routing algorithm as well as a reduced-complexity near-optimal routing

\(^1\)A rhombus network topology is a diamond shaped network topology retaining equal length for all four edges.
optimization algorithm designed for maximizing the NL, while guaranteeing the end-to-end delivery-success probability of WSNs. However, they did not take the inter-node interference into account. Similarly, the authors of [213] presented a utility-based nonlinear optimization problem formulation for the sake of NL maximization and proposed a fully distributed routing algorithm for solving the optimization problem, which can of course only provide a near-optimal solution compared to a centralized technique. Nonetheless, the authors of [26] succeeded in conceiving a distributed algorithm for maximizing the NL, which was capable of approaching the performance of the optimal solution at a lower computational complexity. But again, in [26] the impact of the inter-node interference as well as that of the network size was not considered. The authors of [214] proposed a tree-cluster-based data-collection algorithm for WSNs in conjunction with a mobile sink, where the traffic load of the entire network was balanced, since the sink node was able to move around the network for a certain period in order to collect data and avoid the utilization of the same hot-spots in order to prolong the NL. Similarly, in [215] the authors advocated a low-complexity genetic algorithm for achieving both an enhanced coverage and an improved NL for multi-hop mobile WSNs, but their OF is to minimize was the ED, which also improved the NL.

However, as discussed in [186], even though energy conservation is beneficial in terms of extending the NL, it has subtle differences with respect to the NL maximization. Furthermore, Shi et al. in [218] proposed a low-complexity genetic algorithm for jointly optimizing the power control, the scheduling and the routing to maximize the end-to-end throughput in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). Moreover, Guo et al. [216] studied the options for beneficial base station placement for extending the NL based on a specific problem formulation, given the flow routing and energy conservation constraints. Hence, the authors of [216] developed a heuristic algorithm for solving the NL maximization problem at a reduced complexity, but at the cost of a small reduction in NL compared to the optimal NL solution. A multi-objective routing optimization approach was proposed in [217] for extending the lifetime of disaster response networks (DRNs), where a low-complexity genetic algorithm was utilized for analyzing the trade-off between the ED and the packet delivery delay. Similarly, the authors of [106] formulated the maximum-NL routing challenge as a linear programming problem, where the optimal NL was obtained and compared to the near-optimal NL acquired by the proposed routing algorithm. However, the goal in [106] was to only find the specific flow that maximizes the NL relying on the flow conservation constraint. In [219], the authors considered a distributed ED balancing algorithm based on a game-theoretical approach for data gathering and routing in WSNs, where the inter-node interference was not taken into account. Our study shows some similarities with [209] and [218] in terms of the solution approaches applied to the problems considered, but our main objective is the NL maximization in WSNs, while the authors of [218] aimed for maximizing the end-to-end throughput of CRNs. By contrast, the authors of [209] focused their attention on the computational complexity of the traffic delivery maximization problem. However, compared
### Table 4.1: Key approaches of NL maximization techniques with reduced-complexity algorithm design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Kwon et al. [33], [34]</td>
<td>An optimal routing algorithm as well as a reduced-complexity near-optimal routing optimization algorithm was designed for maximizing the NL, while guaranteeing the end-to-end delivery-success probability of WSNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Cui et al. [213]</td>
<td>A utility-based nonlinear optimization problem formulation was conceived for the sake of NL maximization and a fully distributed routing algorithm was proposed for solving the optimization problem, which can only provide a near-optimal solution compared to a centralized technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madan et al. [26]</td>
<td>A distributed algorithm was proposed for maximizing the NL, which was capable of approaching the performance of the optimal solution at a lower computational complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Khanna et al. [215]</td>
<td>A low-complexity genetic algorithm was advocated for achieving both an enhanced coverage and an improved NL for multi-hop mobile WSNs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hua et al. [107]</td>
<td>Routing and data aggregation were jointly optimized in order to maximize the lifetime of the WSN considered using a distributed gradient algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Gu et al. [216]</td>
<td>The options for beneficial base station placement were studied with the objective of extending the NL based on a specific problem formulation given specific flow routing and energy conservation constraints. A heuristic algorithm was proposed for solving the NL maximization problem at a reduced complexity, but at the cost of a small reduction in NL compared to the optimal NL solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Chenji et al. [217]</td>
<td>A multi-objective routing optimization approach was proposed for extending the lifetime of disaster response networks, where a low-complexity genetic algorithm was utilized for analyzing the trade-off between the energy dissipation and the packet delivery delay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Yetgin et al. [31]</td>
<td>The NL maximization problem was formulated as a non-linear optimization problem encompassing the routing, scheduling, as well as the transmission rate and power allocation operations for transmission over both AWGN and Rayleigh block fading channels using the Lagrangian form and the KKT optimality conditions for reduced-complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhu et al. [214]</td>
<td>A tree-cluster-based data-collection algorithm was conceived for WSNs with a mobile sink, where the traffic load of the whole network was balanced, since the sink node was able to move around the network for a certain period in order to collect data and to avoid the utilization of the same hot-spots in order to prolong the NL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azari et al. [211], [212]</td>
<td>Beneficial uplink scheduling and transmit power control techniques were investigated for maximizing the NL of battery driven M2M devices deployed in LTE networks, where both an optimal solution as well as a low-complexity suboptimal solution were presented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to [218], our NL maximization algorithm is capable of achieving a longer NL. The major NL maximization techniques with reduced-complexity algorithm design are summarized in Table 4.1.

The network model provided in the above contributions mostly considered simplified topologies of low-complexity networks. In this chapter, we consider a WSN relying on randomly distributed and fully connected sensor nodes, which exponentially increases the computational complexity required for the network design and optimization with the number of sensor nodes due to the fully connected nature of the WSN. Explicitly, a fully connected WSN is considered, where one sensor can communicate with any other sensor in the network. This chapter considers a low-complexity algorithm designed for maximizing the NL, while guaranteeing a specific worst-case E2EB, which provides the BER upper bound of the interference limited WSN considered. We also characterize the trade-off between the proposed low-complexity algorithm and its optimal exhaustive search based benchmarker. Moreover, we compare the NL performance of the different WSN scenarios consisting of various numbers of sensors. Note that in the scenarios considered each transmission link has to satisfy a predefined target SINR, which determines the QoS of the WSN. For the sake of clarity, in the rest of the chapter we consider the route lifetime (RL) as the lifetime of a single route spanning from a SN to a DN, which can be considered as a string topology, whereas the NL is defined as the lifetime of a WSN, consisting of many other routes.

4.1.1 Novel Contributions

This chapter focuses on the cross-layer optimization of the power allocation, scheduling and routing operations for the sake of NL maximization for predetermined per-link target SINR values. We propose an optimal algorithm, namely the above-mentioned ESA at a high complexity for high number of nodes and a near-optimal single objective genetic algorithm (SOGA) exhibiting a reduced complexity in fully connected WSNs. The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

1. We propose an extended-NL algorithm capable of exploiting alternative routes exhibiting the longest RL for end-to-end transmission in a fully connected WSN, where the aim is to carry the information generated at the SN to the DN, until the SN’s battery becomes completely depleted. More explicitly, the addition of the maximum RL computed over the entire range of alternative routes provides us with an extended NL, since the NL is determined by the RL values, until the SN’s battery becomes entirely depleted. Therefore, in this chapter, the NL values are expected to be higher than those in Chapters 2 and 3.

2. We optimize the power, the scheduling and the routing for the sake of NL maximization, where we propose the above-mentioned ESA and SOGA algorithms conceived for random
network topologies relying on fully connected nodes. Each SN-DN route is passed to an optimization function, namely the so-called dual-simplex function for finding the optimal RL for the corresponding route, where by definition the ESA finds the best route and its RL by searching through all the possible solutions provided by the given number of nodes in the fully connected WSN. On the other hand, the SOGA finds the best solution, given a predetermined number of generations and genetic algorithm (GA) individuals. We show that the SOGA is capable of finding a near-optimal solution at a significantly reduced complexity compared to ESA, specifically when the number of nodes is larger than 7.

3. During the iterations of the ESA and SOGA algorithms, more than one maximum NL value may be returned. Therefore, the selection of the best route is required, where the selection process determines the best SN-DN route for the end-to-end transmission. The selection process also determines the battery drain of the sensors, which has to be updated after each iteration for the forthcoming RL computation relying on the residual battery charges. Hence, we conceive beneficial route selection schemes (RSSs) for finding the specific route with the least total energy dissipation (LTED), the least number of hops (LNOH), the largest remaining SN battery (LRBAT) charge and the random route selection (RANR). For simplicity, we assume that each hop introduces one unit of delay.

4. We provide the E2EB as an upper bound on the BER of the interference-limited fully connected WSN using both uncoded BPSK, as well as 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded and soft-decoded QPSK MCSs for the proposed RSSs. We will demonstrate that the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS has a higher NL than the other MCSs in all scenarios of the ESA and SOGA.

5. We also demonstrate that the RSS-LRBAT and RSS-LTED outperforms other RSSs in terms of their NL, since they are the most NL-aware RSSs. The E2EB of the RSS-LNOH exhibits a slightly better E2EB versus SINR performance, which is due to its reduced bit error accumulation over the associated lower number of hops.

6. Since we assume that the ED of any operation is negligible, compared to the transmit power, introducing an additional sensor into the WSN extends the NL, since this creates more opportunities for relaying the information over alternative routes. We observe that the NL gain achieved by an additional sensor, when for example the 5th sensor enters the WSN having 4 sensors, provides an approximately 5500 extra hours of NL, when the WSN operates at SINR=10dB.

7. For a network size given by $V = 7$ the computational complexity is similar for both the ESA and SOGA. However, for larger networks the complexity starts to increase exponentially for the ESA, while it is only increased modestly for the SOGA at the cost of a small NL-reduction compared to the optimal NL for WSNs composed of $V > 7$ nodes.

8. The fully connected network model considered can also be applied to any distributed network having more nodes but less distinct routes. We opted for a fully connected
WSNs due to the exponentially increased number of the distinct routes, which provides us with a complex network yet tractable even for a low number of nodes to characterize the capability of our SOGA. Therefore, in our scenarios the performance analysis of the SOGA and ESA is based on the total number of distinct routes.

4.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Our system model is described in Section 4.2, which is characterized by its network topology, transmission scheme, physical layer, BER and NL. We also provide an example of the interference model and define the integration of the specific MCSs considered into our system model. Then, our problem formulation and the ESA as well as SOGA are presented in Section 4.3, while our experimental results are provided in Section 4.4. Finally, we summarize our findings in Section 4.6.

4.2 System Model

We consider a fully connected stationary WSN, where the sensors are randomly and uniformly distributed over the sensor field, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, which also portrays how the sensor nodes may join the WSN. Once a pending sensor node becomes capable of initiating a communication session with a sensor node in the network, we assume that the pending sensor node can also communicate with any other sensor node in the WSN. Furthermore, we also assume that a sensor node stores the distance information \(d_1, d_2, d_3, \ldots\) with respect to any other node in the WSN and any changes in the distance information is relayed to the control center, which maintains all the global knowledge concerning the WSN considered at the DN. A communication link can be established between nodes \(i\) and \(j\), when node \(i \in \{1, \ldots, V\}, (i \neq j)\) transmits at its optimum transmit power and node \(j \in \{1, \ldots, V\}\) receives a signal with a power higher than a predetermined threshold, where \(V\) denotes the number of nodes in the fully connected WSN. We consider a low threshold for guaranteeing that the WSN remains fully connected, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where each sensor is capable of communicating with any other sensor in the network. A fully connected WSN has an exponentially increased complexity upon increasing the number of nodes \(V\). Again, our goal is to study the behavior of our algorithms in a high-complexity fully connected WSN composed of a large number of distinct non-looping routes\(^2\). Note that the SN and

---

\(^2\)The term “non-looping route” defines the route with the dissimilar sensor nodes lying in, where one sensor node can only transmit once on the same route, i.e. SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – DN is non-looping, but SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – 1 – DN is looping, since node-1 repeats in the same route. The term “distinct route” indicates different routes having dissimilar sensor nodes in the same WSN. For example, suppose we can only generate SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – DN and SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – DN routes in the same WSN. Then, SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – DN and SN – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – DN are distinct routes, since the second route obtains node-4, which the first route does not have. Therefore, the term “distinct non-looping routes” indicates the routes with non-repeating or dissimilar sensor nodes within the same route and this route differs from another route due to its dissimilar
the destination node, which is termed as the DN in the rest of the chapter, are located at the opposite corners for ensuring that the geographic distance between the SN and the DN is the longest. The rest of the \((V - 2)\) nodes are randomly distributed according to the uniform distribution. Additionally, we assume that only the SN generates information to be transmitted to its neighboring nodes with the aid of a multi hop relaying scheme through to the DN. Therefore, apart from the SN, all nodes in the network act as a relay, which carries information to the DN, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. We note that the SN is also capable of directly transmitting to the DN, without the need of a relay node, due to the fully connected nature of the WSN.

Since we assume that only the SN generates information and all the other sensor nodes share a single frequency band, carrying data to the DN requires careful consideration due to the interference. Considering a fully connected network, the SN may have numerous alternative routes for delivering the data to the DN. However, relying on the constrained lifetime of the sensors, choosing the best-lifetime route plays a significant role in keeping the network operational, whilst efficiently utilizing the limited resources of the WSN. Owing to the full connectivity of the WSN, the data generated at the SN can be transmitted until the SN sensor nodes within the same WSN.
fully drains its battery. We assume that as long as at least one SN-DN route exists in the WSN and the battery of the SN is not fully drained, the data transmission from the SN to the DN continues. This process requires the addition of the computed RL values, until the source battery is fully drained. In our system model, at most one SN-DN route can be activated at a time for delivering data to the DN, i.e., we consider a unicast network, and each route is associated with a specific RL value calculated based on the optimization problem to be described in Section 4.3.1. Hence, the maximum RL pair is selected for the transmission of data to the DN. More explicitly, observe in Fig. 4.2 that there are five distinct non-looping routes, namely Route-1, Route-2, Route-3, Route-4 and Route-5. The term RL refers to the lifetime of any route based on the minimum lifetime of nodes forming part of that particular route, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Additionally, the NL is calculated by the summation of the longest RL values, until the SN’s battery is completely drained. For example, we start computing the lifetime of all the routes in the network and assuming that in the first iteration we obtain Route-1=1000 hours (hrs), Route-2=2000hrs, Route-3=3000hrs, Route-4=4000hrs, Route-5=5000hrs of RL values for each of those specific routes. During this iteration, Route-5 will be selected for the end-to-end transmission, since it is the highest RL value computed and hence using that particular route is beneficial for extending the duration of the network’s operation. Since our NL model is strictly constrained by the SN’s battery energy capacity, we have to check the battery level of the SN after each RL calculation and sum up the longest RL values computed after each iteration. Let us assume for a moment that after the first iteration we still conserved some energy in the SN’s battery, therefore the network is still capable of transmitting its information to the DN via alternative routes, which do not rely on the specific sensor node that ran out of battery. Hence, we compute the lifetime of all routes in the current WSN by avoiding the drained sensor node. Let us assume for example that node-1 was the one that completely drained its battery. Then, in the second iteration we assume that we have the following RL values: Route-1=2000hrs and Route-2=4000hrs, which requires Route-2 to be utilized for the next end-to-end transmission. At this stage, if there is no energy left in the SN’s battery, then the NL is defined by the summation of the RL values of Route-5 in the first iteration and of Route-2 in the second iteration, which results in (5000 + 4000 = 9000)hrs of NL.

4.2.1 Transmission Scheme

Again, in a fully connected WSN there are numerous alternative routes for the end-to-end transmission. However, selecting the highest-NL route for end-to-end transmission is crucial. Therefore, lifetime of every possible SN-DN route is considered as the RL, which is defined as the time instant at which the first node lying on a given route fully drains its battery. The specific route having the best RL is selected for the final end-to-end transmission, as explained in Fig. 4.2 of Section 4.2. Moreover, the battery-information of the sensor nodes actually utilized for the end-to-end transmission is updated. After each end-to-end trans-
The computation of the RL for each extracted route relies on the SPTS technique of [30] for modeling the periodic TS activation scheduling used, where we consider a distance of $T$ hops between the pairs of nodes, which are transmitting in the same time TS. The same TSs are reactivated after every $T$ TSs. Fig 4.4 illustrates the SPTS for $T = 3$, where \([n = 1, n = 2, n = 3, ..., n = N]\) describes each TS $n$ for a given $N$-TS TDMA frame per.
4.2.1. Transmission Scheme

![Figure 4.4: SPTS with time sharing parameters of $T = 3$ and $N = 3$ for $V = 10$ nodes.](image)

![Figure 4.5: TS-centric view of the SPTS for the 6-node route string-topology of Fig. 4.1, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, when $T = 3$ and $N = 3$.](image)

link and “+” denotes the active links. Therefore, a link $l$, spanning from node $i$ to node $j$, scheduled for TS $n$, is denoted by $(l_{i,j},n)$. For example, during the first TS ($n = 1$), the links $(l_{1,2},1)$, $(l_{4,5},1)$, $(l_{7,8},1)$ are activated for simultaneous transmissions, which only moderately interfere with each other and each link is activated only once during the whole TDMA frame. For the simplicity of our system model, we use $T = 3$ in our SPTS-aided interference-limited scenario and the total number of TSs per link frame is assumed to be $N = 3$ due to its low computational complexity. This means that each link can be scheduled for one of $N = 3$ TSs and in each TS the distance between the scheduled links has to be $T = 3$ hops. We assume that an ongoing transmission is capable of interfering with any other transmission in the extracted route, if they are scheduled during the same TS, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Naturally, the analysis presented here applies to any arbitrary $T$ value.

For the sake of simplicity, we provide two different illustrations of the same transmission scheme seen in Fig. 4.3, which allows the reader to readily observe which specific links are activated in a particular TS, giving us a TS-centric view, as illustrated in Fig 4.5 and which TSs are activated for a particular link, providing us with a link-centric view, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. More explicitly, we illustrate the TS-centric view of the SPTS strategy for the route illustrated in Fig. 4.3 in the context of the topology seen in Fig. 4.1, where we can observe how many links are activated per TS in Fig 4.5. Due to the periodic nature of the SPTS for $T = 3$, the third TS ($n = 3$) contains only a single active link for the 6-node scenario of Fig. 4.5. If a 7-node route were to be considered, another link would have appeared in the third TS obeying the $T = 3$ scheduling scheme, which can be clearly inferred from the 10-node scenario of Fig. 4.4.

As a further insight, we provide the link-centric view of the SPTS strategy in Fig. 4.6, so that we can clearly observe how many times a specific link is activated in each TS. Since this specific scenario is proposed for $N = 3$ TDMA frames and $T = 3$, observe in Fig. 4.6 each
4.2.2 Physical Layer

The sensor nodes of the fully connected WSN rely on using omni-directional antennas. This implies that a SN-DN route selection process takes place with the aid of omni-directional
communication. Once a route is selected, the communication is handed over to uni-directional links, because information can only flow from a SN to a DN along the selected route. Additionally, the nodes use half-duplex communications, where each node can either transmit or receive in the same TS. We note that the sensor nodes communicate via the same shared wireless channel. The channel gain of a link between the transmitter \( i \) and the receiver \( j \) is given by \( G_{i,j} = \frac{1}{d_{i,j}^m} \), which encapsulates the path loss, where the power diminishes with \( d_{i,j}^m \) as a function of the distance \( d_{i,j} \) between the transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( j \), with the path loss exponent denoted by \( m \). In addition, each node is capable of transmitting at an adjustable transmit power between the no-transmission state and the maximum affordable transmit power assigned to that node, given by \( 0 \leq P_{i,j,n} \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}} \). Each node has an initial battery capacity that cannot be exceeded by the total ED of the node.

The AWGN channel is defined by a certain propagation path-loss model and a fixed noise power at the receiver. The link quality is defined in terms of the SINR, which is denoted by \( \Gamma_l \) for the AWGN channel model and it is given by [181]

\[
\Gamma_{l,i,j,n} = \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{l' \neq l, i', j' \in \mathcal{L}_n} G'_{i',j'}P'_{i',j',n} + N_0}, \tag{4.1}
\]

for a specific link \( l \), where \( P_{i,j,n} \) denotes the transmit power of link \( l \) spanning from node \( i \) to node \( j \) in TS \( n \) and \( N_0 \) is the noise power at the receiver. Note that the SINR of each link in the extracted route cannot be lower than the target SINR \( \gamma \) given by \( \Gamma_{l,i,j,n} \geq \gamma, \forall n, l_{i,j} \in \mathcal{L}_n \), where \( l_{i,j} \) denotes the link between transmitter \( i \) and receiver \( j \), while \( \mathcal{L}_n \) is the set of links activated in the same TS \( n \). On the other hand, \( G'_{i',j'} \) denotes the channel gain of a link between the interfering node and the receiving node of the desired communication, while \( P'_{i',j',n} \) is the transmit power of the interfering link \( l \) spanning from node \( i' \) to node \( j' \) in TS \( n \), where \( i' \) is the transmitter and \( j' \) is the receiver of the link interfering with the desired communication.

In our system model, we rely on a BER-SINR LUT for characterizing the upper layers, which specifies the particular SINR value to be satisfied for the sake of maintaining a given target BER. Note that we consider the interference to be noise-like in the SINR calculation\(^3\). Upon knowing the SINR constraint and our deterministic path loss model, we can calculate the interference imposed on the intended receivers, depending on which TS is activated, as shown in Fig. 4.7, assuming that the actual communication occurs between the SN and node-1 during the first TS. Then, the interference power at the receiving node-1 can be expressed as \( \text{Int}_1 = G_{3,1}P_{3,4,1} = P_{3,4,1}/(d_2 + d_3)^m \) and the power received at node-1 can be formulated as \( \text{Act}_1 = G_{S,1}P_{S,1,1} = P_{S,1,1}/(d_1)^m \). Note that if we consider a fixed noise power at the receiver, then we can compute the SINR of link \( l_{S,1} \) during the first TS as:

\(^3\)Since in practice WSNs rarely encounter a single dominant interferer, the interference is typically constituted by the sum of several interfering components, which allows us to approximate the interference by noise.
In Eq. (4.2), only a single node interferes with node-1. However, in a scenario, where more than two links are activated during the same TS, we have to sum up the interferences imposed on the corresponding receiver node, along with the fixed noise power. Now Eq. (4.2) invoked for calculating the SINR of any link in any TS can be generalized for any given route as

\[ \Gamma_{l_{i,j},n} = \frac{G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j},n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, j' \in L_n} G_{i',j'}P_{l_{i',j'},n} + N_0}, \]  

(4.3)

which defines the quality of the corresponding link. Therefore, we set \( \Gamma_{l_{i,j},n} \geq \gamma \), which can be rewritten as follows,

\[ \gamma \cdot \left( \sum_{i' \neq i, j' \in L_n} G_{i',j'}P_{l_{i',j'},n} + N_0 \right) - G_{i,j}P_{l_{i,j},n} \leq 0. \]  

(4.4)

Let us consider a communication session taking place between node \( i \) and \( j \) separated by a distance of \( d_{i,j} \), where the BER of the link \( l_{i,j} \) is denoted by \( BER_{l_{i,j}} \). This error probability, plausibly depends on the SINR experienced at the receiver node \( j \) of the link \( l_{i,j} \), on the modulation scheme, on the channel coding and on the characteristics of the channel. Considering a multi hop scenario, consisting of more than one link, we can derive an expression for the E2EB defined by the BER accumulated along the route spanning from the SN to the DN given by [220,221],

\[ E_{2EB_{route}} = 1 - \prod_{l=1}^{V-1} (1 - BER_l), \]  

(4.5)

where \( BER_l \) is a function of the SINR \( (BER_l = f_{MCS}[SINR_l]) \), which can be fetched from the LUT selected for the specific MCS employed and \( (V - 1) \) is the number of links along the route. In this contribution, we consider an uncoded BPSK modulated system and a 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded as well as soft-decoded QPSK scheme communicating over an AWGN channel. We can compute the NL of any of the different MCSs by relying on their BER-SINR LUT for the system considered. Note that since we can estimate the BER at the relay nodes, we invoke a DF scheme in our scenarios, where we neglect the ED of the coding and decoding operations. At the DN, all ED is ignored, since we assume that the DN is plugged into the mains power source. The BER-SINR relationship of the system model considered for transmission over the AWGN can be observed in Fig. 4.8, where for SINRs
in excess of 4\,dB, CC soft QPSK outperforms both CC hard QPSK and uncoded BPSK. Moreover, to guarantee a BER of $10^{-2}$ or lower, CC soft QPSK requires the lowest SINR, which is the most energy-efficient MCS amongst our MCSs considered. The CC hard QPSK is the second most energy-efficient MCS. Therefore, we also expect to see a similar pattern in terms of the NL for the system model considered, which will indeed be confirmed by the results of Section 4.4.

4.2.3 Lifetime Model

In our model, we consider a novel two-stage lifetime evaluation process, as exemplified by a simplified scenario in Fig. 4.2 of Section 4.2. The first stage is related to the RL, which is based on the maximization of the minimum node lifetime given by $T_R = \min_{i \neq DN, i \in V} T_i$, where $T_i$ denotes the lifetime of node $i$ lying on the route $R$. This lifetime definition is realistic, especially if the failure of any node in the route disconnects the SN and the DN. More explicitly, in a route, where the information generated at the SN has to be relayed to the DN via multiple hops, this NL definition is feasible, since a node in the route cannot communicate with the node that is two hops away.

The second stage of the lifetime computation is strictly dependent on the RL computation of the first stage, where each computed maximum RL is summed up, until the SN battery is fully depleted. More explicitly, the best route associated with each maximum RL computation is relied upon for the end-to-end transmission and the sensor nodes lying on those best routes are updated with the remaining battery-levels for the next RL computation. Each maximum RL is summed up in order to calculate the NL, until the SN battery is fully

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{BER versus SINR performance of the MCSs considered for an AWGN channel.}
\end{figure}
depleted. Since our only concern is that of carrying the SN’s information to the DN with the aid of alternative routes, the NL is strictly dependent on the SN’s battery level. Therefore, until the SN fully depletes its battery, the maximum RL values are added for calculating the NL in the second stage, as exemplified in Fig. 4.2 of Section 4.2. Note finally that there are also other alternative NL definitions, which were discussed in Section 1.1.

4.3 Problem Formulation

Our NL maximization problem is divided into two stages. The first stage considers the formulation of the system model described in the context of the route extracted, which forms a string topology, followed by the selection of the best RL-aware route. The second stage includes the specific design of the algorithm conceived for maximizing the NL by summing up the RL values, until the SN battery becomes entirely depleted in the WSN considered. We detail the RL computation in Section 4.3.1, followed by the maximum NL computation in Section 4.3.2, where the complexity of a fully connected WSN is also characterized as a function of \( V \). Furthermore, we study the details of both the ESA and SOGA of Section 4.3.2 followed by the run-time simulation analysis of both algorithms in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Route Lifetime Computation

Let us first discuss the problem formulation regarding the routes extracted, which are the SN-DN routes obtained from the fully connected WSN illustrated in Fig. 4.1, for a given number of nodes per network. Having discussed the system model in Section 4.2, we focused our attention on the general optimization problem formulation for the first stage of maximizing the NL in (4.6) subject to the constraints of (4.7)–(4.9) as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad T_R \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \Gamma_{i,j,n} \geq \gamma, \quad \forall n, l_{i,j} \in \mathcal{L}_n, \quad (4.7) \\
& \quad T_R \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{l \in \Omega(i) \cap \mathcal{L}_n} \left( (1 + (1 - \alpha)) \cdot P_{i,j,n} + P_{sp} \right) \right) \leq E_i, \quad \forall i, \quad (4.8) \\
& \quad 0 \leq P_{i,j,n} \leq (P_i)_{\text{max}}, \quad \forall n, i, l_{i,j} \in \mathcal{L}_n. \quad (4.9)
\end{align*}
\]

We maximize \( T_R \) in (4.6) in order to maximize the minimum lifetime of nodes lying on the route extracted, while obeying the constraints mentioned in our system model. For example, (4.4) formulates the link quality, given the relationship between the attainable rate, the signal power and the interference imposed as well as the noise power encountered at the receiver, which can be associated with the QoS. Therefore, (4.7) may be formulated
as a constraint to be satisfied for guaranteeing the QoS at a specific predetermined target SINR value. Additionally, each sensor node relies on limited batteries, which cannot be replenished. Therefore, the ED of a single sensor cannot exceed its initial battery charge level \( \mathcal{E}_i \), which can be readily written as \( \sum_{u_i} f_{ED}(x_{u_i}) \leq \mathcal{E}_i \), where \( u_i = \{1, \ldots, U\} \) characterizes the sensor operations imposing a specific ED and \( f_{ED}(x) \) is the ED function. We assume that any operation other than the transmission of information across the network incurs a negligible ED. Therefore, the signal processing power dissipation \( P_{sp} \) is set to 0 and \( u_i \) can be set to 1, since the transmit power is the only reason for dissipating energy in the sensor. Then, \( f_{ED}(x) \) can be characterized by (4.8), representing how the initial battery energy is dissipated as a function of both the system parameters and of the transmit power \( P_{l_{i,j}} \), where \( \alpha \) denotes the power amplifier’s efficiency and \( N \) corresponds to the total number of TSs per link, \( n = \{1, \ldots, N\} \).

For simplicity, in our scenarios we consider \( N = 3 \). For example, for the topology defined in Fig. 4.5, links \( l_{S,1} \) and \( l_{3,4} \) are activated in the first TS \( (n = 1) \), links \( l_{1,2} \) and \( l_{4,D} \) are activated in the second TS \( (n = 2) \), and link \( l_{2,3} \) is activated in the third TS \( (n = 3) \). Moreover, (4.9) indicates that the transmit power can be adjusted to the no-transmission state of \( P_{l_{i,j}} = 0 \) or to the maximum affordable transmit power at any sensor \( P_{l_{i,j}} = (P_i)_{max} \) or to any value between 0 and \( (P_i)_{max} \), depending on the SPTS parameter of \( T = 3 \) and on the other optimization variables. Explicitly, the variables of the optimization problem are the RL \( T_R \) and the transmit power \( P_{l_{i,j,n}} \) of the link spanning from sensor node \( i \) to node \( j \) in TS \( n \). It is clear that (4.6)–(4.9) is non-convex owing to their reliance of the product of two optimization variables, which is generally non-convex [129].

We can readily transform the non-convex\(^4\) NL maximization problem into a convex\(^5\) one by minimizing the reciprocal of the RL, which is formulated as \( z = \frac{1}{T_R} \) in (4.10) by using a change of variable in order to avoid the product of the two variables. In fact, the optimization problem is converted into a linear programming problem, which is also a special case of convex optimization problems. Note that \( T_R \) cannot be zero in the reciprocal domain, since the SN has a battery capacity of \( \mathcal{E}_i > 0 \) and a positive lifetime, implying that the SN definitely transmits information for a non-zero amount of time. This is also applicable to any other sensor nodes in the WSN considered. Additionally, Eq. (4.7) is rearranged into (4.11). Most importantly, the optimization variables contained in the product are appropriately separated so that (4.8) becomes linear in (4.12), which is a special case of convex problems, where \( l \in \mathcal{O}(i) \) represents the transmit link of node \( i \). Furthermore, \( \{i : i \in \mathcal{O}^{-1}(l), l \in \mathcal{L}_n\} \) in (4.11) represents the set of nodes, which the transmit links are connected to and that are activated in the same TS.

\(^4\)Non-convex optimization problems may have local optimal points. However, these local optimal points mostly will not be the global optimal solutions. Additionally, proving that there is no feasible solution can be time consuming and is not guaranteed.

\(^5\)Convex optimization problems can only have one global optimal solution and one can easily prove if there is no feasible solution to the convex problem.
We compute the maximum RL of the routes obtained from the fully connected WSN using the dual simplex method of the CPLEX library[90], which is a powerful solution method conceived for linear programming problems, as a special case of convex problems. Therefore, the first phase of the NL maximization problem is based on the computation of the RL and on the selection of the best RL-aware route. Generally speaking, based on the transmission scheme proposed in Section 4.2.1, we maximize the NL of an arbitrarily created and uniformly distributed WSN composed of $V$ nodes, where the SN and the DN have their positions fixed at the opposite corners of the sensor field, while the nodes lying on a route adjust their transmit powers for a predetermined target SINR $\gamma$ for guaranteeing at least the minimum signal quality required for each link, until the NL of the WSN is exhausted due to the depleted SN battery.

4.3.2 Maximum Network Lifetime

In this section, we propose a pair of algorithms for maximizing the NL of our fully connected WSNs. The first technique considered is the so-called ESA, which searches for all the possible distinct routes in the given network. The second algorithm, which we refer to as the SOGA, intelligently searches through a fraction of the potentially excessive solution space for finding the optimum at a low complexity. The general structure of our algorithms can be seen in Fig. 4.9, where each algorithm starts with a fully connected network-creation. Then, beneficial route discovery and route evaluation processes are provided by the proposed algorithms. The route information obtained is utilized for RL computation for each route selection scheme. Since the NL is strictly dependent on the SN, the battery level of the SN is updated by both algorithms. Having a large number of nodes in a fully connected network leads to an exponential increase of the number of routes, which imposes an exponentially increasing complexity. Therefore, we first provide the complexity analysis of the fully connected network before describing our proposed algorithms.
4.3.2.1 Fully Connected WSN and Complexity Analysis

Short-range densely deployed sensor networks can be used for numerous realistic applications [2, 3], where any sensor between the SN and DN may act as a relay to forward the information of the SN. For example, in battle fields non-rechargeable sensors can be densely deployed for maintaining the lowest battery consumption and for keeping the network operative as long as possible. Another example of densely deployed short-range networks can be found in a football stadium, where each person carries a sensor for health and security reasons. Finally, earthquake monitoring requires a dense sensor deployment for measuring the backscattered wave fields [222]. Therefore, all of these applications may necessitate communication of a node with any other node in the network, which leads to a fully connected WSN. More explicitly, a WSN associated with numerous communication links can be represented by a tractable fully connected WSN. However, the complexity is an important issue in fully connected networks, since the number of distinct non-looping routes increases exponentially upon increasing $V$. The term “distinct non-looping routes” indicates the routes associated with distinct sensor nodes within the same route and this route differs from any other route due to its unique sensor nodes within the same WSN. The total number of distinct and non-looping routes is given by

$$R_V = \sum_{h=0}^{V-2} \frac{(V-2)!}{(V-2-h)!},$$

which is basically the aggregation of all the route permutations for each route having $(h+1)$ links or hops, given the total number of $V$ nodes in the network. As an example, we provide the route permutations of a 4-node fully connected WSN in Fig. 4.10, where Eq. (4.14) constructed for a scenario associated with $V = 4$ leads to:
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**Figure 4.10:** An example of distinct route permutations for a 4-node fully connected WSN.

\[
R_{V=4} = \sum_{h=0}^{4-2} \frac{(4-2-h)!}{2!} = \sum_{h=0}^{2} \frac{2!}{(2-h)!} = \frac{2}{(2-0)!} + \frac{2}{(2-1)!} + \frac{2}{(2-2)!} = 1 + 2 + 2 = 5, \tag{4.15}
\]

which can also be verified with the aid of Fig. 4.10. It is clear from the equation that the permutation is calculated in a hop-by-hop manner. We know that the values of 0, 1 and 2 are denoted by \(h\) in the denominator of \(\frac{2!}{(2-0)!}, \frac{2!}{(2-1)!}, \frac{2!}{(2-2)!}\) and \((h + 1)\), i.e. 1, 2 and 3, represents the number of hops. Therefore, Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) indicate that \(\{1, 2, 2\}\) number of distinct route permutations are calculated for the corresponding number of hops \(\{1, 2, 3\}\), respectively. This can also be confirmed using Fig. 4.10, which is illustrated by the blue solid lines for the 3-hop, by the red dotted lines for the 2-hop, by the green dashed line for the 1-hop communication scenarios, respectively. It is observed that there are two 3-hop, two 2-hop and one 1-hop distinct routes, which is summed up to 5, as seen in Eq. (4.15) using Fig. 4.10. Naturally, we can also say that any route constructed for a given network can have a maximum of \((V - 1)\) hops starting from 1-hop communication.

We provide Table 4.2 for \(V\) nodes as a reference for evaluating the associated complexity trade-offs, representing how the total number of distinct non-looping routes changes as a function of the number of nodes using (4.14). Table 4.2 also portrays that the complexity increases exponentially as a function of \(V\). Since we quantify the complexity of the algorithms in terms of the total number of function calls to the RL evaluation, i.e. by the number of CFEs, the complexity is linearly proportional to the number of distinct non-looping routes.

### 4.3.2.2 Exhaustive Search Algorithm

Algorithm 4.1 shows the ESA used for maximizing the NL, which can be summarized as follows;
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V )</th>
<th>Number of distinct non-looping routes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>109,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>( 1.6927 \times 10^{10} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>( 1.7403 \times 10^{16} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Total number of distinct non-looping routes as a function of \( V \).

• We initialize the parameters in the “input” section of Algorithm 4.1 for \( V \), such as the target SINR \( \gamma \), number of trials \( \tau \) and the initial battery capacity \( E_i \) of each sensor. Note that the SN is always considered to be the first node and the DN is always set as the last node. Let us assume that a fully connected WSN is composed of 10 sensor nodes. Then the SN has the unique identifier of 0, while the DN has the unique index of 9.

• Then, a fully connected network conceived for a given number of \( V \) nodes is created at line 3 of Algorithm 4.1. We consider a single SN, which is fixed at a coordinate of \((0, 0)\), and a single DN is located at the coordinate of \((x_{\text{max}}, y_{\text{max}})\), where \((x_{\text{max}} \times y_{\text{max}})m^2\) describes the size of the sensor field, guaranteeing that SN and DN are far apart having the longest distance in between. All the other sensors are stationary and randomly distributed according to a uniform distribution. Therefore, the distance of a node from any other node in the network can be readily recorded with the aid of a distance matrix. This scenario may correspond to a network illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where the Euclidean distance between the SN and the DN is given by \( d_{S,D} = \sqrt{(x_{\text{max}})^2 + (y_{\text{max}})^2} \), which coincides with the diagonal of the sensor field. We rely on the same distance matrix, until we compute the accumulated NL. More explicitly, since the WSN considered is stationary, once the network is created, the distances of all sensors are fixed for a given NL computation.

• The SN can transmit the information to the DN along with all possible distinct routes given by Eq. (4.14). Therefore, all possible SN-DN routes, which can be seen from Table. 4.2 for \( V \) number of nodes, are passed on to an optimization function, one at a time. On line 8, the optimization function, namely the so-called dual-simplex, computes the RL according to (4.10)–(4.13). Each route associated with a different number of hops in the fully connected network is automatically and appropriately arranged according to its scheduling matrix for RL computation. For example, the active links are determined for each TS \( n \) corresponding to the SPTS parameter \( T \), discussed in Section 4.2.1, so
Algorithm 4.1 ESA for maximizing the NL based on the battery level of the SN

Input: $\gamma$ (target SINR)  
$\tau$ (number of trials)  
$E_{\text{init}}$ (initial battery of each sensor in the WSN)  
$V$ (number of nodes)  
$\kappa$ (total number of RSS, while $i$ indicates each of the RSS)  
$T_{\text{net}}$ (network lifetime)

1: for $i$ from 0 until $\kappa$ do 
2:   for $j$ from 1 until $\tau$ do 
3:      $d_{\text{all}} \leftarrow$ Get distance matrix using coordinates of sensors lying on $(x_{\text{max}} \times y_{\text{max}})^2$  
4:      $T_{\text{net}} = 0 \leftarrow$ Set initial value of NL to zero per created network  
5:      $R \leftarrow$ Discover all possible non-looping routes using (4.14) 
6:      function $\text{ESA}(E_{\text{init}}, T_{\text{net}}, \gamma)$ 
7:         dual-simplex($R, d_{\text{all}}, E_{\text{init}}, \gamma$) → Pass $R$ to the dual-simplex function 
8:      if infeasible 
9:         eliminate $R_{\text{infeasible}}$ 
10:      else 
11:         $T_R \leftarrow$ Return the route lifetime of $R$ 
12:         $E_R \leftarrow$ Return the energy usage per node of $R$ 
13:         $P_R \leftarrow$ Return the transmit power per link of $R$ 
14:      end if 
15:   end for 
16:   $T_R \leftarrow$ Obtain maximum $T_R$ 
17:   $R_{\text{best}} \leftarrow$ Reserve the best RL aware routes with $T_R$  
18:   do while $\mathcal{E}_{SN} > 0 \leftarrow$ NL strictly depends on the SN battery level 
19:      $T_{\text{net}} = T_{\text{net}} + T_R \leftarrow$ Accumulate each RL value for building the NL 
20:      $R_{\text{best}} \leftarrow$ Select the best route using RSS, from $R_{\text{best}}$ for end-to-end transmission 
21:      $R_{\text{final}} \leftarrow$ Copy $R_{\text{best}}$ to a final array for each iteration of RL. 
22:      Update the batteries of all sensors with $E_{R_{\text{best}}}$ to obtain $E_{\text{residual}}$ 
23:      return $\text{ESA}(E_{\text{residual}}, T_{\text{net}}, \gamma)$ 
24:   end do 
25:   return each $T_{\text{net}}$ to an array for averaging NL $\tau$ times for given RSS 
26:   $h_{R_{\text{final}}} \leftarrow$ size($R_{\text{final}}$) Gather the hop length of each final route 
27:   $\text{SNR}_{\text{link}} \leftarrow$ Compute SINR of each link using (4.11) of $\gamma$ for $R_{\text{final}}$ with $P_{R_{\text{final}}}$ 
28:   $\text{BER}_{\text{link}} \leftarrow$ Obtain $\text{BER}_{\text{link}}$ of $\text{SNR}_{\text{link}}$ with the aid of LUT for considered MCSs 
29:   $\text{E2EB}_{\text{final}} \leftarrow$ Compute E2EB of each final route using (4.5) of $\text{BER}_{\text{link}}$ with $h_{R_{\text{final}}}$ 
30:   $\text{E2EB}_{\text{worst-case}} \leftarrow$ Attain the highest $\text{E2EB}$ of $R_{\text{final}}$ 
31:   return each $\text{E2EB}_{\text{worst-case}}$ to an array for averaging $\text{E2EB}$ $\tau$ times for given RSS 
32: end for 
33: end for 
34: return averaged $T_{\text{net}}$ and worst case $\text{E2EB}$ over $\tau$ trials for each RSS

that we are capable of identifying the interfering nodes and their gain matrices $G_{i,j}$ in the same TS to compute the interference terms, as shown in (4.2). Since our objective is to maximize the RL for all possible routes identified by the ESA, each optimization function call returns a RL value as its output, as indicated in Algorithm 4.1 on line 12. This implies that we obtain RL values for all the distinct routes in the fully connected WSN considered.

- Then, we choose the route associated with the highest RL on line 17. Additionally, since there may be more than one route having the same maximum RL value, we have introduced the RSSs. Four different RSSs are introduced for their appropriate employment
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in different application scenarios. The first one is based on the total energy usage of
the routes having the maximum RL. We basically select the specific route having the
least total ED. In the second RSS, the route associated with the least number of hops is
chosen, since here we assume that each sensor incurs a delay of a single time unit due
to queuing delays both at the SN and intermediate nodes. The third RSS relies on the
SN battery level. The route associated with the largest remaining SN battery is selected.
The last RSS is based on a random route selection strategy. A random route is selected
amongst all the routes having the maximum RL value. Note that the selection process
exclusively relies on the specific routes having the maximum RL value. Therefore, we
expect the NL results of these various RSSs to be similar, which will indeed be confirmed
in Section 4.4. For each of the RSS, we run \( \tau \) number of trials for averaging the NL
results, as indicated on line 25 of Algorithm 4.1. Moreover, for convenience we term the
four route selection schemes mentioned above as RSS-LTED, RSS-LNOH, RSS-LRBAT
and RSS-RANR, respectively.

• The best selected RL route, based on its RSS, is used for the end-to-end transmission
as indicated on line 20 of Algorithm 4.1. Let us refer to this end-to-end transmission
as the “transmission phase”. Therefore, a single evaluation of the best RL-aware route
indicates that a transmission phase will take place over the reference route, which is the
best RL-aware route. During the transmission phase, the battery level of the sensor nodes
utilized during this transmission is reduced. Therefore, on line 22 of Algorithm 4.1, those
battery levels have to be updated relying on their appropriately adjusted transmit power
conforming to (4.10)–(4.13), respectively. Since we consider a scenario, where the NL is
strictly dependent on the SN battery level considered on line 18 of Algorithm 4.1, the
SN battery level has to be checked after every transmission phase. If the SN battery
is not fully depleted, the ESA continues searching for the next best RL-aware route in
the fully connected WSN with its residual (updated) batteries, commencing from the
previous transmission phase. Basically, if there is sufficient battery charge at the SN,
Algorithm 4.1 recursively searches for the next best route in the next iteration on line 23.
If the SN battery is fully depleted, then the NL is determined by the summation of the
maximum RL values gleaned from the previous iterative transmission phases, as indicated
on line 19 of Algorithm 4.1. Note that each NL computation may require a few iterations
of the RL-aware route computation or transmission phase, depending on the SN battery
status after each iterative transmission phase.

• Since we know what the best RL-aware routes are from the various iterations of this
specific transmission phase, on line 29 of Algorithm 4.1 we can invoke (4.5) for the E2EB
calculation of the best RL-aware routes. Note that we assume the best RL-aware routes
are indeed reserved by the SN after each transmission phase, as indicated on line 20 and 21
of Algorithm 4.1. We aim for finding the highest E2EB in the network to determine the
upper bound of the BER in our WSN. Therefore, the route associated with the largest
E2EB amongst the best RL routes is utilized on line 30 of Algorithm 4.1. More explicitly,
the best RL-aware routes possibly carry the highest E2EB, because these routes are the most power-efficient routes, since the only objective of the optimization problem is to maximize the NL, while maintaining a required QoS. Therefore, finding the highest E2EB amongst these best RL-aware routes is adequate for determining the upper bound of the E2EB in the WSN considered. Additionally, Eq. (4.11) guarantees maintaining the required signal quality of each link, which has to maintain the predefined target SINR. However, in our results we will confirm that each link attains the exact target SINR values, so that the transmit power per link can be minimized. Minimizing the transmit power can only be achieved by keeping the SINR per link as close as possible to the target SINR, which is given by the Eq. (4.11) and shown on line 27 of Algorithm 4.1. Therefore, it is demonstrated on line 28 of Algorithm 4.1 that the BER per link can be obtained from the LUT of the corresponding SINR, which can then be utilized for the E2EB computation using (4.5). Therefore, we conclude that for a given MCS and for a specific target SINR per link, the E2EB can be readily determined using (4.5) along the best RL routes and the route associated with the largest E2EB is used as the upper bound of the BER for the WSN considered, which describes the worst-case E2EB performance of the network, as indicated on line 30 of Algorithm 4.1.

4.3.2.3 Run-time Example of the ESA

We consider a 6-node fully connected network, where the SN has the unique identifier of 0 and the DN has the unique index of 5. In order to exemplify the NL computation, we select a target SINR of $\gamma = 0$ dB, where the discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) [223] capacity of QPSK is about 0.5 bit/symbol. The battery capacity per sensor is initialized to 5000 Joule. This simulation example only covers a single trial\(^6\) ($\tau = 1$) of the NL computation for a path loss exponent of $m = 3$ and for the system model considered in Section 4.2.

The size of the sensor field is given by $40 \times 40m^2$, where the sensors are randomly and uniformly deployed over the sensor field. However, the SN is fixed at a coordinate of $(0, 0)$, while the DN is placed at the other corner of the sensor field associated with the coordinate of $(40, 40)$. Therefore, the distance between the SN and the DN corresponds to the largest possible distance in the network, which is approximately $d_{SN,DN} \approx 56.57m$, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11.

We can readily observe from Table 4.2 that the SN has 65 alternative routes for transmitting its data to the DN for $V = 6$. Therefore, the ESA looks for all those possible routes and computes their RL by passing the route information to the optimization function. For this specific scenario, the symmetric distance matrix of the fully connected WSN seen in

\(^6\)A NL computation trial may be constituted by several RL computation iterations.
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![Diagram of a fully connected WSN consisting of 6 nodes](image)

**Figure 4.11**: Example of a fully connected WSN consisting of 6 nodes (not to scale).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nodes $i \backslash j$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>41.87</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>56.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>47.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>41.87</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>19.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.67</td>
<td>16.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>33.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>56.57</td>
<td>47.54</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3**: Distance matrix $d_{i,j}$ of a 6-node fully connected WSN.

Fig. 4.11 can be exported, as observed in Table 4.3, where we can look up all the distance information of any relevant sensor node. For the sake of clarity, we present the distance conversion matrix (DCM) of a single actual route $R_{act} = [0 - 4 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5]$ out of the 65 possible routes. For the sake of computing the RL in dual-simplex optimization function, arranging the corresponding matrix elements of the distance and $G_{i,j}$ of the WSN is one of the challenging parts of the problem due to the presence of the interference terms.
Therefore, in our approach we utilize the DCM, where each sensor along the route having a unique identifier is reordered. Let us clarify this with the aid of an example by referencing it to the original distance matrix of Table 4.3. Firstly, a distance matrix is extracted from Table 4.3, which is only specified for the route $R_{act}$. In the mean time, the actual route $R_{act}$ associated with the actual distance matrix $d_{act}$ in Table 4.4 is converted to the ordered route $R_{ord} = [0 − 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 − 5]$ having the distance $d_{ord}$ in Table 4.5. This approach provides us with the converted route $R_{ord}$ along with the actual distance matrix $d_{act}$ of the route $R_{act}$. The ordered route $R_{ord}$ exploits the simplified indices of the corresponding sensors, while reserving the required distance values of the actual route $R_{act}$. Basically, each time when a route $R_{act}$ is passed to the optimization function, its distance information is assigned to the converted route $R_{ord}$. Note that the reordered routes can be in the range of \{0 − 1, 0 − 1 − 2, 0 − 1 − 2 − 3,...,0 − 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 6 − 7,...\}, depending on the size of the actual route $R_{act}$. Additionally, a zero is placed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, if there are no direct communication links between the nodes lying on the route.

Then, we estimate the gain matrix seen in Table 4.6 of the reordered route using the distance matrix of Table 4.5, which is calculated using $G_{i,j} = 1/d_{i,j}^m$, as discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Moreover, given the gain matrix of Table 4.6, the optimization function handles (FHs) are automatically created by the optimization tool, namely the dual simplex function of the CPLEX library[90], by exploiting the specific relationship between the optimization variables in order to obtain the optimal values of the transmit power and the RL, as shown in Table 4.7. Note that optimization FHs are constituted by the mathematical expressions describing the relationship between the optimization variables, where each part of the optimization problem and its constraint is transformed so that they can be readily interpreted and solved by the optimization function. We exemplify the optimization FHs of our optimization problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nodes $i \setminus j$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Distance matrix $d_{act}$ of $R_{act}$ including the distance information of the interferers extracted from $d_{i,j}$. 
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#### Table 4.5: Distance matrix $d_{ord}$ of $R_{ord}$, including the distance information of interferers converted from $d_{act}$ using DCM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nodes $i \setminus j$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

considered in (4.10)–(4.11), where the OF and the constraint functions are transformed into a series of mathematical expressions, as illustrated in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Additionally, we can follow the link-centric view of Fig. 4.6 or the TS-centric view of Fig. 4.5 for a clear understanding of the variable relationships for Table 4.7, which is obtained by using Eq. (4.11). For example, only the specific link spanning from node $i = 2$ to node $j = 3$ in TS $n = 3$ denoted by $(l_{2,3}, 3)$ is activated in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, link $(l_{2,3}, 3)$ in Table 4.7 contains only the desired transmission, since there is no interfering node. We note that the FHs of Tables 4.7 and 4.9 are taken from our run-time simulation outputs. Thus, let us confirm under the target SINR constraint of link $(l_{1,2}, 2)$, whether the optimization FHs are correctly obtained from our run-time simulation trial for the corresponding elements taken from Table 4.6.

Hence, here we commence by deriving the expected FH of the target SINR constraint for the link $l_{1,2}, 2$ by following Fig. 4.6, where both link $l_{1,2}$ as well as link $l_{4,D}$ are activated in TS $n = 2$, nothing that node $i' = 4$ interferes with node $i = 2$. Therefore, the constraint

#### Table 4.6: Gain matrix $G_{i,j}$ of the route $R_{ord}$, which is transformed from $R_{act}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i \setminus j$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$9.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$9.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Target SINR constraint FHs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$l_{i,j,n}$</th>
<th>Target SINR constraint FHs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_{0,1,1}$</td>
<td>$[-7.56 \times 10^{-5} \times q(1) + \gamma \times 2.12 \times 10^{-5} \times q(4)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{1,2,2}$</td>
<td>$[-1.61 \times 10^{-4} \times q(2) + \gamma \times 2.72 \times 10^{-5} \times q(5)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{2,3,3}$</td>
<td>$[-2.73 \times 10^{-5} \times q(3)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{3,4,1}$</td>
<td>$[-9.21 \times 10^{-3} \times q(4) + \gamma \times 1.33 \times 10^{-5} \times q(1)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{4,5,2}$</td>
<td>$[-2.26 \times 10^{-4} \times q(5) + \gamma \times 1.28 \times 10^{-5} \times q(2)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Optimization FH of the target SINR considering Eq. (4.11), when $V = 6$, $T = 3$ and $N = 3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{0,1,1}$</th>
<th>$P_{1,2,2}$</th>
<th>$P_{2,3,3}$</th>
<th>$P_{3,4,1}$</th>
<th>$P_{4,5,2}$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q(1)$</td>
<td>$q(2)$</td>
<td>$q(3)$</td>
<td>$q(4)$</td>
<td>$q(5)$</td>
<td>$q(6)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Transmit power and the corresponding reciprocal of the RL variables, which are denoted by the optimization variable vector $q$.

for link $l_{1,2}$ and TS $n = 2$ inferred from Eq. (4.11) is given by $-G_{1,2} \times P_{1,2,2} + \gamma \times G_{4,2} \times P_{4,D,2} \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$ in conjunction with $\gamma = 10^{0.1 \times \text{SINR} \text{(dB)}}$, where SINR = 0 dB is considered for this specific scenario. By substituting in the corresponding elements from Table 4.6, we arrive at $-1.61 \times 10^{-4} \times P_{1,2,2} + 1 \times 2.72 \times 10^{-5} \times P_{4,D,2} \leq -(1 \times N_0)$, where we have $P_{1,2,2} = q(2)$ and $P_{4,D,2} = q(5)$ from Table 4.8, and $q$ is the vector of the corresponding transmit power $P_{l_{i,j,n}}$ and $z$ variables, which is denoted by the set of $q = \{P_{l_{i,j,n}}, z\}$ for $\{q \in \mathbb{R} : 0 \leq q \leq \infty\}$, since the unique identifier of the SN is 0 and of the DN is 5, as illustrated in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The final version of the constraint becomes $[-1.61 \times 10^{-4} \times q(2) + \gamma \times 2.72 \times 10^{-5} \times q(5)] \leq -(\gamma \times N_0)$, which is the value of link $(l_{1,2}, 2)$ in Table 4.7. Note again that the transmit power variables are linked to their corresponding variables of $q$ in the optimization FHs of Table 4.7. For convenience, we provide the corresponding variable relationships in Table 4.8. To sum up, using the set of mathematical expressions in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, we can find the optimal solutions for the variables of our original optimization problem.

Furthermore, we provide the FHs of the ED constraints as well as maximum transmit power constraints for the parameters considered in Section 4.3.2.3. Note that we aim for minimizing the reciprocal of the RL $z$, which is the main objective function of our optimization problem and corresponds to $q(6)$. The constraint FHs required for minimizing $z = q(6)$ provided in Tables 4.7 and 4.9 must be satisfied at all time for $V = 6$, $T = 3$, $N = 3$ and for the other parameters of this particular scenario. Having discussed the ESA, let us now move on to
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#### 4.3.2.4 NL Computation and Battery State Update

In the first step of the NL computation, the ESA searches for the best RL-aware routes. For the 6-node fully connected scenario of Fig. 4.11, ESA finds four different routes having the same maximum RL. These four routes of Fig. 4.11 are $[0-1-2-5]$, $[0-1-2-3-5]$, $[0-4-1-2-5]$, $[0-4-1-2-3-5]$ with a RL of 81.292.4 hours (hrs) for a predefined target SINR value of $\gamma = 0$ dB, as evaluated by the optimization tool. To further elaborate on this specific example, we consider a target SINR value of $\gamma = 0$ dB. However, this can be extended for any of the target SINR values of $\gamma = \{0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, ..., 9, 9.5, 10\}$ dB. In Section 4.3.2.2, we introduced four RSSs to deal with the route selection process, which we referred to as RSS-LTED, RSS-LNOH, RSS-LRBAT and RSS-RANR. However, for this specific example we will only consider RSS-LTED, which reserves the route associated with the least total ED. Therefore, we can identify the best RL-aware route by checking the total ED of each route.

From Table 4.10, we can observe 3 iterations (iters) of the RL computation, which constitutes one trial NL computation for the $V = 6$-node fully connected WSN. Each iteration of the RL computation evaluates how much of the SN battery (initialized to 5000J) has been dissipated by the route that is selected as the best RL-aware route after each iteration. For example, route $[0-1-2-3-5]$ is selected with the aid of RSS-LTED, since it consumes a total of 5733J energy, which is the least amount of ED among all the routes. Moreover, since the NL is strictly dependent on the level of the SN battery, the remaining battery (RBAT)
of the SN after each iteration of the RL computation is provided in Table 4.10. During the first iteration, 112J of energy is utilized at the SN, while in the second iteration, an amount of 1731J is depleted from the SN, which had an instantaneous RBAT of 4887J. The RBAT of the SN is reduced to 3155J. Finally, in the third iteration an amount of 3155J energy is consumed from the RBAT of 3155J. Since there is no more energy left in the SN battery, the information cannot be generated and transmitted to the DN. Therefore, the network becomes inoperative and hence the NL is determined and accumulated to arrive at $81,292 + 77,985 + 25,595 \approx 184,873\text{hrs}$ after terminating the RL computation. Note that a single trial of the NL computation may be composed of a few iterations of the RL computations and it is not fixed to three iterations. It can vary depending on how much energy is utilized at the SN after each RL computation.

To elaborate further on how the sensor batteries are depleted after each iteration using the best route shown in Table 4.10, in Table 4.11 we provide the battery states for all sensors lying in the best route. We consider three states for the battery of sensor nodes lying on the best route. The “After” and “Before” states represent the level of all the sensor batteries in the network, except for the DN. The “Used” state represents the amount of battery dissipation for the sensors lying on the best route utilized for the end-to-end transmission. Recall that node-0 is the SN and node-5 is the DN in Fig. 4.11. Since we assume that the ED at the DN is unimportant, because it is plugged into the mains power supply, the DN is removed from the battery charge update list. Therefore, only the first 5 nodes of the 6-node fully connected WSN of Fig. 4.11 is reserved for the battery charge update list. For example, each battery of the sensor nodes, in the order of $[0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4]$ is initialized with $[5000 - 5000 - 5000 - 5000 - 5000]$ Joules battery capacity, respectively and these nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>$[0 - 1 - 2 - 5]$</td>
<td>6163</td>
<td>81,292</td>
<td>$[0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>4887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$[0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>5733</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$[0 - 4 - 1 - 2 - 5]$</td>
<td>9131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$[0 - 4 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>8444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>$[0 - 4 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>7310</td>
<td>77,985</td>
<td>$[0 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 5]$</td>
<td>3155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$[0 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 5]$</td>
<td>8164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>$[0 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>3490</td>
<td>25,595</td>
<td>$[0 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$[0 - 2 - 3 - 5]$</td>
<td>3350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: One trial of NL computation is composed of three dependent steps of RL computation, while illustrating the level of SN battery after each iteration.
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The best route

Table 4.11: The battery state of all the sensor nodes after each iteration of RL computation in the WSN of Fig. 4.11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iters</th>
<th>The best route</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sensor nodes except DN [0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>[112 – 5000 – 14 – 606]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After</td>
<td>[4887 – 0 – 4985 – 4393 – 5000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>[1731 – 5000 – 578]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After</td>
<td>[3155 – 0 – 4985 – 3815 – 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>[0 – 2 – 3 – 5]</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>[3155 – 0 – 4985 – 3815 – 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>[3155 – 4 – 189]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After</td>
<td>[0 – 0 – 4980 – 3625 – 0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are always reserved in order and are updated, when a node is on the route utilized for the end-to-end transmission.

Explicitly, depending on which route is used for an end-to-end transmission after each iteration of the RL computation, the corresponding battery of the sensor node is depleted in the WSN. For example, assuming that the sensors [0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 5] are utilized for the end-to-end transmission, only the actively utilized sensor battery charges are reduced by the amount of [112 – 5000 – 14 – 606], respectively, as illustrated in Table 4.11. The battery of node-4 is never utilized in the first iteration, therefore in the state “After” of the first iteration it remains 5000J, while the residual battery charge of the other nodes becomes [4887 – 0 – 4985 – 4393 – 5000].

Furthermore, for the sake of clarity we provide Fig. 4.12(a), 4.12(b), 4.12(c), and 4.12(d) for illustrating which particular routes are utilized for end-to-end transmission, and hence which sensor batteries are updated after each iteration of the RL computation. Note that the hollow batteries represent the fully-depleted batteries after each iteration. Surprisingly, node-2 and node-3 were capable of preserving their battery levels as close as possible to their initial battery levels. This is due to the smaller distance between the transmitting node-2 and its receiver for the routes selected as the best RL-aware ones in each iteration. A similar trend is observed for node-3. For example, for the first iteration the distance between node-2 and node-3, as well as node-3 and node-5 is lower than those of others on the same route. Similar trends can be observed during the second and third iterations. Additionally, in the first iteration node-1, in the second iteration node-4 and in the third iteration SN (node-0) communicates over longer distances with their receivers compared to that of node-2 and
Figure 4.12: Illustration of the changes in the level of the battery-energy (not to scale).

node-3, respectively. Therefore, those sensor nodes depleted their batteries earlier than the other nodes lying on their respective routes, which are illustrated by the hollow batteries in Fig. 4.12(b), 4.12(c), and 4.12(d), respectively.

4.3.2.5 Single Objective Genetic Algorithm

The above run-time simulation analysis of ESA is based on $V = 6$ nodes, but it can be readily generalized for any arbitrary number of nodes. However, the computation of the NL strictly depends on the specific route’s complexity in the WSN considered. For example, the $V = 6$ scenario of Fig. 4.11 examines 65 distinct non-looping alternative routes, whilst according to Table 4.2 $V = 10$ introduces 109,601 distinct routes for the NL computation.
using ESA. Therefore, the exponential increase in the number of distinct routes from 65 to 109,601 may impose an excessive complexity, especially when each NL computation requires more than a few RL computation iterations, which invokes a full search of the fully connected WSN during each iteration. This large number of distinct routes may correspond to a larger partially connected distributed network with many more sensor nodes. Therefore, our fully connected WSN approach can also be applied to any other realistic network without being limited to fully connected networks.

In order to circumvent the computational complexity of ESA encountered in realistic WSNs
composed of a vast number of distinct routes we invoke a SOGA, which relies on genetic operations inspired by evolutionary biology, such as inheritance, selection, crossover, mutation and recombination. Before moving on to the intricate details of the SOGA considered, let us familiarize ourselves with the terms of evolutionary biology and its exploitation in our context. For example, a chromosome of the SOGA is composed of sequences of integers, which represent a specific route consisting of a unique sensor node index. Hence we refer to a sensor node as a gene, each of which belongs to the chromosome. We also refer to a chromosome as an individual of the SOGA having a specific route’s path (chromosome) information. Moreover, a fitness function evaluates the quality of a chromosome in terms of achieving the desired objective. In our scenarios, we evaluate the route information of each individual using a fitness function (FF) or OF to acquire the RL fitness value. Therefore, we can say that the FF quantifies the quality of a chromosome (individual), where the FF is expected to have a higher fitness value in maximization problems for a better solution, i.e. route.

A general overview of how our SOGA operates is outlined in Fig. 4.13. The process commences with the initialization of a population, which is constituted by the individuals that are evaluated in terms of their specific fitness functions in order to identify the quality of the corresponding solutions. Note that we deploy a regular genetic algorithm, including some modifications of its operators. In a GA, a termination rule has to be set, so that it can terminate when a certain condition is satisfied, i.e. a sufficiently high quality solution has been found or the affordable number of generations has been exhausted. Specifically, in the SOGA we can adjust the number of generations $\mathcal{G}_{\text{gen}}$, as illustrated in Fig. 4.13, which allows us to strike a performance versus complexity trade-off. Additionally, since there are numerous individuals in a population, the specific selection amongst the candidate solutions (individuals) plays a significant role in terms of converging to an improved solution. Basically, the selection operator is invoked for improving the quality of the population by giving the high-quality individuals a higher chance of passing on their fitness characteristics to the next generations, as seen in Fig. 4.13. Consequently, we obtain the population $\mathcal{G}_k$ containing $\mathcal{G}_{\text{gen}}$ high-quality individuals, as illustrated in Fig. 4.13.

Following the inclusion of these high-quality individuals in the current population, we invoke the binary tournament selection (BTS) of Fig. 4.13, where the individuals of the current population are divided into two sets $\mathcal{G}_k/2$. Then, a specific individual is randomly selected from each of the two sets for a competition in terms of their fitness values. Finally, the particular individual having a better fitness value is selected as a parent individual for creating the next generation, which forms the populations $\mathcal{F}_k$ and $\mathcal{F}_k'$. Then, as seen in Fig. 4.13, the crossover operation is applied to each of these populations $\mathcal{F}_k$ and $\mathcal{F}_k'$ containing the parent individuals, respectively, for examining the current solutions in order to find more fit individuals, which may also introduce a certain grade of solution diversity for the current population. We use the single-point cross-over method, where a common gene (sensor
node) is used for dividing the chromosomes into two parts for merging a certain fraction of the individual constituted by a route with the other half of the other individual and vice versa. These newly created individuals are termed as child individuals, which are expected to inherit the beneficial characteristics of the parent individuals. We note that as illustrated in Fig. 4.13, the BTS and crossover operations are applied twice for increasing the solution diversity as well as for acquiring a sufficient number of individuals. Then, the populations \( C_k \) and \( C'_k \), which are subjected to both the BTS and crossover operations, are combined in order to create the population \( C_k + C'_k = I_k \), which is then subjected to mutation, as seen in Fig. 4.13.

Finally, as seen in Fig. 4.13, a mutation operation is applied to the child individuals constituting the population \( I_k \), where each one of the genes of each child individual is mutated with a certain mutation probability, so that entirely new individuals constituting the population \( M_k \) can be introduced into the next generation. When the mutation operation is applied to a particular gene, we opt for one of three different mutation operations in our scenarios with equal probability, namely for node replacement, for node removal and for node insertion. Their specific details will be provided along with our more elaborate explanations of SOGA later in this section. Basically, the mutation operation further increases the diversity of the population by examining the fitness of new candidate solutions. Therefore, we may conclude that a population is created in the first generation (iteration) consisting of several individuals (candidate solutions) and throughout the successive generations by using the genetic operations described above. As a benefit, the individuals are expected to gradually create better solutions [177, 224, 225]. After the mutation operation, any potential node repetitions are removed from the routes, which leads to the population \( L_k \), as illustrated in Fig. 4.13.

Then, the fitness of the individuals in population \( L_k \) is evaluated before proceeding to the forthcoming generation. Ultimately, as seen in Fig. 4.13, the newly created population \( L_k \) and the current population \( G_k \) are combined, since we do not want to lose any of the current high-quality solutions. The specific process of combining the new and current populations as well as the technique of selecting the high-quality individuals from this combined population is referred to as elitism, which will be discussed later. Having summarized the general structure of a genetic algorithm and the SOGA considered, the diverse terminologies concerning the above genetic operations, including the individuals, populations, fitness values, binary tournament selection, crossover and mutation operations will be exemplified later in this section.

We simplified the multi-objective genetic algorithm described in [177] so that it can be utilized for single-objective optimization. We further modified the genetic operations in a manner similar to our work in [182]. One of the main differences between the SOGA and ESA is that SOGA intelligently searches through the solution space relying on the above-mentioned genetic operators, while ESA performs a brute-force full search by means of looking for all possible permutations in the solution space. As illustrated in Fig. 4.14, SOGA
is capable of arriving at the best solution (marked by the largest dot filled with black color) after 5 generations, whereas ESA has to search though the entire solution space constituted by each dot for finding the best solution. However, the reduced-complexity SOGA may produce suboptimal results for large networks. Nonetheless, it may be configured to strike the required performance versus complexity trade-offs approaching the optimal NL. Let us now discuss the SOGA as described in Algorithm 4.2, where we mostly focus our attention on the genetic operators of the algorithm.

At the “input” section of Algorithm 4.2, we define the simulation parameters as well as the genetic operation constants, such as $N_{ind}$, $N_{gen}$, $Pr_c$, $Pr_m$ denoting the number of individuals, number of generations, the crossover probability and the mutation probability, respectively. In each generation of a population, $N_{ind}$ individuals are created, each of which represents a candidate solution, which is randomly initialized with feasible values during the initial population. After each iteration of $N_{gen}$, these initialized individuals are expected to converge to superior fitness values by applying the genetic operators of inheritance, selection, crossover, mutation and recombination, which also assist us in increasing the diversity of the solutions, so that the algorithm would not miss the improved solutions. Firstly, we create a fully connected, randomly and uniformly distributed WSN and obtain the distance matrix of it with the aid of coordinates of the sensors, as indicated on line 3 and 4 of Algorithm 4.2. Then, an initial population associated with $N_{ind} = 48$ individuals is created and each individual is associated with a route randomly selected from the fully connected WSN, as shown on line 7–9 of Algorithm 4.2 and in Table. 4.12. Here, we only gather the route information of the individuals, but the RL objective function or synonymously the fitness function, is not evaluated. Hence we have no knowledge of the fitness values for the corresponding individuals. Therefore, on line 10 of Algorithm 4.2 these routes are passed to

\[\text{Figure 4.14: Solution search strategy of ESA and SOGA within the feasible solution space.}\]
Algorithm 4.2 SOGA for maximizing the NL based on the battery level of the SN

Input: \( \gamma \) (target SINR),
\( \tau \) (number of trials),
\( \mathcal{E}_{\text{init}} \) (initial battery of each sensor in the WSN),
\( V \) (number of nodes),
\( (x_{\text{max}} \times y_{\text{max}})^2 \) (size of the sensor field starting from \((0,0)\) to \((x_{\text{max}}, y_{\text{max}})\)),
\( \kappa \) (total number of RSS, while \( i \) indicates each of the RSS),
\( T_{\text{net}} \) (network lifetime),
\( N_{\text{gen}} \) (number of generations),
\( N_{\text{ind}} \) (number of individuals),
\( P_{\text{rc}} \) (probability of crossover),
\( P_{\text{rm}} \) (probability of mutation).

1: for \( i \) from 0 until \( \kappa \) do
2:   for \( j \) from 1 until \( \tau \) do
3:       Create a fully connected, randomly and uniformly distributed network for \( V \)
4:       \( d_{\text{all}} \leftarrow \text{Get distance matrix using coordinates of sensors lying on } (x_{\text{max}} \times y_{\text{max}})^2 \)
5:       \( T_{\text{net}} = 0 \leftarrow \text{Set initial value of NL to zero per created network} \)
6:       function \( \text{run}(\mathcal{E}_{\text{init}}, T_{\text{net}}, \gamma) \rightarrow \text{Start SOGA} \)
7:       create(\( \Upsilon_0 \)) \leftarrow \text{Create an initial population}
8:       \( \Upsilon_0 \rightarrow \mathbf{R} \leftarrow \text{Create } N_{\text{ind}} \text{ random routes for setting up the population} \)
9:       \( \Upsilon_0 \rightarrow T_{\mathbf{R}} = 0 \leftarrow \text{Initialize the RL of each individuals in the population} \)
10:      dual-simplex(\( \Upsilon_0 \rightarrow \mathbf{R}, d_{\text{all}}, \mathcal{E}_{\text{init}}, \gamma \)) \rightarrow \text{Evaluate RL of } \Upsilon_0 \rightarrow \mathbf{R}
11:     for \( k \) from 0 until \( N_{\text{gen}} \) do
12:        \( \mathbf{G}_k \leftarrow \text{get-strongest-}N_{\text{ind}}(\Upsilon_k) \)
13:        \( \mathbf{F}_k \leftarrow \text{get-}N_{\text{ind}}/2\text{-parents}(\mathbf{G}_k) \), binary tournament selection
14:        \( \mathbf{C}_k \leftarrow \text{get-}N_{\text{ind}}/2\text{-crossover-}N_{\text{ind}}/4\text{-by-}N_{\text{ind}}/4(\mathbf{F}_k) \) using \( P_{\text{rc}} \)
15:        \( \mathbf{F}_k' \leftarrow \text{get-}N_{\text{ind}}/2\text{-parents}(\mathbf{G}_k) \), binary tournament selection
16:        \( \mathbf{C}_k' \leftarrow \text{get-}N_{\text{ind}}/2\text{-crossover-}N_{\text{ind}}/4\text{-by-}N_{\text{ind}}/4(\mathbf{F}_k') \) using \( P_{\text{rc}} \)
17:        \( \mathbf{I}_k \leftarrow \text{complete-individuals-to-}N_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{C}_k + \mathbf{C}_k') \)
18:        \( \mathbf{M}_k \leftarrow \text{mutate-individuals-get-}N_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{I}_k) \) using \( P_{\text{rm}} \)
19:        \( \mathbf{L}_k \leftarrow \text{remove-loops-of-}N_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{M}_k) \)
20:        dual-simplex(\( \mathbf{L}_k \rightarrow \mathbf{R}, d_{\text{all}}, \mathcal{E}_{\text{init}}, \gamma \))
21:     \( \Upsilon_{k+1} \leftarrow \text{combine-populations-get-2×} N_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{L}_k, \mathbf{G}_k) \)
22:     end for
23:     \( T_{\mathbf{R}} \leftarrow \text{Return the route lifetime of } \Upsilon_{N_{\text{gen}}} \rightarrow \mathbf{R} \)
24:     \( E_{\mathbf{R}} \leftarrow \text{Return the energy usage per node of } \Upsilon_{N_{\text{gen}}} \rightarrow \mathbf{R} \)
25:     \( P_{\mathbf{R}} \leftarrow \text{Return the transmit power per link of } \Upsilon_{N_{\text{gen}}} \rightarrow \mathbf{R} \)
26:     \( T_{\mathbf{R}} \leftarrow \text{Obtain maximum } T_{\mathbf{R}} \)
27:     \( R_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \text{Reserve the best RL aware routes with } T_{\mathbf{R}} \)
28:     do while \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{SN}} > 0 \) \leftarrow \text{NL strictly depends on the SN battery level} 
29:        \( T_{\text{net}} = T_{\text{net}} + T_{\mathbf{R}} \leftarrow \text{Accumulate each RL value for building the NL} \)
30:     \( R_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \text{Select the best route using RSS, from } R_{\text{best}} \text{ for end-to-end transmission} \)
31:     \( R_{\text{final}} \leftarrow \text{Copy } R_{\text{best}} \text{ to a final array for each iteration of RL} \)
32:     Update the batteries of all sensors with \( E_{R_{\text{final}}} \) to obtain \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{residual}} \)
33:     return \( \text{run}(\mathcal{E}_{\text{residual}}, T_{\text{net}}, \gamma) \)
34: end do
35: \( \text{E2EB computation as between line 26 and 31 of the Algorithm 4.1} \)
36: end for
37: end for
38: return \text{averaged } T_{\text{net}} \text{ and worst case E2EB over } \tau \text{ trials for each RSS}
the dual-simplex optimization function in conjunction with their respective distance matrices for the RL evaluation, where each RL evaluation is characterized in terms of its fitness value. Hence, in our case each function call to the dual-simplex optimization function produces a fitness array consisting of the RL, the energy used per node and the transmit power per link utilized. The $$\aleph_{\text{ind}}$$ number of individuals (candidate solutions) are selected from population $$\Upsilon_{k}$$ as the set of strongest individuals denoted by $$G_{k}$$. As the iterations (generations) progress, $$\Upsilon'$$ is returned in conjunction with ($$2 \times \aleph_{\text{ind}}$$) individuals at the end of each generation. Therefore, the selection process\(^8\) of the strongest individuals guarantees having $$\aleph_{\text{ind}}$$ individuals for the current population associated with the strongest attributes. The population $$G_{k}$$ having $$\aleph_{\text{ind}}$$ individuals is randomly divided into two halves each having $$\aleph_{\text{ind}}/2$$ individuals of the population $$F_{k}$$ in order to find the parents based on the BTS, as illustrated in Table 4.13 for crossover operation on line 13. We note that in Table 4.13 each index value represents an individual. Despite the fact that the index of 48 individuals is uniquely divided into two pairs of $$\text{Pair}_{1}$$ and $$\text{Pair}_{2}$$, the route information these individuals refer to can be exactly the same. For example, in Fig. 4.13, the individuals 24 and 30 are supposed to be different individuals due to their unique index values. However, the route information of the individuals 24 and 30 can be exactly the same. Nonetheless, the genetic operations can be extended to a strategy for creating arbitrary non-replicative individuals in the genetic algorithm considered, which provides us with a potentially faster convergence, since the algorithm is naturally forced to provide a higher grade of diversity of solutions.

\(^8\)This selection process introduces elitism to SOGA, where the better individuals from previous generations are carried over the next generations, unchanged. Therefore, the solution quality will never decrease from one generation to the next, since the best solution from previous generations is kept throughout the next generations. This selection strategy is known as elitist selection, which is not to be confused with the BTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual index</th>
<th>Route Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[0 - 4 - 1 - 2 - 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0 - 4 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[0 - 4 - 1 - 3 - 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>[0 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>[0 - 1 - 2 - 4 - 3 - 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>[0 - 3 - 1 - 2 - 4 - 5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12: Random route initialization of the 48 individuals in the first iteration of the first trial of the SOGA.
at the initial stage. Note that BTS assists us in obtaining moderately stronger parent individuals associated with better fitness values for crossover operation. However, the BTS cannot guarantee that the selected individuals will always be stronger. More explicitly, in Table 4.13, Pair₁ and Pair₂ are compared in terms of their fitnesses and the better individuals are listed as “Parents”. For example, individuals 24 and 30 are compared in terms of their fitnesses and 24 is selected as a better individual, since its RL evaluation produced a better fitness value for its route information. However, the fitness value of eliminated individual 30 for its route could have been better than that of the next elected individual, namely 12 in the current population $F_k$. Therefore, BTS can only advocate the selection of fairly stronger individuals, while maintaining a beneficial solution diversity, which prevents early convergence by exploring much of the search-space. On line 14 of Algorithm 4.2 ($\text{ind}_{\text{pop}}/2$) individuals of the population $F_k$ are consecutively divided into two halves, each of which now contains $\text{ind}_{\text{pop}}/4$ parent individuals. The pair sets of parent individuals, i.e. \{(24, 12), (23, 3), (18, 8), ..., (13, 34)\} of Table 4.13, are then mated with the aid of the crossover operation as exemplified in Fig. 4.15 using $P_{rc}$ in order to create two child individuals, which may inherit attributes of both fairly strong parents selected by the BTS. Explicitly, assume that two consecutive arbitrary parents {...(1, 35)...} selected from Table 4.12 exist in the population $F_k$ for the sake of illustrating the crossover operation in Fig. 4.15. At the instant of the crossover operation, we use a similar strategy to that of our work in [182], where a common sensor node is chosen for the crossover point in our scenarios considered. We assume that the parents Parent₁ and Parent₂ represent the individuals 1 and 35 of $F_k$, respectively. In this particular scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 4.15 the common node is selected as 3 for both Parent₁ and Parent₂. Then, Child₁ is created by the concatenation of the specific parts of the individuals representing the nodes leading up to and including the common node 3 from Parent₁ with the nodes following 3 in Parent₂ and similarly for Child₂. Then, the newly created two sets of child individuals are merged to a total number of $\text{ind}_{\text{pop}}/4 + \text{ind}_{\text{pop}}/4 = \text{ind}_{\text{pop}}/2$ individuals. However, to obtain the original population size of $\text{ind}_{\text{pop}}$, lines 15 and 16 of Algorithm 4.2 are applied again as the operations on lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 4.2. More explicitly, both BTS and the crossover operations are applied twice to the current population in order to obtain $\text{ind}_{\text{pop}}$ individuals of the population $I_k$, as indicated on line 17 of Algorithm 4.2. Further clarifications concerning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairs</th>
<th>The index order of the individuals for BTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Pair_1$</td>
<td>{24, 12, 23, 29, 18, 8, 17, 6, 22, 1, 4, 20, 14, 11, 25, 0, 5, 16, 44, 9, 41, 2, 35, 34}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pair_2$</td>
<td>{30, 46, 28, 3, 45, 40, 37, 33, 7, 42, 21, 38, 47, 27, 43, 31, 36, 10, 26, 19, 32, 15, 13, 39}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>{24, 12, 23, 3, 18, 8, 17, 6, 7, 1, 4, 20, 14, 11, 25, 0, 5, 16, 26, 9, 32, 2, 13, 34}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.13: The indices of the selected parents after BTS operation of Pair₁ and Pair₂ in the first iteration of the first trial of the SOGA.
the changes of the population size are provided in Fig. 4.16, while the genetic operators continue to iterate from the initial population $\Upsilon_0$ to the final population $\Upsilon_k'$ throughout $k$ generations. Moreover, in our scenarios a similar mutation method to that of our work in [182] is applied to each sensor node (gene) lying on a route of an individual (candidate solution, chromosome or route) with the probability of $Pr_m$. In the implementation of the mutation operator, three possible modifications are invoked with equal probability, such as the node replacement, node removal and node insertion. In case of node replacement, the current node is replaced with a randomly selected node, as shown in Fig. 4.17. In node removal, the current node is removed from its route and the previous node is linked with the latter node. In case of node insertion, a randomly selected new node is inserted before the current node. After mutation is applied to each individuals, any potential node repetitions imposed are removed from each route in the interest of improving the population-diversity.

### 4.4 Performance Results

We consider a fully connected network associated with $V = \{4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 20\}$ nodes, where for example $V = 7$ is composed of 326 and $V = 10$ is composed of 109, 601 distinct non-looping routes, as indicated in Table 4.2. A fully connected network is considered, because it may have an excessive number of links upon increasing the number of sensor nodes, when we aim for investigating the complexity of the distinct routes for a given WSN. Therefore, our implementation of a fully connected network may be applied to any distributed network having more nodes, but with less number of communicating links. Specifically, we consider a sensor field of $40 \times 40m^2$ for a WSN having $V$ sensor nodes. The SN and the DN are placed at the opposite corners of the sensor field, where the SN is placed at the coordinate of $(0, 0)$ and the DN is located at the coordinate of $(40, 40)$, which guarantees having the longest distance between the SN and the DN at all time. This specific SN and DN placement is
important, because a single-hop transmission from SN to DN is not a favorable option due to its highest transmit power required over the longest distance amongst all the other distinct routes. Therefore, the end-to-end transmission across the network is designed for the sake of NL maximization by the evaluation of the various routes across the WSN considered. We note that the performance results of the NL are obtained for a continuous transmission scenario, termed as 'continuous-time NL'. For brevity, we simply use the term 'NL' for 'continuous-time NL'. On the other hand, in this chapter the NL values are expected to be much higher compared to those of Chapters 2 and 3 owing to the specific NL definition considered. Explicitly, in both Chapters 2 and 3 the NL is computed for a string topology, where the distances are fixed, hence a sensor does not have the option of transmitting over
another lower-dissipation route. However, in our scenario the SN is capable of exploiting alternative routes with the aid of a greedy-ED approach, by selecting the maximum RL-aware route for the end-to-end transmission in a fully connected WSN, where the aim is to carry the information generated at the SN to the DN until the SN battery is fully depleted. More explicitly, the accumulation of the maximum RL computed over the alternative routes provides us with a substantially extended NL, since the NL computation is composed of the summation of the several RL values, until the SN battery is fully depleted. Moreover, the maximum affordable transmit power of each node is set to $(P_t)_{max} = 0.01$W, as in the IEEE Standard 802.15.4 [207]. We consider an AWGN channel, which is defined by a certain propagation path loss model having the path loss exponent of $m = 3$ and a fixed noise power of $N_0 = -60$dBm at the receiver. Since the sensors communicate over the same shared channel, we utilize a TDMA based scheduling scheme we defined in Section 4.2.1, namely the SPTS with $T = 3$, where each link relies on a TDMA frame consisting of $N = 3$ TSs. The target SINR thresholds per link are defined as $\gamma = \{0, 0.5, 1, \ldots, 9.9, 10\}$dB in order to investigate the NL performance of the WSN considered, where each link operates over different sets of target SINR values. Each sensor is equipped with an AAA long-life alkaline battery having the capacity of 5000J. For convenience, we summarize the system parameters used in our simulations in Table 4.14. In all scenarios of the SOGA, we set $\aleph_{ind} = 48$. These parameters are utilized in each iteration of the RL computation for each NL trial and the NL is averaged over $\tau = 5000$ trials. We use the number of CFEs to measure the complexity by accumulating each fitness evaluation call to the dual-simplex function, until a NL value is calculated by the ESA and SOGA described in Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 4.2, respectively. In some of our analysis, target SINR value or RSS is not
### Table 4.14: System parameters utilized in our simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path loss exponent, $m$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target SINR per link $l_{i,j}$, $\gamma$ [dB]</td>
<td>${0, 0.5, 1, ..., 9, 9.5, 10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power, $N_0$ [dBm]</td>
<td>$-60$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery capacity per sensor, $E_i$ [Joule]</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transmit power of a node, $(P_i)_{\text{max}}$ [mW]</td>
<td>10 [207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of TSs per frame, $N$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The field size of the WSN [m$^2$]</td>
<td>$40 \times 40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes, $V$</td>
<td>${4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials per NL, $\tau$</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of the power amplifier, $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.6 [190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTS parameter, $T$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of total RSSs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of generations, $N_{\text{gen}}$</td>
<td>${3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals, $N_{\text{ind}}$</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of crossover, $Pr_c$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of mutation, $Pr_m$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specified, because we only compare the complexity of the algorithms. Therefore, as an example we choose the results of $\gamma = 0$ dB and/or RSS-LTED, unless stated otherwise. For example, for any SINR value other than $\gamma = 0$ dB, we observe the same complexity for the same algorithm, hence the number of CFEs is independent of both the target SINR value and of the RSS.

#### 4.4.1 Difference with Respect to the Optimal NL versus Complexity

The optimality analysis of the SOGA is provided in Fig. 4.18 for the sake of NL maximization, while considering $N_{\text{gen}} = \{3, 12\}$ generations for $V = \{4, 6\}$ sensor nodes, as well as $N_{\text{gen}} = \{3, 15, 18\}$ generations for $V = 8$ sensor nodes, and $N_{\text{gen}} = \{9, 21, 24\}$ generations for $V = 10$ sensor nodes. The target SINRs are set to $\gamma = \{0, 0.5, 1, ..., 9, 9.5, 10\}$. Note that here we consider the NL achieved by the RSS-LTED, but the other RSSs also exhibit similar
trends. It is observed that for a lower number of nodes the convergence to the optimal NL can be readily obtained with the aid of a lower number of generations. For example, in Fig. 4.18 we can see for $V = 4$ that the NL results always match the optimal NL values after a few generations. Therefore, for $V = 4$ this emphasizes that there is no further improvement in the NL results upon increasing $N_{\text{gen}}$, which would introduce unnecessary additional complexity. However, upon increasing $V$, increasing the complexity becomes inevitable for the sake of attaining the optimal NL. For instance, for $V = 6$ there is a slight reduction in the performance of the SOGA for $N_{\text{gen}} = 3$, when aiming for attaining the optimal NL obtained using the ESA. For a fixed number of generations, such as $N_{\text{gen}} = 3$, the gap between the optimal and the suboptimal NL values further increases upon increasing $V$. This is because the number of distinct non-looping routes exponentially increases, as indicated in Table 4.2. Hence obtaining a near-optimal NL necessitates investing a higher computational complexity, where a higher $N_{\text{gen}}$ is required. For example, for $V = 10$ the difference between the NL solutions for various $N_{\text{gen}}$ values is significant, especially for $N_{\text{gen}} = \{9, 21\}$. This is because the SOGA leads to a suboptimal NL at a reduced complexity, i.e. for $V = 10$ and $N_{\text{gen}} = 9$, whereas the SOGA is capable of approaching the optimal NL value, which is only possible at the cost of a higher complexity, i.e. for $V = 10$ and $N_{\text{gen}} = 21$. Therefore, the complexity versus the discrepancy with respect to the optimal NL plays a significant role in characterizing the system model considered, which will be discussed later in this section. Nonetheless, when the WSN operates at SINR=2dB, a NL improvement of approximately
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Figure 4.19: The NL of the SOGA invoked for the sake of NL maximization considering various parameter values of $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$ and $\gamma$, where more sensor nodes, i.e. $V = \{10, 15, 20\}$ are considered compared to Fig. 4.18.

45,000hrs is achieved with the aid of an additional sensor node, for example when a 5th sensor is admitted to the 4-node fully connected WSN or a 6th sensor node is admitted to the 5-node fully connected WSN and so on. However, the NL improvement is reduced to about 5,500hrs, when the WSN operates at $\text{SINR}=10\text{dB}$ for the system model considered. Another significant finding is that to obtain a near-optimal NL when $V$ increases, we have to increase $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$, which in turn increases the computational complexity imposed. Furthermore, the NL versus complexity trade-off becomes even more noticeable in Fig. 4.19 upon increasing $V$, especially for $V = \{15, 20\}$. For $V = 10$, the NL reaches a near-optimal value, where no improvement is observed upon increasing $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$, i.e. increasing the computational complexity. However, increasing $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$ provides further improvements for the NL of the $V = \{15, 20\}$ scenarios, as illustrated in Fig 4.19. Although the NL discrepancy with respect to the optimal recorded for $V = \{15, 20\}$ is reduced between the consecutive trials, due to the high complexity of WSNs composed of $V = \{15, 20\}$ nodes, it still remains suboptimal even for $\mathbb{N}_{gen} = 21$. Near-optimal NL solutions may be obtained for the $V = \{15, 20\}$ scenarios at a vast complexity by steeply increasing both $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$ and $\mathbb{N}_{ind}$. The ESA is considered as the best possible solution for the NL evaluation, which is an upper bound to the true NL attained by the SOGA. In Fig. 4.20, the SOGA is seen to be capable of achieving the optimal NL with the aid of $\mathbb{N}_{gen} = 3$ for $V = \{4, 5\}$. However, the $V = \{6, 7, 8, 10\}$ scenarios require a larger $\mathbb{N}_{gen}$ for approaching the optimal NL. For example, when considering $V = \{6, 7\}$, the SOGA is only capable of achieving suboptimal NL solutions for $\mathbb{N}_{gen} = 3$, but when we have $\mathbb{N}_{gen} = 6$, the NL becomes near-optimal for $V = 6$ and for $\mathbb{N}_{gen} = 9$ the NL gap with respect
Figure 4.20: ESA as an upper bound for the true NL compared to the NL of SOGA for various $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$ and $V$ values.

4.4.2 NL Performance of Various RSSs Using the ESA and SOGA

Fig 4.21 characterizes the NL of the RSSs of ESA considering various $V$ and $\gamma$ values. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2.2, RSSs are introduced due to multiple routes having the same maximum RL. Therefore, the selection of the route in this stage plays a significant role in determining the NL, because the best route selected will be utilized for the end-to-end transmission and therefore the battery of the sensors utilized is correspondingly drained and updated for the next iteration. For a lower $V$, such as for example $V = 4$, the differences between the RSSs are negligible. However, for $V = 7$ we only have small differences in the NL of the RSSs considered. This is because there are many distinct non-looping routes for the fully connected network composed of a higher number of nodes $V$, and hence the probability of having a variety of best routes in each iteration of RL computations is high in terms of the LTED, LNOH, LRBAT and RANR. For example, for $V = 7$ at SINR of 2dB the optimal NL for RSS-LTED is the highest, followed by RSS-LRBAT, then RSS-RANR and finally, RSS-LNOH. We expect that the NL of RSS-LRBAT and RSS-LTED
4.4.3. The NL versus Complexity Trade-off

The NL versus routing complexity trade-off plays a significant role in characterizing the system model considered. It will be demonstrated that SOGA is capable of achieving a near-optimal NL in conjunction with $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}} = 15$ at a much lower complexity for a WSN having $V = 8$ nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20. Furthermore, SOGA is capable of finding route resulting in a near-optimal NL value for a WSN consisting of $V = 10$ nodes. Here, due to the high computational complexity of ESA, the optimal NL achieved by the ESA becomes moderately better than the other two RSSs owing to their energy awareness. More explicitly, RSS-LTED is based on the least total ED of the route, while RSS-LRBAT relies on the SN’s battery level. Therefore, we observe that in our scenarios RSS-LRBAT and RSS-LTED typically outperform RSS-RANR and RSS-LNOH in terms of their NL, which can be readily seen in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22. Specifically, when a higher number of nodes $V$ is considered, the difference in NL can be readily observed. Rather than providing the NL results associated with all $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$ values for different WSNs composed of $V$ sensor nodes, as previously mentioned, we only consider the near-optimal NL characteristics of SOGA associated with their near-optimal $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$ choices, as indicated in Fig. 4.22. It becomes clear in Fig. 4.22 that for the near-optimal $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$ choices and for their respective WSNs composed of $V$ sensor nodes, the maximum NL attained by SOGA approaches that of its benchmark NL values, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20. We observe that similar to Fig. 4.21 a near-optimal NL is obtained for the corresponding RSSs by SOGA in Fig. 4.22.

![Figure 4.21: NL of different RSSs in the ESA for various $V$ and $\gamma$ values.](image)

**Figure 4.21:** NL of different RSSs in the ESA for various $V$ and $\gamma$ values.
is not provided for WSNs having $V > 8$ nodes, which consist of more than 1,957 distinct non-looping routes. One may think that increasing $V$ from 8 to 10 imposes an insignificant change in complexity. However, in our scenarios we consider the distinct non-looping routes of a fully connected WSN, which leads to an exponential increase in the computational complexity. Correspondingly, increasing $V$ from 8 to 10 increases the number of distinct non-looping routes from 1,957 to 109,601, which is a substantial escalation of the computational complexity, and whilst the SOGA can cope with it, the ESA cannot. The computational complexity of both the ESA and SOGA is proportional to the average number of CFEs required for the computation of a specific NL value. Therefore, the attainable NL associated with their required number of CFEs is illustrated in Fig. 4.23. More explicitly, the convergence of the computed NL to the optimal achieved at the cost of the complexity required by the SOGA can be readily seen from Fig 4.23, which also explains the optimal choices of $\gamma_{gen}$ provided in Fig. 4.22. Note that in Fig 4.23, the vertical points of the different markers represent the computed NL value for each $\gamma_{gen}$, which is incremented by 3 from left to the right for each fully connected WSN composed of $V$ nodes. In terms of the attainable NL, increasing $\gamma_{gen}$ from 3 to 12 with intervals of 3 for $V = \{4,5\}$ does not improve the NL, but imposes unnecessary complexity, while the NL of the $V = \{6,7\}$ scenarios barely improves upon increasing $\gamma_{gen}$ from 3 to 12. However, the $V = 10$ scenario results in a significant NL improvement for each increase of $\gamma_{gen}$ from $\gamma_{gen} = 3$ to $\gamma_{gen} = 21$, when it is seen to converge to its optimal NL value at $\gamma_{gen} = 21$.

The number of CFEs required for the NL computation by the ESA and SOGA for $V$ number
4.4.3. The NL versus Complexity Trade-off

Figure 4.23: The NL versus complexity of SOGA for a WSN composed of V sensor nodes.

Figure 4.24: Complexity analysis of the ESA and the SOGA for V nodes, given N_{gen} for the SOGA.
of nodes is illustrated in Fig. 4.24, where the NL of SOGA is computed for each of the $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$ values considered. For each fully connected WSN composed of $V$ nodes, the number of CFEs required for achieving the optimal NL can be compared to that of ESA as an upper bound to the true NL. We also illustrated in Fig. 4.24 number of the CFEs required for attaining the near-optimal NL for each WSN composed of $V$ sensor nodes. Moreover, Fig. 4.24 illustrates that the ESA outperforms the SOGA for $V \leq 7$, when aiming for near-optimal NL values. This is a benefit of the higher number of individuals $\mathcal{N}_{\text{ind}} = 48$ evaluated in each iteration of $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}}$. Therefore, in each iteration of the RL computation, the routes represented by the $\mathcal{N}_{\text{ind}} = 48$ individuals are evaluated and this requires at least 48 CFEs. Note that a single NL computation may require a few RL computation iterations, hence it may lead to a higher number of CFEs. However, in the least complex scenario, where a single iteration of RL computation fully drains the SN battery and produces the NL value, 48 CFEs will be required, which already necessitates a larger number of CFEs than in the scenarios of $V \leq 7$ for the ESA. In Fig. 4.24, we can observe that $V = 7$ is the point, where the computational complexity of the ESA is similar to that of the SOGA and increases exponentially, when $V > 7$. Therefore, we may conclude that the SOGA imposes a lower complexity than the ESA for WSN having $V > 7$ nodes. For example, observe in Fig. 4.24 that the SOGA is capable of finding a near-optimal NL for $V = 8$ at a 2.56 times lower complexity than the ESA. Another important conclusion is that the complexity imposed by finding the near-optimal NL values in SOGA increases near-linearly upon increasing $V$, whereas the complexity of spotting the optimal NL values in the ESA increases exponentially. For example, the complexity of the optimal NL, when moving from $V = 6$ to $V = 7$ in the SOGA is provided in Fig. 4.24, where the number of CFEs is increased 1.58 times. Similarly, the complexity of the optimal NL upon extending the network from $V = 7$ to $V = 8$ in the SOGA is increased 1.70 times. We expect this gap to be much larger for the ESA due to its exponentially increasing complexity. For example, upon extending the network from $V = 6$ to $V = 7$ the complexity is increased by a factor of 5.46, whereas the complexity of obtaining the optimal NL for $V = 8$ is increased 6.46 times compared to $V = 7$. The scenario of $V = 10$ characterized in Fig. 4.24 and associated with different vertically stacked markers representing the $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}} = \{3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21\}$ generations incremented by 3 from bottom to the top corresponds to the line associated with the star marker at the top in Fig. 4.23, which commences from $40 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL with $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}} = 3$ and converges to $55 \times 10^4$ hrs of near-optimal NL in conjunction with $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}} = 21$. Therefore, one can readily observe that the “Near-optimal NL” points are selected in Fig. 4.24 based on their convergence to the near-optimal NL values extracted from Fig. 4.23. For example, convergence to the optimal NL at $\mathcal{N}_{\text{gen}} = 21$ for the $V = 10$ scenario can be clearly seen from Fig. 4.23, which is explicitly marked as the “Near-optimal NL” point in Fig. 4.24 by a diamond-marker.
4.4.4 **E2EB versus SINR Performance per WSN**

In this section, we provide the E2EB versus SINR performance analysis of the WSNs operated with the aid of uncoded BPSK, a 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded as well as soft-decoded QPSK communicating over an AWGN channel. Fully connected WSNs consisting of \( V = \{4, 7\} \) nodes for the ESA and \( V = \{4, 10\} \) nodes for the SOGA are considered for various RSSs in Figs. 4.25(a)–4.25(b) and Figs. 4.26(a)–4.26(b), respectively. In all scenarios of both the ESA and SOGA, the E2EB is the lowest for 1/2-rate-CC soft-decoded QPSK at a given SINR value, which can be seen both from Figs. 4.25(a)–4.25(b) and Figs. 4.26(a)–4.26(b). The E2EB of the system model considered slightly decreases upon increasing \( V \), which is due to the higher chances of selecting a longer hop for the end-to-end transmission, yielding more accumulated bit errors during the passage of the message through to the DN. Furthermore, in most of the scenarios, especially for lower \( V \) values, RSS-LNOH performs slightly better in terms of its E2EB performance compared to the other RSSs. The main reason behind this is a natural consequence of using RSS-LNOH as a delay-aware scheme, which relies on the route having the lowest number of hops. Consequently, on the routes, where each link operates at the same SINR, less bit errors are accumulated over less hops. Another important point is that for a higher \( V \), e.g. \( V = 10 \) the E2EB curves overlap in Fig. 4.26(b), which means that the difference between the E2EB performances of the RSSs is barely noticeable. The fundamental reason behind this is that for a higher \( V \) having a larger number of distinct routes, the probability of requiring a RSS is low, because the chance of having only a single route associated with the maximum NL is extremely high. More explicitly, there may only be a single route having the maximum NL or routes having the same number of hops. Therefore, RSSs will always provide the same E2EB due to the selection of the specific route having the same number of hops in each RL iteration. Consequently, the E2EB performance will be similar, regardless of the RSSs.

Observe that Fig. 4.25(a) recorded for the ESA and Fig. 4.26(a) for the SOGA do not provide exactly the same RSS-LNOH performance, even though they are measured for the same WSN composed of \( V = 4 \) nodes. This is due to the strategy they follow for searching through the solution space taking different routes as the reference points. More explicitly, ESA searches through the entire solution space and finds the specific route having the best RSS-LNOH performance amongst the best routes having the best RL, which may provide a diversity of routes having different number of hops, possibly a small number of hops so that both the delay as well as the E2EB is reduced. On the other hand, the SOGA intelligently searches through the solution space with the aid of \( \aleph_{ind} = 48 \) randomly initialized routes, which constitutes only a small part of the solution space. Therefore, since the routes associated with the maximum RL are selected amongst the \( \aleph_{ind} = 48 \) routes of the individuals, the SOGA may find several maximum-RL routes having the same number of hops, which potentially results in the same RSS-LNOH performance. More explicitly,
missing a maximum-RL route associated with less hops is possible, when using the SOGA, and hence the E2EB performance of all RSSs may become similar. Hence, for \( V = 4 \), the performance difference of the RSS-LNOH compared to other RSSs observed in Fig. 4.25(a) for the ESA is not noticeable in Fig. 4.26(a) for the SOGA.
4.4.5  **E2EB versus SINR Performance for RSS-LTED**

Here, we consider the E2EB versus SINR performance analysis of various WSNs composed of $V$ sensor nodes operating with the aid of uncoded BPSK, a 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded as well as soft-decoded QPSK MCSs communicating over an AWGN channel. Fully connected WSNs consisting of $V = \{4, 6, 8\}$ nodes in the ESA and $V = \{4, 6, 8, 10\}$ nodes in the SOGA are considered for only RSS-LTED in Fig. 4.27(a) and Fig. 4.27(b), respectively. Explicitly, Fig. 4.27(a) and Fig. 4.27(b) illustrate the E2EB performance upon increasing the number of nodes. At the same SINR value, the highest E2EB belongs to the WSN composed of $V = 8$ nodes in the ESA and $V = 10$ nodes in the SOGA compared to the WSNs consisting of a lower number of nodes. One of the main reasons behind this is that the WSNs composed of larger number of nodes have a higher chance of achieving the maximum RL with the aid of the best route having longer hops in each iteration of the RL computation. The other main reason is that of relying on the worst-case E2EB computation strategy. We select the final route amongst the best routes obtained by each RL computation providing the longest hop. More explicitly, let us assume that the NL computation requires 3 iterations for RL computation. Then, each iteration provides us both with its best route and with the associated RL value, depending on the RSS. Once 3 iterations have been completed, the E2EB of these 3 best routes is calculated, respectively and the route that provides us with the worst E2EB value is selected, since we aim for finding the upper bound of the E2EB for the WSN considered. Here, the selection of the worst E2EB requires the selection of the route associated with the longest hop due to the specific nature of the E2EB computation. Therefore, the selection of the route having the worst-case E2EB requires longer hops, which
in turn yields higher E2EB for larger networks, as illustrated in Fig. 4.27(a) and Fig. 4.27(b).

4.4.6 Average NL versus E2EB Performance per WSN

The average NL versus E2EB trade-off is of salient importance, since it characterizes the QoS of the system model considered. In this section, we provide the average NL versus E2EB performance analysis of the WSNs operated with the aid of uncoded BPSK, a 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded as well as soft-decoded QPSK MCSs communicating over an AWGN channel. The fully connected WSNs composed of $V = \{4, 5, 6, 7\}$ nodes for the ESA and...
4.5 Application Scenarios

$V = \{4, 7, 10\}$ nodes for the SOGA are considered for various RSSs in Figs. 4.28(a)–4.28(d) and Figs. 4.29(a)–4.29(c), respectively. The E2EB performance of the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS is better than any of the other MCSs in all scenarios of both the ESA and the SOGA. For example, in the $V = 4$ scenario of ESA, at the same E2EB of $10^{-3}$, approximately $4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain is achieved by the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS compared to uncoded BPSK and nearly $2.4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain compared to the 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. For an E2EB of $10^{-3}$, the NL gain of 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS for the $V = 5$ scenario is increased to approximately $6 \times 10^4$ hrs compared to uncoded BPSK and to about $4 \times 10^4$ hrs compared to 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. The NL gain further increases upon introducing additional sensor nodes, namely for a $V = 6$ scenario approximately to $8 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL compared to uncoded BPSK and to about $5 \times 10^4$ hrs compared to 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. Similarly, for $V = 7$ this gain increases to about $10 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL compared to uncoded BPSK and to about $7 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL compared to the 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. Since the NL results converged to their optimal values under the SOGA, the E2EB performance of the ESA seen in Figs. 4.28(a)–4.28(d) and that of the SOGA recorded in Figs. 4.29(a)–4.29(b) become similar. Therefore, the E2EB performance analysis of ESA provided for $V = \{4, 5, 6, 7\}$ nodes is also carried out for the corresponding SOGA scenarios. Finally, for the $V = 10$ scenario of the SOGA, a NL gain of $17 \times 10^4$ hrs is attained compared to uncoded BPSK and $10 \times 10^4$ hrs compared to 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS at the same E2EB of $10^{-3}$. Note that we were not able to generate the NL versus E2EB performance curves for $V = 10$ for the ESA due to its excessive computational complexity. We may conclude that the average NL versus E2EB trade-off for the various RSSs and MCSs in the considered fully connected WSNs composed of $V$ sensor nodes provides the network designer with insights concerning the interplay between the NL and E2EB, depending on the application considered.

4.5 Application Scenarios

Our NL maximization approach significantly extends the lifetime of the WSN considered, compared to our previous studies in [31] and [39]. Therefore, our NL maximization approach is particularly well-suited for the applications that require longer network connectivity and operations in military battlefields, in monitoring climate changes and so on. For instance, the longevity of network operations in the military battlefield is crucial, since the hostile territory may become inaccessible and thus the battery of the sensors cannot be replaced. Therefore, a significant piece of information may be captured by a specific sensor and relaying its information to the base station is vital. More particularly, a specific sensor or a group of sensors that are located closer to the hostile targets may in fact carry the most significant information. Therefore, using these sensor(s) as the more significant sensor(s) and assuming
Figure 4.29: Average NL versus E2EB performance of MCSs for each RSSs of SOGA using $\aleph_{gen}$ generations specifically chosen for the corresponding WSN having $V$ nodes.
that the rest of the sensors relay these significant pieces of information can conserve more energy and this can assist us in extending the NL, as described in our NL maximization technique.

Another example of densely deployed WSNs may be found in a football stadium, where each user carries a RFID sensor for health and safety reasons. Whenever a predefined threshold is exceeded, as exemplified by a high temperature, the information is relayed to the base station by hundreds of sensors. Again, only the most crucial information is transmitted to the base station by selecting the most lifetime-efficient route amongst thousands of potential alternative routes. Nonetheless, there are numerous other applications [13, 14] for the employment of our NL maximization framework, including environmental monitoring [58], surveillance [226], smart water quality monitoring, smart environment sensing, smart metering, smart agricultural applications, health monitoring and smart cities [227], just to name a few.

4.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, the NL maximization of interference-limited fully connected WSNs composed of $V$ nodes associated with a single source and destination is considered, where the SN and the DN are located at the opposite corners of the sensor field of Fig. 4.11 to ascertain the longest distance between them, so that the system model guarantees the utilization of alternative routes for the end-to-end transmission. The information to be transmitted is only generated at the SN and the aim of the system model considered is to carry the SN’s information to the DN via the relays, which are also capable of decoding and forwarding the information relayed. For the sake of mitigating the interference, we use the SPTS TDMA scheduling method, where on each route a node can only interfere with another node at the distance of $T$, if they are scheduled during the same TS. Moreover, each sensor node is equipped with a limited battery capacity and we only consider the transmit power as the main ED factor. Moreover, the E2EB constituting the worst-case BER of the fully connected WSN considered is formulated in (4.5) for uncoded BPSK, 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded and soft-decoded QPSK MCSs, as described in Section 4.2.2. Naturally, the NL versus E2EB performance can be obtained for any arbitrary MCSs. In the system model described in Section 4.2, we proposed the ESA and the SOGA for solving the linear optimization problem formulated for each route given by (4.10)–(4.13) in Section 4.3.1. Note that the ESA finds the optimal NL, where the best possible NL can be achieved by checking all the possible solution candidates of the entire solution search space, which the NL performance of the SOGA is benchmarked against. However, the SOGA is designed in a way that it can intelligently search through a limited fraction of the solution space using genetic operators. Since the NL is strictly dependent on the battery level of the SN, it is described in two
stages; first stage is responsible for the computation of the RL, until the SN fully drains its battery, because the system model is only subjected to the end-to-end transmission of the information generated at the SN with the aid of the maximum-RL-aware routes. The second stage is involved in the accumulation of RLs during the iterations of the RL computation, until the SN battery is fully depleted. Thus, the NL computation may consist of a few RL computation iterations, where in each iteration the best route is selected from the set of routes having the maximum RL for end-to-end transmission. This selection process may rely on several criteria, which are described as the set of RSSs methods constituted by the RSS-LTED, RSS-LNOH, RSS-LRBAT, RSS-RANR of Section 4.3.2.2.

The computation of the NL in such networks may be challenging due to its computational complexity for a large $V$, which might result in numerous alternative routes that have to be evaluated in terms of their RL. Moreover, considering the exponential increase of the number of distinct routes upon increasing the number of nodes, an algorithm associated with a much reduced complexity is required for NL maximization. Therefore, the SOGA of Section 4.3.2.5 was introduced for circumventing the shortcomings of the ESA for larger network sizes. Upon using the parameter values of Table 4.14 discussed in Section 4.4, an approximately 45,000hrs of NL gain is attained for the WSN considered, when operating at SINR=2dB by inserting an additional sensor node into a WSN having an arbitrary size. This NL gain is reduced to about 5,500hrs, when the WSN operates at SINR=10dB. We also observed that for $V \leq 7$ using the ESA is a better option due to its lower computational complexity at a specific target-performance. Observe from Table 4.15 that for $V = 7$ the computational complexity of the ESA and SOGA is similar. As illustrated in Fig. 4.30, the NL discrepancy of the SOGA with respect to the optimal NL value of the ESA is as low as 3.17%, which corresponds to $1.07 \times 10^4$hrs of NL. We say that the NL is converged to its optimal NL value, if the NL discrepancy is less than 3.5%. For example, in the $V = 8$ scenario the NL gap of the SOGA with respect to the upper bound ESA is 3.02%. Hence, in the $V = 8$ scenario of Fig. 4.20 the NL computed by the SOGA becomes near-optimal at a 2.56 times lower complexity compared to the ESA. Nonetheless, observe in Fig. 4.24 that the SOGA imposed a lower complexity than the ESA for any WSN having $V > 7$. For convenience, Table 4.15 summarizes the computational complexity of both the ESA and SOGA imposed for different $V$ values, when relying on the RSS-LTED. Again, the convergence of SOGA to a near-optimal NL value is achieved at a much reduced complexity.

Furthermore, observe in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 that both RSS-LTED and RSS-LRBAT have a higher NL owing to their energy-awareness compared to the other RSSs. Additionally, as illustrated in Figs. 4.25(a)–4.25(b), Figs. 4.26(a)–4.26(b), Figs. 4.28(a)–4.28(d) and Figs. 4.29(a)–4.29(c), RSS-LNOH tends to exhibit a better E2EB performance than the other RSSs due to its delay-awareness, which naturally results in the accumulation of less bit errors as a benefit of selecting the route having the least number of hops. However, one
can conclude that since the objective function is formulated for achieving RL maximization, the RSSs presented attain a similar NL. More explicitly, as long as the RL is maximized, any route associated with the maximum RL amongst the routes having the same maximum RL can be selected for the end-to-end transmission. On the other hand, the decision concerning the route selection significantly affects the E2EB performance, since the computation of the E2EB strictly relies on the number of hops and the MCSs considered.

Nonetheless, the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS outperforms the other MCSs in all scenarios for the ESA and SOGA. For example, in the $V = 4$ scenario of the ESA, at the same E2EB of $10^{-3}$ the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS achieves an approximately $4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain compared to uncoded BPSK and nearly $2.4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain compared to the 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. This gain is further increased upon increasing the number of nodes. Moreover, WSNs composed of larger number of nodes result in higher E2EB. The main reason for this is that the route selection strategy associated with the worst-case E2EB requires longer hops, which in turn yields a higher E2EB for larger networks. Another reason is that WSNs composed of larger number of nodes have a higher chance of achieving the maximum RL with the aid of the best route having longer hops in each iteration of the RL computation.

In this chapter, we considered the NL maximization of a fully-connected WSN, where the NL was strictly dependent on the SN battery level, since we only transmit information generated at the SN to the DN via alternative routes, depending on their RL. Moreover, the NL was
Table 4.15: The number of CFEs required for the convergence of the ESA and SOGA for different $V$ values and for the RSS-LTED only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V$</th>
<th>ESA-CFEs</th>
<th>SOGA-CFEs</th>
<th>Optimal ESA-NL [hrs]</th>
<th>Near-optimal SOGA-NL [hrs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>117,682</td>
<td>117,682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>181,886</td>
<td>181,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>256,745</td>
<td>253,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>338,474</td>
<td>327,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5,765</td>
<td>2,256</td>
<td>419,264</td>
<td>406,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,453</td>
<td></td>
<td>551,086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

computed by the accumulation of the maximum RL values of these alternative routes, until the SN battery was fully depleted, where the RL was defined by the earliest time, at which a sensor node lying in the route fully drains its battery charge. Therefore, depending on the size of the network, the lifetime models in our previous studies were based on a single-objective NL or RL maximization problem. However, other several pertinent objectives, such as the end-to-end delay were not considered in the context of our NL maximization, since a large end-to-end delay may lead to a significant end-to-end throughput reduction during the lifetime of the network. Therefore, in Chapter 5 we will revisit our NL definition in order to reflect the effect of the end-to-end delay on the NL along with the aggregate energy dissipation of the same route. Another distinctive aspect of this study is the simultaneous optimization of the energy and the delay, as a multi-objective optimization problem in order to provide the system designer with a trade-off between the Pareto optimal energy and delay, which determines the set of Pareto optimal NL aware routes.
Multi-Objective Network Lifetime Design Relying on Routing Optimization Using Evolutionary Algorithms

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we considered the network lifetime (NL) maximization of a fully-connected wireless sensor network (WSN), where the NL was strictly dependent on the battery energy level of the source node (SN). Therefore, the NL was computed based on the accumulation of the lifetime of the alternative routes spanning from the SN to the destination node (DN), whereas the route lifetime (RL) was determined by the earliest time instant, at which a sensor node forming part of the route fully depletes its battery energy. Therefore, the lifetime definitions used in previous chapters were based on a single optimization objective, such as the energy dissipation (ED) of a particular node lying in the route or in the string topology network. However, several other significant optimization objectives, such as the end-to-end delay were not considered during the NL maximization. Therefore, in this chapter we aim for providing the system designer with a trade-off relying on the interplay between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay in order to obtain the set of Pareto optimal NL aware routes using multi-objective routing optimization algorithms.
5.1.1 Motivation and Related Works

Routing is one of the most important design issues of multi-hop wireless networks, which has a significant impact on their achievable performance. Hence, efficient routing techniques should be designed for ensuring that the data packets propagate in an “optimal” manner in terms of several metrics, such as energy dissipation, delay, delay jitter, bandwidth and packet loss ratio. In conventional multi-hop networks, only one of the desired objectives is optimized, whereas other objectives are assumed to be constraints of the problem [228]. Nonetheless, in some practical applications finding multiple solutions, each of which is optimal in terms of a single metric may be better than finding a single meritorious solution, which strikes a trade-off amongst several conflicting factors. The way to strike a meritorious trade-off is to consider the multiple design objectives as the components of a single aggregate objective function (OF), for example, using the weighted linear sum based method [176,229]. However, choosing the most appropriate weights for the various constituent design objectives requires careful consideration depending on the specific importance of the individual design objectives. Naturally, this method only provides a single solution per simulation [230]. In certain applications multi-objective optimization (MO) algorithms that provide several optimal solutions may be preferred, since these methods do not necessarily require user-defined objective weights. Furthermore, the drawback of focusing on a single design objective, whilst ignoring other important objectives may be circumvented by multi-objective optimization techniques [228]. We can consider all the objectives simultaneously and generate a set of optimal solutions, which are known as the Pareto-optimal solutions [176–178, 231] of multi-objective problems. However, finding optimal routes satisfying multiple OFs in networks is an NP-Complete problem [232]. Hence, there is a need for efficient heuristic search algorithms based on reduced-complexity evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [177,233–238].

At the time of writing there is a paucity of contributions in the literature on the issue of multi-objective optimization conceived for routing-related issues in WSNs. One of the earliest study considering the simultaneous optimization of multiple quality of service (QoS) objectives in the context of wireless networks was proposed by Roy et al. in [239], where the authors considered a multi-cast QoS routing algorithm based on the non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm (MQRA-NSGA), which simultaneously optimizes the end-to-end delay, the bandwidth requirement and the bandwidth exploitation. On the other hand, Cui et al. [240] studied MO relying on genetic algorithms (MOGAs) for finding specific routes, which satisfied different QoS requirements, with a special emphasis on how close their algorithm was capable of approaching the global minimum of each objective, as the number of nodes in the network increased. As a further development, Xue et al. [175] conceived a novel multi-objective differential evolution (MODE) algorithm for solving the routing problems of multi-hop networks by simultaneously optimizing both the delay and the energy consumption. Additionally, Kotecha and Popat [232] employed a multi-objective genetic algorithm
for improving the QoS in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Their solution considered the bandwidth, the delay, the traffic emanating from the neighboring nodes and the number of hops. They demonstrated that the proposed GA-aided QoS-based routing (GAQR) protocol performs better than conventional methods, such as the ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) and QoS-AODV techniques. Camelo et al. [230] proposed a new method for solving routing problems by considering the QoS in wireless mesh networks (WMNs). In [230], the non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) was invoked for finding different routing alternatives for guaranteeing the QoS requirements of both the voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) and of file transfer. Nevertheless, in [182] we investigated the performance of the NSGA-II and MODE algorithms for finding the optimal routes spanning from a given source node to a given destination node based on the conflicting design objectives, such as the delay and the energy dissipation.

Liu et al. [241] investigated energy-efficient capacity optimization problems using a multi-objective optimization method in a general large-scale multi-hop, multi-radio, multi-channel wireless network. The authors of [241] firstly considered a single-objective capacity optimization problem and then compared its energy efficiency performance to that of its multi-objective optimization counterpart, where the OFs were based on the energy efficiency and on the capacity. They observed that depending on the number of available radios and channels, simultaneous optimization of the capacity and the energy efficiency was capable of saving 20% to 60% of the energy compared to that of the single-objective capacity optimization. Moreover, Alanis et al. [242] proposed a near-Pareto-optimal multi-objective quantum-assisted algorithm, namely the so-called non-dominated quantum optimization algorithm (NDQO) for simultaneously optimizing the performance of a self-organizing network in terms of its delay, BER and energy dissipation.

Additionally, there are comprehensive studies of MO problems that investigate different aspects of WSNs [2, 235, 243]. For example, Jourdan et al. [244] proposed a MOGA for sensor node placement, where the objectives were constituted by maximizing the sensor coverage quality and the lifetime of the network considering the trade-off between transmission over longer distances at increased powers and the lifetime. Similarly, in [245, 246] the authors considered multi-objective node-deployment and power assignment problems by simultaneously maximizing the conflicting objectives, which are the NL and the network coverage quality, where the algorithms considered, namely multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition hybridized with a problem-specific generalized subproblem-dependent heuristic (MOEA-D/GSH) were characterized using various network instances including the network size, the number of sensors and the node-density. On the other hand, Aitsaadi et al. employed a multi-objective node-deployment optimization algorithm (MODA) [247] considering the cost-reduction of WSN deployments and the desired event detection probability, in order to maintain the network’s connectivity and to maximize the NL. Moreover, Masazade et al. [228] studied the distributed detection problem and the choice of the appropriate sen-
sor thresholds, which was also solved with the aid of MO algorithms, namely the so-called NSGA-II and the normal boundary intersection (NBI) method. Minimizing both the error probability and energy consumption of the network was the author’s objective. In [248], the authors proposed a cluster-based routing algorithm for maintaining the desired QoS by considering the battery energy constraints of WSNs. The authors of [248] formulated their multi-objective optimization problem relying on the end-to-end delay, the path reliability and the energy dissipation. They concluded by providing a set of Pareto optimal solutions using the NSGA-II.

Jin et al. [249] investigated the so-called redundant overlapping coverage problem in terms of the network’s high-quality coverage and the power consumption of the network with the aid of the MODE algorithm. Additionally, Martins et al. [250] proposed a hybrid multi-objective optimization algorithm, namely multi-objective global on-demand algorithm with a local on-line algorithm (MGoDA-LoA) for improving the performance of WSNs. This algorithm provided a solution for the dynamic coverage and connectivity problem (DCCP) of WSNs subjected to node failures. They concluded that the MO approach provides an attractive solution for extending the network’s lifetime at a slight degradation of the network’s coverage quality. Similarly, in [251] the authors aimed for maximizing both the coverage quality and the NL, while simultaneously minimizing the deployment cost. The multi-objective optimization problem of [251] was solved using the NSGA-II as well as the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm-II (SPEA-II) and multi-objective ant colony optimization (MOACO) algorithm to obtain the set of Pareto front solutions, where the coverage quality and the NL were maximized, while the deployment cost was minimized.

Moreover, Perez et al. [252] described a MO model conceived for jointly minimizing both the number of sensors employed and the total energy dissipation of the sensor network, which allowed them to minimize the total deployment cost. Abidin et al. [253] compared single-objective territorial predator scent marking algorithm (SO-TPSMA) and multi-objective TPSMA (MO-TPSMA) optimization problems, where the single-objective optimization problem only aimed for maximizing the coverage quality, whereas the multi-objective optimization problem simultaneously optimized multiple objectives, such as the maximization of coverage quality and the minimization of the energy dissipation. The authors of [253] demonstrated that the energy dissipation is significantly reduced, despite the fact that the coverage quality is slightly degraded in multi-objective optimization compared to that of single-objective optimization. Chenji et al. [217] investigated the attainable system performance and its energy dissipation using multi-objective optimization of the system’s lifetime and its packet delivery latency in disaster response networks. The authors of [217] solved the multi-objective optimization problem considered using the NSGA-II and demonstrated that the system’s lifetime was increased by 162 minutes at the cost of 61 minutes increase in packet delivery latency, while maintaining a similar packet delivery ratio performance. Additionally, Lu et al. [254] formulated a multi-objective optimization problem considering
the fuzzy and random nature of the routing in WSNs, which simultaneously optimized several objectives, such as the end-to-end delay, the delay jitter, link reliability, the interference levels and the balanced residual energy distribution of a path. Lu et al. [254] solved the problem considered using a multi-objective routing algorithm, namely fuzzy-random multi-objective optimization (FRMOO), which is a hybrid routing algorithm that was alternating between a fuzzy and a random state of the WSN. This hybrid algorithm was capable of finding the Pareto optimal paths based on the objectives considered. Rahat et al. [255] proposed a multi-objective routing optimization approach using evolutionary algorithms to obtain the Pareto optimal solutions of the minimum lifetime of the nodes in the network and the average lifetime of the WSN. The authors of [255] demonstrated that their approach was capable of providing better trade-offs than the minimization of the energy dissipation and the simultaneous optimization of the minimum lifetime of the nodes in the network. Hence, the average lifetime of the network as a whole was improved. Moreover, in [256] the authors employed a multi-objective approach, namely the so-called SPEA for simultaneously optimizing the QoS requirements, such as the end-to-end delay and the expected transmission count (ETX) for finding paths that minimize the objectives considered. They also characterized the interplay of the conflicting design factors. The major contributions of the multi-objective optimization techniques are summarized in Table 5.1.

To elaborate a little further, various multi-objective optimization approaches have been considered in the literature, where the simultaneous optimization of the multiple objectives was converted to either the minimization or the maximization of the weighted function of each objective considered. For example, in [257] the authors considered a minimum-power routing method, which optimally allocates the transmit power in a multi-hop network. The multi-objective optimization of the transmit power allocation of each node was evaluated in [257], while maintaining the link’s QoS quantified in terms of the capacity outage probability for transmission over Nakagami-m faded channels. However, the power allocation of each node was converted to a weighted power-sum minimization problem. Additionally, in [258] the authors employed a data forwarding protocol, which traded-off the energy dissipation against the delay by the simultaneous minimization of the energy dissipation and the delay, while maintaining a uniform battery power depletion across the network. However, despite the fact that the author of [258] derived the multiple objectives separately, these objectives were incorporated into a weighted function. This reduced the problem considered to a single-objective function, which had a specific weighting coefficient for each objective function.

5.1.2 Novel Contributions

Although there are numerous examples of employing multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) in the literature, no comparative study exists for a sufficiently diverse
Table 5.1: The major contributions of the multi-objective optimization techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Objective functions</th>
<th>Optimization algorithm(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Roy et al. [239]</td>
<td>Delay, bandwidth</td>
<td>MQRA-NSGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Cui et al. [240]</td>
<td>Delay, bandwidth, packet loss ratio</td>
<td>MOGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Jourdan et al. [244]</td>
<td>Coverage quality, NL</td>
<td>MOGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Xue et al. [175]</td>
<td>Delay, energy dissipation</td>
<td>MODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Kotecha et al. [232]</td>
<td>Delay, bandwidth, traffic, number of hops</td>
<td>GAQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jin et al. [249]</td>
<td>Coverage quality, power consumption</td>
<td>MODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aitsaadi et al. [247]</td>
<td>Deployment cost, event detection probability, network connectivity, NL</td>
<td>MODA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masazade et al. [228]</td>
<td>Error probability, energy dissipation</td>
<td>NBI, NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ekbatani-Fard et al. [248]</td>
<td>Delay, path reliability, energy dissipation</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camelo et al. [230]</td>
<td>Delay, bandwidth, packet loss ratio, power consumption</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martins et al. [250]</td>
<td>Network connectivity, coverage quality, NL</td>
<td>MGoDA-LoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Le Berre et al. [251]</td>
<td>Deployment cost, coverage quality, NL</td>
<td>NSGA-II, SPEA-II, MOACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Konstantinidis et al. [246]</td>
<td>Coverage quality, NL</td>
<td>MOEA-D/GSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yetgin et al. [182]</td>
<td>Delay, energy dissipation</td>
<td>MODE, NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abidin et al. [253]</td>
<td>Energy dissipation, coverage quality</td>
<td>SO-TPSMA, MO-TPSMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chenji et al. [217]</td>
<td>Delay, NL</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lu et al. [254]</td>
<td>Delay, delay jitter, link reliability, interference, residual energy distribution</td>
<td>FRMII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alanis et al. [242]</td>
<td>Delay, BER, energy dissipation</td>
<td>NDQO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magaia et al. [256]</td>
<td>Delay, expected transmission count</td>
<td>SPEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
range of algorithms conceived for our specific routing problem. In this light, the novel contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

1. We investigate two MO algorithms. The first is based on the above-mentioned NSGA-II, while the second one is the MODE algorithm [174,175]. We invoke both algorithms for jointly optimizing the delay and energy dissipation of a fully connected network relying on randomly distributed nodes.

2. We compare both algorithms in terms of the proximity of their solutions to the true Pareto front [176–178].

3. We evaluate their complexities and their rates of convergence, as the number of nodes in the network increases. We also demonstrate that at the same complexity, the MODE algorithm provides solutions approaching the true Pareto front more closely than the NSGA-II, and in general exhibits a higher convergence rate.

4. Additionally, we demonstrate that both algorithms require substantially less cost-function evaluations to approach the true Pareto front for networks of 10 or more nodes, when compared to an exhaustive search algorithm (ESA).

5. We propose a novel multi-objective NL definition, where the system designer can foresee a trade-off between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Therefore, depending on the specific application and target QoS required, the set of NL aware routes lying on the Pareto front is the Pareto optimal set maximizing the NL by considering the interplay between the energy dissipation and end-to-end delay.

5.1.3 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we illustrate the ideas behind multi-objective optimization and provide the mathematical definition of the multi-objective optimization problems. In Section 5.3, we describe our network model and quantify the fitness of each routing solution in order to obtain the set of optimal NL solutions. Moreover, we describe the NSGA-II and MODE algorithms conceived for routing optimization in Section 5.4, followed by the simulation setup and present our performance evaluation of the MOEAs considered in Section 5.5. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.6.

5.2 Multi-objective Optimization

Multi-objective optimization defines decision problems, which deal with the simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives in order to strike a trade-off between these objectives. Multi-objective optimization has been exploited in diverse fields, including engineering, finance, economics, radio resource management, logistics and so on, where an optimal decision has to be made upon considering the trade-off between conflicting objectives. Nonetheless,
real-world optimization problems usually have to meet multiple objectives to identify an attractive solution. For example, assuming that we want to buy a car by looking at several of its attributes (objectives) and assuming that these attributes are simply related to its fuel consumption and its price. Hence, in order to find this car, we look for the minimum fuel consumption and the minimum price. Therefore, fuel consumption and price are two separate objectives we have to evaluate before buying the car. However, finding a car with the minimum fuel consumption may lead to an increased price, which we also want to minimize simultaneously. This indicates the conflicting nature of the two objectives\(^1\). Suppose we have to make a decision to buy the car, thus we have to construct a list of the cars, which is composed of the minimum fuel consumption and minimum price attributes regardless of their color and brand [231]. Then, we can obtain the list of the cars striking a compelling trade-off between the fuel consumption and the price, as portrayed in the stylized Fig. 5.1, where we can choose a car with a reasonable fuel consumption and price. This list will definitely eliminate the cars with high fuel consumption and high price. Observe in Fig. 5.1 that we can formulate a car selection decision that either has a high fuel consumption or a high price, which we refer to as poor decisions. However, from the whole list of cars, if at least one of the cars is better in terms of fuel consumption and price, then we include this car in a separate list, namely in the so-called superior decisions set. Here, superior decisions define the best possible solutions in terms of fuel consumption and price. None of the decisions amongst these superior decisions may be deemed to be better than the others. The decision can be made by the buyer using Fig. 5.1, where he/she can buy a car from the set of superior decisions with the highest fuel consumption but for the cheapest price, or with the lowest fuel consumption but for the highest price, or one with a reasonable price and reasonable fuel consumption.

In a nutshell, a specific problem that arises using a single weighted function is how to weight the various objectives for a final decision. Returning to the selection of the car, some of these objectives, such as the color and the size of the car or fuzzy objectives, such as the comfort and elegance of the car cannot be readily quantified. Since the selection of the car is strictly dependent on the weighting factors, the inappropriate choice of the factors might lead to suboptimal or misleading solutions in practice. Therefore, the simultaneous optimization of these objectives plays a vital role in making a decision, where MO provides the decision maker relying on informed decisions striking a trade-off amongst several objectives.

### 5.2.1 Multi-Objective Definition

In this section, we provide the general mathematical formulation of multi-objective optimization problems. A multi-objective optimization produces a set of solutions for objective

---

\(^1\)Here, we assume an inverse-proportion relation between the fuel consumption and the price of the car. We assume that if a car is more expensive, it can only be due to its less fuel consumption.
functions relying on multiple conflicting parameters. By contrast, in conventional single-objective optimization we find the global optimum by satisfying a single-component objective function. A multi-objective problem can be formulated as follows \[178,234\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min.} & \quad f(x) = [f_1(x), f_2(x), f_3(x), \ldots, f_{nf}(x)] \\
\text{st.} & \quad g_j(x) \leq 0, j = 1, \ldots, n_g,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x = [x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_N]^T \in \mathbb{R}^N\) is the vector of variables that has to be optimized, \(f_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, nf\), are the OFs and \(g_j, j = 1, \ldots, n_g\), are the constraint functions. Multi-objective optimization problems can be solved using the Pareto optimality technique, which was proposed by Edgeworth and Pareto \[259\], as defined below for the case of a minimization problem \[231\].

**Definition 1.** Pareto dominance\(^2\): A particular solution vector

\[
f(x_1) = [f_1(x_1), f_2(x_1), f_3(x_1), \ldots, f_{nf}(x_1)]
\]

is said to dominate another particular solution vector

\[
f(x_2) = [f_1(x_2), f_2(x_2), f_3(x_2), \ldots, f_{nf}(x_2)]
\]

if and only if \(f(x_1) \preceq f(x_2)\), i.e. we have \(\forall i \in 1, \ldots, n_f, f_i(x_1) \leq f_i(x_2) \land \exists i \in 1, \ldots, n_f : f_i(x_1) < f_i(x_2)\), where \(n_f\) is the number of OFs in the optimization problem.

\(^2\)The terminology of dominance is a natural one in the context of a maximization problem. However, when aiming for finding the minimum in an optimization problem, a dominant solution is one, which is associated with a lower OF value.
To elaborate further, let us consider three solution vectors \( f(x_1), f(x_2) \) and \( f(x_3) \), given that \( f(x_1) = [2.4, 2.3], f(x_2) = [2.1, 0.3] \) and \( f(x_3) = [0.8, 1.6] \). From the definition of Pareto dominance, we can say that \( f(x_2) \) dominates \( f(x_1) \), since each element of \( f(x_2) \) is unambiguously lower than the corresponding element of \( f(x_1) \). However, \( f(x_2) \) neither dominates nor it is dominated by \( f(x_3) \), since we have \( f_1(x_3) < f_1(x_2) \), but \( f_2(x_3) > f_2(x_2) \).

**Definition 2.** Pareto optimality: A particular solution \( f(x_1) \) is said to be Pareto optimal, if and only if there is no \( f(x) \) for which \( f(x_1) \) is dominated by \( f(x) \).

For the three solution examples given above, solutions \( f(x_2) \) and \( f(x_3) \) are both Pareto optimal, since they are not dominated by any other solution. In this case, they are said to lie on the Pareto front of the objective space. Additionally, solution \( f(x_1) \) is dominated, and the relationships between \( f(x_1), f(x_2) \) and \( f(x_3) \) are shown in Fig. 5.2. The aim of multi-objective optimization is to generate a diverse set of Pareto-optimal solutions so that the user can evaluate the trade-offs between the different objectives.

### 5.3 System Model

We consider a fully-connected network having a single source and a single destination in a \( 100 \times 100 \text{m}^2 \) area, as seen in Fig. 5.3, where all the nodes are stationary and randomly distributed according to the uniform distribution. They can communicate bidirectionally on the same shared wireless channel. Each node has a unique identifier for its transmitter.
and receiver. The SN and the DN are placed at opposite corners. Transmission between any two nodes is assumed to incur an energy cost of $E_{i,j}$, which is proportional to $(d_{i,j})^m$, where $d_{i,j}$ is the Euclidean distance between the nodes $i$ and $j$ ($i \neq j$), while $m$ is the path-loss exponent, which is dependent on the propagation environment. We assume that all other network operations incur a negligible energy dissipation cost. Furthermore, the $i$th node has a queue length of $\delta_i$ packets, and we assume a propagation delay of one time unit. Therefore, given a link between nodes $i$ and $j$, the total transmission delay $D_{i,j}$ is given by $D_{i,j} = \delta_i + 1$. We note that the values of $E_{i,j}$ and $\delta_i$ are randomly initialized, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. In Section 5.5, for simplicity we set $\delta_i$ to zero so that the end-to-end delay is equal to the number of hops in units of time.

Given these assumptions, we can now describe the “cost” of a particular $(V-1)$-hop route formulated as, $R = v_0, v_1, ..., v_{V-2}, v_{V-1}$, which is a vector containing both the aggregate energy dissipation, $E_t$ and the delay, $D_t$, of each link along the route given by

$$E_t = \sum_{i=0}^{V-2} E_{i,i+1}, \quad D_t = \sum_{i=0}^{V-2} (\delta_i + 1).$$ (5.5)
Therefore, (5.5) determines the aggregate energy and the delay cost of each link in the WSN considered in Fig. 5.3. Given the definition of multi-objective optimization described in Section 5.2.1, the lifetime of the network considered in Fig. 5.3 is defined by the set of routes, each of which having the minimum aggregate energy and end-to-end delay costs. Therefore, our NL model is based on the simultaneous optimization of the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. However, since the energy dissipation and end-to-end delay costs are conflicting objectives, a set of Pareto optimal solutions can be found. Moreover, we stipulate the idealized simplifying assumption that our routing protocols have global knowledge of the node-positions, so that the SN can evaluate the cost of each potential route leading to the DN.

5.4 Evolutionary Algorithms

Many realistic applications require the simultaneous optimization of several conflicting objectives. For this type of problems, finding a single optimal solution is not satisfactory, but rather a set of optimal solutions is required. These solutions strike a trade-off amongst several objectives and there are no other solutions in the entire solution space that are superior to these solutions. Therefore, these solutions are known as Pareto optimal solutions, as described in Section 5.2.1. As mentioned in [176, 229, 231, 234], MOEAs are well-suited for such problems, since they are capable of finding a set of Pareto optimal solutions. In this study, we appropriately adapt the MOEAs of NSGA-II and MODE for our routing optimization problem. We note that we have considered a single objective version of the NSGA-II algorithm in Chapter 4. Here we adopt the genetic operators in a similar manner to that in Chapter 4 for our multi-objective routing optimization problem. The main differences between the single-objective and multi-objective versions of NSGA-II are the non-dominated sorting and the crowding distance method of the algorithm considered in Section 5.4.1. The rest of the genetic operators are used in a similar way and therefore, the illustrations of genetic operations, such as selection, crossover, mutation, recombination and the change in the population size are the same as these described in Chapter 4.

5.4.1 Non-Dominated Sorting Based Genetic Algorithm-II

In genetic algorithms, there is an initial population of candidate solutions, which are termed as individuals, and the performance of a solution in terms of a given objective function is quantified in terms of its fitness. These individuals are initialized to random values and after each iteration (generation) of the algorithm the values tend to converge upon those corresponding to better solutions given an OF by applying the genetic operators: crossover, mutation and selection, which help to diversify the values of the population and guide them towards higher-fitness solutions.
The NSGA-II is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on non-dominated sorting of the population, which was proposed by Deb et al. [177]. Each individual represents a route emerging from a given SN and leading to a given DN.

In Fig. 5.4, Parent$_1$ and Parent$_2$ represent a sequence of nodes for the fully-connected multi-hop network, assuming that $S$ is the SN and $D$ is the DN. The candidate solutions in the population are arbitrarily initialized to a random length, i.e. to a random number of hops, with the SN in the first position and the DN in the last position. Naturally, routing loops are prevented, since any individual associated with a loop would perform poorly both in terms of delay and energy dissipation. Then, the population is sorted into fronts, $F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_N$, by ensuring that individuals in each preceding front dominate all individuals of all subsequent fronts, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

Given this definition, individuals in the first front, $F_1$, belong to the Pareto front of the current solution set, where the dominated individuals representing longer and higher-energy routes are denoted by small symbols. Furthermore, the concept of crowding distance [177] is introduced in NSGA-II, which is the normalized Euclidean distance of an individual from its immediate neighbors in the same front of the solution space. After each generation, the algorithm preserves the specific solutions having the highest crowding distance in each front, which ensures that a high grade of individual-diversity is maintained in the solution space, corresponding to routes consisting of dissimilar links. The difference between NSGA-II and its predecessor, NSGA [260], is that the diversity of candidate solutions is maintained without requiring a user-selected parameter.
Figure 5.5: Individuals are arranged into fronts based on their dominance relationship.

Figure 5.6: Exchanging, removing and inserting node stages during the mutation operation.
For more details on NSGA-II, the readers are referred to [177], since we now focus our attention on the modified parts of NSGA-II in order to adapt the algorithm to our specific optimization problem. The classic GA operators, such as the crossover and mutation, assists us in evolving the individuals of a specific population by producing new individuals - i.e. new routes - from the existing ones in order to find improved solutions. The classic genetic operators are applied to the so-called parent solution pairs, which are obtained here by the so-called binary tournament selection [177]. We use a common-node, single-point crossover mask with a crossover probability of $Pr_c$, and highlight the reasoning behind this choice as follows. Routes are formed from the links between the SN and DN passing through intermediate nodes, and the cost of each route is dependent on the cost of the individual links themselves. Therefore, it is more logical to find nodes that are common for both parent routes to perform the crossover operation at, in order to ensure that all but one of the already established links in both parent routes are preserved. Given this method, the crossover operation intelligently searches through the candidate-solution space, rather than doing this haphazardly. For example, in Fig. 5.4, the common node between $Parent_1$ and $Parent_2$ is $B$, therefore it is chosen as the crossover point. Then $Child_1$ is created by the concatenation of the nodes leading up to and including $B$ from $Parent_1$ with the nodes following $B$ in $Parent_2$, and vice-versa for $Child_2$. Note that the SN and DN cannot be chosen as crossover points, since applying crossover to them does not provide any new solutions. In the NSGA-II algorithm, both tournament selection and crossover are applied twice to the current population of individuals in order to provide $\aleph_{ind}$ new solutions, if the original population size was $\aleph_{ind}$. Further details on the change of the population size can be found in Fig. 4.16. The mutation operator is applied to each new individual. For each node - excluding the SN and DN - mutation is applied with a probability of $Pr_m$. In our implementation of the mutation operator, there are three possible modifications, which occur with equal probability: node exchange, as well as node removal or insertion. In case of node exchange, the current node is exchanged for a randomly-selected node, as shown in Fig. 5.6, where node $A$ in the original individual is exchanged to node $K$. In node removal or node insertion, either the current node is deleted from the route, or a new node is inserted before this node. For example, in Fig. 5.6, node $A$ is removed in the related example. In the insertion example, node $E$ is inserted before node $A$. After mutation has been applied to each new individual, any potential routing loops are removed from each solution. In our fully-connected network, these GA operators are straightforward to implement, since any new route is valid. Our specific NSGA-II is summarized in Algorithm 1, where the general overview of the algorithm is that the initial population $\Upsilon_1$ containing $\aleph_{ind}$ individuals iterates over $\aleph_{gen}$ number of generations, each of which constitutes a new population with better individuals after each generation using genetic operators, such as inheritance, selection, crossover, mutation and combination.
Algorithm 1: The NSGA-II algorithm adapted to our routing problem.

1. initialize($\Upsilon_1$);
2. for $g := 1$ to $n_{gen}$ do
3. $F = \text{non-dominated-sort}(\Upsilon_g)$;
4. $F = \text{calculate-crowding-distance}(F)$;
5. $R_g = \text{get-strongest-N-individuals}(F)$;
6. $S_g = \text{selection}(R_g) \cup \text{selection}(R_g)$;
7. $C_g = \text{crossover}(S_g)$;
8. $M_g = \text{mutation}(C_g)$;
9. $R_g = \text{remove-loops}(M_g)$;
10. $\Upsilon_{g+1} = \Upsilon_g \cup R_g$
11. end for

5.4.2 Multi-Objective Differential Evolution Algorithm

The philosophy of Differential Evolution (DE) is that of relying on the individuals in the current population for guiding the optimization process. In classic DE [261], the new individuals are created using the appropriately weighted difference between the current individuals of the specific generation. We follow a similar methodology to [174, 175], which used both the current population as well as the non-dominated solutions for generating new solutions. By contrast, we only use the non-dominated solutions, because applying common-node, single-point crossover using a solution also from the current population may produce a solution has no relation to either the original individual or the non-dominated solution. In order to generate new individuals, with reference to Fig. 5.7, we use the common-node, single-point crossover for each parent individual $f(x_1)$ of the current generation and a randomly selected node from the set $S_i$, which consists of individuals in the Pareto front that dominate $f(x_1)$. If the set $S_i$ is empty, in other words $f(x_1)$ lies on the Pareto front, then no crossover is performed. However, apart from the crossover process the rest of the algorithm operates like our implementation of NSGA-II in Algorithm 1.

5.5 Performance Results

We generate a WSN supporting $V$ random uniformly distributed nodes. Each node has a queue length of $\delta$ packets and each link has an energy cost, as previously detailed in Section 5.3. Therefore, our conflicting OFs that have to be concurrently minimized are given by (5.5) and they are determined as the aggregate energy dissipation as well as the end-to-end delay in Section 5.3. For our simulations, a path-loss exponent of $m = 3$ is selected. To simplify the analysis, we set the queue length of each node to zero, therefore
5.5.1 True Pareto Front

Let us now continue by invoking our MOEA for the optimization of the routing in networks of \( V \) nodes, \( V \in \{6, 8, 10, 12\} \). We used the true Pareto front, as the best-case performance lower-bound relying on an ESA. As described in Chapter 4, for \( V \) nodes the number of distinct routes \( R_V \), excluding loops, is given by

\[
R_V = \sum_{h=0}^{V-2} \frac{(V-2)!}{(V-2-h)!},
\]  

(5.6)

which is simply the summation of the total number of route permutations for each route having \((h + 1)\) hops, given a total of \( V \) nodes. In Fig. 5.8, we can follow the summation of route permutations per hop. As an illustration, we find the number of distinct routes for 4 fully-connected nodes. Further details on the complexity of the fully-connected networks and the computation of the total number of distinct and non-repeating routes can be found in Section 4.3.2.1. For clarity, the number of hops for each route is denoted by \( \hat{h} = (h + 1) \).

\[
\hat{h} = 1, \text{ while } h = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{2!}{2!} = 1
\]  

(5.7)

\[
\hat{h} = 2, \text{ while } h = 1 \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{2!}{1!} = 2
\]  

(5.8)
Figure 5.8: Total number of distinct routes for a given source and destination.

\[ \hat{h} = 3, \text{ while } h = 2 \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{2!}{0!} = 2 \]

Total Distinct Routes \( \Rightarrow \quad 1 + 2 + 2 = 5. \) (5.10)

From this simple calculation, we can easily observe the distinct lines, namely Route-1, Route-2, Route-3 and Route-\( \hat{h} \) in Fig. 5.8(b) for each possible number of hops of 4 fully-connected nodes.

As it will be shown in Section 5.5.2, even for a modest-size network of \( V = 12 \) nodes the number of route evaluations becomes prohibitively high. For our randomly generated uniformly distributed nodes, the Pareto solutions obtained using ESA are presented in Table 5.2. These solutions may be used for evaluating the performance of our MOEAs, when employed within the same network deployments.

As shown in Table 5.2, in a small-size network, for example \( V = 6 \), there are less Pareto solutions, since the network is not dense enough to provide many attractive routing solutions. As the network size increases above \( V = 8 \), the number of Pareto solutions becomes generally higher, and furthermore, the achievable energy reduction is improved, since there is a higher diversity of routes available. For example, when considering \( V \in \{10, 12\} \) and increasing the number of hops \( \hat{h} \) from 1 to 2 provides an energy reduction of 75%. However, as the
5.5.2 Performance evaluation of MOEAs

We present the results of applying our MOEAs in Fig. 5.9 for the optimization problem of $V = 12$. For these results, the number of individuals for both MOEAs is $\aleph_{\text{ind}} = 48$, whilst the number of generations is fixed to $\aleph_{\text{gen}} = 50$, so that the difference in performance can be illustrated. It is clear from Fig. 5.9 that increasing the number of hops reduces the value of $\hat{h}$ increases beyond 2, the potential energy reduction generally results in diminishing returns.

### Table 5.2: Pareto optimal solutions for different number of nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in the table depict the lowest energy dissipation of the routes having the same delay cost, normalized to the single-hop case.

**Figure 5.9:** Comparison between the solutions obtained by NSGA-II and MODE to the true Pareto front for $V = 12$.
energy cost, which is expected due to the reduced-distance-based relaying gain. However, the reduction in energy cost exhibits diminishing returns upon increasing the number of hops beyond $\hat{h} > 4$. Additionally, the end-to-end delay increases as the number of hops $\hat{h}$ increases, and this represents a fundamental trade-off in this multi-hop network. This trade-off and solutions lying in the Pareto front provide the set of optimal NL-aware routes, since the route with the minimum energy dissipation and the minimum end-to-end delay determines our NL model. Depending on the application and the QoS required, the network designer can decide which NL-aware route is the best option to transmit.

At the same complexity, the MODE algorithm provides solutions that are closer to the true Pareto front than the NSGA-II for $\hat{h} \geq 5$, namely when the search space becomes larger. MODE is capable of searching through this increased solution-space efficiently by combining each generation with the individuals in the current Pareto front, whereas NSGA-II uses only tournament selection, which may not find sufficiently meritorious individuals that would provide improved routes with the aid of crossover.

The algorithms may also be compared on the basis of their average rates of convergence and complexities. We may define the proximity of the solutions obtained to the true Pareto front in terms of the percentage difference between them. Let us define the set of Pareto solutions obtained from Section 5.5.1 as $\mathcal{P}_V$, which contains elements of $p_{V,\hat{h}}$, where $V$ is the number of nodes in the network, while the subscript $\hat{h}$ indicates the number of hops associated with that particular solution. Furthermore, let us define the current solutions
5.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

WSNs suffer from a higher end-to-end delay than their single-hop counterparts. Furthermore, since they rely on batteries and can be affected by long aggregate queuing times at each node along the route, minimizing their energy requirements is of prime importance. Therefore, in our scenario prolonging the NL is strictly dependent on the simultaneous optimization of the aggregate energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay of a route in the WSN considered. In this chapter, we optimized the routing using the combined CFE of (5.5) with the aid of novel multi-objective optimization algorithms in a fully-connected arbitrary WSN in order to identify the set of NL-aware routes using the NSGA-II and of the MODE algorithms, which were appropriately adapted to suit our routing problem. We demonstrated that both the MODE and NSGA-II are applicable for these kind of routing problems and that they are capable of finding the Pareto-optimal solutions at a significantly lower complexity than an exhaustive search method, when the number of nodes is higher than or equal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes, $V$</th>
<th>NSGA-II</th>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>ESA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4,557</td>
<td>4,377</td>
<td>1,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,186</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>109,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10,950</td>
<td>10,680</td>
<td>9,864,101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: The average number of CFEs required for approaching the Pareto front within 1% averaged over 1000 runs.

As shown in Fig. 5.10, although both the NSGA-II and the MODE algorithms are capable of approaching the Pareto front, the rate of convergence for MODE is higher at $V = 12$ than that of the NSGA-II. However, as shown in Table 5.3, the average number of cost function evaluations (CFEs) required for approaching the Pareto front within 1% are similar for both algorithms. This illustrates that although the convergence rate of MODE is initially higher, the number of generations needed for approaching the Pareto front is ultimately similar for both algorithms. We can also see that the number of CFEs is significantly lower for the MOEAs than that of the ESA.
to 10. We also proposed a novel multi-objective NL definition, where the system designer can foresee a trade-off between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Therefore, depending both on the application and on the target QoS required, the set of NL aware routes lying on the Pareto front is the set of Pareto optimal solutions identified for optimizing the NL by considering the interplay between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Additionally, we demonstrated that at the same complexity, the MODE algorithm is capable of finding solutions closer to the Pareto front and in general, converges faster than the NSGA-II. The Pareto optimal solutions we obtained from the results demonstrated that the conflicting multiple objectives may indeed be beneficially reconciled.
Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In WSNs, NL maximization plays a significant role in striking a compelling compromise between maximizing the overall throughput and minimizing the energy dissipation, while extending the duration of communications, when the sensor nodes rely on limited energy supply. In this specific context, most contributions in the literature focus on minimizing the energy dissipation, while considering various network topologies [30, 189, 195]. Therefore, this treatise has broadened the scope of NL maximization by considering the design of several NL maximization methods. For example, the NL maximization method of Chapter 2 was based on rate versus power allocation, while Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were considering an SINR constraint as the target QoS requirement rather than a transmission rate requirement. Chapter 5 proposed multi-objective NL function in order to optimize the routing based on the trade-off between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay.

6.1.1 Chapter 2

In this chapter, we evaluated the lifetime of the interference-limited WSN of Fig. 6.1, as a function of the transmit rate and power using the SPTS scheduling scheme of Section 2.2.2. The string topology of Section 2.2.1 was considered, where we defined the incidence matrix of the network characterized in Table 2.1. The path loss model, the channel characteristics

![String topology having V = 10 nodes including a SN and a DN.](image)

Figure 6.1: String topology having $V = 10$ nodes including a SN and a DN.
and the scheduling scheme were described in Section 2.2.2, where a LOS AWGN channel subjected to a certain propagation path-loss law and a fading channel was considered. The SINR of both channels was discussed in Section 2.2.2, where we also described the SPTS scheduling scheme for \( T = 3 \) and \( T = 9 \), as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Moreover, we justified the choice of the NL model considered in Section 2.2.3. Explicitly, Fig. 6.3 justifies why this NL model is a realistic NL model for the string topology considered in Fig. 6.1. Furthermore, the NL maximization problem was formulated in Section 2.3 as a nonlinear optimization problem taking into account the link scheduling, the transmission rates as well as transmit powers of all active TSs, as given by (2.8)–(2.12) for an AWGN channel. Later in Section 2.3, the rate constraint was generalized for a fading channel scenario using (2.19). The original nonlinear problem was converted into a convex optimization problem by employing an approximation of the SINR, as given by (2.30)–(2.36) for AWGN and (2.37)–(2.43) for fading channels. We also appraised the convexity of these problem formulations in Section 2.3.5.1. We then derived the Lagrangian form of the convex optimization problem in Section 2.3.7 and invoked the KKT optimality conditions \[129\] for deriving analytical expressions of the
Exploiting KKT optimality conditions significantly reduced the complexity of our algorithm, which requires the evaluation of \((n + 1)\) expressions compared to an interior-point method requiring at least on the order of \(n^2\) operations to solve \(n\) linear equations, as discussed in Section 2.3.8. Finally, we quantified the maximum NL for both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels using Algorithm 2.1 of Section 2.4.3.

The effects of the fading and the source rate on the NL can readily be observed in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Our numerical results provided in Section 2.5 illustrated that fading has a detrimental impact on the achievable NL due to the poor channel conditions that require an increased transmit power in order to combat the effects of fading. The degradation of the NL due to fading and due to increasing the source rate is presented for \(T = 3\) and \(T = 9\) in Table 6.1. For example, Table 6.1 shows that at a source rate of 0.29bits/s/Hz, the NL of about 2hrs recorded for an AWGN channel is reduced to approximately 1.14hrs due to the impact of fading. Furthermore, as illustrated in Table 6.1, the simultaneous scheduling of links that interfere only weakly allowed us to take advantage of spatial reuse, where the activation of simultaneous transmissions at reduced rates necessitates a reduced transmission power, which resulted in extending the NL. More explicitly, Table 6.1 indicates that at the same source rate and for the same channel, the NL achieved in \(T = 3\) was higher than that of \(T = 9\). This is due to the simultaneous scheduling of 3 links for \(T = 3\) in the same TS and the scheduling of one link for \(T = 9\). Therefore, concurrently scheduling more transmission links was capable of exploiting the spatial reuse for extending the NL. Table 6.1 also illustrates how the NL is reduced upon increasing the source rate due to the requirement of higher transmission rate and power, regardless of the choice of channel and the scheduling.
Table 6.1: Maximum NL [hrs] comparison for increasing source rates of AWGN and fading channels, when $T = 3$ and $T = 9$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_1$ [bits/s/Hz]</th>
<th>$T = 3$</th>
<th>$T = 9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>Fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.0021</td>
<td>1.1383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.4174</td>
<td>0.7960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
<td>0.5888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.6696</td>
<td>0.3886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.4399</td>
<td>0.2708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.2762</td>
<td>0.1682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scheme. For example, the NL of about 2hrs found for the source rate of 0.29bits/s/Hz, is gradually reduced to approximately 0.28hrs, when the source rate is 1.01bits/s/Hz. To summarize, the choice of the scheduling depends on the application, since a lower source rate favors infrequent transmissions requiring a low transmit power, which do not suffer from interference, when aiming for extending the NL. However, for higher source rates, a higher NL can be achieved by aggressive spatial reuse. For example, following Table 6.1, we can readily observe that in an AWGN channel, for a lower rate of 0.29bits/s/Hz, the $T = 3$ scenario achieved about 2hrs of NL, while $T = 9$ accomplished 2.05hrs of NL, which are quite similar performances. However, when encountering the same channel and a 3.5 times higher rate of 1.01bits/s/Hz, $T = 3$ achieved about 0.28hrs of NL, while $T = 9$ accomplished 0.02hrs of NL. Therefore, in order to extend the NL in applications requiring higher source rates, aggressive spatial reuse is necessary, where $T = 3$ allows 3 links to be scheduled in the same TS, while $T = 9$ schedules only a single link in a TS at a time.

6.1.2 Chapter 3

In Chapter 2, we only considered the NL as a function of the transmit rate and of the power, where an adaptive transmission scheme was assumed. However, the energy dissipation of the signal processing operations was neglected. But in practice the system designers also have to take into account the impact of the SPP on the NL. On the other hand, achieving a reasonable NL at the application-specific end-to-end target BER for a fixed-rate system using various MCSs is also of significant importance for the system designer in the interest of maintaining the required QoS. Therefore, in this chapter we aimed for maximizing the NL for a set of target SINR values, which guarantees a predefined QoS for each link modeled either by an AWGN channel or by a Rayleigh block-fading channel, while considering two
scenarios; Scenario 1, where we considered the required transmit power only, and Scenario 2, where we considered the SPP in addition to the transmit power. The NL maximization problem was formulated in Section 3.3 with the aid of a set of lower bounded target SINR values for each link for the sake of characterizing the BER-dependent QoS and the impact of the physical layer parameters on the NL in the string topology of Fig. 6.6. We also analyzed the ED of each node, along with the required transmission power per link, the interference power imposed on each node and the lifetime of all nodes forming part of the string topology, while considering different target SINR requirements, SPP and channel characteristics. Moreover, we presented experimental results in Section 3.4 for assisting the network designer in making informed decisions as to which MCS works well for the application supported.

Table 6.2 presents the 'continuous-time' NL expressed in years for different MCSs and different target BER values in terms of both the PLBR as well as E2EB, and provides an overview of the systems, indicating both the longest and the shortest NL in Scenario 1 and 2 for both AWGN and fading channels, where 'Scenario' is abbreviated as 'Scn'. Therefore, the designer can readily determine, which systems and configurations are more NL-aware in
Table 6.2: The 'continuous-time' NL (in years) evaluation for WSNs with given configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scn 2</th>
<th>Scn 1</th>
<th>Scn 2</th>
<th>Scn 1</th>
<th>Scn 2</th>
<th>Scn 1</th>
<th>Scn 2</th>
<th>Scn 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10^{-4} PLBR</td>
<td>10^{-4} E2EB</td>
<td>10^{-3} PLBR</td>
<td>10^{-3} E2EB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoded-BPSK</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK-CC-Soft</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK-CC-Soft</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC-10th-Iter</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10^{-2} PLBR</td>
<td>10^{-2} E2EB</td>
<td>10^{-3} PLBR</td>
<td>10^{-3} E2EB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a realistic application. For example, observe in Table 6.2 that the longest NL is achieved for an AWGN channel by soft decoded 1/2-rate CC for a PLBR of 10^{-4} in Scenario 1, which is nearly 3.97yrs. By contrast, the lowest NL for an AWGN channel is accomplished by uncoded BPSK at a E2EB of 10^{-4} in Scenario 2, which is about 0.21yrs. Uncoded BPSK results in an even lower NL in a Rayleigh fading scenario, but the exact PLBR and E2EB values cannot be provided, since this would require an excessive transmit power. The longest NL is achieved for Rayleigh fading channels by 1/2-rate SCC using 10 decoding iterations at a PLBR of 10^{-2} in Scenario 1, which corresponds to NL=1.57yrs. Nonetheless, up to 4.99yrs of NL can be achieved by soft decoded 1/2-rate CC for a PLBR of 10^{-3} for AWGN channels in Scenario 1, which is reduced to 0.18yrs for Rayleigh fading channels. On the other hand, SPP has a substantial impact on the NL, which reduced the NL of 4.99yrs of Scenario 1 to 0.89yrs in Scenario 2.

In conclusion, we presented the trade-off between NL and BER in order to observe, how the requirement of different target BER values at the physical layer affected both the NL and the network performance in the string topology considered. We also illustrated the dominant impact of the SPP on the NL compared to that of the transmission power. A useful finding was to determine what type of MCSs should be used for what type of networks or applications in order to maximize the NL, while maintaining the target BER requirement. Therefore, with the aid of our experimental results discussed in Section 3.4, the network designer can make beneficial decisions for specific systems, depending on the QoS requirements and on the desired network performance.

6.1.3 Chapter 4

In Chapter 3, we considered the string topology of Fig. 6.6, where the distances between consecutive nodes were fixed. However, in a more realistic WSN there may be thousands of
routes consisting of various distances between consecutive sensor nodes, each of which can be assigned to a string topology. Moreover, in such a complex network we may also have to reconsider our design of the NL model. In Chapter 4 we maximize the NL of a randomly and uniformly distributed fully-connected WSN, as exemplified in Fig. 6.7, which may lead to an exponentially increased complexity upon increasing the number of nodes (V). In such a network, we considered a single source and destination, where the SN and the DN were located at the opposite corners of the sensor field to guarantee the longest distance between them, so that the system model guarantees the utilization of diverse alternative routes for end-to-end transmission, as portrayed in Fig. 6.7. The information was only generated at the SN and the aim of the system model considered was to carry the SN’s information to the DN via relay nodes, which were also capable of decoding and forwarding the relayed information. To mitigate the interference imposed on sensors, we used a TDMA scheduling method, namely the so-called SPTS regime described in Section 4.2.1, which allows each node lying on a route to moderately interfere with another node at the distance of $T$, if they were scheduled during the same TS. Additionally, each sensor node was equipped with a limited battery capacity and we only considered the transmit power as the main ED factor. Moreover, the worst-case BER, namely E2EB, of the fully connected WSN considered was computed in (4.5) for an uncoded BPSK, 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded and for soft-decoded QPSK MCSs, as described in Section 4.2.2. Therefore, the network designer was capable of observing the NL versus E2EB performance of each MCS considered.

For the system model described in Section 4.2, we proposed the ESA based benchmarker of Section 4.3.2.2 and the SOGA of Section 4.3.2.5 as our solution algorithms to keep the network operational as long as possible via solving the linear optimization problem for each route given by (4.10)–(4.13) in Section 4.3.1. Note that ESA was considered as an upper bound for the optimal NL, where the best possible NL was achieved by checking all the possible solution candidates in the whole solution search space. On the other hand, the SOGA of Section 4.3.2.5 was designed for intelligently searching through the entire solution space using genetic operators. Since the NL was strictly dependent on the battery level of the SN, the NL optimization was described in two stages, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. The first stage was responsible for the computation of RL until the SN fully drains its battery, because the system model was only considered for the end-to-end transmission of the information generated at the SN via the maximum-RL routes. The second stage accumulated the RLs during the iterations of the RL computation, until the SN battery was fully depleted. Thus, the NL computation was constituted by a number of RL computation iterations, where in each iteration the best route was selected amongst the routes having the maximum RL for the corresponding end-to-end transmission. This selection process includes several criteria, which were described in terms of the RSSs relying on the LTED, the LNOH, the LRBAT and the RANR regimes, namely the RSS-LTED, RSS-LNOH, RSS-LRBAT, RSS-RANR. The computation of the NL in such networks is indeed challenging due to the computational
Figure 6.7: Example of a fully connected WSN consisting of 6 nodes (not to scale).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>NL of 2dB</th>
<th>NL gain of 2dB SINR</th>
<th>NL of 10dB</th>
<th>NL gain of 10dB SINR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>73,499.94</td>
<td>(4 → 5) 41,782.21</td>
<td>11,713</td>
<td>(4 → 5) 5,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>115,282.15</td>
<td>(5 → 6) 44,368.49</td>
<td>17,471</td>
<td>(5 → 6) 6,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>159,650.64</td>
<td>(6 → 7) 49,460.48</td>
<td>23,491</td>
<td>(6 → 7) 5,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>209,111.12</td>
<td>(7 → 8) 52,455.78</td>
<td>29,087</td>
<td>(7 → 8) 5,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>261,566.90</td>
<td>(8 → 9) 80,479.45</td>
<td>34,824</td>
<td>(8 → 9) 10,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9 → 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(9 → 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>342,046.35</td>
<td>Total: 268,546.41</td>
<td>44,998</td>
<td>Total: 33,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\frac{268,546.41}{6} = 44,757.74$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\frac{33,285}{6} = 5,547.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: The NL [hrs] and NL gain achieved by the fully-connected WSNs composed of $V = \{4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10\}$, when the network operates at 2dB and 10dB SINR. The number of hours included in this table has to be divided by $\approx 8,760$ to convert them to years.
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Figure 6.8: ESA as an upper bound for the true NL compared to the NL of SOGA for various number of generations $\aleph_{gen}$ and $V$.

Constraints. Specifically, a large number of nodes ($V$) in a network may lead to numerous alternative routes that have to be evaluated in terms of their RL. Considering the exponential increase of the number of non-looping routes upon increasing the number of nodes, an algorithm imposing a reduced complexity was required for NL maximization. Therefore, the SOGA of Section 4.3.2.5 was introduced to circumvent the shortcomings of the ESA for larger networks. Our experimental results of Fig. 6.8 and Table 6.3 indicate that using the parameter values of Table 4.14, an approximately 45,000hrs of NL gain was achieved at 2dB SINR by inserting an additional sensor node into the existing WSN. This gain was reduced to about 5,500hrs of NL, when the WSN operates at 10dB SINR. We also observed that for $V \leq 7$, the ESA was a better option due to its lower computational complexity. It is clear from Table 6.4 that the cross-over point was at $V = 7$, where the computational complexity of the ESA and SOGA was similar. The ratio of the NL discrepancy between the SOGA and the optimal NL value of ESA was as low as $3.17\%$, which corresponds to $1.07 \times 10^4$hrs of NL. We assumed that the NL converged to its near-optimal NL value, if the NL gap to the upper bound ratio was less than $3.5\%$. For example, in the $V = 8$ scenario the NL gap ratio from SOGA to the upper bound ESA was $3.02\%$. Hence, in the $V = 8$ scenario the NL computed by the SOGA was near-optimal, despite its 2.56 times lower complexity compared
to the ESA. Nonetheless, the SOGA outperformed ESA for any WSN having $V > 7$ due to its lower computational complexity. For convenience, Table 6.4 is provided here in order to present the computational complexity in terms of the number of CFEs required by both the ESA and SOGA for different $V$ values and for the RSS-LTED. The convergence of SOGA to a near-optimal NL value was achieved at a much lower complexity.

Furthermore, we observed in our experimental results of Section 4.4 that both RSS-LTED and RSS-LRBAT provided a better NL owing to their energy-awareness compared to other RSSs. This pattern can be followed in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22. Additionally, RSS-LNOH typically had a better E2EB performance than the other RSSs due to its delay-awareness, which naturally helped the accumulation of less bit errors, because the scheme selected the specific routes having the least hops, as illustrated in Fig. 4.25(a)–4.25(b) and Fig. 4.26(a)–4.26(b). However, since the objective function maximizes the RL, the RSSs exhibited a similar NL performance. More explicitly, one of our findings is that as long as the RL is maximized, any route associated with the maximum RL amongst the routes having the same maximum RL can be selected for end-to-end transmission. On the other hand, the decision concerning the route selection significantly affects the E2EB performance, since the computation of the E2EB strictly relies both on the number of hops and on the MCSs considered. Nonetheless, 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS outperformed other MCSs in all scenarios of the ESA and SOGA. For example, in the $V = 4$ scenario of ESA, at the same E2EB of $10^{-3}$ characterized for the 1/2-rate CC soft-decoded QPSK MCS, approximately $4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain was achieved over uncoded BPSK and nearly $2.4 \times 10^4$ hrs of NL gain was attained over 1/2-rate CC hard-decoded QPSK MCS. These gains further increased upon increasing the number of nodes. Moreover, WSNs composed of larger number of nodes resulted in higher E2EB. One of the main reasons for this trend was that the selection strategy of the route associated with the worst-case E2EB requires longer hops, which in turn yields a higher E2EB for larger networks. Another reason for this observation was that WSNs composed of larger number of nodes may result in routes having longer hops that achieve the maximum RL, and since the route associated with maximum RL is selected, in the presence of a longer hop this route will also lead to a higher E2EB.

6.1.4 Chapter 5

The lifetime definitions in previous chapters were based on a single objective, such as the energy dissipation of a particular node lying in the route or in the string topology network. However, several other significant characteristics of WSNs have not been considered in the previous chapters. For example, WSNs suffer from a higher end-to-end delay than their single-hop counterparts and since they rely on batteries minimizing their energy requirements is of prime importance. Therefore, in Chapter 5 we aimed for providing the system designer with a trade-off, hinging on the interplay between the energy dissipation
and the end-to-end delay in order to obtain the set of Pareto-optimal NL aware routes using multi-objective routing optimization algorithms. Prolonging the NL was dependent on the simultaneous Pareto-optimization of the aggregate energy dissipation and of the end-to-end delay of a route in the WSN considered, as described in Section 5.3. Firstly, we introduced multi-objective optimization and its mathematical definition in Section 5.2. Then, we solved the multi-objective routing optimization problem formulated in (5.5) of Section 5.3 with the aid of novel multi-objective optimization algorithms in a fully-connected WSN in order to identify the set of Pareto-optimal NL-aware routes using the NSGA-II and the MODE algorithms described in Section 5.4, which were appropriately adapted to suit our routing problem.

We then demonstrated in Section 5.5 that both MODE and NSGA-II are indeed applicable to the routing problems considered and that they are capable of finding the Pareto-optimal solutions at a significantly lower complexity than an exhaustive search method, as illustrated in Table 6.5, provided that the number of nodes is higher than or equal to 10. We also proposed a novel multi-objective NL definition, which allows the system designer to strike a trade-off between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Therefore, depending on the specific application and on the target QoS required, the set of NL aware routes lying on the Pareto front is the set of Pareto-optimal solutions, which characterize the interplay between the energy dissipation and the end-to-end delay. Additionally, we demonstrated that, at the same complexity, the MODE algorithm is capable of finding solutions that are closer to the Pareto front, as shown in Fig 5.9 and in general, MODE converges faster than the NSGA-II, as illustrated in Fig 5.10. The Pareto-optimal solutions we found demonstrated that the conflicting multiple objectives may indeed be reconciled in a solution-set, where the dissipation cannot be reduced without increasing the delay and vice versa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>ESA-CFE</th>
<th>SOGA-CFE</th>
<th>Optimal ESA-NL [hrs]</th>
<th>Near-optimal SOGA-NL [hrs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>117,682</td>
<td>117,682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>181,886</td>
<td>181,385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>256,745</td>
<td>253,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>338,474</td>
<td>327,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5,765</td>
<td>2,256</td>
<td>419,264</td>
<td>406,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3,453</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>551,086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: The number of CFEs required for approaching the convergence of the ESA and SOGA for different V values and for the RSS-LTED only.
Figure 6.9: Organization of the thesis, portraying how the chapters evolve. “Evolved” and “Unchanged” are the terms used for the characteristics of the chapter transitions, which are evolved or remain unaltered. The specific chapter evolutions can be followed in Table 6.6.
### 6.1.5 Discussions

The characterization of our NL maximization problems is described in Table 6.6, where the evolution of the system model from chapter to chapter can be clearly recognized. Moreover, Fig. 6.9 presents the organization of the thesis, where the evolution and/or the relationship of each chapter is visualized. Explicitly, observe in Table 6.6, whether any of the characteristics of the chapters evolved or remained unchanged. For example, observe in Fig. 6.9 that the QoS metric is “evolved” during the transition from Chapter 2 to Chapter 3. To understand what has been evolved, the readers are referred to Table 6.6, where in our case the “QoS Metrics” were evolved from “NL, Source Rate” to “NL, SINR, BER”. Additionally, one of the distinctive characteristic of our study was the specific choice of QoS requirements.

For example, in Chapter 2 the NL and the source rate were considered as our QoS metrics, since all operations in the network were strictly dependent on the source rate, which determined the transmission rate attained and the power required, which in turn determined the NL. In all of our studies the NL was the most significant QoS metric, since it determined when the operations of the entire network were terminated. For example, the higher the NL, the higher the throughput. Similarly, the higher the NL, the higher the energy efficiency, and so on.

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the NL, the SINR and the BER were considered as the QoS metrics, since the SINR determined the transmit power required, while the transmission quality was constrained by the NL. Then, the system designer was provided with a trade-off between the NL and the BER in order to make an informed decision considering the specific application that may be supported and its QoS.

In Chapter 5, the aggregate energy dissipation per route and end-to-end delay were concurrently optimized as part of a multi-objective optimization problem, where the NL was considered as the QoS requirement based on the Pareto-optimal solutions of the energy-delay trade-off. The rest of the characteristics considered in our studies is provided in Table 6.6.

Nevertheless, here we provide a comparative justification of our various system models in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes, V</th>
<th>NSGA-II</th>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>ESA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4,557</td>
<td>4,377</td>
<td>1,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,186</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>109,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10,950</td>
<td>10,680</td>
<td>9,864,101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: The average number of CFEs required for approaching the Pareto front within 1% averaged over 1000 runs.
Table 6.6: Characteristics of the system models considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Model</th>
<th>BER Model</th>
<th>Optimization Variables</th>
<th>Channel Model</th>
<th>Network Topology</th>
<th>Phy, MAC, Routing</th>
<th>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</th>
<th>AWGN, Block Fading</th>
<th>AWGN, Block Fading</th>
<th>AWGN, Block Fading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Error-free</td>
<td>NL, Rate, Power</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-objective</td>
<td>NL vs BER using MCS</td>
<td>NL vs BER using MCS</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-connected WSN</td>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Single-objective</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, Routing</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Multi-objective</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-layer Model</td>
<td>Multi-objective</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>String Topology</td>
<td>Phy, MAC</td>
<td>Phy, MAC, (Routing)</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Block Fading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5
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Figure 6.10: Average transmit power required for each of the consecutive link indices of Fig. 6.1 using the corresponding parameters of Table 6.8, where the SINR is much lower in this particular system model than that of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Note that Table 6.8 indicates the difference of noise power between the system models considered.

In order to augment, how the NL differs from one scenario to another, depending on the communication parameters and to explicitly identify, which parameters affect the NL most significantly. First of all, observe in Table 6.8 that Chapter 2 does not rely on any Standard, where the parameter values are carefully arranged to ensure that the NL optimization framework can produce physically tangible solutions. We would like to emphasize that the study of Chapter 2 provides a simple initial study of NL maximization, where we do not rely on any specific Standard. Most importantly, Chapter 2 considers an adaptive model, hence we cannot chose a specific SINR value to directly compare the NL to that of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Therefore, the NL value obtained in Chapter 2 cannot be directly compared to that of the other chapters. Broadly speaking, under the same channel conditions, the same transmit rate and the same $T$ SPTS parameter, as portrayed in Table 6.8, the maximum achievable NL in Chapter 2 is around 0.3 hours, while that in Chapter 3 is 43,829 hours and that in Chapter 4 is 235,526 hours. Then, the question arises, why the NL of Chapter 2 is enormously different from those in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4? To answer this question, again we have to bear in mind that the parameter values for our initial study of Chapter 2 are arranged so that feasible solutions of the optimization problem can be obtained. In a nutshell, despite the fact that the distance between the consecutive nodes is much smaller and the power amplifier efficiency is considerably higher in Chapter 2, as illustrated in Table 6.8, the noise power is high in Chapter 2 compared to that of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. For this particular reason, in Chapter 2 the SINR ratio is much lower than in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Therefore, we can assume that Chapter 2 is a more noise-contaminated system than the system considered in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This is why the effects of the interference are masked by the noise-effects in Chapter 2, which is in contrast to Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Furthermore, we can justify our experimental results in terms of the effects of the specific scheduling scheme characteristics and interference power. Firstly, we recall that in Chapter 2 the distances between the consecutive nodes were set to \(d = 1\). Therefore, the power gain \(G\) in fact has no effect on the system model, if the distance is fixed to 1. However, the interference imposed by other nodes emerges from various longer distances, which results in a trade-off between the received power and the interference power imposed on the sensor nodes. Here, we investigate the trends observed for the first 6 sensors, which require the highest transmit power, as illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Therefore, we have to study the amount of interference imposed on each sensor node. Hence, we have to identify the potential interferers for each receiving node, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6.12, which represents the system model we considered. This portrays the concurrent communications of the nodes and their associated fixed distances from their potential interferers encountered in this stationary string topology, as portrayed in Table 6.7. For example, an ongoing communication session over \(l_{1,2}\) has a 2 m of distance from its interferer \(l_{4,5}\) and a 5 m of distance from its other interferer \(l_{7,8}\). Observe in Table 6.7 that the sum of the potential interference powers is nearly the same for the links \(l_{1,2}\) and \(l_{4,5}\), while the interference power imposed on the eighth node is substantially lower than the other two links. Therefore, in order to satisfy the rate constraint, the transmit power has to be increased for the links \(l_{1,2}\) and \(l_{4,5}\), where the resultant power versus rate equilibrium corresponds to the true transmit powers, depending on this fixed topology as well as distances. For example, this pattern can be observed for the second, fifth and eighth nodes of Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. Broadly speaking, our optimization problem considered in Chapter 2 requires the scheduled links to satisfy the rate constraints, therefore each of these scheduled links will compete for increasing its transmit power as much as it is necessary. However, the energy dissipation has to be minimized for the sake

**Figure 6.11:** Average transmit power required for each of the consecutive link indices of Fig. 6.6 using the corresponding parameters of Table 6.8, where the SINR is much higher in this particular system model than that of Chapter 2. Note that Table 6.8 indicates the difference of noise power between the system models considered.
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Receiving link | (Distance from interferer [m], interferer)
---|---
l_{1,2} | (2, l_{4,5}), (5, l_{7,8})
l_{4,5} | (4, l_{1,2}), (2, l_{7,8})
l_{7,8} | (7, l_{1,2}), (4, l_{4,5})

Table 6.7: Interference power imposed on receiving nodes relaying on the distances of the potential interferers.

Figure 6.12: The illustration presenting the effect of the fixed scheduling scheme and the interference power imposed on sensor nodes. Note that we only exemplify the experimental result for particular SPTS of $T = 3$, as illustrated in $n = 1$ TS and shown with “+” symbol, if activated.

of maximizing the NL, which is the objective function of the optimization problem. Again, both the topology and the potential interferers are fixed at certain locations, and given the source rate we aim for optimizing the transmit rates as well as the powers, which in turn maximizes the NL for a fixed link scheduling. Therefore, depending on the fixed distances and given the path loss, the corresponding power as well as rate variables will be optimized and a beneficial equilibrium will be found for the sake of NL maximization.

To elaborate a little further, the NL difference between Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is mainly due to the specific NL definition that typically relies on the particular application and on the network topology employed. For example, Chapter 3 considers the NL as the time, when the first node failure is encountered in a string topology, as illustrated in Fig. 6.6, while the NL described in Chapter 4 strictly depends on the SN’s battery life. The main reason for the NL being so high in Chapter 4 is mainly because the network exploits alternative routes for the transmission of the source information by aiming to actively rely on the nodes associated with fresh batteries or to route the information over the particular nodes having the highest residual batteries. Hence, the NL becomes high, since the source information is delivered to the sink node by the routes having the best route lifetime after each end-to-end transmission, until the SN completely depletes its battery charge.

In conclusion, in Chapter 2 we commence by building our NL maximization problem as an initial study for this treatise based on a string topology. To solve this optimization problem in a feasible way, the parameters of Chapter 2, as illustrated in Table 6.8, have
Figure 6.13: Design guidelines of energy-constrained WSNs in the interest of maximizing the NL.

6.2 Design Guidelines

We elaborated on the design objectives of WSNs in Section 1.1. Let us now bear in mind the contributions we made towards NL maximization and infer design guidelines for constructing applications of maximum-lifetime WSNs, as portrayed in Fig. 6.13.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Chapter 2</th>
<th>Chapter 3</th>
<th>Chapter 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td>AWGN, Fading</td>
<td>AWGN, Fading</td>
<td>AWGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-loss exponent</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between consecutive nodes, (d) [m]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(0 &lt; d \leq 56.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power, (N_0) [dBm]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(-60)</td>
<td>(-60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial battery charge per node, (\mathcal{E}_i) [Joule]</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transmit power of a node, ((P_i)_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>50W</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of the power amplifier, (\alpha)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTS parameter, (T)</td>
<td>{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL definition based on</td>
<td>First node’s failure</td>
<td>First node’s failure</td>
<td>SN’s failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of slots per link frame, (N)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Topology</td>
<td>String ((V = 10))</td>
<td>String ((V = 10))</td>
<td>Complex ((V = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 20}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Standards</td>
<td>No Standards</td>
<td>802.15.4</td>
<td>802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL values ([\text{AWGN, } T = 3, 1 \text{ (bit/s/Hz)}])</td>
<td>Max. 0.3 hours</td>
<td>43,829 hours [3.5dB]</td>
<td>235,526 hours [3.5dB]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Comparative justification of our system models considering the specific communication parameters in the interest of maximizing the NL.

1. Observe in Fig. 6.13 that determining the characteristics of the application considered and its QoS requirements as well as the network’s design objectives play a vital role in terms of maximizing the performance of the WSN. For example, video surveillance applications require higher data rate for maintaining the desired QoE of the user(s). On the other hand, these applications may necessitate a higher transmit power, where the NL may be significantly degraded, since the sensors may be exposed to an increased interference. For such an application, the system designer has to define the lower bounds of the QoS requirements for attaining a longer operational time for the WSN considered. Nonetheless, different design objectives tend to require different strategies for NL maximization. For example, maximizing the NL, while maintaining coverage quality and network connectivity requires different considerations than NL maximization, while maintaining an optimal sleep scheduling scheme and opportunistic routing strategy.

2. Once the application requirements have been determined, the WSN deployment strategy has to be specified, which ultimately determines the network topology that is vitally
important for NL maximization. Explicitly, for example a network having a string topology, where only the adjacent nodes are within each others transmission range, the NL is strictly dependent on that particular node’s lifetime, which completely depletes its battery. However, in a network having numerous alternative routes, the NL may be dependent only on the source node’s lifetime, since the sensor measurements can be delivered over numerous alternative routes. Therefore, the NL can be defined depending on the application and its network topology deployed.

3. Having described the application characteristics and its QoS requirements along with the NL definition that relies on the network topology constructed, for the sake of NL maximization, finding optimal solutions at a reduced complexity and/or providing trade-off solutions between several important objective functions is vitally important for attaining the optimal communication parameter values at a reduced implementational complexity or for providing the system designer with a well-informed decision for the ensuing hardware implementations using the interplay between several conflicting objectives, while guaranteeing the desired QoS requirements.

6.3 Future Research Ideas

In this section we present a range of future research ideas and discuss several open problems in the context of the NL maximization of WSNs.

6.3.1 Energy Harvesting

Energy harvesting [262–266] is a relatively new concept in wireless sensor networks, where a sensor has the capability to convert various forms of environmental energy into electricity in order to supply the sensor node. Power allocation strategies using energy harvesting sensors can be considered [267–271] in order to extend the NL. Assuming that each sensor has a limited battery capacity, using an external energy source from nature can help in prolonging the NL. However, considering the relatively low efficiency of energy harvesters [262], NL maximization and power allocation mechanisms still play a significant role in keeping the network functional for an extended duration. This contribution of energy harvesters in extending the NL can be formulated as part of the optimization problem, as demonstrated in [145,272].

6.3.2 Energy Conservation Through Network Coding

In relaying or multi-hop networks, where a receiver is out of the communication range of a transmitter, a signal is forwarded by relaying over many other nodes in order to be delivered to the final destination. In such networks, we forward the signal through intermediate
nodes. However, amplifying or decoding and remodulating the signals before forwarding
them is capable of improving the throughput and the energy saving, as discussed in [273–
275] or in terms of network coding in [161, 163, 276–279]. However, to exploit network
coding several users’ signals have to be jointly encoded and diverse network topologies
have to be considered. Assuming that the transmission range of all nodes is the same,
minimizing the energy consumption is a problem that is equivalent to minimizing the number
of transmissions. Thus, we can incorporate this into WSNs by forwarding a signal all the
way through to the sink via broadcasting to the neighbor nodes with the aid of relaying.
Therefore, we have to introduce the specific number of transmissions into our optimization
problem formulation along with network coding in order to guarantee a successful delivery of
a certain amount of data to the final destination. This approach can assist us in minimizing
the number of transmissions, thus conserving more energy, which translates into extending
the NL.

6.3.3 Optimal Scheduling and Signomial Programming Approach

For simplicity, in this treatise we considered a fixed link scheduling approach and thus
implemented the SPTS scheduling scheme of Fig. 6.2 for various $T$ values. Even though,
we selected one of the best values of $T$ based on the results of [30], an optimal scheduling
algorithm is capable of further improving the NL. Additionally, in order to maximize the
NL, while optimizing the transmit rate and the power, an SINR-approximation has to be
employed by removing the term “1” in

$$r_{l,i,j,n} \leq \log \left( 1 + \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, j'} G_{i',j'}P_{i',j',n} + N_0} \right),$$

(6.1)
as discussed in Section 2.6. However, this approximation must not be invoked in optimal
scheduling problems, since the power is not constrained to zero, implying that a node does
not have the option of refraining from transmitting if scheduled. For convenience, we provide
the relaxed non-convex rate constraint here, which is converted from (6.1) into

$$r_{l,i,j,n} \leq \log \left( \frac{G_{i,j}P_{i,j,n}}{\sum_{i' \neq i, j'} G_{i',j'}P_{i',j',n} + N_0} \right),$$

(6.2)

by employing an approximation of the SINR. This approximation may not cause any prob-
lems for high SINR values. However, it has to be reconsidered for the links that are oper-
ating at low SINRs. To circumvent this limitation, we may consider using the SP approach
of [89, 117] in order to solve optimal scheduling problems. A SP-based power control ap-
proach has to be invoked for mediocre SINR, as described in [117], but the approximation
invoked for high SINRs is still applicable and requires only a single GP to be solved [129].
However, for the medium to low SINRs, the approximation is not feasible and one has to
solve this non-convex problem as a series of GPs, which are transformed to convex problems. Therefore, invoking a SP-based power control approach is capable of finding the optimal scheduling, so that the NL can be further extended.

6.3.4 Mobility Models

In this treatise, we only considered stationary WSNs. However, it would be interesting to investigate the impact of different mobility models on the NL. We may expect that the NL will be significantly reduced due to the poor link connectivity anticipated. We can utilize the mobility models described in [280] in order to study how the model affects both the convergence of the algorithms as well as the NL. For example, Wang et al. [44] demonstrated that the NL may potentially be doubled with the aid of a single mobile relay in WSNs. Therefore, we may consider a network supported by a few mobile sensor nodes that have a high battery charge. The role of the mobile nodes is to assist the nodes that might become a potential bottleneck, since their battery will be depleted much quicker. Therefore, using mobile relay nodes can be exploited for balancing the energy dissipation of the nodes located at the bottleneck, thus this method can help in extending the NL of multi-hop WSNs.

6.3.5 Other Possible Future Research Ideas

Some other possible future research ideas are included in this section.

- Robust Optimization
  Some parameters of the problem formulations are assumed to be constant, whereas in practice these parameters are based on inaccurate estimates with uncertain boundaries. Therefore, we may utilize robust optimization for mitigating the effects of unavoidable errors, such as channel estimation and power control errors [281,282].

- High Data Rate Applications
  So far, we only considered low data rate applications. However, we may consider wireless video sensor networks (WVSN) [279,283,284], which require a high date rate, as in video surveillance networks. In such networks, due to the nature of video transmission, a higher battery capacity per sensor node has to be used. Additionally, we can present the impact of the video encoding power dissipation along with the transmission power on the NL.

6.3.6 Final Remarks

Wireless sensor networks are becoming an essential part of the emerging IoT industry. Therefore, WSNs will continue to be used in many applications ranging from military deployments, industrial deployments, health care to designing intelligent environments, smart
homes and cities, etc. On the other hand, these applications, specifically the applications requiring high data rates, may lead to a high energy consumption. Additionally, energy has always been an issue in the history of battery-operated devices and sensor networks. However, this limitation may potentially be circumvented by energy harvesting devices. At the time of writing, a company called IDEAL offers 25+ years of sensor lifetime on battery and no-battery is required at all in their wirelessly powered system. Moreover, researchers from the University of Washington have created a new wireless communication system [285] that maintains interaction between two devices without relying on batteries or mains energy source. However, these devices still have to be improved in terms of their efficiency and cost. The next few decades we will bring about further developments of new communication techniques and energy harvesting devices in order to maximize the energy efficiency and thus to extend the attainable NL. Even though WSNs and the IoT do not have to rely on batteries, energy-efficiency will always be a challenge to be tackled in the future. Therefore, cross-layer optimization, energy-efficient communication techniques, distributed algorithms designed for providing the best available QoS or quality of experience, will have to be intensively studied in the context of these novel devices and communication techniques, which can be utilized by the emerging IoT technology.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>amplify-and-forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWGN</td>
<td>additive white Gaussian noise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BER</td>
<td>bit error rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>binary phase-shift keying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>binary tournament selection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>convolutional code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFE</td>
<td>cost function evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRN</td>
<td>cognitive radio network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>channel state information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>defense advanced research projects agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCP</td>
<td>dynamic coverage and connectivity problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>distance conversion matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCMC</td>
<td>discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>differential evolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>decode-and-forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>destination node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>denial of service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRN</td>
<td>disaster response network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN</td>
<td>distributed sensor network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2EB</td>
<td>end-to-end BER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>evolutionary algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>energy dissipation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EH</td>
<td>energy harvesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EH-WSN</td>
<td>energy harvesting wireless sensor network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>exhaustive search algorithm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ETX expected transmission count.

FF fitness function.

FH optimization function handles.

FRMOO fuzzy-random multi-objective optimization.

GA genetic algorithm.

GAQR GA-aided QoS-based routing.

GP geometric programming.

GPS global positioning system.

IoT Internet of things.

IP Internet protocol.

KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker.

LNOH least number of hops.

LOS line-of-sight.

LRBAT largest remaining SN battery.

LTE Long Term Evolution.

LTED least total energy dissipation.

LUT look-up table.

M-PSK M-ary phase shift keying.

M2M machine-to-machine.

MAC medium access control.

MANET mobile ad-hoc networks.

MCS modulation and coding scheme.

MGoDA-LoA multi-objective global on-demand algorithm with a local on-line algorithm.

MO multi-objective optimization.

MO-TPSMA multi-objective territorial predator scent marking algorithm.

MOACO multi-objective ant colony optimization.

MOEDA multi-objective node-deployment optimization algorithm.

MODE multi-objective differential evolution.

MOEA multi-objective evolutionary algorithm.

MOEA-D/GSH multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition hybridized with a problem-specific generalized subproblem-dependent heuristic.

MOGA multi-objective genetic algorithm.

NBI normal boundary intersection.
NDQO on-dominated quantum optimization algorithm.
NL network lifetime.
NLOS non-line-of-sight.
NSGA non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm.
NSGA-II non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm-II.

OF objective function.
OOK on-off keying.
OSI open systems interconnection.

PLBR per-link BER requirement.
PPM pulse position modulation.

QAM quadrature amplitude modulation.
QoE quality of experience.
QoS quality-of-service.
QPSK quadrature phase-shift keying.

RANR random route selection.
RBAT remaining battery.
REI residual energy information.
RFID radio-frequency identification.
RL route lifetime.
RN relay node.
RSS route selection scheme.

SCC serially concatenated convolutional encoding.
SER symbol error rate.
SINR signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio.
SN source node.
SNR signal-to-noise ratio.
SO-TPSMA single-objective territorial predator scent marking algorithm.
SOGA single-objective genetic algorithm.
SP signomial programming.
SPEA strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm.
SPEA-II strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm-II.
SPP signal processing power.
SPTS spatially periodic time sharing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDMA</td>
<td>time-division multiple access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>time slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP</td>
<td>voice over IP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMN</td>
<td>wireless mesh network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>wireless sensor network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVSN</td>
<td>wireless video sensor networks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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